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ABSTRACT 
Pythian 4 is Pindar's grandest ode. It was commissioned along 
with Pythian 5 to celebrate the chariot victory at Delphi of Arcesilas IV of 
Cyrene. The lengthy myth of Pythian 4 narrates the tale of Jason and the 
Argonauts, long established in the Greek mythic tradition. Pindar's 
treatment of this tradition to create his myth is examined. It reveals much 
about his aims in writing the ode, in particular in the characterisation of 
his hero, Jason, and his opponent, Pelias. The poem's structure and the 
narrative technique employed in the myth are also examined. A 
remarkable feature of Pythian 4 is its epic flavour. Analysis of Pindar's 
production of this effect reveals many different devices which would 
remind his audience of epic, not least a singular concentration of epic 
language in the ode. The epilogue of Pythian 4 refers to the contemporary 
political situation in Cyrene. The poet's presentation and use of this 
material is assessed in the light of his treatment of contemporary 
allusions elsewhere in the odes. 
The complex relationship between the two odes for Arcesilas is 
considered in the light of other double commissions. Pythian 4 contains an 
unusual plea for an exile, Damophilus. He may have paid for the ode. The 
unusual features of Pythian 5 are examined: an extraordinary tribute to 
Arcesilas' charioteer, Carrhotus; vivid and numerous details of the 
topography of Cyrene and details of religious cult practice there. Pythian 5 
also raises the question of the identity of the first person in Pindar. The 
poet's treatment of Cyrenean history, especially the figure of Battus, the 
victor's ancestor, who features in the myths of both odes, is also 
considered. 
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PREFACE 
Pythian 4 has long received special attention because of its 
extraordinary length, complexity and grandeur. In the last ten years both 
a dissertation and a monograph have been published and during the final 
stages of the preparation of this thesis, Braswell's commentary on 
Pythian 4 (De Gruyter 1988) all of which deal solely with Pindar's p i&e de 
r6sistance, adding to the mass of articles and chapters devoted to it 
elsewhere. Pythian 5, by contrast, has aroused far less interest and has 
often been neglected by scholars of Pythian 4, although the recent 
discussions by Burton, Duchemin and Race have gone some way to 
redressing the balance. 
In the face of so much scholarship one might wonder what 
justification exists for yet another piece of research which centres on 
Pythian 4. However, despite the fact that Pythian 4 is among the most 
studied of the odes there is still disagreement among scholars on several 
important points. In addition, many of the questions dealt with by 
scholarship are not treated in sufficient detail and the monographs on 
Pythian 4, although valuable, have very different emphases from those 
which seem to me important. Moreover, there has been no major 
discussion which treats the odes as a pair. This study aims to fill this gap. 
My debt to those who have assisted in the preparation of this thesis 
is enormous. Not many of the world's population can claim to have 
studied Pindar; far fewer can have executed the bulk of their research for 
a doctoral thesis in the Kalahari desert. It would not have been possible 
without the enthusiasm, constant encouragement and sensitive criticism 
of my supervisor, Dr Christopher Carey. 
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I am indebted also to Mrs Marika Frank of the University of the 
Witwatersrand for her practical help and to those at St. Andrews whose 
encouragement over the years has been unfailing, Professor Ian Kidd and 
Mr Martin Smith. Since I returned to Britain my visits to St. Andrews 
have only been made possible by the hospitality of Mr and Mrs Robin 
Evetts. I cannot exaggerate my debt to Dr John Pinsent, of the Department 
of Classics and Archaeology in the University of Liverpool, who has not 
only prepared this manuscript on a Macintosh Plus with the help of Ms 
Helena Hurt but also offered much practical help, stimulating discussion 
and characteristic insight. Last, but not least, this list would not be 
complete without mention of my husband who has always been ready to 
offer support and encouragement. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In 462 B. C. the chariot of Arcesilas of Cyrene was victorious at the 
Pythian games at Delphi. The chariot and horses had travelled far in 
order to participate. Cyrene, situated on the north coast of present-day 
Libya, was a colony on the edge of the Greek world. It had been founded 
less than two hundred years earlier (631 B. C. ) by one Battus, a Theran, on 
the instruction of the Delphic Oracle. After initial struggles to survive it 
had prospered, largely as a result of its fertile climate which favoured the 
growth of a valuable medicinal herb, silphium. 
The ruling of Cyrene had not passed out of the hands of the Battiad 
dynasty, named after its founder, Battus I. The throne was passed from 
father to son in direct line for eight generations despite rivalries and 
power struggles both from without and within the family. Arcesilas IV, 
whose chariot was victorious at Delphi, was the eighth Battiad king. With 
him the dynasty ended when he was murdered a few years after a further 
victory at Olympia in 460. 
Cyrene became famous for its chariots, but before Arcesilas we have 
no record of any king participating in the famous Greek games, although 
twelve years before Arcesilas' victory we know that a Cyrenean athlete 
was victorious at the Pythian games in the race in armour. A Pindaric 
ode for this athlete Telesicrates still exists (Pythian 9). 
Despite Herodotus' interest in Cyrene (4.150ff. ) we possess very 
little historical evidence for Arcesilas' reign. We do not know why he 
decided to compete in the Greek games, but certain aspects of the odes in 
his honour suggest that he was desirous of strengthening his ties with 
Greece. The historian Theotimus, cited by the scholia on Pythian 5 (Z 
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P. 5.34, D. II pp. 175-6) records that Arcesilas attempted to recruit 
mercenary colonists from Greece to people Euhesperides. Being a Dorian 
colony Cyrene already possessed religious and cultural links with the 
Greek mainland, but participation in the Greek games would no doubt 
have established her position as part of the Greek world more firmly. 
When his chariot was victorious at Delphi Arcesilas commissioned one of 
the most famous of Greek epinicists to celebrate it. 
Arcesilas was only one of a number of men of considerable standing 
to command Pindaes services. The Theban poet had executed odes for no 
less than four powerful Sicilians, Hieron, Theron, Xenocrates and 
Chromius. Hieron was Pindar's greatest patron, but Theron had ordered 
a double celebration of his victory in 476 B. C. and both Xenocrates and 
Chromius employed him twice. These men also ruled cities on the edge of 
the Greek world and it is noticeable that Pindar was concerned to 
demonstrate their connection with mainland Greece as he is with 
Arcesilas. 
A pair of odes in honour of Arcesilas' victory has come down to us. 
One of these, Pythian 4, is unique among Pindar's epinicians. Its 
extraordinary length, thirteen triads compared to the five of its nearest 
rivals, is matched by a complexity and almost epic grandeur quite 
unsurpassed by even the dazzling Olympian 1. Much of its length is taken 
up by a myth from heroic saga, the adventures of Jason and the 
Argonauts on their Quest for the Golden Fleece, but what makes it quite 
unique among the odes is the presence in the epilogue of a plea on behalf 
of a Cyrenean exile, Damophilus, who longs to return home. 
By contrast, Pythian 5 appears much more straightforward. The 
ode opens and closes with conventional praise of the victor and the central 
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section contains a narrative of some of the deeds of Cyrene's founder, 
Battus I, which takes the place of a myth. However, before this narrative 
the poet devotes no less than twenty-seven verses to praise of Arcesilas' 
charioteer Carrhotus, an unusual and striking tribute. In addition, the 
ode exhibits an unusual concern with Apollo, who is hailed by his 
Cyrenean cult-title, Carneios (v. 80), and Pindar describes his festival in 
some detail (vv. 77ff. ). 
It is the aim of this study to consider the unusual features of these 
two odes in detail, attempting not only to demonstrate the close 
relationship between the two odes but also how the poet deals with an 
unusual brief within the conventions of the epinician genre. 
Chapter 1 discusses Pindar's treatment of Argonautic myth. Our 
evidence for pre-Pindaric Argonautic tradition is not extensive, but with 
the aid of later tradition there is sufficient for us to examine the poet's 
handling of his sources. Analysis reveals considerable selectivity in his 
approach. Some of this may be accredited to the relative shortness (in 
comparison with epic) of the myth of Pythian 4, which necessitated 
economy in the narrative. However, the bulk of Pindar's careful choice is 
clearly accounted for by the need to make the'myth relevant to his 
Cyrenean victor. Pindar retains those elements from the tradition which 
furthered his aims, sometimes without change, sometimes adapting 
them or altering their emphasis. Certain elements disappear altogether, 
while other relatively minor ones are given new and detailed treatment 
and certain elements appear to have been invented or are employed in 
novel combinations in order to create a myth which is carefully tailored to 
suit the demands of Pythian 4. 
Examination of the myth continues in Chapter 2 where the 
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portrayal of the two main characters in the myth, Jason and Pelias, is 
analysed. Pindar's treatment of character in the odes in general appears 
to be consistent with the approach found elsewhere in the remains of lyric 
poetry, but differs from that of Bacchylides, his contemporary, whose 
treatment gives the impression of a more objective presentation of the facts 
on which the audience is to judge character. Pindar is more inclined to 
manipulate our judgement by the use of editorial comment and loaded 
language. His approach does not vary in Pythian 4, despite the opportunity 
presented to him by so lengthy a narrative. Jason emerges as the central 
hero of the piece, but in order to present Arcesilas with an example of the 
ideal king whose behaviour is a model for him to follow Pindar has 
departed greatly from the prototype hero available to him in epic. Pelias is 
delineated carefully by the poet in order to provide a foil for Jason,, but he is 
not intended to provide an exemplum in his own right. 
In Chapter 3 we turn to the ode's structure to consider how Pindar 
creates structural unity in an ode as large as Pythian 4. The ode falls 
naturally into three parts, proem, myth and epilogue, a tripartite 
structure traditional both in lyric and epinician poetry. Ring composition 
plays an important part in the poet's structuring of the ode. In the proem 
it is the main structure, since Medea's speech, which is framed by an 
announcement of Arcesilas' victory, is a perfect example of concentric 
ring composition. The poet also uses the events of the proem to introduce 
structural rings which are only closed at the end of the main myth. 
The myth itself is introduced formally and structured by scenes, 
events on Jason's return to Iolcos, the voyage to Colchis, and a parallel 
series of events in Colchis, until the poet breaks off his myth and hastily 
returns to the present, closing the structural rings begun in the 
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Vormythos and at the beginning of the myth. The epilogue is securely 
linked to the myth by the poet's return to Arcesilas and the present and in 
addition the entire section forms a frame around the myth with the earlier 
praise of Arcesilas in the proem. 
A final section of Chapter 3 is devoted to Pindar's narrative 
technique in the myth. We see that he has chosen an episodic rather than 
a linear narrative. This is typical of Pindar's approach elsewhere in the 
odes and, from our limited evidence, appears to be consistent with that 
found in lyric, but very different from that of epic. Analysis of the 
catalogue of heroes at P. 4.171ff. shows that Pindar paid considerable 
attention to detail in his narrative technique and that his search for 
variety operated even on the level of sentence structure. 
Almost every commentator on P thian 4 has remarked on the Y 
poem's epic qualities. The unusual length of the ode, the poet's choice of 
myth and his treatment of it, the themes and language combine to 
produce the ode's distinctive epic flavouring. The first part of Chapter 4 
deals with these epic features individually, discussing such elements as 
scale, the poet's choice of metre, the central role played by the hero in the 
myth, narrative devices and epic motifs and themes. 
The second part of the chapter is devoted to analysis of Pindar's use 
of epic language in Pythian 4. While some work has been done in this area 
by Forssman no attempt has been made previously to quantify Pindar's 
usage. Despite the problems raised by subjecting ancient texts to statistical 
analysis and our limited evidence for poetry before Pindar it was still felt 
that such a study would be valuable. Ten odes have been analysed in order 
to provide a control for Pythian 4. The ode emerges as one containing a 
significantly higher proportion of epic language than Pindar's ordinary 
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usage. Pythian 5, however, contains a proportion significantly below 
average. 
Chapter 5 examines Pindar's treatment of contemporary allusions 
in the odes, with a view to determining whether the poet deals with the 
plea in the epilogue of Pythian 4 in a manner consistent with his 
treatment of contemporary material elsewhere. The discussion is 
restricted to those allusions which are explicit, whether deliberately 
specified by Pindar or where we can be reasonably certain that he 
intended to refer to the contemporary situation. It is also restricted to 
allusions to contemporary political developments concerning the city of 
the laudandus in order to provide a suitable context for the evaluation of 
Pindar's treatment of contemporary events in Cyrene in Pythians 4 and 5. 
Analysis shows that Pindar uses contemporary references in the 
odes in order to praise his victor. Events of a positive nature provide direct 
praise, events of a negative nature a foil against which to set the 
brightness of the victor's present success. The reference to contemporary 
events in Pythian 5 falls into the latter category. The plea at the end of 
Pythian 4 does not serve either of these purposes. Its uniqueness, 
however, should not surprise us in an ode so far removed in scale and 
grandeur from anything else which Pindar composed. 
The relationship between Pythians 4and 5 is the subject of Chapter 
6. The existence of a pair of odes to celebrate a single victory is not 
unusual. Other examples suggest that the poems might have been 
intended for separate performances or composed as a pair for reasons of 
pride and prestige. Both these explanations could apply in the case of 
Pythians 4 and 5. A further explanation of the existence of the two odes, 
however, lies in their commission. The presence of the plea for 
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Damophilus at the end of Pythian 4 raises the question how did it come to 
be there if Arcesilas commissioned the ode. Either we must assume that 
the plea is rhetorical and that it appears in Pythian 4 with Arcesilas' 
blessing as an oblique means of praising him, or that Pindar composed 
PYthian 4 at the request of Damophilus for whom he aimed to secure a 
reconciliation with Arcesilas. If we accept the latter possibility this would 
explain the existence of two odes to celebrate Arcesilas' victory. 
The close relationship between Pythians 4 and 5 suggests that the 
poet composed whichever ode came first with the other in mind. Despite 
their treatment of the same subject and use of Cyrenean tradition within 
the myth the odes do not overlap in any way. The poet appears to have 
deliberately separated them in this way, but in such a manner that each 
ode presupposes the other. 
In Chapter 7 we turn to Pythian 5, to discuss its unusual features. 
Although we can be certain at times that Pindar did not travel to the 
victoes homeland, but sent his ode by an intermediary, examination of the 
topographical and parochial detail of Cyrene in the ode seems to suggest 
autopsy by the poet. This degree of purely topographical detail is quite 
remarkable. A second unusual feature of Pythian 5 is the apparent 
connection with a festival of Apollo Carneios. The description of cult 
practice which appears in the ode occupies a significant part of the ode 
(vv. 77-88) and is so detailed that it would seem to suggest that Pythian 5 
was actually performed at some stage during the festival. 
A final striking feature of Pythian 5 is the extended tribute paid to 
Arcesilas' charioteer (vv. 26ff. ). It is unusual for Pindar to name 
charioteers or riders, let alone devote almost thirty verses to their 
achievement. Carrhotus' victory had, however, been quite remarkable. He 
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was victorious and kept his team and chariot intact when no less than 
forty chariots came to grief. This may have been the sole reason behind 
Pindar's praise of Carrhotus, but the scholia state that Arcesilas had 
further cause to be grateful to the charioteer. According to them (Z 
P. 5.34, D. II pp. 175-6) Carrhotus had been involved in an expedition to 
Greece to recruit mercenary colonists for Arcesilas. There is a muddle in 
the scholia at this point, but Carrhotus' part in such an expedition 
remains a possibility. Such praise of a personage other than the victor is 
rare, but Pindar incorporates it skilfully into the ode. 
The final chapter explores Pindar's treatment of Arcesilas' 
ancestor Battus. The historical account of Cyrene's founding given by 
Herodotus (4.150ff. ) provides us with an excellent background against 
which to evaluate Pindar's handling of Battus' role in the founding of 
Cyrene. Battus' role is discussed for each ode, but in both the poet's aims 
are consistent. He omits that which might have detracted from his picture 
of Arcesilas' glorious ancestor, or subtly alters the emphasis so that 
Battus appears in a suitably heroic light. This tendency to edit his 
material in order to please his patron is a feature both of Pindar's 
treatment of historical material and of myth. 
Little further explanation is needed. The text referred to throughout 
is that of Snell-Maehler (Leipzig 1987) unless otherwise indicated. 
Authors of published works are referred to by name only and by 
accompanying date if more than one work is cited. The reader is referred 
to the bibliography, pp. 323ff., for explanations. The abbreviations for Greek 
and Roman authors are those found in the lexica of Liddell-Scott-Jones 
and Lewis and Short. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Argonautic Saga 
Introduction 
The body of myth which told of the voyage of the Argo was well-known 
long before Pindar used it to create the myth of Pythian 4. Our earliest extant 
Greek source, the Homeric poems, refer to persons and events from 
Argonautic myth, and even the Argo itself, in a manner which seems to 
indicate that the essentials of the saga were already well-established when the 
poems were composed. After Homer we find numerous references to the saga 
or versions of it in several authors writing before Pindar. Of these not a great 
deal is extant, and it must be noted that much of this evidence is only such as 
has been preserved in scholia, and therefore reflects a biased interest which 
prevents us from viewing it as exactly representative of what existed. 
However, there is sufficient to establish that by the time Pindar wrote Pythian 
4 the tradition already contained variant versions and that he has selected, 
omitted and adapted the material available to him as well as creating new 
variants of his own. 
This chapter aims to study Pindar's treatment of the myth of the 
Argonauts in Pythian 4 in order to shed light on its relevance and on the 
structure of the poem, its themes and its aims. In order to maintain 
clarity, we shall not begin by plunging in medias res, as Pindar does, with 
Medea's prophecy on Thera, but at the earliest chronological point of the 
action, which he himself indicates in vv. 70-71 to be the true start of the 
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chain of events which led to the quest for the Golden Fleece. 
1. The meeting of Jason and Pelias in Iolcos 
W The oracle to Pelias 
In response to the rhetorical questions which introduce the myth of 
the quest of the Minyae for the Golden Fleece (vv. 70-71) Pindar makes two 
statements about Pelias. First, it was Waoa-rov that his death was to be 
brought about in some way by the Aeolidae. Secondly, the poet describes 
Pelias' reception of an oracle Quivre-qm v. 73) at Delphi which warned him 
to be always on his guard against a single-sandalled man who would 
arrive in Iolcos (alnnviTv dv6 ora4uW v. 76) and might be citizen or stranger. 
The juxtaposition of these statements gives the impression that both 
elements formed part of the one Delphic oracle. There is no inconsistency 
in such a combination of cautionsl. A warning of death, followed by a 
further warning against a single- sandalled man merely narrows the field 
of possible murderers and if the order of the warnings was reversed, the 
need to watch out for a single-sandalled man is increased because death is 
now in the offing. Pelias' later reaction of fear when he sees the single- 
sandalled man (v. 97), and his actions on discovering who this man is, 
suggest that he associates him with the warning of his death. 
Our sources do not reveal whether Pindar combined two separate 
oracles to provide a suitable beginning for his myth, or merely utilised an 
oracle from the Argonautic tradition which gave a double warning. We 
possess only one other reference to an oracle to Pelias, in the Argonautica 
1 Goossens, p. 851 n. 3, sees a contradiction here. 
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of Pherecydes, a probable contemporary2. The terms of the oracle are not 
directly narrated, but we may deduce from the text that he knew of the 
same double warning. 
According to Pherecydes Jason, wearing a single sandal, arrives in 
Iolcos when Pelias is sacrificing to Poseidon. On seeing him, 6 HrAtag 
av, V, 8dAAcL T6 yam-4tov. Obviously the oracle which Pelias remembered 
concerned a man wearing a single sandal. In addition, Pherecydes says 
that Pelias kept quiet on Jason's arrival, but the next day he asked him 
what he would do if an oracle had told him he was to die at the hands of 
one of the citizens. Pherecydes' Pelias clearly associated the two oracular 
pronouncements as Pindar's Pelias does. Thus we may suggest that at 
this stage in the tradition the two elements were combined3. 
It has been suggested that Pindar followed Pherecydes' account4. 
Although the two writers were contemporary we have no way of knowing 
whether one preceded the other or that they even knew of each other's 
work5. However, the difference between their accounts would seem to 
suggest a common source rather than the derivation of one account from 
2 See Jacoby 3 F105. The date of Pherecydes is discussed in n-5. 3 Later authors separated them, in that they refer to either but not to both. The oracle about 
the single-sandalled man occurs in A. R. 1.5-7, Apollod. 1.107-8, Hyg. F. 12, and 
warnings of death given by the gods in VALF1.1.26M. 4 Cf. Duchemin, p. 95. She gives no evidence to support this suggestion. 5 There seems to have been some confusion in antiquity as to who exactly this Pherecydes 
was, since the Suda gives no less than three entries under the name, and other writers 
feel a need to distinguish between them (Jacoby 3T 1-8). Eusebius writes 
under0l. 81.1(456/5 B. C. ) Ferecydes secundus historiarum scriptor agnoscitur. This 
Pherecydes seems to coincide with the third entry in the Suda, a Pherecydes from Leros 
for whom he gives a birthdate in 01.75 (480-477 B. C. ). If Eusebius' date is that of 
Pherecydes't7oruit, we could say on the evidence of Pindar's dates (P. 10 in 498 B. C. to 
P. 8 in 446 B. C. ) that Pindar was the earlier of the two. If, however, Pherecydes' 
Argonautica was one of his earlier works it is possible that he had not encountered the 
relatively late Pythian 4 (462 B. C. ), especially if there was some delay between the date of 
composition of the ode and its wide circulation. 
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the other. Even allowing for the fact that either author might have 
suppressed or added to the account which he found in the other, it seems 
reasonable to expect the narratives to be more similar than they are if one 
author had used the other as a source. It is notable that the'only real 
similarity is the reference to this oracle, which is, in some form or other, 
common to all later versions of the saga6. 
The oracle to Pelias provided the poet with a particularly good 
starting point for a chain of events. Sandgren (p. 17) remarks on other 
examples in the odes (0.6 and 7, and the Euphemus episode of P. 4). 
Pythian 4 offers further evidence of the poet's use of this device. The oracle 
to Battus which begins the events of the Vormythos is mentioned no less 
than four times (vv. 6-10,53-6,59-63,259-62) and involves a chain of events 
culminating in the colonisation of Cyrene. This oracle in turn fliffils the 
prophecy of Medea (vv. 13-56) which reveals that Triton's gift of the clod to 
Euphemus set in motion a chain of events for generations to come. Pelias' 
consultation of the Delphic Oracle in order to confirm his dream (vv. 163-4) 
results in all the events of the voyage of the Argonauts. 
Pindar also had more immediate concerns of the plot in mind when 
he decided to recount the oracle to Pelias. It provided a motive for Pelias' 
reaction to Jason on his arrival (fear, v. 97) and, more importantly, for his 
subsequent behaviour, that is, his desire to rid himself of Jason by sending 
him off on the Quest for the Golden Fleece7. In order to supply both these 
motives Pindar needed to include both elements of the oracular warning. 
6 Cf. n. 3 above. 
7 Earlier accounts such as those of Hesiod and Mimnermus give no reason why Pelias 
should have set Jason the task described so unfavourably (arov&vras- dMovs, Hes. 
Th. 994, XaAcirlper drMv, Mimn. fr. 11.3), but an oracle such as the one Pindar relates 
here would provide excellent motivation for Pelias' devising of such a task. 
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To include only the admonition about the single-sandalled man, although 
striking, would not give Pelias any motivation for his concern to remove 
Jason from Iolcos at all costs; he might merely watch Jason closely. In the 
same way the threat of death at the hands of the Aeolidae was to be 
expected by one who had usurped their throne and would not in itself 
provide any reason for Pelias' reaction to the one-sandalled Jason. The 
motif of the one sandal enabled Pelias to pinpoint his vague fears. 
The oracular warnings to Pelias also highlight the theme of fate 
which runs throughout the ode8. Pindar emphasises that, no matter how 
great the delay or how insurmountable the obstacles, what is destined by 
the gods always comes to pass. For this reason an oracle also provides the 
poet with an excellent means of creating suspense and tension, enabling 
him to hold his audience's attention over a lengthy period of time until the 
predestined event finally comes to pass. Pindar utilises this potential to 
the full by opening his myth with the oracle to Pelias, since he does not 
narrate its fulfilment, Pelias' death, until he closes the myth in vv. 250ff. 9 
We should also note that this theme of destiny has an especial 
relevance for the victor whom Pindar addresses. Arcesilas' rule at Cyrene 
had its origins in a Delphic oracle to his ancestor Battus (which Pindar 
emphasises in this ode), instructing him to colonise Libya. Sovereignty 
had passed from father to son in direct line until Arcesilas IV, but not 
without various tensions and struggleslO. Arcesilas himself had been 
faced with stasis (cf. vv. 272-4, Z. P. 4 init., D. II p. 92). Pindar, however, uses 
8 Cf. Goossens p. 850. 
9 It is also possible that Pindar was following tradition here, i. e. that the oracle was used 
as the starting-point for the tale in Pindar's sources. Later writers seem to stick to this 
beginning: e. g. A-R-1.5ff, Apollod. 1.107, Val. Fl. 1.26ff. (prophecies rather than oracle). 
10 Cf. App. 111, pp. 297ff. 
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his theme of the all-powerfulness of destiny to reinforce his praise of 
Arcesilas'Idngship in the epilogue and to assert subtly his god-given right 
to rule. 
If Pindar did not find both elements of the oracle's warning already 
combined in the tradition we may further observe his skilful economy in 
uniting two separate oracular pronouncements to simplify his lengthy 
myth and make the most use of one effective device. 
(ii) Jasonuoktwv4ms- 
The most striking detail of the oracle of vv. 71-8 is the one sandal. 
Jason's arrival in Iolcos in such a guise and the oracle pertaining to T& 
yomKp4m8a are not found in our literary sources for Argonautic saga 
before Pindar, but there is good reason to believe that the detail was 
traditional. First, it is notable that it occurs in all later accounts except 
that of Valerius Flaccus. Secondly, it appears to have been an established 
part of the tradition in Larissa, where coins featuring the symbol of 
Jason's sandal can be dated at least as early as 480 B. C. 11. 
If the detail was traditional, there is a possibility which we cannot 
rule out that the poet included it for this very reason. However, it is evident 
from omissions'and adaptations elsewhere in the myth (such as the 
exclusion of many of the traditional episodes on the voyage to Colchis, and 
the transposition of events on Lemnos) that Pindar did not feel constrained 
to follow tradition. 
Commentators from the scholia onwards have suggested that the 
one sandal had some special point or significance for the poet. The scholia 
11 See Parnell 11 p. 147. Pindaes first ode (P. 10 in 498 B. C. ) was for a Thessalian victor. 
It is possible that he visited Larissa himself on that commission, or at least had contacts 
there. 
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offer two explanations for Jason's wearing only one sandal12. The first is a 
quotation of Pherecydes' tale of how Jason came to lose a sandal. Pindar 
makes no reference to this. The second is more interesting: cbn &' Kal 
Aln, Aol 7rdpres- powKp4m&-s- &d T13 MkilMiTaTIOL dvaL13. 
Goossens (pp. 852-4) explains this with supporting evidence from 
Thucydides (3.22.2). The wearing of only one sandal is a useful device 
employed by warriors (of whom the Aetolians were a prime example) to 
ensure the good grip in muddy terrain given by an unsandalled foot. It is 
noticeable that Pindar portrays Jason as a warrior on his arrival in Iolcos 
(vv. 79-83), carrying two spears and with a leopard skin wound around his 
shoulders, and implies that he had come down to Iolcos over mountainous 
terrain (ahre-u0m dn6 a-raOp60. He may, therefore, have had this reason for 
the wearing of only one sandal in mind, but if he did it seems remarkable 
that he does not directly refer to it in his description of Jason's 
appearance. It is only indirectly that we realise that Jason was PoMKp4MS-, 
after the account of the oracle's warning about a one-sandalled man 
Pindar merely says: 66 &a ; rp6W bcc-e a1)jzdZozv &&ýLatozv d4 1KvayAqs-. 
Several scholars suggest that Pindar employs the device of the one 
sandal for symbolic reasons: Farnell (II p. 148) that there was something 
'magical and mystical' about the detail, Brunel (p. 42) that the one sandal 
symbolised Jason's intention to reclaim his throne, Deonna. (p. 66) that it 
revealed Jason as 'un officiant des rites chthoniens ... un messager 
funýbre et funeste' for Pelias. All these scholars provide adequate evidence 
for such symbolism in the wearing of only one sandal, which the detail 
12 2; 133a, DII pp. 11 7-8. 
13 Goosens (p. 852 n. 2) compares Z. E. Ph. 139. Cf. also Arist. 7re-pi voiqriAv fr. 6 Ross. 
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may even have possessed in pre-Pindaric Argonautic myth14, but it is 
quite clear that for Pindar its value was merely literary. 
Nothing in Jason's appearance or behaviour suggests that he 
possessed magical powers or was a messenger of the chthonic gods oren 
rapport with the spirit world' (Farnell). Nor does the crowd's reaction to 
him suggest any more than that his physical appearance was striking. 
Moreover Pelias' fear of Jason on noting his one sandal is the physical 
fear of a killer, not of any supernatural or mystical power, but of the 
physical presence of a man he has been warned about in connection with 
his death. 
We may submit instead that the poet viewed the motif as an 
extremely useful and economical tool for his plot. It enabled him to move 
straight from the oracle to Pelias to the moment of the oracle's fulfilment 
in Jason's arrival in Iolcos, using the one striking detail as a pivot. 
'Without it the poet would be unable to build up the suspense and tension 
which Jason's arrival creates. Pindar also exploits the visual impact of 
the detail by making it the central f6cus of Pelias' and Jason's first 
meeting. It is the only thing which warns Pelias against Jason and 
provides the stimulus for his questions to find out whether the one- 
sandalled stranger fulfils the rest of the oracle. The tension heightens 
until the final revelation of Jason's name in v. 119, over forty lines after the 
oracle's warning. 
(iii) Jason and Pelias 
After the oracle to Pelias Pindar turns our attention to Jason's 
14 In view of the very mundane explanations of the one sandal given in Pherecydes and 
in later writers, however, it would appear that the detail had lost any intrinsic symbolism 
by the time Pindar was writing. 
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arrival in Iolcos. We possess only the account of Pherecydes with which to 
compare his treatment of eventS15. Pherecydes describes Jason arriving in 
a crowd of citizens who had come to Iolcos for a sacrifice to Poseidon 
celebrated by Pelias. Pindar has either followed a different tradition or he 
has altered what existed to suit his own purposes, since he presents Jason 
arriving alone in the market place. There are obvious reasons for such a 
presentation. First, it allows Pindar to create an Homeric-type crowd 
scene where members of the crowd speculate on who Jason might be, thus 
expanding the straight description of his appearance given in vv. 79-85. 
Secondly, it allows Pindar to present Jason as a complete foil to Pelias 
right from his first appearance: the lone unknown figure standing in the 
agora contrasts strongly with'Pelias, known to all except Jason and 
rushing headlong in a chariot. In addition, if Pindar knew of the tradition 
as related by PherecydeS16, it can be seen that he has suppressed Pelias' 
sacrifice. This also may 6 attributed to his desire to present Jason and 
Pelias as contrasting figures, since Pindar's Jason is an extremely pious 
herO17. 
The sequel to Jason's suggestion of sending a dangerous citizen off 
on the Quest for the Golden Fleece, as narrated by Pherecydes, is not 
preserved by the scholiast, but, judging by the conciseness of what we do 
possess, it seems unlikely that Pherecydes treated the episode with 
15 See Jacoby 3 F105. This tradition* is followed by A. R. 1.12-14, Hyg. F. 12.2, 
A ollod. 1.108. 
14his seems possible in view of its later prevalence. See Jacoby 3 F105, A. R. 1.12-14, 
H F. 12.2, Apollod. 1.108. lyg. 
See vv. 191-6,204-29,232-3 for Jason's evident piety. Pindar also shows the gods' favour 
for Jason in the sending of their sons to take part in the quest (vv. 171-183), in Hera% 
enkindling of the heroes' desire to sail in the Argo (vv, 184-7) and in Aphrodite's aid in 
winning Medea7s love and help (vv. 213-9). 
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anything like the interest it has for Pindar, who appears to have 
considerably expanded the confrontation of Jason and Pelias. Of course we 
cannot be certain that he did not use other sources which are not available 
to us, but an examination of why he has expanded the episode to include 
the events which he has chosen clearly shows that even if Pindar did find 
these elsewhere he has still put his own stamp on them. 
The poet's interest in drawing the two characters clearly and in 
highlighting their opposition has led to the lengthy dialogue (vv. 97-119, 
138-167) uncharacteristic of lyric, but familiar in epic. Into this dialogue 
Pindar has inserted the scene of Aeson's recognition of his son, the 
gathering together of his family and their feasting together for five days 
while Jason unfolds his tale, another epic touch. This insertion has 
obvious aims: the recognition scene with its tender emotions provides a 
sharp contrast to the welcome which Jason received from Pelias, the 
family gathering adds to theý epic flavouring which Pindar is trying to 
create throughout the myth18, and the whole insertion breaks the dialogue 
up into two symmetrically structured halves. 
It is clear that Pindar was especially interested in the 
characterisation and contrast between the two main protagonists19. For 
portrayal of Jason-the remains of earlier Argonautic saga provide scant 
evidence, but it can be seen from our existing sources that Pindar follows 
the tradition in making him a Minyan (v. 69)20, the leader of the 
expedition2l (cf. Baa-LMý; -, 66-ns- dpXct va6i, - [vv. 229-301 and his central role 
18 Epic features in P. 4 are discussed in ch. 4. See esp. pp. 139-40 & 145 
19 A detailed discussion of his treatment is given in ch. 2. My remarks here are limited to 
Pindar's treatment of the characterisation which the Argonautic tradition offered him. 
20 See Stesich. fr. 238, which specifies Jason's direct descent from Minyas. 21 Vian and Wage I p. xxxiii n. 5 record three occasions in pre-Pindaric epic where Jason is 
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in events) and in showing that his piety was rewarded by the favour of the 
gods (cf. note 17 above)22. For the rest, we cannot be sure how much 
Pindar has relied on the tradition and how much he has improvised or 
adapted, but the underlying aims behind his characterisation of Jason 
would seem to suggest that much of it is his own23. Jason's physical 
appearance and the speeches which he makes have been carefully devised 
by the poet in order to present him in a sympathetic light. Similar motives 
lie behind the choice of episodes on the quest and Pindar's treatment of 
Jason in them. The presentation of Jason has been influenced by the need 
to make the myth relevant to the victor. 
For Pindar's characterisation of Pelias a choice already existed in 
the tradition. It is clear that he knew the tradition followed by Homer and 
those who described the funeral games of Pelias (for example Stesichorus 
and the artists of the Cypselus chest). This tradition appears to know of no 
enmity between Pelias and Jason. Pelias is not murdered, but funeral 
games are held in his honour in which Jason and the Argonauts took 
part, and Pelias' son Acastus appears to have been an Argonaut24. 
Pindar's genealogy of Pelias in Pythian 4 (indirectly given in vv. 136,138, 
called rotylpt Aaav, 11.7.469, Hes. Th. 1000 & fr. 40.1, and they comment 'titre qui 
convient d un souverain ou du moins d un chef militaire'. All early evidence seems to 
indicate that he was the leader by citing him alone as main protagonist in the action. It is 
only in later evidence that there is rivalry for the leadership and figures such as 
Heracles reach the position of leader. 
22 Cf. Hera's affection for him in Od. 12.71-2 and Aphrodite's machinations in order that 
Jason may return home in the Na upactia fr. 6. 23 Van der Kolf suggests (p. 38) that Pindar did not like the character of Jason as drawn 
by Hesiod and other early poets, and therefore invented. This, of course, can only be 
conjectural. 
24 Cf. Od. 11.254-9, Stesich. frr. 178-80, and Athenaeus' comments'on Simonides 
(Ath. 4.172e) which indicate that Meleager and Amphiaraus took part in the funeral 
games. For a description of the panels on the Cypselus chest cf Paus. 5.16.9ff.. Cf 
also Scherling RE 19.1 318-19, Wilamowitz (1924) 11 pp. 242-3,323-4, Vian and D61age I 
pp. xxxii-xxxiv. 
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142) is that of Homer25, and at Nemean 4.57-60 Pelias' son Acastus is 
married to Jason's sister Hippolyte26, a circumstance only possible if 
there was no hostility between Pelias and Jason. 
However, the Pelias who emerges in Pythian 4 appears to have his 
origins in the tradition of Mimnermus and Hesiod. The latter describes 
him thus: ylyas- j6datkir larep4mp 
ýt 6PLUTO ITfAtlr Kal tiT-dcoaAOS. 6ppt1joe-py6-. 27 
Neither author provides any justification for such a description, except 
perhaps the fact that he set Jason XaAe-i7-jpcs- de-Mov (Mimnermus), 
a-rov&yras- dMow (Hesiod), but in view of the fact that both authors state 
that these dreaded tasks were successfully achieved by Jason it is not a 
very convincing explanation. Pindar is our first source to explain Pelias' 
hybris clearly. He narrates Pelias' usurpation of Aeson's throne and 
accompanying wealth (vv. 109-10,147M). However, in view of the 
harshness of the terms employed by Hesiod and Mimnermus it seems 
reasonable to suggest that the usurpation already existed in the tradition, 
or at least some form of violence or threat towards Jason's family, even if 
Pelias were the legitimate ruler. This seems to gain support from a 
fragment of Hesiod which relates that Jason was brought up by the 
centaur, which in Pindar occurs as a direct result of Pelias' usurpation of 
the throne28. 
The tradition of usurpation would seem to have been unknown to 
Homer and those whose treatment of Pelias is not unfavourable. In fact, 
25 See Od. 11.235-54. 
26 See Z N. 4.92a (D. III p. 79), Vian & D61age I p. xxxiii n. 4, Z A. R. 1.287. 
27Hes. Th. 995-6. Mimnermus describes him as b, 8ptoTdr(fr. 11). 
28 See Hes. fr. 40. Pindar mentions Jason's upbringing by the centaur again at N. 3.53-4. 
Others have found support for this theory also in Pherecydes fr. 105, where Pherecydes 
portrays Jason as farming near the river Anaurus. They suggest that Aeson had sent 
him into the country to get him away from Pelias. 
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in Valerius' account there is even a hint that Pelias had inherited the 
throne in linear succession: 
Haemoniam 12rim is Pelias frenabat ab annis (1.22) 
although Valerius goes on to suggest that his rule was tyrannical U am 
gravis et longus populis metus v. 23, tyranno, v. 30). The idea of natural 
succession also seems to be present in Apollodorus' account: 71ý9 & 'I &A"D 
HcAtas- IflautArvac pe-Td KpqOda (1.107)29. Pindar however chose to 
emphasize the usurpation. 
First, in terms of the myth, the usurpation is a keystone in the 
building up of Pelias' character. It enhances the juxtaposition of Pelias 
and Jason, creating the contrast which the poet wishes to achieve: lawless 
usurper facing rightful heir. It provides Jason with a motive to return to 
Iolcos now that he is grown up, thus fulfilling the oracle in a very natural 
way30. Secondly, in terms of the ode as a whole, the motif has considerable 
relevance for the victor. Arcesilas' god-given right to rule in Cyrene had 
recently been threatened3l and he had to face the consequences. Pindar 
29 Vian and Ddlage (I P. xxxiv) see a contradiction in Pindar's account. They suggest 
that Pelias as son of Poseidon should take precedence over Aeson, son of the mortal 
Cretheus. This would fit well with a tradition of non-usurpation, since Pelias rightfully 
inherits the throne. However, it seems more likely that Pindar viewed Aeson rather than 
Pelias as the elder son and therefore the rightful heir. This can be seen in the terms in 
which the poet refers to Aeson's right to rule: dpXatay 7rarp6s- IyoD ... Tdv varr Zebs- dimarv Aaylrq A16AVKal iratal nudv (vv. 106-8) and dpXc8LKdv of Jason's parents in 
V. 110. 30 Jessen in RE 2.1 750.20ff. suggests that in the oracle given to Pelias of his death at the 
hands of his kinsmen Pindar has given Pelias a good motive for usurping the throne. 
This is possible and gains support from the fact that Pindar is the only source in which 
the oracle actually mentions Pelias' death at the hands of the Aeolidae. But Pindar does 
not give any other indication that this was the reason for Pelias' usurpation; the only 
possible motives which he makes explicit are greed (v. 148ff., esp. vAoDToY matmv) and 
Pelias' violent nature (v. 11). Also, his theory has to assume that Pelias received the 
oracle before he usurped the throne, an order of events which does not seem to be supported 
by the text. 
31 For the events in Cyrene which preceded Arcesilas' victory see pp176ff. & 193. 
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presents the king with a parallel, although worse situation and suggests 
in his hero's behaviour the best method of dealing with it. 
2. The Quest 
(i) The reason for the quest 
According to Pindar, Jason undertakes the Quest for the Golden 
Fleece at Pelias' request. Pelias gives his reasons in vv. 1 57-65: he has had 
a dream in which Phrixus beseeches him to go to the halls of Aeetes and 
bring home his spirit and the Golden Fleece. Consultation of the Delphic 
oracle has confirmed the dream, bidding him set out as soon as possible, 
but Pelias pleads his old age as an excuse for not going and suggests that 
Jason, who is young and able, should go instead. 
These lines touch on the tale of Phrixus and the ram, but it is clear 
that Pindar felt that the saga was sufficiently well-known to his audience 
for the reference to be self-explanatory32. He does not have to explain, for 
instance, why Phrixus' spirit and the Golden Fleece should be in the halls 
I 
of Aeetes, or why this should be Pelias' concern. 
The real interest in these verses, so far as Pindar's treatment of the 
myth is concerned, is Pelias' dream. It does not appear in any of our 
Argonautic sources before Pindar, who makes it the reason for the quest. In 
these earlier sources it is always Pelias who sets Jason the task of fetching the 
Golden Fleece (a tradition which Pindar followed), but no reasons are given33. 
32 Pearson suggests 09091 pp. 255-7) that the expression dOitw PeMwv N. 162) indicates that 
Pindar is referring to a variant version of the Phrixus myth. However, the authenticity of the 
variant tale attributed to Hyginus is doubtful (see Pearson's own remarks p. 256) and his 
interpretation of dOlwp PeAtwi, as 'seductive glances' is extremely hard to accept without some 
reference to eyes in the context (which there is in all his supporting examples). 
33 See Pherecyd. fr. 105, where fear is obviously Pelias' motivation: also Mimn. fr. 11, 
Hes. Th. 994-6. 
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It has been suggested that the dream did occur in the Argonautic 
tradition, but that that source is now lost to us and was lost even by the 
time of the scholia, hence their silence on the subjeCt34. An alternative 
view is that Pindar devised the dream himself or adapted it from another 
source to provide a suitable stimulus for the undertaking of the quest35. 
Messer notes that dreams occur fairly frequently in what he terms 
'imaginative Greek literature' except in lyric, and with especial frequency 
in epiC36. This point is particularly pertinent to Pythian 4 where the lyric 
poet is dealing with an epic tale and attempting to give his narrative an 
epic flavoUr37. In addition, the need to check whether the dream is true or 
false enables Pindar to use a favourite device in Pythian 4, the oracle 
which sets in motion a long chain of events. 
34 See Scherling, RE. 19.1 320ff.. Van der Kolf suggests that the need to bring Phrixus' 
soul home came from the most ancient versions of the Argonautic myth, which were 
religious in origin, where the journey of the Argonauts was a descent to the underworld. 
This can only be conjectural. 
35 Messer, pp. 129-31, puts forward the theory that Pindar found the idea of dream and 
confirming oracle in Aeschylus' Persians. Many of his points are useful, but his 
suggestion that Pindar was using R4 to atone for his city's attitude in the Persian War by 
telling the myth of the Argonauts seems far-fetched. 
36 Messer, p. 129 n. 5, only mentions two other places in lyric where dreams occur: 
Stesich. fr. 219 and Sapph. fr. 63. Stesichorus, we know, was writing of epic themes in lyric, 
but we cannot be certain of what Sappho is doing in this poem. Pindar uses the device only 
once outside P. 4, at 0.13.66ff. 
37 M6autis p. 239 aptly compares this dream to I1.23.65ff. where the dead Patroclus 
appears to Achilles as he sleeps and begs him for speedy burial as he cannot pass within 
the gates of Hades. The scholiast on v. 281 (D. II pp. 135-6) points out the similarity between 
the need to escort Phrixus' soul home and the rite of dvdKA17(7t5- described in Od. 9.65, 
where, before they went on their way, Odysseus and his companions called out three times 
to each comrade who had died in the land of the Cicones. Such a ritual may well have 
been behind the request put into Phrixus' mouth by the poet. Messer p. 129 n. 1 lists the 
references for dreams in Homer, but argues for an Aeschylean model for Pelias' dream 
rather than an Homeric one. It still seems possible that Pindar's inspiration was epic 
despite Messer's argument that confirmation of dreams by oracles is not in epic. After 
all, epic itself is where we learn that not all dreams are to be trusted (Od. 19.562-7), as 
Messer points out, and oracles seem particularly close to the poet's heart in R4. In 
addition, Pindar's treatment of the Argonautic myth reveals his freedom to make 
modifications to what he found in his sources. 
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The need to bring Phrixus' soul home introduced by the dream also 
allows Pindar to give the journey of the Argonauts a religious purpose38. 
This is important for the characterisation of Jason. The hero's ready 
acceptance of the quest enjoined by the gods reveals his piety, and Pindar, 
despite never mentioning the soul of Phrixus again in the myth, 
reinforces the idea of the Quest's religious nature by his selection of events 
on the way to Colchis and the way in which he treats them: Jason's prayer 
to Zeus before setting off, the setting up of a precinct to Poseidon and the 
prayer to him to pass the Clashing Rocks. All of these events highlight the 
piety of Jason and the Argonauts and their dependence on the gods' aid in 
order to succeed in their quest. 
Pindar also uses the dream to demonstrate the shrewdness of 
Pelias' mind (nua"P ... Ovyip v. 73). Pelias does not hesitate to grasp this 
providential opportunity to rid himself of Jason. Jason's earlier appeal to 
Pelias' sense of family loyalty and unity (vv. 1 41-8) is now reversed by Pelias 
who uses the dream to appeal to this same quality in Jason, knowing that 
his appeal cannot fail to succeed39. 
Even if Pindar did not invent or adapt the dream and its -content, he 
has certainly made, very skilful use of it. It is a key device in the plot, it 
develops our knowledge of Jason's and Pelias' characters and it gives a 
significance to the Argonautic Quest which permeates the whole poem 
and is very much to Pindar's eulogistic purpose. 
(ii) The nature of the Quest 
We noted earlier that Pindar gives the Quest of the Argonauts a 
religious purpose, by suggesting that they were to go to Colchis at the 
38 See Fehr p. 85, Burton p. 160, Farnell I p. 148. 
39 For further discussion of this episode see pp. 87ff. below. 
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command of the Delphic oracle to escort Phrixus' soul home in order to 
avert the wrath of the chthonic gods, in addition to obtaining the Golden 
Fleece (vv. 158-165). No earlier source for Argonautic saga mentions any 
such purpose, and later sources only speak of fetching the Fleece40. 
Clearly Pindar has employed the device of Pelias' dream and the resulting 
oracle in order to portray the Quest as an intrinsically noble enterprise 
with glorious prospects of fame and success. 
This impression is heightened by the poet in several ways. There is 
the willingness of the gods to send their sons to participate and the speedy 
arrival of these heroes in Iolcos after the proclamation of the quest (vv. 171- 
183), Heraý's instilling in the heroes a desire for the Argo and a desire not 
to be left behind (vv. 184ff., esp. HOW, ) and Zeus' favourable omens as the 
heroes set sail (vv. 197-8). Pindar leaves no doubt in our minds that the 
Quest was a glorious undertaking and, although dangerous, the dangers 
appear to add to the glamour and excitement and atmosphere of 
challenge4l. 
Two of our early sources clearly viewed the Quest as basically an 
unpleasant and difficult task imposed on Jason as a burden. Minmermus 
speaks of Jason carrying out XaAe-ITýpry &OAom, Hesiod of the a-rov&vrag 
dlffiovs- which Pelias set Jason. Apollonius speaks of it as vavTL, 1t77s- 
7ro, 1wq81o. q (1.16), devised so that Jason might not return. If early sources 
40 Cf. A. R. I. 244f., Hyg. F 12, Apollod. I. 109. Valerius appears to introduce a novel 
element into the Quest when at 1.44ff. Pelias appeals to Jason, saying that Phrixus was 
murdered by Aeetes and his shade troubles Pelias, and that if he had his former strength, 
Colchis and its king would pay the penalty. His request to Jason, however, is not to exact 
revenge but merely to bring back the Golden Fleece. 
41 This is Pindar's attitude to athletics. The activity is not desirable in itself, in fact it is 
harsh and gruelling (cf. 7r6&w, p6XOog, etc. to describe it), but it is entirely justifiable and 
even attractive because of the possible results which it enables an athlete to achieve. 
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presented the Quest in this way, why has Pindar chosen to represent it in 
such a positive manner, as a wonderful opportunity sanctioned by the 
Delphic oracle itself and favoured by all the gods? 
One reason is suggested by the poet's role as laudator of a victorious 
athlete. Throughout the myth Pindar portrays Jason as a positive 
exemplum for Arcesilas. The Quest and Jason's success in it is paralleled 
by Arcesilas' own success in the Pythian games as a result of Apollo's 
favour. Both were harsh and difficult undertakings in themselves, but the 
opportunity they presented for proving aretd and gaining glory justified all 
the risks involved. Secondly, the nature of the Quest reflects on those who 
were willing to take part. The men who were not prepared to stay 
ingloriously at home but faced every danger for the chance of proving 
themselves and winning renown are the victor's ancestors. He has 
followed in their footsteps in his own victory. 
A third reason is related to the characterisation of Pelias, since it is 
he who suggests the Quest. I have suggested that it indicates his 
shrewdness. Others would argue that the nature of the Quest reflects the 
poet's desire to present Pelias as having undergone a change of heart. The 
ruler does not attempt to get rid of Jason on a perilous Quest, but presents 
him with an opportunity to win glory for himself42. 
(iii) The catalogue of heroes 
After the proclamation of the voyage (vv. 169-171) Pindar recounts 
the gathering of the heroes in the form of a catalogue. As commentators 
point out, this form in this particular context obviously recalls the very 
well-known Catalogue of Ships in Iliad 2, a reminiscence which adds to 
42 Cf., however, my discussion of Pelias' character, esp. pp. 84ff.. 
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the epic flavour of the myth in Pythian 4. It must be noted, however, as 
Burton points out (p. 160), that the catalogue is as familiar in lyric as it is 
in epic. Pindar himself often uses the form to list victories or glories in his 
epinician odeS43. 
The catalogue itself is short (a mere 11 lines) and lists only ten 
heroes44. We know from elsewhere in Pindar's poetry that this was not 
due to any lack of knowledge on the poet's part, since he mentioned Peleus 
and Erginus as having taken part in the Argonautic QueSt45. In Pythian 
4 itself Mopsus, the seer, appears (v. 191), although he is not included in 
the catalogue. Nor is the shortness of the list due to a dearth of 
participants in earlier Argonautic myth46. 
The catalogue in Pythian 4 is a prime example of the poet's selection 
from the traditions available to him. The selection works on two levels. 
Pindar has good reasons for his choice of heroes both as a group and as 
individuals. As a group he describes them as 4utOeot (vv. 184 & 211. cf also 
43 See e. g. the victory lists in 0.7 80-87,1.2.12-28, N. 6.11-22 & 34-44, and the catalogue of 
the glories of Thebes in 1.7.1-15 and of Argos in N. 10.2-20. For the catalogue in lyric see 
Alcm. fr. 1.1-9. 
44 Later writers expanded this considerably. Apollodorus' list is the shortest and he 
names 45 Argonauts (1.111-113). Apollonius' list comprises 55 (1.23-233). Hyginus 
increases this to 67 (F 1.14) and Valerius gives 51 (1.353486). 
45 For Peleus see fr. 172. Erginus features in 0.4 as winner of a race in the games held on 
Lemnos, receiving his crown from Hypsipyle, which means that Pindar must have 
known him as one of the Argonauts. Apollonius (1.49) includes Admetus, whom Pindar 
mentions as arriving in Tolcos for the gathering of Jason's family, so he might have been 
known to the poet as an Argonaut. 
46 Not all of Pindar's list of Argonauts occur in our earlier sources, possibly because we 
possess such scant remains of them, but we find in addition Asterion, son of Cometes (on 
the Cypselus chest, Paus. 5.17.9; Peleus also features there), Meleager (Simon. fr. 564), 
Idmon the Seer (Naupactia fr. 5; Pherecyd. fr. 108). PheTecydes also included Tiphys the 
Steersman Ur. 107) and Aethalides the Herald MAN). Various scholars have inferred 
from the scholia on A. 11 1.45 that Hesiod's works included a catalogue of heroes which 
Pindar used as a source, but this evidence is insufficient. The scholia on A. R. 3.523 
indicate that the author of the Naupactia also included a catalogue in his version of the 
myth. 
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v. 12) and vavrdv &Tw N. 188), and emphasises their divine parentage47. 
M6autis (p. 240) thinks that Pindar only chooses the sons of gods, 'car il 
faut une origine divine pour comprendre I'hdrorsme. Fehr seems much 
nearer the truth when he suggests (p. 86) that the shortness of the list is 
due to Pindar's deliberate conciseness. The poet must practise economy if 
he is to compress his epic tale into the confines of lyric. 
More important is the bearing that his choice of Argonauts will 
have on the rest of the myth and on the poem as a whole. Duchemin hints 
at thiS48. The fact that the catalogue of those who took part is so exclusive 
and confines itself to the sons of gods leaves Pindar's audience in no doubt 
at all as to the heritage of Arcesilas. His descent is no less than from the 
gods themselves and the Cyreneans may feel proud to be descended from 
such men as Pindar JiStS49. The catalogue also stresses the religious 
nature of the Quest in that it is supported by the gods who send their own 
sons to participate. Most importantly, Pindar uses it to create a suitable 
atmosphere for the beginning of the Quest. The catalogue launches the 
Quest in high epic style and the exclusiveness of the list enhances our 
impression of the 61ite of Greece joining together in this adventure. 
Pindar's choice of individual heroes in the catalogue is also 
significant. Obviously the fact that they must all be the sons of gods limited 
47 Commentators (e. g. Burton p. 160) have noted that Orpheus is an exception here; in 
fr. 128c Pindar makes him son of the mortal Oeagrus. Pindar, however, although he 
cannot include an explicit blood relationship between Apollo and Orpheus, as he does 
with all the other heroes and their divine fathers, is able to fit him neatly into his scheme 
by listing Apollo as his divine patron. 
48 p. 100: 'le poRe disire, en ne nommant que quelques hiros de valeur exceptionnelle, 
montrer ce que fut dans la ligende, 1expedition dArg8 et rehausser d'autant par Id 
l'illustration de la ville et des rois de CyrMe'. 
49 Dissen brings this out in his commentary (Il p. 253): 'tales dico memoratos , quorum 
nomina non solum clara essent, sed inprimis etiam iucunda auditu Us, quibus nunc 
haec canuntur. ' 
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him, but there seem to be valid reasons for his choice of most of the 
individuals. Heracles, as Pindar's favourite hero, is an obvious choice5O. 
There is no mistaking his courage, strength and powers of endurance. The 
Dioscuri were important heroes to take along on a sea voyage since they were 
protectors of sea-farers, but their traditional role in the saga was one which 
ranked them with Heracles as &vpavnOXat51. These three heroes make up 
the Dorian contingent whose participation is important in view of the fact that 
Pindar makes it clear (vv. 49,257, R5.69-81) that the original movement 
towards the colonisation of Cyrene came from the Peloponnese. 
Euphemus and Perielymenus are Minyans, as is Jason, which 
supports Pindaes claim in w. 68-9. Euphemus, has a vital role to play in this 
ode, since he provides the link between the myth of the Argonauts and 
Arcesilas and Cyrene. Orpheus' role in the catalogue is not as clearly 
definable as that of other heroes, but his inclusion is a nice touch in view of the 
fact that the ode was sung in honour of a victory granted by Apollo. His 
musical talents also add to the variety of the catalogue and to the general 
impression of the superlative ethos of the Quest52. 
50 The list of Pindar's poems in which Heracles either features as the central figure of the myth 
(e. g. N. 1,0.3,10, M) or is brought in in some connection (e. g. 0.2.3,6.67ff., 9.29ff, R9.87ff., 
N. 3.21ff., 4.24ff., 7.86 etc. ) is considerable. 
51 This was, of course, Polydeucesboxing match with Amycus. cf. e. g. A. & 2.1ff. , Hyg. F. 17, Apollod. 1.119, Val. Fl. 4.133 ff.. Castor has no individual role, but the Dioscuri are virtually 
inseparable. They appear as Argonauts on a metope of the Sicyonian monopteron at Delphi 
(dated to the second quarter of the 6th century B. C. ). Their role as protectors of sea-faring men 
is attested by two Homeric hymns to them (17 & 33) and a hymn to them by Alcaeus (fr. 34). 
52 Orpheus seems to have been established as an Argonaut before Pindar inserted him into his 
catalogue. Wilamowitz suggested Q9221 pp. 392-3) that Simonides, fr. 567, which is thought to 
refer to Orpheus' charming birds and fishes out of the sea, was part of Simonides7 version of the 
Argonautic saga, which he believed Pindar to have used as a source. Farnell (I pp. 146-7) 
conjectured that Epimenides of Crete had an interest in Orphism and thus introduced him into 
the catalogue, but our only firm evidence is the metope from the Sicyonian monopteron at 
Delphi. There Orpheus (named) is actually standing in the Argo with a musician who is 
playing the lyre to appease the waves. 
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Echion and Eurytus have no real role as individuals. They do not 
feature in sources before Pindar, but their parentage makes them 
indispensable to his catalogue, thus accounting for his choice. Burton also 
comments (p. 1 60) that in view of their names, 'Hold-fast' and 'Pull-hard' 
(Gildersleeve's translation p. 296) they stand for a pair of capable hands, 
and Pindar adds the detail that they exulted in their youth, thus 
enhancing the general image of a band of young and enthusiastic heroes. 
The sons of Boreas had long had a traditional role to play in the saga, and, 
as winged winds (vv. 1 82-3), they also would be useful on a journey over the 
sea53. Pindar comments briefly on their supernatural appearance which 
adds to the exotic atmosphere. 
It is noteworthy that the details which Pindar works into his brief 
description of each participant seem to add up to a general reflection of the 
qualities which we have already seen Jason to possess. Jason's youth is 
obvious in vv. 104 and 158, a quality exemplified by the sons of Hermes 
(KeXAd8ovras- fp3j v. 179). His appearance was striking (v. 79) as the reactions 
of the crowd in vv. 87-92 reveal : so is the appearance of the Boreadae with 
their bristling purple wings (vv. 182-3) and that of the sons of Poseidon54. 
The sons of Zeus who are 6KayavrqydXat (v. 171) and the sons of Poseidon 
aI&oVIvrrs- dAKdp NA 73) reflect the description of Jason as a warrior rt5yas- 
53 For the Boreadae chasing the Harpies away from Phineus see Hes. fr. 155-6, Naupactia 
fr. 3, the Cypselus chest and the Amyclae throne (Paus. 5.17.11,3.18.5). 
U boXatTW may well have been coined by Pindar to describe these two heroes. The word 
suggests that they were strikingly tall (OiAO and that this tallness was visible in, or 
defined in some way by, their hair (XatTj7). Maxwell-Stuart sets out possible 
interpretations (pp. 327-30) but concludes that this description refers to high-crested 
helmets. I find Gildersleeve's interpretation preferable, that the tallness of the heroes 
was what was in Pindaes mind. Sandys' translation, 'with their tresses waving on 
high', is a little free, but it conveys the visual impact of an epithet of which the Homeric 
equivalent tkAtkolzos- is so frequently used of tall trees, referring largely to their lofty 
foliage. 
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dTqpfldk-mo N. 84). In vv. 122-3 Jason appears in his father's eyes as teatpe-rom 
... KdAka-rov dvWv. This phrase could well be applied to any of the 
members of the catalogue, since Pindar has created such an impression 
of the 'crýme de la crýme' gathering together by the exclusiveness of the 
catalogue and the addition of carefully chosen details to the list. 
This atmosphere is further heightened by the verses before and 
after the catalogue. It is framed by a proclamation of the voyage and 
mention of Hera's aid to the heroes, where we might have expected a 
narrative of the building of the Argo with the gods' help, and peripheral 
details such as her naming55. Pindar, however, has chosen his framing 
motifs to build up our picture of the sort of men who went on the 
Argonautic Quest. The proclamation summons these men from all over 
Greece (iravrýg v. 1 71) in search of adventure and fame. 
Hera's aid was a traditional motif in the saga56, but the way in 
which it is expressed adds rather to our impression of the heroes than to 
any portrayal of Hera. She enkindles in the heroes a vay7reL01 yAWiV ... 
7rMov (v. 184) for the Argo. It is such a strong yearning (hence the two 
adjectives and the choice of the erotic word 7rdoos-) that it instills in the 
heroes a desire to face danger and a willingness even to die in order to 
prove their aretgW. Their passionate commitment embodies an idea 
familiar to us from elsewhere in the odes, viz. that to stay at home 
prevents a man from achieving anything58. 
55 See e. g. Pherecyd. fr. 1 06, Apollod. 1.110. 
56 See Od. 1 2.71-2. 
57 For the meaning of this passage see Race (1985) 350M. 58 See N, 11.22ff., 0.12.13ff., 0.1.81ff., and Carey's note on R 9.18ff. (Carey [19811 pp. 70- 
71), which states that this is the attitude of the Homeric hero. 
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(iv) The voyage to Colchis 
Pindar's narrative of events en route to Colchis is interesting as 
much for what he omits as for what he includes. It is particularly striking 
that, having included in the catalogue heroes who had very well-defined 
traditional roles to play in the saga, whose very names conjure up events 
which we expect to feature in the myth, Pindar disappoints us. Of course, 
limits are imposed on him by his lyric medium, but since he was able to 
narrate some events on the voyage to Colchis we must ask ourselves what 
his aims were in selecting some and omitting others. 
Earlier as well as later versions of the myth reveal the part 
traditionally played by Heracles, who is usually left behind at some point 
on the journey59. Pindar says nothing of this. Naturally he would not want 
to mention the desertion of any one of his enthusiastic band of heroes, 
after emphasising their desire to take part in the quest. Nor would he 
want to mar the serious nature of the quest by making Heracles the figure 
of fun which, for example, Pherecydes does, in saying that the Argo could 
not bear his weight6O. Apollonius even suggests rivalry and jealousy 
between Jason and Heracles (1.1290ff. ) which, if it was a tradition known 
to Pindar, would fit ill with his characterisation of Jason and the 
centrality of Jason in the myth (another epic touch). Thus Pindar 
suppresses any account of Heracles' actions on the voyage, not even 
referring to his strength as a rower (despite an opportunity at v. 202) 
because it might eclipse Jason's role6l. 
59 Earlier versions: Hes. fr. 263, Pherecyd. fr. 111, Z 303b (D. II p. 138). Later versions, 
A. R. 1.1161-1283, Theocr. Id. 13, Apollod. 1.117, Val. Fl. 3.485-740. 
60 See Jacoby 3 F. 111 a. 
61 See A. R. 1.1161ff., Val. Fl. 3.474ff., for the tale of Heracles' strength breaking an oar. 
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The role of Castor and Polydeuces in Argonautic myth also took 
place traditionally on the voyage to Colchis. In the land of the Bebrycians 
Polydeuces accepted the challenge of the king, Amycus, to a boxing 
match, which he won62. Pindar is happy to relate adventures of Castor 
and Polydeuces elsewhere in the Odes but here he suppresses this episode 
entirely63. The same is true of the famous rescue of Phineus from the 
Harpies by the sons of Boreas, and of Phineus' part in predicting the rest 
of the Argonauts' journey. This episode was very well-known in 
antiquity64, but Pindar omits any reference to it in his account. The part 
traditionally played by other heroes on the Quest has been minimised by 
Pindar in order to concentrate on Jason, the poet's main exemplum for 
Arcesilas. This leads to a simplification of the myth and the exclusion of 
any incidents and episodes not directly relevant to the poet's major 
themes. 
The events which Pindar did choose to include also have bearing on 
what he has omitted. We have seen earlier that he wished to give the 
Argonautic Quest a religious purpose. It is, therefore, not surprising that 
the events of the voyage which are related are those with a religious 
emphasis. The voyage to Colchis is limited to three episodes: Jason's 
prayer to Zeus at the outset, once the seer Mopsus has pronounced the 
omens favourable, which is answered by auspicious thunder and 
lightning; secondly, the setting up of a precinct to Poseidon at the mouth of 
the Euxine; and thirdly the Argonauts' prayer to Poseidon, Lord of Ships, 
62 This is the consensus of later writers: A. R. 2.1-97, Theocr., Id. 22, Apollod. 1.119, 
Val. Fl. 4.199-314. 
63SeeN. 10.49ff.. 
64 See Hes. frr. 138,155-7, the Cypselus chest (Paus. 5.17.11), the Amyclae throne 
(Paus. 3.18.15). 
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to escape the Clashing Rocks, an event which Pindar treats with the 
utmost brevity. Only the line which tells us that these stood still in death 
as a result of Kripw ... 4/. ILtVOJP irMos- 
indicates that the Argonauts got 
through safely (v. 211). The journey is over, its events forming a 
symmetrical structure which emphasises their religious nature: prayer 
to Zeus, setting up of a precinct to Poseidon, prayer to Poseidon. 
We cannot be certain how many events the mythical tradition 
recognised as part of the voyage to Colchis by the time that Pindar was 
writing, but it seems likely that all the ones which he includes were in sources 
available to him65. We have definite evidence that the Clashing Rocks were in 
these sources66. The prayer and libation to Zeus seems a very natural way to 
begin a dangerous voyage. Apollonius and Valerius Flaccus both preface their 
voyage with similar rituals which appear to have been customary before great 
expeditionS67. It seems likely, therefore, that some ritual of this kind eidsted in 
early sources. Later Argonautic saga suggests that the same was true of the 
setting up of a precinct to Poseidon68. Pindar's choice, however, reflects his 
65 Certain scholars have thought that the scholion on A. R1.1086 indicates that Pindar knew of 
the Argonauts' stay at Qyzicus. That Pindar knew of other events on the way to Colchis is 
shown by his choice of participants. He knew, of course, the Lemnos episode, traditionally on 
the outward journey, but has moved its position. We lack evidence of other events en route 
which he might have known, but it is worth noting that many of the events included by later 
writers grew up from local traditions and were then incorporated into Argonautic myth. 
66 See Lindsay ch. l. Od. 12.61ff. speaks of the Argo's passage through the TTAayx-rat. Although 
the geographical location of these is in the far West there is no doubt that Pindar's aw8p6lLwy 
verpd. v are the same rocks. Strabo (1.2.10. C. 21) thinks that Homer based his IlAaýrmt, Circe 
and Aeaea on the Symplegades, Medea and Aea which he found in already existing 
Argonautic saga: see Page (1955) p. 2, and Meuli, pp. 87ff.. The rocks had varying names: 
Simonides (fr. 546) calls them ZwppAd&rs-, Euripides (Med-2) Ztfz7rAqydft. Pindar's account 
is too brief for his details to be compared with those of Homer. 
67 Cf. A. R1.359,402ff., Val. Fl. 1.184ff., the Sicilian expedition in Thuc. 6.32, Alexander the 
Great in ArrA n. 4.3. 
68 Later tradition does not agree on what exactly the Argonauts did here, but all agree that 
some form of religious ritual was involved, whether the setting up of altars to a god or gods or 
sacrifices on altars already set up by the children of Phrixus. See A. R2.532 and the scholia ad 
loc., Plb. 4.39.6, D. S. 4.49.2. 
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desire to present the Quest as an enterprise favoured by the gods. This 
provides him with a useful parallel for the victor, whose own adventure in 
winning at the Pythian games reveals Apollo's favour, and whose rule at 
Cyrene also needed the god's aid to succeed (cf. vv. 270,273-4). 
3. Events in Colchis 
The battle with the Colchians 
Pindar's narrative of events in Colchis begins when the Argonauts 
reach the river Phasis. Here, he says, Ke-AaU, 6vraat K6AXot(nv Ptav I jiddlav 
Alog 7rqp'a&AP (vv. 212-3). This has caused- commentators much difficulty 
as, although the lines seem to refer to a battle, there is no record of this in 
our pre-Pindaric sources, and later writers do not mention it either69. 
However, there seems good reason for its inclusion, whether Pindar 
derived it from a source now lost to us or invented it. 
In the myth of Pythian 4 the poet omits much which he assumes his 
audience will know, in the interests of economy, and relies on a series of 
cameo-type pictures to tell the story without making the logical 
connections between each picture clear. This is the case here. We do not 
need to know why or how the battle started or what the outcome was and 
how this relates to what follows in strictly logical terms. These few words 
on the battle tell Pindais hearers everything that they need to know about 
69 For the meaning of the phrase, 6tay prTeat, see App. 1, pp. 277-79 Valerius' account does 
include a battle in Colchis, but it is not on arrival and the Argonauts fight the Colchians 
under Aeetes'brother at Aeetes' own request (5.534ff. ). Vian and Ddlage (p. xxxv) suggest 
that a tradition of the battle with the Colchians must have existed in early sources for the 
following reasons: (1) they find it hard to believe that Valerius' great battle scene in Book 
6 could have originated in Pindar's one line; (2) Apollonius refers twice to aid which the 
Argonauts could give Aeetes against the Sauromatae (3.353,394); (3) Homer and Hesiod 
call Jason 7rotylvi Aaav, 'titre qui convient d un chef militaire'; (4) the Sicyonian 
monopteron represents the Argo as a warship bedecked with shields. 
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the Argonauts' arrival: they have arrived in Colchis, in the very realm of 
Aeetes (their destination specified in v. 160), and their reception has been a 
hostile one, both at the hands of the Colchians and of Aeetes (as the close 
conjunction of the words implies). As Schroeder points out (pp. 44-5), this 
enables Pindar to show that Aeetes is hostile to Jason without having to repeat 
the scene with Pelias. Our first direct introduction to Aeetes only comes a 
strophe later at v. 224, where we are launched straight into the scene of the 
task of ploughing with the fire-breathing bulls. Pindar, however, needs to 
make no explanations; his audience, who knew the saga well, would have 
grasped that Aeetes was hostile from the battle scene and would be expecting 
him to set Jason the task. The battle with the Colchians is a masterful stroke 
of poetic economy. 
(ii) Jason and Medea 
Between the Argonauts' battle with the Colchians and the tasks of 
Aeetes Pindar inserts ten lines teRing us of the relationship between Jason 
and Medea, which is engineered with Aphrodite's aid. Pindar seems, at first 
sight, to have retained the traditional roles of Medea and Aphrodite here. 
Medea is the daughter of Aeetes (indirectly stated at v. 220). She fen in love with 
Jason (a fact which Pindar only reveals indirectly in vv. 218-9, although he does 
point to their marriage in v. 222), aided him to accomplish the tasks set by 
Aeetes and went back to Greece with him where she played a part in Pelias' 
death N. 250). Aphrodite's aid to the Argonauts also existed in Argonautic 
myth before Pindar70. 
70 Medea, daughter of Aeetes: Hes. Th. 958-62; her love for Jason: A. R3.39-70, Hyg-E 22, 
Apollod. 1.129, Val. Fl. 7.1fT.; her aid to the Argonauts: Naupactla fr. 6, where she herself 
obtains the Fleece, 0.13.54, where Pindar describes her asvat orirripay 'Ap)eL Kai 7rpov&oLr, 
her flight to Greece and attachment to Jason (usually as his wife): Hes. Th. 992-1002, 
Naupactia frr. 7 & 8,0.13.53, Cypselus chest (Paus. 5.18.3), where Jason and Medea are 
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However, a closer examination of Pindar's account reveals that he 
has altered the emphasis so that Jason, with the aid of a goddess, remains 
the central figure. Pindar credits Aphrodite with the invention of the 
iunx, a bird which was used by the Greeks in love charmS71, but it is 
implied by what follows, that she taught Jason magical Amcfs- TI lv=&ý- 
to enable him to win Medea from her parents and fill her with a desire to 
go to Greece, that she gave Jason the iunx to use on Medea. This is quite 
contrary to the traditional form of the myth where it is Medea who wields 
all the magiC72, but in Pindar's version Medea's role occurs only as a 
result of Jason's actions: she gives him a salve to anoint himself with and 
reveals the means of carrying out the tasks set by her father. 
Medea's part in events in Colchis ends here. Pindar gives her no 
role in the capture of the Fleece or in the escape, and only hints at her 
later involvement in Pelias' death in his description of her at v. 250 as TdV 
ITCALaoo6vov. This subordination of Medea's role in the myth can be 
explained by the poet's desire to keep attention focussed on Jason as the 
central hero, but at the same time the audience think they are hearing a 
story which they know well and are perhaps unaware that Pindar is 
manipulating them. 
(iii) The task ofAeetes 
Events concerning Aeetes are probably of all those in Argonautic 
pictured with Aphrodite and the inscription reads M48riav 'I dawv yaplet, KlAc-rat 8' 
'A&o8ITw, Medea7s part in Pelias' death: E. Med. 9-10, Apollod. 1.144. For Aphrodite's aid see 
also: Naupactia frr. 6 & 7, where she instils desire in Aeetes for his wife, thus enabling the 
Argonauts to escape while he is with her. 71 See e. g. Bury (1886) pp. 157-60, de la GenWe pp. 27-35, Gow 1-13. 
72 Medea's magical powers: Simon. fr. 376, Pherecyd. fr. 113 (both speak of her 
rejuvenation of Jason), Arg. E. Med. (rejuvenation of Aeson); her magic to aid Jason: 
A. R3.1026-62, Apollod. 1.129, where she is described as OappaKts-, Val. Fl. 7.349ff.. 
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myth the most well attested in our early sources. There can be little doubt 
that as guardian of the Golden Fleece Aeetes had had a role in the saga 
from its earliest beginnings. By the time of Homer his identity was 
established as son of Helios and brother of Circe. Mimnermus calls his 
city Aea, but Eumelus is our first source to name his realm ColchiS73. 
Traditionally Aeetes, who as guardian of such an asset as the Golden 
Fleece could be expected to be hostile to those coming to seek it, set Jason a 
task to be accomplished before he would hand the Fleece over to hiM74. 
Pindar's account seems close to what we find in our earlier 
sources: his Aeetes has Homer's genealogy (v. 241) and Eumelus' realm 
(v. 212), and he sets Jason the traditional task of ploughing with an 
adamant plough and fire-breathing, bronze-hoofed bulls (v. 234), but he 
omits the second part of the traditional task, the sowing of the dragon's 
teeth and slaying of the earthborn men who sprang up from them. It 
seems likely that Pindar did know of the second part of the task75, but if he 
did, why does he leave it out? 
An obvious reason for the omission is the poet's need to compress a 
lengthy saga into the narrow confines of lyric. The ploughing scene in 
73 See Od. 10.135ff., Mimn. fr. 11, Eumel. fr. 3. Eumelus says that he had wandered there 
from Corinth which had been given him by Helios. This Corinthian connection is also 
claimed by Epimenides of Crete, who makes him Corinthian by birth (fr. 1). 
74 The task was to plough with fire-breathing, bronze-hoofed bulls, see Pherecyd. fr. 112. 
The scholia on A. R4.521-3 indicate that the Naupactia also told of the task of ploughing. 
Eumel. fr. 9 (Kinkel, cf. Bernab6 fr. 19), a passage copied word for word by Apollonius 
(3.1372ff. ), if we are to believe the scholia, refers to a further part of the task where Jason 
must sow the teeth of a dragon as he ploughs and overcome the earth-born warriors who 
spring up from the furrows. We cannot be entirely certain that this always formed part of 
the task, but the fact that all our later sources include it would seem to indicate that this 
was so: see Pherecyd. fr. 22, A. R. 3.1163-1224, Hyg. P. 22, Apollod. 1.127-132, 
Val. Fl. 7.61ff.. 
75 Features of Pindar's mythology such as a Corinthian Medea (0.13.53) and Aeetes' 
realm as Colchis would seem to indicate that he knew Eumelus' work, which contained 
the sowing of the dragon's teeth (cf. fr. 19). 
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itself, without any further labours, is quite sufficient to achieve Pindar's 
aims. It reveals that Jason the man of action is as efficient as Jason the 
speaker, and the whole episode forms a careful complement to the earlier 
scene with Pelias. 
Commentators have also suggested that the poet was desirous of 
avoiding repetitions inherent in the full version of the myth. Vian and 
D61age point out (II p. 8) that Pindar's presentation of the episode, with 
Aeetes ploughing first to show Jason what to do, would entail two scenes 
of the birth and death of the earthborn men if he was to narrate the full 
task, unless he limits the explanation of Jason's task to a verbal one as 
does ApolloniuS76. Pindar chose to include Aeetes' demonstration of the 
task in order to contrast Jason's difficulties in executing it with Aeetes' 
ease. 
Jessen suggests that the full version of the myth contained the 
slaying of two dragons, the first the one whose teeth were to be sown, the 
second the guardian of the Fleece77. In order to avoid repetition the poet 
had either to suppress the tale of the sowing of the dragon's teeth, as 
Pindar does, or omit any reference to the dragon guarding the fleeCe78. 
Pindar chose to retain the guardian of the Fleece because it emphasised 
the magnitude of Jason's achievement in capturing the Fleece. Not only 
did he perform the superhuman task of ploughing with the bulls, but in 
76 The task of overcoming the earthborn men would of course be pointless if Aeetes had 
already revealed how this was to be achieved. 77 Cf. RE 2.1765-6. 
78 The latter alternative was chosen by the author of the Naupactia. Cf. fr. 8, where Medea 
steals the fleece from Aeetes' house. As Jessen also points out, later writers avoided this 
difficulty by incorporating the Boeotian version of the myth, so that Jason has to sow 
dragon's teeth not from a dragon he had killed but from the dragon slain by Cadmus. 
Only half of these teeth had been sown by Cadmus; the others had been brought by some 
agent to Colchis and given to Aeetes who now gives them to Jason to sow. See A. R. 3.1179- 
1190, Val. Fl. 7.75-7. 
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addition he overcame another great obstacle, a monstrous dragon whose 
sole function was to guard the Fleece. 
It also seems possible that Pindar did not want to present Jason as 
involved in any way with violence or the slaying of men. Jason himself 
expresses a horror of violence between members of a family when he is 
trying to settle his dispute with Pelias (vv. 147-8), and it is striking that in a 
myth where Jason plays such a central part, Pindar does not single him 
out in connection with the battle in Colchis where, as the Argonauts' 
leader, we might have expected him to appear. Here also, by omitting the 
sowing of the dragon's teeth, Pindar excuses Jason from any violence. 
Not only has Pindar omitted part of Aeetes' task, he has also altered 
the emphasis which the mythical tradition placed on it. Contrary to the 
version of the myth found in later writers, where Aeetes promises Jason 
the Golden Fleece if he performs the task of ploughing, but does not keep 
the promise, so that Jason has to steal the Fleece, with or without Medea's 
help79, Pindar makes the acquisition of the Fleece part of a double 
challenge issued by Aeetes (vv. 229-231). Aeetes does not attempt to cheat 
Jason, even though he is still hostile to him (vv. 243-6)80. It seems probable 
that Pindar has adapted the myth here in the interests of economy. The 
double challenge removes complications in events, and has the added 
attraction for the poet of emphasising Jason's ability, since the lining-up 
of two such impossible tasks in the challenge indicates the superhuman 
effort required by the man who can achieve them. 
79 See A. R. 3.401-421,4.92-211, Hyg. F. 22, Apollod. 1.127,132, Val. Fl. 7.60-61,8.54ff., 
where Jason's enmity with Aeetes is such that he steals the Fleece. Naupactia fr. 8 
indicates that Medea stole the Fleece and escaped with Jason. 80 In other versions of the myth Aeetes' hostility and treachery leads to plots to kill the 
Argonauts and to destroy the Argo. See e. g. Z. A. R. 4.86, A. R. 4.5-10, Apollod. 1.132. 
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Pindar also slants the narrative of the tasks of Aeetes so that once 
again Jason is the central figure. Even when Aeetes could be expected to 
be the focus of our attention, when he yokes the bulls and ploughs with 
them, Pindar lays all the emphasis not on Aeetes but on the plough and 
the bulls themselves, thus stressing the difficulty of the task which Jason 
will have to carry out. Where we might have expected the other Argonauts 
to play a part in encouraging Jason to undertake Aeetes' task (a tradition 
current before Pindar's time8l), we find the challenge has been firmly 
issued to Jason alone: flaozActr, 66-ns- dpXct va6, - (vv. 229-30), who accepts 
the task without hesitation, thus demonstrating his courage. The other 
Argonauts only make an appearance when Jason has successfully 
completed the first task. They accord him a typical victor's acclaim, 
placing garlands on his head and uttering words of praise, apt details for 
an epinician ode which further enhance Jason's heroism and his 
centrality in the myth. 
(iv) The Golden Fleece 
- One might have expected that the Fleece itself, if not the recovery of 
Phrixus' soul as well, the goals of the whole Argonautic expedition 
(vv. 159-162), would receive some sort of climactic treatment at this point in 
the myth. Pindar, however, does not directly state the achievement of 
either of these *goals. It is up to his audience to deduce that they were, 
successfully attained from the few details which the poet gives us. The 
recovery of Phrixus' soul is never referred to again, although Aeetes 
reveals *where Phrixus had stretched the Fleece out (v. 242), a mention of 
his name which might evoke in the minds of the audience the original 
81 Cf. e. g. Naupactia frr. 4,5, A. R. 3.401ff., VALF1.3.61M, where the other heroes have to 
encourage Jason before he will undertake the task. 
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aim of the Quest. The fleece itself receives aa few words of description in 
vv. 2304, doOrrom a-rpwiivdv ... KiDag alyAdev Xpvalq) Ova-d4, 
but what 
receives greater description is the dragon guarding it (vv. 244-6). 
The description of the Fleece appears to be traditional, as does the 
existence of a dragon to guard it82. Whether Pindar derived the idea of 
using a ship for a comparison of size in the simile describing the dragon 
from an earlier source or invented it, we do not know, but the use of the 
simile to add epic flavour to the myth cannot be doubted83. In addition the 
simile is particularly apt in a myth of seafaring, and the poet's interest in 
its details develops the idea of solidity and immensity as well as size, 
which highlights the challenge this will present to Jason. 
When Pindar reaches the point in the narrative where we expect to 
hear how Jason captured the Fleece, we find a familiar break-off formula 
(v. 242) and an exceedingly hasty end to the Myth84. In a line and a half 
Pindar tells his audience all that they need to know about the outcome of 
events in Colchis: that Jason slew the serpent by his 7-IXPaLS' (a word 
which conveys a wealth of meaning) and stole away Medea of her own free 
will. By narrating events in this way Pindar is able to maintain Jason's 
position at the centre of the stage. His heroism is increased by even this 
82 For the Fleece see: Hes. fr. 68, which tells us that the ram was immortal and golden- 
fleeced. Another tradition given by Simonides, fr. 576, and followed by e. g. A. R. 4.172-3 
and Acousilaus, fr. 37, is that the Fleece was rqpývpogv. For the dragon guarding the 
Fleece see A. R. 2.404M, 1208M, 4.127ff., Apollod. 1.132, VALF1.8.60M. 
83 Burton suggests, p. 166, that the simile describing the dragon represents 'in Pindar's 
style what must have been a simile in some Epic original'. Against this we note (1) the 
poet's innovative and creative treatment of the Argonautic myth, which gives little 
credibility to such reproduction; (2) the fact that other extended similes in his poetry 
(0.7.1ff., 10.86ff. ) do not appear to be closely based on any epic original: Od. 5.394ff. is 
the nearest parallel to the latter, but it is not very close. 
84 For the metaphor of the break-off formula cf. R 11.38ff., N. 6.54. For a hasty end to a 
myth see e. g. 1.6.55,0.1.86-9. 
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hasty recital of events since we have already heard of the strength and size 
of the dragon which he sleW85. In other versions of the myth Medea runs 
away to join the Argonauts, but here once again Jason- takes the leading 
role in the action, although Pindar is careful to qualify xWev with abv 
a&Tý (v. 250) so that, by pointing to Medea's willingness, Jason's action is 
seen to be blamelesS86. 
Pindar's hasty treatment of what we might expect to form the 
climax of the myth of Pythian 4 seems to have been motivated by two 
considerations. First, although break-off formulae cannot be taken at face 
value, his medium did impose certain limits on him (as, no doubt, did his 
patron). Secondly, and perhaps most importantly, the poet's interest lay 
elsewhere. 
Pindar's aim in narrating the tale of the Argonauts has been to 
present Arcesilas with the positive example of Jason, to show Arcesilas 
how Jason reacts to adverse circumstances, to the threat to his 
sovereignty, how he accepts challenges and succeeds with the aid of the 
gods. Pindar has now dealt with this fully. Moreover the audience knows 
that Jason was successful and that the Argonauts returned safely, since 
the final part of the myth was narrated in the proem; so Pindar need not 
dwell on it. Instead he is already turning his thoughts to his epilogue, his 
advice to Arcesilas, and he wants to return from the distant past to the 
present as soon as possible. He does this by briefly re-stating the events 
which link Arcesilas to the Argonauts. 
85 It is noteworthy that this is the only place in the myth where Jason is involved in 
slaughter, but this is to overcome a dreadful monster which stands between him and the 
ultimate goal of the expedition. 
86 For Medea fleeing to the Argonauts and escaping with them see Naupactia frr. 7,8, 
A. R. 4.1ff., Hyg. F22,23, Apollod. 1.132, VaLF1.8.132M. 
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4 The Return Journey 
W The route 
As the limits of the known world were gradually extended, the 
geography of the Argonauts'journey changed accordingly. The early saga 
of wanderings in the vague realms of fantasy was combined with the 
developing knowledge of the world and gradually rationalised to fit the 
new geographical knowledge of people and places whose traditions now 
became incorporated into the saga, although many of the fantastical 
features of the story remained87. 
For the first part of the return route Pindar seems to follow that 
given by Hesiod: the Argonauts departed from Colchis along the river 
Phasis which took them to Ocean, which then took them to Libya where 
they carried the Argo overland to the Mediterranean (vv. 211,251,2off. )88. 
His route then takes the Argonauts to Thera and to Lemnos, a somewhat 
strange way to return them to Iolcos, but Pindar is not interested in their 
return home, but only in how incidents on the return journey led to the 
colonisation of Cyrene by the Argonauts' descendants. This explains why 
87 See Wehrli pp. 154-7. He suggests that the Saga had no canonical form until the time of 
Apollonius Rhodius. 
88 See Hes. fr. 241. Mimnermus, writing perhaps before the Hesiodic passage which 
supplied a return route, also believed that the journey over Ocean was necessary, but he 
thought that Aeetes' city was itself on Ocean M. 11). van der Kolf (p. 71) suggests that the 
need to travel down the Phasis to reach Ocean was brought about by the knowledge that the 
Black Sea did not lead directly to Ocean. By the time of Apollonius it was known that no 
river from Colchis led to Ocean, so the Argonauts had to return either the way they had 
come or by a north-west route. See e. g. the scholia on A. R. 4.259. Hecataeus also believed 
that the Argonauts had passed through Libya on their return journey via the Nile (2; 
A. R. 4.259), but gives quite contradictory accounts of how they got there, reflecting 
perhaps the discovery that the Phasis did not lead to Ocean. It seems that the tradition of 
the Argonauts in Libya was a very old one. Herodotus writes of the Argonauts there, but, 
since he denies the existence of a river between Colchis and Ocean, in his account this 
takes place on the outward journey as a result of a storm which blows the Argo off course 
(4.179). Even Apollonius includes the Libyan episode, although because of his north-west 
return route it leads tA, a most extraordinary journey home (Book 4). 
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the return route only comprises two episodes whereas other writers 
include so many more89. 
(H) The Euphemus episode 
For Pindar, vv. 4-58 form a very important part of the myth of the 
Argonauts in Pythian 4, because this episode forms the vital link between 
Argonautic myth and the foundation of Cyrene, a link which, must be 
made in order to render the myth of Jason and the Golden Fleece overtly 
relevant in an ode to a Cyrenean victor; hence the extraordinary 
prominence of the episode. Pindar takes the episode right out of its natural 
context and narrates it first of all the events of the Argonautic Quest. He 
also casts it in the form of direct speech, a prophecy by Medea on the 
island of Thera. 
Medea's prophecy narrates events on the Argonauts' return 
journey prior to their arrival on Thera. She tells how on her advice they 
had left Ocean and carried the Argo across land (Libya) to the 
Mediterranean where, as they were about to set sail, they met a daimon 
disguised as a man, who called himself Eurypylus, son of Poseidon. He 
welcomed them, but, realising that the Argonauts were hastening home, 
he seized a clod of earth and gave it to Euphemus as a gift of friendship, at 
which moment Zeus thundered favourably. Euphemus should have taken 
the clod home to Thenarum in the Peloponnese, but it was washed out of 
the ship, despite Medea's urgings to guard it, and came to land on Thera. 
Here Medea now prophesies what will happen as a result of this mishap: 
the founding of Cyrene will be delayed and will not take place directly from 
89 Our only firm evidence in pre-Pindaric saga for other events on the way home is Simon. fr. 568 which speaks of Talos of Crete. Cf. A. R. 4.1638ff. 
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the Peloponnese. Instead, Euphemus will found in the marriage beds of 
foreign women (later identified as Lemnian, v. 252) a race who, with the 
blessing of the gods, will come to Thera and there beget a man, Battus, to 
be Lord of Cyrene, whom the Delphic oracle shall name as Cyrene's 
founder. 
Thus according to Pindar the founding of Cyrene was foretold as 
early as the Argonautic Quest by Medea. M6autis remarks (p. 227) that 
Medea's role as prophetess is new in Argonautic saga and it is also 
striking that no such prophecy occurs in Argonautic saga after Pindar9O. 
Duchemin suggests (p. 97 n. 1) that a prophecy by Medea could have been a 
Cyrenean tradition or perhaps the poet's own invention9l. The latter seems 
more likely. 
Pindar is the first author to place the Lemnos episode on the 
Argonauts' return route (cf. [iii] Lemnos pp. 49-51 below). This a necessary 
pre-requisite for a prophecy by Medea on Thera since Medea only 
accompanies the Argonauts on their return from Colchis and she 
prophesies events on Lemnos. In addition the poet has introduced a new 
location into Argonautic myth, the island of Thera where Medea makes 
her prophecy. 
Pindar's reasons for introducing the prophecy of Medea are two- 
fold. The prophecy provides the essential link between the Argonautic 
Quest and the victor Arcesilas (cf. vv. 68-9) and in addition asserts the 
Battiadae's rightful and god-directed claim to the throne in Cyrene. 
90 Apollonius does relate the episode of Euphemus and the clod, but the future significance 
of these events is revealed to him in a dream which Jason interprets (4.1731ff. ) 
91 A tradition of prophecy over an important gift does exist in the Cyrenean tradition of 
the Argonauts' sojourn in Libya as narrated by Herodotus (4.179), but it was not made by 
Medea, but by the god Triton over a tripod, cf. pp. 41ff. below. 
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Thera, where the prophecy occurred, was an important stage in the 
colonisation since it was the home of Battus and the recognised origin of 
the colonisation of Libya (cf. Hdt. 4.150ff. and my comments below pp. 44-5 
&264ff. ). The poet's decision to trace the connection between the Argonauts 
and the victor Arcesilas in the form of a prophecy is not surprising in view 
of the poet's frequent presentation of the events of myth in prophetic form 
elsewhere in the odes; cf. e. g. 0.8.41ff, P. 8.43ff., 9.51ff., I. 6.51ff., 8.31ff., 
and the oracles of P. 4.53ff., 59ff., 73ff., 163ff. 92. 
- The prophecy of Medea on Thera may be a Pindaric invention, but 
the events prophesied appear to be derived from the Argonautic tradition 
and from the historical tradition of Cyrene's founding. Pindar has 
selected various motifs and strands of myth which he has adapted and 
combined in order to create the flowing words of Medea. In order to 
examine how the poet has dealt with these it will be easier to consider the 
various strands of myth separately. 
(a) Euphemus 
Euphemus was known to be a Minyan hero at least as early as 
Hesiod, and was presumably also recognised by him as a member of the 
Argonautic expedition since he features in a fragment of Hesiod's Eoeae, 
another fragment of which gives a return journey for the Argonauts 
identical with that of Pindar as far as the Mediterranean93. We have no 
way of knowing whether Hesiod related the clod story, and, if he did, 
92 West 1985 pp. 86-7 notes the similar technique of presenting a story in the form of a 
prophecy in R9. Jackson (p. 27), however, is disinclined to accept that the telling of the 
clod story in the form of a prophecy is Pindaes invention, and cites the 2: on P. 9.6a (D. II 
p. 221) d7r6 U 'Hotas- UmMou Mv IaToptav ilAgpep 6 Tltv8apos-, but K6hnken (1985) has 
clearly demonstrated Pindar's wide divergence from Hesiod in his narrative of the 
nymph Cyrene, in particular in his prophecy. Cf. pp. 98ff., esp. 100. 
93 See frr. 253 (Euphemus), 241 (route). 
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whether Euphemus played the central role as he does in Pindar's 
account, but the combination of the evidence of the two Hesiodic fragments 
does not rule out such a narrative94. 
Even where our entire early evidence is limited to two tiny 
fragments we may discern that the poet felt free to follow another 
tradition. He gives Euphemus a different mother (Europa, daughter of 
Titys, v. 46) from the one in the Eoeae (Mecionice, fr. 253). Van der Kolf 
suggests, however, (pp. 75-6) that Pindar had a good motive for the change. 
Europa was recognised in Boeotian myth as the mother of Carneus, whose 
cult, under the name of Apollo Carneus, was celebrated at Cyrene 
(P. 5.77ff. ), a genealogy which would be very pleasing to the Cyreneans95. 
Euphemus' prominence in Pindar's account of the episode in Libya 
does not agree with Herodotus' version of events (4.179) where a tale of 
considerable similarity to Pindarýs clod story is narrated. The historian 
does not name him but gives Jason the central role in events. However, a 
statement elsewhere in Herodotus' narrative of Cyrenean history 
furnishes us with the reason for Euphemus' central role in Pindar's 
account. When Herodotus introduces Battus I he calls him BdrTos- 6 
IToAvIix, la-rov, Mv ylxo-ý- Ev: ýOW(ft, --Ttiv MLpvlwp (4.150.2). Clearly the 
Battiadae styled themselves as descendants of Euphemus96. Pindar, who 
is composing for a Battiad king, chooses the Argonaut Euphemus to-play 
the principal role in Libya because he provides the clearest link between 
94 Cf. Jackson p. 26. 95 Jackson suggests a different reason, the connection between Poseidon, Europa and 
T era mefitioned by the scholia on P. 4.1 Off. (D. II p. 98). This, however, seems tenuous. 9? How and Wells I p. 351, suggest that Herodotus' description of Battus is a conjecture 
based on Pindar's account, in which case our evidence for the personal claim of the 
Battiadae, based on Euphemus' reception of the clod of earth, does not pre-date Pindar. It 
is hard, however, to see why the poet should have singled out Euphemus for this honour 
and not one of the other Argonauts (e. g. Periclymenus, cf. ZP4.306,455d, e, D. II pp. 138-9, 
161) if some link did not already exist in the tradition. 
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the Argonautic Quest and the foundation of Cyrene by Arcesilas' ancestor. 
(b) The clod of earth 
It is possible, as we remarked earlier, that Pindar's narrative of the 
clod of earth is derived from what he found in Hesiod. Other possibilities 
are that he based his tale on a local Cyrenean tradition, or that he 
invented it. The latter seems unlikely in view of a tale of the Argonauts in 
Libya given by Herodotus (4.179) which bears sufficient resemblance to 
Pindar's narrative to make one wonder if Pindar is not using a local 
tradition, but one which he has carefully adapted to suit the particular 
concerns of his ode. A comparison of the two accounts reveals both 
similarities and differences. 
Both authors give the same location for the episode, Lake Tritonis 
(TpiTwvWg & 7rpoXals- Atyvas- P. 4.20-21: It, Tbls- j8pdXrut ... 
A49V77s' rjýg 
TPtTwvt66g Hdt. 4.179.2), and in both accounts the Argonauts are wanting 
to leave. In Pindaes version they are hasting home, in Herodotus' they 
wish to get back to their outward route to Delphi from whence they have 
been blown to Libya by a storm. In each case at this point a god appears, in 
Pindar an ol=&os- 6atywp in the guise of a man who reveals himself as 
Eurypylus, son of Poseidon (vv. 28ff. ); in Herodotus he is simply Triton. 
Now the motif of the gift appears; in Pindar the god gives to the Argonaut 
Euphemus a clod of earth, in Herodotus Jason gives to Triton a tripod in 
return for being shown a way out of the shallows. Both authors now relate 
a prophecy over the gift and a delay in its fulfilment as the result of a 
misfortune befalling the gift. In Pindar the mishap, loss of the clod 
overboard, precedes Medea's prophecy. In Herodotus Triton's prophecy 
over the tripod leads to the mishap, the removal and concealment of the 
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tripod by local Libyans. In both authors the prophecies foretell the 
colonisation of the area around Lake Tritonis (i. e. Libya) by Greeks. 
The similarities in the two tales are such as to make one believe that 
Pindar used a tale which he found at Cyrene (and which was recorded by 
Herodotus). It served his purpose well but he has altered and improvised 
in order to make the tale particularly pertinent to Pythian 4. The points 
which suit his aims and themes he retains. Thus, because it is important 
for his ode that the Argonauts should establish some connection with 
Cyrene, Pindar maintains the location of the episode, and also retains the 
idea that the Argonauts were about to leave since it suited him to use their 
haste to depart as a means of explaining why the gift was a clod of earth: it 
was simply the closest thing to hand when the daimon wanted to give 
them something. The appearance of a divine personage is a striking and 
significant moment: this stays. The prophecy over the gift had great potential. 
Pindar develops this motif in the key prophecy of Medea which begins the 
whole chain of events in Cyrene's founding. The mishap which befell the gift is 
also retained but the poet adapts it to harmonise with his narrative: the clod of 
earth was washed overboard and landed on Thera. The motif of delay in the 
fulfilment of the prophecy also suited the poet's theme of delay, but eventual 
fulfilment of what is ordained by Fate (a theme enhanced by the repetition of 
the word; bo&iP [w. 55,78,258,2911 at significant points in the myth). 
There are two major differences in the accounts, but both may be 
attributed to Pindar's aims and purposes. First, he alters the role of the 
daimon who appears to the Argonauts. He presents them with an 
unsolicited gift instead of requiring something from them. This stresses 
the favour of the gods towards the whole train of events which follows, and 
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their role in the founding and government of Cyrene. The poet highlights 
this by means of the favourable thunder of Zeus (v. 23), the unprompted 
oracle to Battus (vv. 60ff. ), Battus' colonisation of Libya, a1v WV -nya-ls- 
(vv. 259-60), and now Arcesilas' victory as a result of Apollo's favour (v. 66). 
Secondly, the nature of the gift is quite different. Pindar has replaced the 
tripod recorded by Herodotus with a clod of earth. We have no way of 
knowing where Pindar found this motif, but the reason for its choice is 
obvious: it symbolised without a doubt the handing over of rights to the 
land, of which it is a very vivid symbol, both visual and concrete97. 
In addition to these changes it is also apparent that Pindar has 
combined different traditions to achieve the identity of the clod's giver98. 
Although the episode occurs at Lake Tritonis (v. 20) and the giver is son of 
Poseidon (the tradition followed by Herodotus and Apollonius), the guise of 
the giver as a man who calls himself Eurypylus comes from another 
tradition which recounted that Eurypylus was the first mythical king of 
Libya99. It seems probable that the poet has combined these traditions in 
order to highlight the significance of the clod. Not only was it god-given, 
but there can be no doubt that it was part of Libya, given to Euphemus by 
its earliest king, thereby symbolising that the rights he had there extended 
to ruling. 
(c) The conjectured two traditions of the founding of Cyrene 
In the second part of the Euphemus episode, where Pindar narrates 
the loss of the clod and the future repercussions of this misfortune, 
97 See Strosetzki, pp. 11-13, who explores several aspects of the symbolism of rights 
connected with land. Of particular importance here are the tokens of submission 
demanded by the Great King of Persia: earth and water, cf. p. 7. 
98 See van der Kolf pp. 76-7, Farnell Il p. 151, Jackson p. 29. 
99 See Hdt. 4.179, A. R. 4.153ff, Acesand. fr. 4 and Call., Ap. 92. 
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commentators have discerned two different mythical traditions of the 
founding of Cyrene which Pindar has brought togetherlOO. The poet 
appears to be supporting one tradition, the founding of Cyrene by the 
descendants of Euphemus, coming from Lemnos via Thera, and to be 
refuting another, the founding of Cyrene directly from the Peloponnese. 
Let us examine the evidence for these two traditions. 
The first tradition is well-supported. We possess the account of 
Herodotus, which narrated the founding of Cyrene, tracing it back to the 
Lemnian descendants of Euphemus and narrating two different versions 
of events on Thera (4.145-58). Like Pindar he also includes the 
intermediate stage of the Peloponnese. The considerable similarity 
between the two accounts suggests that a common tradition underlies 
them. The second tradition, the founding of Cyrene direct from the 
Peloponnese, is found in vv. 43-49. Pindar narrates it as something which 
might have occurred but which he emphatically denies as having 
happened, by contrast to reality Wv ye- y1v v. 50). Unlike the first tradition 
there is no evidence for this version of events in Herodotus; in fact his 
evidence seems to suggest rather that there was only one traditional 
foundation myth. 
Herodotus tells us that both the Lacedaemonians and the Therans 
supported the tale as presented by Pindar up until the arrival of the 
Lemnian Minyae on Thera (4.150.1). If there was any basis for a 
foundation myth of direct colonisation of Cyrene from the Peloponnese we 
should expect it to have been given by the Lacedaemonians, but they 
100 E. g. Burton (p. 152): 'it is probable that Pindar here combined in his story two 
different legends about the foundation of the city'. See also van der Kolf pp. 73ff., Fehr 
p. 81, Malten p. 109, Huxley pp. 37-8. 
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(according to Herodotus) followed the tradition of a Theran stage in the 
colonisation. Nor can we find any support for a tradition of direct colonisation 
from the Peloponnese in the Cyrenean version of events given by the historian. 
He is careful to distinguish between the different versions given by the 
Therans and the Cyreneans (4.154.1), but the difference is not a by-passing of 
the Theran stage, only the establishment of Battus as the main figure in the 
colonisation. 
The various different accounts of the founding of Cyrene given by 
Herodotus, suggest that his narrative is well-researched at this point. Hence it 
seems reasonable to expect that if a tradition had existed at Cyrene of direct 
colonisation from the Peloponnese Herodotus would have included it. He does 
not101. Nor do we possess any other literary evidence for this tradition except 
Pindaes own words. In view of this we must consider whether there is any 
other evidence of a non-literary nature from which a tradition of direct 
colonisation could have arisen which the poet then followed. 
Our first piece of evidence which appears significant is the existence of 
more than one foundation date for Cyrene. Eusebius' chronicle gives no less 
than t1iree, 1336,761 and 631102. The latter two may be regarded as the same 
one, but arrived at by different methods of computation. This date (631 B. C. ) is 
the date generally accepted for the arrival of Battus and the Therans in 
LibyaM. Could the early date then refer to another colonisation of IAbya? This 
101 Huxley suggests (pp. 37-8) that HdL4.159.2-3 with 4.161.3 provides evidence for the 
tradition of direct colonisation of Libya from the Peloponnese. However, his argument that'a 
strong Peloponnesian element! arrived in Cyrene with the influx of new Greek settlers under 
Battus H is unprovable. Nor can we accept without further evidence his statement that the 
Peloponnesian immigrants possessed a myth of direct colonisation from the Peloponnese 
which their storytellers placed before the settlement of Battus from Thera, and that this tale 
wýsyolitically advantageous because through it the Peloponnesian immigrants could claim 
privileges at least as great as the Therans'in Cyrene. 
102. Cf Euseb. Hieron. (ed. Fotheringham. 1923) pp. 81,151,169. 
103 See Chamoux p. 70. 
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suggestion is not without problems. First, Eusebius' evidence is not 
sufficiently reliable for us to accept it without external corroboration, 
which we do not have. Secondly, 1336 is too early for the tradition of direct 
colonisation as our only source depicts it. In vv. 47-8 Pindar speaks of the 
direct colonisation of Libya from the Peloponnese, four generations after 
Euphemus: TcTpdTow 7Tat&jx, ie 1inye-Lvqjzevwv aryd ol Ketpav Ad, 6c ... 
Hpcrav d7retpop. Even using the inaccurate system of calculating 
generations we arrive at a date too late to be reconciled with 1336. The first 
generation after the Argonauts, that is, that of their sons, took part in the 
Tý-qjan War. The date of this, c. 1190, at least, is reasonably well attested 
because of its use as a base-date by those establishing chronologies. Three 
generations after this is approximately two hundred years later than 
Eusebius' early foundation date. Thus the date given by Pindar for the 
direct colonisation of Libya cannot be reconciled with 1336104. 
Other evidence adduced for a colonisation of Cyrene before that of 
Battus is linguistic105. Chamoux, however, after reviewing the evidence 
(pp. 74-7) concludes Wen Woblige & supposer une "prd-colonisation" non 
dorienne & CyrMe comme n6cessaire explication pour des ph6nomMes 
dialectaux aberrants'. His own view is that the great emigration to Cyrene 
from all parts of the Greek world in the reign of Battus II (confirmed by 
Demonax's division of the Cyreneans into racial groups under Battus III) 
explains the presence of alien elements in the Cyrenean dialect. He 
maintains (pp. 89-91) that this also explains the presence of the 
104 Chamoux, p. 73, suggests that the date 1336 represents an attempt to project Battus back 
into the heroic mythical past. For further discussion of this point cf. pp. 257ff. below. 
Another possibility is that 1336 refers to the arrival in Libya of the nymph Cyrene, a myth 
told by Pindar in P. 9, and also by Hesiod in the Eoeae (see frr. 215-6). 
105 See e. g. Gercke p. 447. 
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mythological figures cited by Malten as common to Cyrene and the 
Peloponnese. 
To sum up, the evidence shows that of the two foundation myths 
referred to by Pindar only the first, that via Lemnos and Thera, has any 
external support. Since there is no evidence to support the second except 
what Pindar himself says we may reasonably entertain the suggestion 
that Pindar invented it. 
Commentators have suggested that Pindar used the second myth of 
the colonisation of Cyrene as a foil for the first because he wishes to 
promote the latter106. The first tradition certainly receives great emphasis 
as a result. There is good reason for this emphasis in that this version of 
events, whereby Euphemus' descendants from Lemnos colonised Cyrene 
from Thera, provided a direct link between the Argonautic Quest and 
Cyrene (a link which it is one of Pindar's prime concerns to describe, cf. 
w. 67-9). After the poet's narrative of the first tradition there can be no 
doubt that Euphemus' descendants, whose begetting forms one of the few 
events on the return journey which the poet chose to narrate, and whose 
colonisation of Cyrene from Thera had actually been prophesied on Thera, 
on the return journey, are Arcesilas' ancestors. 
Secondly, what leads to the poet's account of two possible traditions 
of the founding of Cyrene is the loss of the clod overboard. This miishap (a 
motif which Pindar may have found in the tradition, but which he has 
altered to suit his claims, cf. pp. 41-2 above) leads tothe delay of thirteen 
generations in the founding of Cyrene. Jackson states (p. 26) that this is a 
106 Cf. e. g. van der Kolf s, suggestion (p. 73) that Pindar combined the two tales (both of 
which she believes existed in the historical tradition) in order to show that only the 
Theran one was true. 
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clever explanation on the part of the poet for why Libya was not colonised 
earlier by Greeks. 
However we can go further and say that Pindar is remoulding 
motifs found in the historical account of the founding of Cyrene by Battus. 
In Pythian 4 Pindar narrates an oracle to Battus commanding him to 
colonise Libya (vvAff., 53-6,59ff., and indirectly at vv. 259-262) but he 
completely passes over Battus' failure to obey this oracle which is recorded 
in Herodotus. Battus' disobedience led to a consider4ble delay in the 
colonisation which was only accomplished after some years and further 
consultation of the Delphic oracle107. Pindar, however, is able to avoid 
mentioning any of these events, which revealed Battus in rather an 
unfavourable light, by maintaining the motif of delay but projecting it back 
into the era of myth. 
Thus his utilisation of a second myth of colonisation also enables 
him to highlight the theme of delay and eventual fulfilment which runs 
throughout the ode108- Medea's picture of direct colonisation reveals by 
contrast the full extent of the delay in the prophecy's fulfilment. 
To sum up, Pindar's treatment of Argonautic saga and historical 
tradition in the Vormythos reveals a clever tailoring of what he found in 
his sources to suit his encomiastic ends. The mythical connection of 
Cyrene with the Argonautic Quest (a Cyrenean tradition recorded later by 
Herodotus and possibly already in Hesiod) provided the poet with a basis 
for his narrative. Into this narrative he then wove two strands from 
elsewhere, the clod motif and the motif of delay in the founding of Cyrene. 
107 Cf. Hdt. 4.150ff. and my discussion of Pindar's treatment of Battus pp. 265ff. below. - 
Cf. also Bowra p. 140 who says that Pindar introduces the delay in order to defend the 
Delphic oracle. 
108 See Lattimore pp. 22-3. 
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The result is a sldlful transformation of the myth of Cyrene's founding into a 
glorious tradition originating with the Argonauts' Quest and culminating in 
the present ruler of Cyrene, Arcesilas. 
(iii) Lemnos 
Medea prophesies in vv. 50-53 that Euphemus &Ao6arr& Kpt7-6V rIP7ýM 
yvvaua3v Iv AeXeatv ybw. This race will come to Thera and beget Battus, to be 
lord of Cyrene. Not until v. 252 do we discover who these 'foreign women' are; 
they are Lemnians. 
That the Argonauts stopped at Lemnos on their journey in search of the 
Golden Fleece and slept with the women there, is attested in literature as 
early as Homer. He indirectly refers to the union of Jason and Hypsipyle, who 
bore him a son Euneus, and to Thoas, Hypsipyle's father, whom, according to 
later traditions, she had hidden and saved when the Lemnian women killed 
their husbands109. Pindar alludes to the whole story by the economical use of 
one adjective, dv8poovo)v (v. 252), but his narrative does not expand this, and in 
what he does briefly recount it is the Argonauts and notably Euphemus, not 
the Lemnian women, who feature (unlike other versions). According to 
Pindar the Argonauts did two things on Lemnos; they competed in athletic 
contests for the prize of clothing (an apt event in a victory ode) and they shared 
the womens' beds. Both events were traditional110. What is not traditional in 
109 See It. 7.467-9,21.747,14.230; HygF. 15, Apollod. 1.11 5, Val. F1.2.7 2ff.. 
110 The scholia on vv. 252-3 (450: D II p. 160) indicate that Simonides also told of this athletic 
contest taOdTw dyOts-. There has been some debate as to what this phrase means. Nairn p. 11 
supports one interpretation, given by the scholia, that it meant 'naked!. He suggests that 
Pindar is here trying to find mythological support for the custom of admitting women to the 
games in Cyrene, a custom for which he finds evidence at R 9.115. It seems more likely to me 
that Pindar is including an apt scene which he found in Simonides (or elsewhere in the 
tradition) and a prize of raiment (the meaning of la0dros. dyols-), perhaps finely embroidered 
or worked, would be very appropriateý on an island where there were no men. At 0.9.97 we see 
that the prize at Pellene was a woollen cloak The prizes at other local games varied, but were, 
as here, appropriate to the locality. See Harris pp. 36-7. 
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Pindar's account is that the Lemnian episode takes place on the return 
journey rather than on the outward journeylll. This obviously raises 
immediate difficulties, both of geography and of psychology: why would 
the Argonauts sail so far north when Iolcos, to which they were 
returning, lay further south, and how would Medea view Jason's union 
with Hypsipyle? 
Pindar has evaded these difficulties by, for a rare moment in the 
myth, suppressing Jason's role here; we hear nothing of his union with 
Hypsipyle. In addition he narrates the episode with great speed, and 
rushes through its consequences from Lacedaemon to Thera to Libya and 
Cyrene112. He also abandons the Argonauts on Lemnos, never stating that 
they returned to Iolcos, which lessens our sense of geographical 
implausibility. But why could he not have avoided these difficulties by 
simply placing the Lemnian episode on the outward journey? 
There is only one explanation: the importance of this episode in the 
origins of the Battiad kings of Cyrene113. After the prophecy which Medea 
has given to the Argonauts about Euphemus and the clod, Pindar must 
show how this was fulfilled and make clear the relationship between 
Euphemus and Arcesilas. The prophecy thus necessitates placing the 
Lemnian episode later on the return route. In addition, by transferring 
the episode to the Argonauts' return the poet is able to emphasise the close 
111 The scholia on A. R. 1.615 have led various scholars to believe that a tradition existed 
in which the Lemnian episode was on the return journey (cf. van der Kolf p. 71: she 
thinks that Pindar's order of events is so strange that it could not have been invented). It 
seems probable that Pindar was the first to move the episode (his aims mean that he must) 
and others later followed him, and tried to rationalize the problems posed by Medea and 
geography. 
112 Pindar obviously knew more of Hypsipyle and the events on Lemnos than he relates 
here. Cf. e. g. 0.4.19-25. 
113 See Malten pp. 154ff.. 
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link between the Argonauts' union with the Lemnian women and the 
foundation of Cyrene by the race of Euphemus. The destiny of the 
Euphemids provides the poet with an easy return to the present and to his 
laudandus, a Euphemid himself. 
Conclusion 
Our survey of Pindar's treatment of the Argonautic myth reveals 
that, as well as following what he found in the tradition, the poet felt free 
to omit, to adapt, to change emphasis, to expand episodes and to shrink 
them, even to improvise and invent, thus adding his own variants to the 
mythic tradition. His account is the earliest surviving complete narrative 
of the myth, but it is unique and peculiar to Pindar because of his aims in 
writing Pythian 4. These aims have dictated his choice and treatment of 
one of the oldest Greek sagas. 
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CHAPTERTWO 
Characterisation in Pythian 4 
Character in lyric 
The extant remains of Greek lyric poetry suggest that, apart from the 
lyric epic of Stesichorus, the relative shortness of lyric poems offered little scope 
for the portrayal of character. In addition the themes and subjects of lyric poets 
(with the exception of Stesichorus and Bacchylides) do not generally provide 
opportunities for the depiction of character. Sappho's most frequent subject, for 
example, is herself, her own emotions and experiencel. Anacreon's favourite 
themes are love and wine viewed from a personal angle2. Stesichorus is 
unusual because the remains of his works exhibit a keen interest in character 
and its portrayal3. We may suggest that this interest was facilitated by the 
absence of the very limits that we have suggested as operating in lyric. The vast 
scale of Stesichorus' lyric poems and his subject matter, episodes from myth, 
gave him not only characters to work with but space in which to develop thern4. 
1 See e. g fi-r. 1,5,16,31,94. There are, of course, exceptions. E. g. fr. 44 describes the 7ýojans' 
reaction to the arrival of Hector with his bride, Andromache, but the remains of the poem are too 
scant for us to be able to form conclusions on possible depiction of character within it 
2A notable exception is Anacr. fr. 388, where the poet describes Artemon, but this is unusual 
among the remains of his work. 
3 See e. g. the portrayal of Geryon in the Geryoneis. Geryon was physically monstrous, having 
a triple body Or. 186), yet Stesichorus endows him with the ethos of the Homeric hero. Fr. 56 D 
(Suppl. ), where Geryon considers why he will not allow Heracles to carry off his cattle without a 
fight, echoes the sentiments of Glaucus at II. 12.322ff. (cf. Page [19731 pp. 149ff. ). Geryon is 
humanised here to appear brave and noble. Stesichorus further humanises him in the scene 
which he develops between Geryon and his mother, where she begs him not to fight Heracles. 
Callirhoa entreats him by the breast which suckled him (a motif found in II. 22.179ff. ), a human 
emotional touch without any concept of how she would have really suckled a three-headed 
monster. Stesichorus continues to highlight Geryon's heroic nature in his description of his 
death, where he uses a simile borrowed from Homer (II. 8.306ff. ) to create a picture of pathos. 
4 There are thirteen known titles of his works covering the Tt-oj an War and its aftermath, 
Argonautic myth, the adventures of Heracles, Theban myth, and the tale of Meleager and the 
Calydonian boar. We know fi-cm the papyrus fragments that the Geryoneis, for example, was 
over fifteen hundred lines long (see Page [19731, pp. 146-8). 
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Pindar's contemporary, Bacchylides, selected themes on occasion 
which enabled him to portray character. We should note, however, that in 
his extant poems characterisation is really only a feature of the longer 
myths of the victory odes (as for example, Heracles and Meleager in B. 5) 
and in the dithyrambs, where there is space for material from myth to be 
treated at some length5. Bacchylides' general approach to 
characterisation may be discerned from his portrayal of Theseus in poem 
17, which we shall now examine. 
A poet's first resource in characterisation is what he chooses to tell 
us directly about a character. This expedient, as we shall see, is one of 
which Pindar makes much. Bacchylides, however, makes sparing use of 
this device. Theseus receives only a limited amount of direct description. 
At vv. 2,14-15 and 47 Bacchylides describes him with heroic adjectives, but 
he is sparing: only one at each point6.. Thus to some extent the poet 
expresses his own view of the hero, but the careful selection of narrative 
details reinforces this impression. 
Theseus' actions, then, reveal him to be as heroic as Bacchylides 
suggests. He instantly responds to Eriboea's cry for help in v. 14 by 
rebuking Minos. In response to Minos' challenge he shows no fear, but 
leaps into the sea (vv. 81ff. ) and achieves his task with every success. 
Bacchylides also portrays Theseus' emotions and feelings. We see them 
5 The dithyrambs are, of course, extremely short in comparison with epic, but compared to 
many lyric poems they are quite lengthy. They are certainly considerably longer than 
many of the myths in the epinicians of Pindar and Bacchylides. 
6 None of these adjectives are found in Homer. Two are found only here (pe-P&Twos- and 
dpe-raLXyos-), but there are Homeric parallels for all of the heroic ideas conveyed by these 
epithets, e. g. juew8jlog (11.12.247,13.228), yeve=&ryos- 
(11.2.749,19.48, etc. ). The latter 
is also used of Minos in this poem (v. 73), but he only receives the one adjective; Theseus 
receives three: XaAKoK&, 4Mts- (cfJI. 7.41, plural), XaAKoXtrwy (cf. 11.1.371 etc., alXllards- 
U1.1.152 etc. ). 
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directly, as in vv. 17-20, where his eyes roll and his heart is pained as a 
result of Minos' action, which arouses him to speech, and at vv. 101ff. 
where he shows the proper reverential fear of the Nereids, which 
Bacchylides substantiates by describing their awesome appearance. 
Theseus' thoughts and feelings also emerge indirectly from his 
speech to Minos. The strong terms in which he describes Minos' act and 
his intentions towards Eriboea, 7roA6a-rovov CSPLV (vv. 40-41), show his 
abhorrence of such an act, and his words in vv. 41ff. indicate that his 
feelings are so strong that he is prepared to fight to protect the maiden and 
would rather die than see her harmed. In addition this speech expresses 
Theseus' thoughts about fate and the gods (vv. 24-8,46). 
The manner in which Theseus addresses Minos also tells us 
something about him. Despite his utter horror at Minos' action he 
addresses him in a respectful manner, appealing to Minos' sense of what 
is right, reminding him of his position as son of Zeus. This, however, is no 
weak approach, there is a strength and command in his words (rqXr v. 23, 
KdarXe- v. 28, KlAquaL Ipwcv w. 40-41). Reactions to Theseus' speech heighten 
this impression and exemplify two further means of character depiction 
employed by Bacchylides. First, the reaction of others to a character: the 
sailors who hear Theseus' speech are amazed by his 1wepdoapov Odpaos- 
(w. 49-50). Bacchylides uses this device elsewhere in the poem. Eriboea's 
cry to Theseus (v. 14) indicates that he is regarded as a protector and 
helper, an impression which is enhanced by the reaction of the Athenian 
youth when Theseus leaps into the sea. They shudder and shed tears in 
anticipation of a dreadful fate (w. 92-6). On his return they raise a paean to 
Apollo (v. 129). Secondly, character can be revealed by contrast with 
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another character. Minos' lustful, devious and cunning nature is a foil for 
Theseus' upright and open character. 
Another feature of Bacchylides' characterisation is that he seems 
able to allow his audience to read between the lines and make their own 
judgement on the facts. When Theseus returns from the deep Bacchylides 
comments: oraLcnv Iv &ovrtm Kxdxnov laXaaev a-rparayftav (vv. 120-1). He 
leaves Minos' thoughts to our imagination, but the adjective oros- allows 
us to postulate from our earlier evidence for Minos' character just how far 
these might have ranged. Because Bacchylides reserves judgement he 
does not appear to intervene in the action, even though this is a direct 
comment. 
To sum up, Bacchylides presents the appearance of objectivity in his 
approach to the characterisation of Theseus. He places him in a situation 
and allows his thoughts and emotions, speech and actions, the reactions 
of others towards him and the contrast with other characters to reveal the 
character of his hero. The poet also makes his own comments by means of 
direct description and by his deliberate choice of material, but at the end of 
the poem we feel that we are making an independent judgement on an 
objective presentation of the faCtS7. 
Our observations on characterisation in Greek lyric poetry suggest 
that in general there was little scope for character portrayal. If, however, 
a poet selected a suitable theme and he had the space at his command, 
7 This approach to characterisation has much in common with that of Homer. The epic 
poet's approach is basically objective, and he uses the same wide variety of means as 
Bacchylides. Cf. e. g. the character of Nestor in the Iliad: direct description, e. g. 1.247- 
253,2.21,7.235-6; speech to reveal character, 1.25M, 11.655ff.; thoughts and emotions, 
2.337ff., 7.132-3; his actions, 4.293ff, 11.516-20, the reactions of others to him, 2.370-4, 
7.161ff., 10.17-20; contrast with another character, 10.159-167. 
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then the depiction of character was not only possible but could even play 
an important part in a poem. 
Characterisation in Pindar 
Character portrayal in Pindar's poetry is limited8. The myths 
which he narrated supplied him with suitable characters, but he was 
restricted by the relative shortness of epinician odes, combined with the 
need to devote much of the ode to conventional elements, thus minimising 
the space available for myth where character depiction is most likely to 
occur9. In addition we may submit that the poet had little interest in the 
depiction and development of character in itself, but only gave it his 
attention where it was pertinent to his purpose in any given ode. The 
poet's essential commission is to praise the victor. If, in so doing, he 
devised a mythic exemplum which illustrated character-traits which he 
wished to bring to the victor's notice (both positive and negative), to that 
extent we may speak of the poet's interest in characterisation, or if he is at 
pains to point out certain characteristics of his laudandus in order to 
glorify him. But the poet appears to have had little interest in character 
portrayal for its own sake. 
Often all that Pindar appears to have had time for is the delineation 
8 With the obvious exception of Pythian 4. This section considers characterisation in 
Pindar's poetry outside his longest ode. 
9 It is interesting that we learn so little of the characters of the men in praise of whom the 
odes were composed, but perhaps this is not surprising. Of the range of topoi for praise 
many relate to the victor only peripherally (e. g. praise of his family, ancestors, city, 
homeland etc. ) and those which do concern him directly are usually conventional. A 
victor is likely to be praised for qualities such as athletic prowess, courage and daring 
(usually in taking the risks involved in competing), hospitality and liberal spending (if 
he was wealthy), rulers for their moderation, clemency and wise ruling. We are also 
unlikely to receive other than a one-sided view, since the poet's interest was firmly 
entrenched in depicting praise-worthy qualities (cf. e. g. the Hieron of the odes with the 
Hieron we learn of in Diodorus). 
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of one quality in his myth. For example, the myth of Pythian 6 is chosen by 
the poet because Antilochus, who saved his father's life, provides a 
supreme example of filial devotion. The poet comments that Thrasybulus, 
the victoes son10, is an example of filial duty in the present: 70t, X'CV &I Kal 
Opaaiý, SovAos- =T-pqky ; zdALoTa Trp6g- o-rd0jjav 1,8a (vv. 44-5). Pindar uses 
Antilochus' actions to reveal this trait of character, as well as direct 
description ('APTtAoXog 6Lardr, v. 28; 6 Odos- dxdp, v. 38) and his own 
observations (vv. 40-2). 
In Olympian 9 the poet pauses momentarily in his list of the new 
settlers in Opus to speak of the son of one of these, Patroclus. In a few 
verses he highlights Patroclus' outstanding bravery. This is demonstrated 
by his actions (he alone stood beside Achilles when Telephus was putting 
the Greeks to flight, vv. 70-3), by the poet's direct comment (6o-e eFpopon 
Mem paWu, lIaTp6KAov &a7-dx, P&v (vv. 74-5), and by the reaction of another 
to him (Achilles bade him stay close to him in battle from that time on 
vv. 76-9)11. 
These examples reveal that even in a very brief space the poet 
employs a variety of means to depict character. In both examples 
character is revealed through action, in Olympian 9 by the further device 
of anothees, reaction to the hero, in Pythian 6 by direct description, and in 
10 Why Pindar should choose to draw a parallel in his myth with the victor's son rather than 
with the victor himself is unclear. The scholia discuss the possibility that Thrasybulus had 
driven the victorious chariot (Z v. 15, D. II p. 1 96). It was unusual for men in positions of power to 
drive their own chariots, but not impossible (cf. e. g. 1.1.15 and pp. 231ff. below). However, we 
must note, as the scholia do, that Nicomachus is recorded as Xenocrates! charioteer in 1.2. 
Perhaps Thrasybul& role in the victory went no further than leading the party from Acragas 
which went to Delphi (as Famell 11 p. 183, Wautis p. 58). Others (e. g. Wilamowitz p. 137, 
followed by Burton p. 16) have explained Thrasybulus' prominence in the ode by suggesting 
that Pindar was in love with him, or at least that some special fiiendship existed between them. 
11 In addition to the examples discussed here cf. Won in P 2, Castor and Iolaus in L1, Croesus 
in B. 3. 
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both cases the poet delivers his own opinion. 
In longer myths the means for portraying character are extended 
further. Obviously the poet had more scope for description. There is the 
possibility of revealing character through speech or by contrasting one 
character with another, all devices used by Bacchylides when space 
permitted. We should note, however, that Pindar's own overt moral 
judgements are still a distinctive feature of his characterisation. These 
may be delivered directly or they may be more subtly administered 
through the use of loaded language. Let us consider some examples. 
The myth of Pythian 11 deals with the return of Agamemnon from 
Troy, a myth which we may assume was well known to Pindar's 
audience. The dominant figure in his version is Clytemnestra. Pindar 
begins, however, with Orestes, whom the nurse Arsinoe received from 
Clytemnestra. The colourless word dveAr which describes her reception of 
Orestes gains in meaning, when we see from what Arsinoe took Orestes: 
from under the Xcipciv KpaTcpdv of Clytemnestra and from her Wov 
8va7rcPWos- (vv. 17-18b). The adjective KpaTepdy is a subtle pointer to what 
follows. It was with those mighty hands that the vqA4s- ymd (v. 22) wielded 
the grey bronze (v. 20) which killed Agamemnon and Cassandra, a deed 
which the poet labels with alliterative force 86Aov 8vo7Te-vWqs-. The epithets 
which the poet chooses colour &rk (Boeckh translates 'eripuie, Ii ii p. 71 ) but 
also lay the foundation for the picture of Clytemnestra at which the poet is 
aiming. 
After the emphatic and direct description of Clytemnestra as PRA4S. 
yvvd the poet ponders her motive in killing Agamemnon. This suggests at 
first sight that we are to receive an objective appraisal of the deed, 
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particularly as the first motive outlined by the poet gives a perfectly 
reasonable and acceptable explanation for the slaughter of Agamemnon, 
viz. the sacrifice of Iphigeneia. However, Pindar is not without bias. The 
direct description of Clytemnestra as P77Aýg yvvd and the adjectives in v. 18 
have already prejudiced us. In addition Pindar has used loaded language 
in order to weight our vieW12. The irakýqq element in flqpv7rdAqyov X6Aov 
(v. 23) recalls the Xqp6v Kpa-rrpdv of v. 18, and the unusual adjective (only 
found here, perhaps specially coined by Pindar), suggesting that the 
anger aroused Clytemnestra to practical action, focuses our attention once 
more on the deed rather than its justification. 
The second motive reveals the explanation for Clytemnestra's 
murder of Agamemnon which the poet intends us to believe. First, he 
dwells on this explanation at length (vv. 24-7), thereby giving the 
impression that it is more important than the first one. Secondly, he 
delivers an overt moral judgement by means of gnomic moralising on 
adultery. Thirdly, he uses deliberately coloured terms when he comments 
on Clytemnestra's adultery with Aegisthus: LAIX'Ota-rov dyirAdktov KaMoat e 
dydXaPov N. M. The emphatic superlative denounces the deed and KaA60at 
dydXapov, the impossibility of concealing such a deed, points to the 
enormity of Clytemnestra's conduct. 
12 Pindar's use of loaded language is not confined to this ode. Cf. e. g. the language in 
P. 2, where Pindar narrates the myth of Ixion. The poet not only omits any reference to the 
purification of his sins by Zeus, but by careful choice of words emphasises Ixion's sin and 
guilt. CC v. 26 paKpdt, o6X byr1yetpet, JABov, v. 32 o6K dTep 7-lXpas-, v. 29 YraWy lotK671. 
Another example ofý loaded language occurs in P. 3. Cf. the condemnation of Coronis 
contained in v. 15 ýIpotaa aTrIpiia Ocog Kaýap& (hinting at the defilement caused by her 
illicit sexual relationship with Ischys) and in v. 32 d0rittv Wov (a curious way of 
describing her relationship with Ischys, but an effective one in condemning her). 
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To sum up, Pindar's treatment of Clytemnestra in Pythian 11 
highlights his overt manipulation of our perception of character. We hear 
of Clytemnestra's slaughter of Agamemnon and Cassandra and are 
challenged to judge it by the poet's rhetorical questions on her motives, but 
the conclusion at which we arrive has been carefully orchestrated by 
Pindar's own comments, loaded language and weighting of the evidence. 
This approach has not been dictated by his disapproval of the main 
character in the drama. The same methods can be seen at work in 
Pindar's portrayal of the delightful heroine of Pythian 9 the nymph 
Cyrene. 
The poet employs a variety of means which we may term 'objective' 
in depicting the heroine of the myth13. Direct description ranges from the 
simple descriptive phrase TrapOevov dypoTepav (v. 6) to the enchanting 
verses about Cyrene's refusal to stay at home waiting to be married off 
(vv. 18ff. ). Narrative of Cyrene's actions is also revealing, as when Apollo 
finds her wrestling with a lion (vv. 26ff. ). The poet also presents her 
through the eyes of Apollo (vv. 30ff. ) and the Centaur N. 56 e*Ata vtpoav). 
In addition the reactions of Aphrodite and Queen Libya to the nymph are 
suggestive of her charm (vv. 9ff., 55ff. ). These indications provide abundant 
evidence of Cyrene's character, but the poet has added to them subtler hints in 
order further to enhance his picture of her. Cyrene's noble genealogy suggests 
her ancient roots and hints at the carnal delights of marriage which she Will 
enjoy with Apollo despite her shyness with hiM14. Apollo made her queen of 
13 1 have described these as 'objective' even though obviously the poet can manage these 
so that we incline to his view of a character as effectively as with the aid of the pointers 
given in his own subjective comments. 
14 Cf. Carey (1981) pp. 69-70. 
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a land 7roA6jz)7Aog and 7roUKapHrams- (vv. 6-7) and established her on a 
continent that was both 'lovely' and 'flourishing' (v. 8). These adjectives 
create an atmosphere around Cyrene of fertility, prosperity and loveliness, 
which further enhances our appreciation of her character. The poet uses 
them gently to incline our opinion in the same way that he uses loaded 
language to manipulate our opinion of Clytemnestra in Pythian 11. 
We turn now to a final example of Pindar's cha. racterisation outside 
Pythian 4. The portrayal of Polydeuces in Nemean 10 is interesting 
because it is much more consistent with Bacchylides' approach than with 
that which we have seen to be typical of Pindar. Although the poet has 
carefully selected the events which he narrates in order to highlight 
certain traits of Polydeuces' character, he does not intervene in the action 
with direct comments. He may put moral remarks or weighted language 
into the mouths of his protagonists, but he himself does not obtrude in the 
myth. In addition he relies far less on direct description and far more on 
Polydeuces' thoughts, words and actions to delineate his character. This 
give the impression of an objective presentation. 
After the opening ring (vv. 55-9) Pindar moves swiftly to the point 
where Polydeuces features in the action: his part in Zeus' punishment of 
Idas and Lynceus. As soon as Castor was stabbed by Idas (abri= v. 65) 
Polydeuces comes in hot pursuit N. M. This action indicates no fear or 
hesitation on his part, which is borne out by his reaction to the onslaught 
of the two. Polydeuces was not crushed by the grave-stone which they 
hurled at him, nor was he driven back, but rushed forward and stabbed 
Lynceus. His actions reveal his mighty strength, his bravery and his 
determination. 
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Now Pindar presents another aspect of Polydeuces in his 
relationship with Castor. He rushed back to his brother (v. 73). His haste 
(-rqXIw) illuminates his concern. When he found him breathing his last, 
the poet says of him: &-pyLi 8ý Tbyýwv &bcpva o-rovaXdIs- 6pOLov Nvaac (vv. 75- 
6). Polydeuces' sadness at his brother's imminent death, demonstrated by 
his tears and groans, is corroborated by his prayer to Zeus. What he says 
develops our understanding of his character considerably. Vv. 76-7 indicate 
how much he loved Castor; his sorrow is so great that he wants to die with 
him. The gnomic statements on friendship in vv. 78-9 elaborate on this 
theme. 
Zeus' reply offers Polydeuces a choice: to dwell on Olympus with the 
gods or to live half in heaven, half beneath the earth, but sharing this lot 
with Castor. The language is carefully weighted to emphasize the 
desirability of escaping the fate of death and old age (cf. direXO4uf-XVV v. 83), 
an escape which would be available to Polydeuces if he chose the first 
alternative. The second alternative is phrased by the poet so that we may 
judge Polydeuces' choice: c-I & Kao-Lyv4mv MIPL ydpPaaaL, Trdvmv & Pwls- 
dro8douacOaL raom. Naturally we expect Polydeuces to choose this noble and 
unselfish fate from the evidence of his earlier actions and speech. 
Pindar's characterisation of Polydeuces in Nemean 10 is more 
developed than the other examples which we have examined. In these 
examples the poet usually seizes on one feature of a hero's character. 
However, even in Nemean 10 there is still no suggestion that character is 
important in itself, nor is there any desire on Pindar's part to present any 
degree of complexity of character. Nonetheless Ndmean 10 reveals that 
Pindar's approach to characterisation is not as rigid as our early 
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examples might suggest. Although this approach may be deemed 
subjective in general, because of the poet's tendency to give his own views 
of a character or to employ loaded language, it is not always the case. The 
character of Polydeuces reveals that the poet was able to present a hero in 
a sufficiently objective manner for the audience to feel that they are 
forming an independent judgement of him15. It will be interesting to see 
whether this flexibility is apparent in the poet's characte-risation in Pythian 4. 
Pythian 4. 
The unusual length of Pythian 4 and the subject of its myth, the 
Quest of Jason and the Argonauts for the Golden Fleece, furnished Pindar 
with abundant potential for the portrayal of character. This potential is 
used by the poet, but he limits himself to the portrayal of two main 
characters, Jason, the hero of the piece, and Pelias, who provides a direct 
contrast to him. Other characters such as Euphemus and Medea, whose 
part in the myth of Pythian 4 is of some considerable importance, do not' 
appear to have roused the poet's interest. Quite possibly this is due in part 
to reasons of economy, but we may also suggest that it is a result of the 
poet's aims in narrating the myth: Jason is an important mythic 
paradigm to be presented to Arcesilas. The importance of the other 
characters is secondary. 
Jason. 
Pindar effects his portrayal of Jason by diverse methods which add 
variety to the narrative and sustain the audience's interest as the 
15 Although greater length does permit Pindar to employ a wider range of techniques for 
characterization and thus to create an impression of objectivity towards his characters, 
he does not often choose to use this potential. Myths of a similar length to that of N. 10 and 
longer reveal little or no interest in character depiction. Cf. e. g. 0.10,13, N. 1 etc.. 
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character of the hero emerges and develops. We are aware of the poet's 
versatility from the moment of Jason's first appearance in the myth, for 
Pindar introduces his hero by means of an unusual and striking device: 
anonymity. This immediately arouses the audience's interest and 
curiosity, even though, after the myth of Medea in the proem and Pindar's 
announcement of a narrative of the Golden Fleece they would be well 
aware of Jason's identity. Jason's anonymity, however, combined with the 
warning. of the oracle, makes his appearance in Iolcos ominous, because 
the Iolcians do not know who he is, even if the audience does. The sense of 
suspense and expectation created by their ignorance is heightened by 
Pindar's withholding of Jason's name for another forty or so lines while 
the audience waits for them to discover his true identity16. In the 
meantime Pindar is able to impart a first impression of Jason. 
As the man who fulfils the oracle to Pelias (vv. 71ff. ) Jason must be 
yomKp4ms- (confirmed in vv. 95-6), a stranger in the sense that he has come 
to Iolcos from the mountains (confirmed by his foreign clothing, v. 80), but 
perhaps a citizen (confirmed in v. 118) and in some way connected to the 
Aeolidae from whom Pelias knows his death is to come (confirmed in 
w. 106-8). Next Pindar describes Jason! s physical appearance, noting details 
which are reminiscent of Homeric heroes. Jason carries two spears as do 
heroes such as Odysseus, Nestor and PariS17. He is described as &=yAos-, an 
Homeric word particularly apt here because of its ambiguity of meaning18, 
since the Iolcians to whom Jason appears are not yet certain whether he 
16 Cf. Homeis use of the same technique in the Odyssey. We can wait for literally hundreds 
of verses for Odysseus (whom we know) to reveal himself to characters in the narrative. E. g. 
at Od. 6.149 Odysseus first speaks to Nausicaa; he finally reveals his identity to her and the 
rest of the Phaeacians at 9.19, over a thousand lines later. 
17 See0d. 1.256,11.10.76,3.18 etc.. 
18 Cf IkrayAos- used of Achilles at 11.21.589 and at 482 of Laomedon. 
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intends good or ill. His garments are two-fold, his local Magnesian dress and 
a leopard skin over his shoulders; the first aspect indicates his foreign air, the 
second is another Homeric touch (commentators compare Paris in 11.3.17 and 
Menelaus in 10.29). 
Jason's hair is uncut. The scholia note that this was the custom for 
Greek youths, who cut their hair only when they attained manhood and 
dedicated it to the river god or gods who had nurtured them. Achilles is cited 
as an example19. This is an obvious explanation of Jason's unshorn locks, 
and Pindar clearly points to his youth in vv. 104,158. Others, such as 
Duchemin (p. 120) refer to the phrase Kdpq Kqy6wvms- 'AXaL01, common in 
the Iliad, and point to Jason's Achaean descent. Since Pindar has made 
no explicit reference to Jason's Achaean background and the language he 
uses to describe Jasoif s hair is not evocative of the Homeric formula, a 
feasible possibility in view of the number of phrases in Pythian 4 which 
are adapted from epic formulae (see pp. 149 & 155 with App. II below), this 
seems an unlikely explanation for Pindar's treatment of Jason's hair. A 
ftirther reason for portraying Jason with his hair unshorn is suggested by 
his general appearance. His long hair fits well with the rather awe- 
inspiring and stunning impression which he creates. The great curtain of 
lustrous hair falling down his back was an immediately striking part of 
his appearance as the remarks of the bystanders reveal (see below). 
After his physical description Pindar finally reveals what is going 
on in the mind of the lone stranger: he is ymýzas- drappdKmto 7rrtp4zrWg 
(v. 84). This indicates in Pindaric terms that the stranger is a man of 
courage and action, for Pindar believed that a man's worth can only be 
19 Cf 2: v. 145 (DII p. 119), 11.23.144 with scholia ad loc., and A. Ch. 6 with Garvie. 
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proved by trial. Athletic sports provided an obvious means for this testing 
(see for example Pindar's comments at 0.4.18,2.51,11.18), but Pindar 
extends the concept to other activities (for example at MIME) as here. 
Thus Jason's first action is a testing of his courage and spirit by returning 
to a land where his rightful power has been usurped, unsure of his 
welcome, uncertain of what he will find. His worth will emerge in the 
subsequent encounter with Pelias as we see how he copes with the 
situation and with what ensueS20. 
From direct description Pindar now turns to an indirect means of 
exposing Jason's character, using an Homeric device to show us his hero 
through someone else's eyeS21. The crowd in the agora at Iolcos 
speculates on the identity of the unknown stranger. What is said suggests 
that Jason's appearance is that of a god, or at least some mighty figure, 
but the personages which come to mind seem to carry the ambiguity 
which lkrayAos- implied earlier. 
The list of possible candidates for Jason's identity begins with 
Apollo, called to mind perhaps by Jason's physical beauty (Oaq-ro-Ica yVtOLs- 
v. 80, KdAAL(rrom dkiWv 123) and unshorn hair (vv. 82-3 with which cf. the 
traditional description of Apollo as dKcpo-cK61-tW, e. g. 11.20.39, h. Ap. 134). A 
meeting with a god, however, is a fearsome prospeCt22. This fearsome 
aspect is shared by Ares, next on the list, evoked no doubt by Jason's 
warrior-like appearance. Ares' sphere is war. Pindar makes this plain by 
the adjective Xarkdppams- (v. 87) despite the periphrasis v6ats- 'A0po&-ras- 
20 See Bowra's comments on 7rerpain Pindar, pp. 178ff.. 
21 See p. 144 below. 
22 Cf. the fear expressed by speakers in the Odyssey that a stranger may be a god, 
Od. 6.168-9,16.179,17.481ff.. 
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(vv. 87-8). The suggestion of Ares raises the question, has Jason come to do 
battle. 
Otus and Ephialtes might be suggested-by Jason's physical mien, 
for Homer celebrated their handsomeness (Od. 11.310). There is, however, 
a sinister side to the epic poet's account of them, at which the crowd hints 
by recalling their death (vv. 88); they had threatened to climb to heaven and 
fight the gods, wherefore they were destroyed by Apollo (Od. 11.311ff. ). 
Jason's imposing appearance is presumably the reason for the naming of 
Tityus, a giant, but 71tyus had attempted to rape Leto and was punished 
for this by Zeus (cf. Od. 11.576ff. ); his death is referred to also. 
From this array of gods and giants of whom Jason reminds the 
crowd we can see that the effect of his physical appearance was not merely 
impressive, it also aroused fear in those who saw hiM23. This is 
confirmed by Pelias' reaction to the stranger; he notes only one thing 
about Jason's appearance, that he is yovoKp4mg (vv. 95-6) and this causes 
Pelias to fear. 
Our impression of Jason so far is now developed by what he sayS24. 
Despite his warlike appearance and the fact that he is answering the rude 
terms in which he has been addressed by Pelias, the stranger speaks 
dyaPO-LUL A6YOLS(V, 101) and with dignified calm. We learn that he has been 
reared by the centaur Cheiron, is now twenty years old and has never 
behaved wrongly or said anything unseemly to those who brought him 
23 Cf. Theseus in B-18, another hero who is unknown to those who hear report of his 
amazing deeds as he Tnakes for Athens. He inspires fear (VV. 30,46-60) as well as 
admiration (vv. 18-30). 
24 This is a method of character revelation very common in epic and a device which our 
poet uses successfully elsewhere (e. g. Pelops' speech in 0.1, Polydeuces' prayer in N. 10). 
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Up25. Jason states this clearly and simply and continues to speak thus, but 
with his next few words (vv. 105-8) the tension mounts. The stranger is no 
stranger at all, but one of the ruling family, the Aeolidae; in fact he is the 
dynastic heir who has returned home to reclaim his right to rule. Jason 
now reveals why this has come about, heightening the tension by his 
apparent ignorance of the identity of his interlocutor26, and by the 
restraint with which he speaks of the terrible events of the past. At the 
very end of his speech Jason reveals his full identity: 954p M ye- OrLos- 
'Iddova KwA6cwv 7rpooa(Za(v. 119). 
At this climactic moment Pindar gives no word of Pelias' reaction to 
the answers to his questions. Attention is still totally focussed on Jason, 
whom we now see through his father's eyes as ýeajpc-rov ... KdA&O-rOV 
dv8pCv (vv. 122-3) at the sight of whom his father weeps for joy27. The poet 
now adds to the obvious affection of father for son by his picture of Jason's 
relationship with other members of his family. Amythaon, Admetus and 
Melampus are described as ceprPlopTes- dpeot6p (v. 127), while Jason 
25 Robbins (1975) pp. 210ff. argues that we can deduce more from these words. He suggests 
that the mention of Jason's upbringing by the centaur and Cheiron's name for him, 
ldawv ('healer), indicate that Jason had learned the arts of healing. While it may be 
true that Pindar enjoyed playing with the meaning of names the evidence of Cheiron's 
teaching of healing comes from outside P. 4, and his teaching is not limited to this alone 
(see P. 6.21ff., N. 3.57ff. ). In addition, Pindar makes no explicit reference to it here 
where there is ample opportunity, particularly since Jason's first words claim that he 
will bear out the centaues teaching. Nothing that Jason does subsequently indicates any 
skill in medicinal arts. Thus it seems unlikely that the poet wished the audience to make 
this inference. 
26 Jason is clearly unaware of Pelias' identity at this point since he refers to him only in 
the third person (vv. 109-11). Stanford suggests, p. 43, that Jason pretends he has not yet 
recognised Pelias. This seems unlikely. Such a pretence seems inconsistent with 
Jason's fearless nature (v. 84) and his open manner (vv. 102ff. ). 
27 This is a motif very familiar from epic (cf. p. 145 below). Odysseus' revelation of his 
identity to members of his family frequently causes such tearful reunions (cf. e. g. 
Penelope Od. 23.205ff., Telemachus 16.213ff., Eurycleia 19.47ff., Laertes 24.345ff. ). Such 
tearful scenes of recognition and reunion also feature in tragedy (e. g. EJT. 827ff. ). Cf. 
also Arist. Po. 1452a2ff. for the importance of such scenes in the tragic plot. 
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welcomes them with epic hospitality: ye-LALX[oun Myots-,. .. ef-Ipt, 6PV6Cov7a 
Te-6XojY 7Tdaap clopoa6vav Tdvwv (vv. 128-31)28. The provision of ectl4a is a 
favourite Pindaric topos in the odes, where it is delineated as a 
praiseworthy and desirable attribute29. Jason provides a mythical 
example of its demonstration, further enhancing our impression of his 
character3O. 
When Jason confronts Pelias (vv. 133ff. ) Pindar is careful to stress 
his calm and restraint (7rpa6v v, 136, yaMaK4F oo)vq v. 137) which are 
heightened by contrast with his sudden rush to Pelias when he had told 
his tale to his kinsmen (alipa ... oJoTo ... &uzýicm w. 133-5). However, 
despite this concerted rush we know from the extent of Jason's hospitality 
towards his relatives (vivre p6crramp &6 6ylpaw v. 130) that he has not 
hastened into confrontation with Pelias. Pindar's stress on Jason's quiet 
and restrained manner and the fact that his speech was a Kpi7d8a =06P 
17rlwv (v. 138) implies that the action had only been taken after some 
deliberation. 
Jason's words supplement our knowledge of his character. His 
whole speech, especially vv. 141,147-8,154-5, urges restraint, a quality 
which he himself has already shown in his attitude towards Pelias. 
Pindar also increases our knowledge of Jason's feelings towards his 
family. We learn that he has a horror of family feuds (vv. 145-6) and his 
entire appeal to Pelias is made on the grounds of their family relationship 
(w. 142ff. ). 
28 See p. 145 below for examples. 29 Cf. e. g. 0.2.6, N. 1.20M, L2.39M, 6.70. 30 Pindar seems to en*o h xamples which afford parallels between past and present, 
an 
ly suc e: 
between the myth de occasion of the poem between the hero of the myth and the victor. Cf. 
below in this ode; w. 239-41 the acclaim accQed to Jason is recorded with all the trappings of 
victory in the games, and v. 253 where the Argonauts compete in athletic contests. 
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Jason shows himself to be a generous man in relinquishing the 
wealth that is his by rights, but this is not a sign of weakness. There is no 
trace in Pindar's portrayal of Jason of any fear of Pelias as motivation for 
such an action. Jason's courage and strength of character have already 
been established (vv. 84,105-8). In addition he makes this concession when 
he is in a position of strength, with his relatives and friends to support 
him (vv. 124ff. ). The concession shows, rather, how far Jason is prepared 
to go (to his own cost) to avoid family strife3l. Z 
Jason accepts Pelias' challenge to fetch Phrixus' soul and the 
Golden Fleece from the halls of Aeetes without hesitation, a mark of his 
piety as well as of his courage and determination. He is prepared to face 
all kinds of hardships and dangers in order to restore peace to the family 
and appease the gods. As the Quest unravels Pindar further develops this 
picture of Jason as a man of decision and action. 
Jason's first move is to send out messengers to announce the Quest. 
Heroes of superlative ability arrive thick and fast as Pindar catalogues 
them, revealing the kind of qualities we have seen in Jason and more. The 
heroic atmosphere created by the catalogue is further enhanced by the 
intervention of Hera to enkindle in the heroes a 7Ta1.17rCLffl 'YAVKCV ... 7rMop 
... va6s- 'Apyofý- 
(vv. 184-5) and a desire to go in search of glory and 
adventure, even at the risk of death (vv. 185ff. ). These are general 
statements, but they apply just as much to Jason as to the rest of the crew, 
particularly since he is the automatic and undisputed leader (6pk6, - v. 194, 
flactkts-, &ns- dpXcL va6s-w. 229-30). 
The nature of the Quest itself, involving obedience to the command 
31 Cf. Carey (1980.1) pp. 146-7. 
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of the gods, adds to our picture of Jason as a pious hero. Hera's aid and 
interest in the heroes reinforces this picture and Pindar sustains it 
throughout the myth. Jason does not set sail until Mopsus, the seer, has 
discerned the omens, and, as the anchor is lifted, he himself makes a 
libation to Zeus, praying for good weather, good fortune on their trip and a 
safe return. 
In addition, only two events on the voyage to Colchis are recorded, 
each of which reveals the god-fearing nature of the heroes and their 
leader. At the mouth of the Black Sea the heroes marked out a precinct to 
Poseidon and then he answered their prayers to escape the Clashing 
Rocks. The theme of the gods' aid to Jason continues in Colchis where 
Aphrodite invents the love-charm of the U-yeand teaches Jason the skills 
with which to win over Medea. 
Pindar's account of Jason's handling of the tasks of Aeetes 
continues to illuminate his character. Here he is overwhelmingly the 
man of the moment, flinging off his cloak and almost literally seizing the 
bull by the horns, with an enthusiasm and positive approach which 
surpasses anything we have seen before. It is noticeable that here also 
Jason shows none of the hesitation which usually qualifies a hero's 
response to such a task32. Pindar's need to economise may have been a 
deciding factor, but it seems more likely that he has omitted any hesitation 
in order to highlight Jason's courage and fearlessness. 
The clue to Jason's success in the task lies in two things, the fact 
that he acts Oco irtovwg (v. 232), an editorial comment by the poet, and that 
Medea's aid is only procured with Aphrodite's help. Pindar records his 
32 Cf. n. 48 p. 78. 
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success with all the trappings of victory in an athletic contest. He 
describes Jason completing his task as PtaTtly d"$o (v. 236), a description of 
his physical prowess which is emphasised by Aeetes' amazement at 
Jason's Mums- N. 238) and by the heroes' acclaim of him as Kqprc-p&v Mpa 
N. 239). Jason is received by his companions with garlands and priAtXLots- 
Myots- (v. 240). To win victory in the games is the highest achievement any 
athlete can attain; by casting Jason in the role of victor Pindar highlights 
his success and accords him the highest possible praise33. It is also a 
description which is significant in view of the occasion for which Pythian 
4 was composed. 
After this climax the poet brings the myth to a close. Aeetes reveals 
where the Fleece is, and tells of the dragon guarding it, building up a 
picture of a monster which only superhuman effort will overcome. In a 
mere line Pindar tells us that Jason slew it. The last action where Jason 
is directly named is the stealing away of Medea who is described as Teip 
ITOLaoo6vov, a significant indication that the Quest did not end with 
Pelias' compliance as he had promised earlier, but Jason himself does not 
take revenge. Pelias dies at Medea's hands. 
At this point it is worth considering Pindar's characterisation of 
Jason in the light of what we know about the epic hero, a prototype 
available to the poet for the central hero of the myth of Pythian 4. We have 
seen that Pindar had described Jason using details reminiscent of the 
physical appearance of the epic hero: the two spears and the leopard skin 
about his shoulders, the long hair, the description of him as lKwayAos- (cf. 
33 For similar instances in the odes see e. g. L3/4.67(49)ff. for the victor's prowess, 
L8.65ff. for acclaim by companions, N. 5.50ff., L5.62-3 for crowns to celebrate victory, 
N. 3.6ff., 9.6ff, 48ff., 0.1.100ff. for praise in words, usually song. 
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pp. 64-5 above). Moreover in the portrayal of Jason Pindar uses methods and 
motifs familiar in epic, which further suggest a similarity between Jason and 
the epic hero. Jason's appearance occasions an Homeric-type crowd scene. 
Pelias' first words to Jason are based on the traditional Homeric greeting. 
Jason's reunion with his father resembles epic reunions and his response to 
the arrival of his relatives is typical epic hospitality34. However, this is where 
the similarity to epic ends. Jason! s appearance may be reminiscent of the 
Homeric hero and may arouse reactions in others which are common in epic, 
but his two speeches reveal that his values are remarkably different from 
those of the epic hero. 
The most important single value of the Homeric warrior was honour. 
Finley defines its importance thus: 'Every value, every judgement, every 
action, all skills and talents have the function of either defining honour or 
realizing AM. The Homeric hero placed personal honour before all else. For 
this reason a hero was prepared to fight and to face death, not for reasons of 
social obligation or duty to his homeland or community36. He wished to be 
properly respected by his fellow men and to receive the appropriate acclaim for 
his proweSS37. The hero constantly sought KAeos- &OMM 38. However the 
importance of individual honour also meant that the epic hero was, very 
sensitive to any kind of slight because his honour was thereby diminished and 
his standing in the eyes of others lessened. Any insult was likely to receive a 
fierce response as the hero sought to defend his honour39. A second major 
34 For comments on these epic features see pp. 144-5ff below. 
35 Finley (1978) p. 113. 
36 CC the attitude ofAcbMes I1.9.410M, Hector 22.105M. 
37 Cf. e. g. 11.1 6.93M. 38 CE e. g. 11.5.3,273,17.16 etc.. 39 Cf. e. g. Meleager IL9.553ff., Achilles 1.187ff. (ready to draw his sword at Agamemnon7s 
declaration that he will remove Briseis), Oedipus in fr-3 of the Thebais, who felt so slighted by 
being served the dishonourable haunch that he prayed to Zeus for his sons to kill one another. 
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feature of the Homeric value system was the importance of possessions. 
Finley describes the heroes as possessing "an almost overpowering 
acquisitive instinct" (p. 121) which is attested by many exampleS40. Wealth 
was a status symbol, the external indication of a man's value as well as 
being his livelihood. The prizes he had won, the possessions he had 
gathered were not materialistic in the modern sense. Heroes boast as 
much of what they have given away as of what they have received as gifts 
of friendship (cf. Finley pp. 121ff. ). 
Honour and wealth were of prime importance in the eyes of the 
Homeric hero. These values, however, are considered in a very different 
light by the hero of the myth of Pythian 4. Carey was the first to highlight 
this difference (1980.1 p. 46 and nn. ) by contrasting the anger of Achilles in 
the Iliad or the wrath of Oedipus in the Thebais. This point can be 
developed further. Jason arrives in Iolcos the victim of great injury'at the 
hands of Pelias, who has usurped his throne and all its accompanying 
wealth. However, not for him the implacable resentment of an Achilles; 
he comes to Iolcos with only one aim, to reclaim the throne which was his 
by right (vv. 106-8). There is no suggestion that Pelias should be punished 
forusurping the throne, nor of suitable retribution for his act. 
This reveals a marked contrast between Jason's attitude and that of 
the epic hero. Odysseus returns to Ithaca to find that the suitors are 
threatening to usurp his throne by the marriage of one of them to 
Penelope. His power has not yet been usurped, yet the punishment of the 
suitors is inexorable. 
Also striking is Jason's restrained manner in dealing with Pelias. 
40 Cf. e. g. Odysseus in Od. 11.355ff., 9.39-42,216ff., Achilles in 11-16.86. 
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The epic hero is quick to perceive any slight and respond to it. For 
example, at II. 12.331ff. Hector responds to Polydamas' advice (based on a 
portent of Zeus) as an insult to his authority. He threatens to kill 
Polydamas if he should withdraw or persuade others to follow his advice. 
When Jason responds to Pelias' insulting questions (vv. 97-100) the poet 
says that he did so dyapo7m Myots- (v. 101). 
In addition, what Jason says of Pelias continues to demonstrate his 
restraint. Jason describes Pelias' conduct for what it is. He states that 
Pelias holds the throne unlawfully (vv. 107,109) having seized it by force 
from Jason's parents, an act described as the hybris of an arrogant man. 
His words do not go beyond the bounds of truth, nor what is reasonable. 
We may contrast the manner in which Achilles speaks of Agamemnon at 
11.9.372 aW dvaLM77V ýmrtyhvs- and 377 & ycip rt, &Aag rWro yqT[rTa 
Zet1q. His anger leads him to exceed these limits. 
As regards the question of restitution, let us consider Achilles. No 
amends are acceptable to him for the insult he received from 
Agamemnon, quite a minor insult in comparison to what Jason has 
suffered4l. Agamemnon's generous offer of reparation, 'seven tripods that 
have never been on the fire and twelve prize-winning racehorses and twenty 
Trojan captives and seven cities and a few other odds and ends' (Finley's 
summary p. 117 of 11.9.121456) was refused by Achilles who declared that not 
even ten or twenty times the amount would be sufficient to win him over after 
the OqiaAyla A46ýv which he had received from Agamemnon (9.38off. )42. 
41 See Finley (1978) p. 117. 
42 Achilles' refusal to accept Agamemnon's offer in fact goes beyond what is reasonable. As 
the deputation to him argues, this would amply make amends. CE II. 9.253ff. and especially 
Aias' speech 628ff. where he states that even in cases of murder amends can be made and are 
accepted by the victim's family. 
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Jason! s attitude is completely different: there is no need for restitution or 
punishment. His aim is to settle the dispute as amicably as possible to 
prevent further strife in his family. 
In fact Jason is prepared to go even further than this. Not only is 
Pelias not to be punished or to have to make retribution for his usurpation of 
Jasonýs throne and accompanying wealth, but Jason is also prepared to hand 
over to him all his flocks and herds (vv. 148-50) and he even declares that it 
causes him no anger that Pelias benefits so much from them N. 1 51). 
Such an offer would be extraordinary in epic, where we have noted 
the importance placed on wealth by the heroes. A hero depended too much 
on his land and herds for his ability to maintain a household and as a 
measure of his standing in the eyes of others43. One of the suitors' worst 
crimes in the Odyssey is that they are using up Odysseus' wealth by their 
constant feasting at his house (cf. Od. 2.138-145). This is one of the reasons 
for Odysseus' brutal slaughter of them in Odyssey 22. Jason however is 
prepared to grant Pelias all his wealth as a concession to avoid family 
strife44. 
Events on the Quest for the Golden Fleece reveal a further contrast 
between Pindar's characterisation of Jason and the character of the 
traditional epic hero, despite the fact that Pindar gives Jason the central 
role, as in epiC45. On arrival in Colchis the Argonauts do battle with the 
43 See Finley (1978) pp. 60ff, 95. 
44 It must also be noted that Jasonýs attitude is not the attitude to wealth which the poet 
demonstrates elsewhere in the odes. The poet clearly regarded wealth as desirable and once 
obtained it was to be carefiffly dispensed, not hoarded but used. Jason is ready, therefore, to 
sacrifice something on which Pindar placed great importance. Cf. P. 1.46ff. where Pindar 
wishes health and prosperity for Ifieron. At P. 10.17-18 he prays that Hippocleas! wealth will 
flourish. Wealth, of course, provided opportunity (e. g. 0.2.53ff. ) and power (e. g. PAM). It 
seems only inferior to victory in the games in Pindar's eyes; cf. P. 8.92,2-56, L3.2. It must not 
be hoarded: L6.67, N. 1.31-2. 
45 But see my reservations pp134ff below. 
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Colchians, but Jason, their leader, is not mentioned. An epic hero might 
well have had an, individual role in the thick of the fighting46. After the 
successful ploughing Jason is silent where an epic hero might well boast 
of his ViCtory47. It is possible that some or all of these omissions may be 
due to the limitations of Pindar's medium; epic has more space for the 
development of such scenes. It is also possible, however, that Pindar has 
passed over these standard epic responses because he did not want Jason 
to resemble the epic hero at anything more than the most superficial level. 
In view of the marked difference in ethical values which we have noted 
this latter possibility should not be excluded. 
Our comparison with epic confirms what we have already noted in 
Pindar's treatment of Jason, viz. that his characterisation of the hero is 
dictated by his overall purposes in the ode. To this end he is prepared to 
break away from tradition as well as to manipulate scenes and events. 
The confrontation with Pelias, for example, where Jason is at the centre of 
the stage, is developed out of all proportion to the narrative of the rest of 
the myth. The battle with the Colchians which could have provided scope 
for a portrayal of Jason's martial abilities is mentioned in the briefest of 
references. The episode with Medea is twisted so that Jason and not 
Medea is the powerful wielder of magic. Jason's role on Lemnos has been 
completely suppressed. 
46 Cf. e. g. Diomedes in I1.5.85M, Teucer in 8.266ff.. In later epic Jason does feature in 
the midst of the fighting, cf. Val. Flacc. 6.592ff.. At A. R. 3.353 Jason is prepared to fight to 
aid Aeetes in subduing the Sauromatae. To account for such traces in late epic Vian and 
Wage (I p. xxxv) postulate the existence of some early epic version of the saga in which a 
battle in Colchis was recounted. If so Pindar has deliberately chosen to omit Jason's role. 
Cf. also Ch. 1 n. 69. 
47 Cf. the boasts of Hector over the fallen Patroclus, II. 16.828ff, of Achilles over Hector, 
22.330ff. and Deiphobus over Hypsenor at I1.1 3.413M. 
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The Jason who emerges as a result of this selectivity and dexterous 
handling of events has uniform traits of character. He is handsome, good 
generous, open, pious, brave. Nothing mars this picture. To some extent 
this may be the result of attempting to depict character within the narrow 
confines of lyric; there is simply no space for any complexity of character. 
Thus the image we receive of Jason is essentially two-dimensional/one- 
sided. Facets of character which deviate in any way from the 
straightforward picture do not appear. Pindar could have allowed Jason to 
show a little apprehension or fear on meeting Pelias (after all he was a 
sufficiently violent usurper to cause Jason's parents to fear for their son's 
life [vv. 109ff. 1), or hesitation when confronted with the Quest or the 
incredible tasks of AeeteS48, or real difficulty in the execution of these 
tasks, but he does not. 
This suppression of the complexities of Jason's character may, as 
has been suggested, have been dictated by the need for economy. However, 
it seems likely that a further motive lay behind the poet's simplified 
portrayal of the hero Jason. We have already noted the poet's careful 
stage-management of the circumstances and situations in which he 
places his hero. In addition his insertion of pointers and editorial 
comments ensures that the audience does not fail to notice important 
points in Jason's characterisation49. This subjective approach is 
48 This would not have breached epic tradition. Epic heroes often hesitate in the face of a 
serious undertaking until encouraged by others. Cf. e. g. 11.7.92ff., Od. 10.496, Naupactia fr. 5, 
A. R. 3.422M. 
49 Cf. e. g. vv. 101ff., 138ff. where what Jason says reveals his gentle approach and calmness 
as well as his quiet wisdom. Pindar, however, adds pointers; in v. 101 dyawl(n Adyotsin 
vv. 136-8 7rpa6y, jiaMaKO OwPO. .. PdUeTo iqoquM vvo6v by&w. When Jason undertakes the tasks of Aeetes Pindar adds to his account of Jason's first actions the descriptive phrase Oetp 
rtavvw N. 232). This could well have been inferred from all Jason's previous actions on the 
Quest, where his piety --- evident, but the poet feels obliged to bring it to our notice. 
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necessary for the poet's overall purpose in Pythian 4. Jason is an 
important mythic paradigm for the victor, Arcesilas. This consideration 
has dictated the poet's portrayal of the hero. 
Jasonýs right to a divinely-established kingship, which he states in 
his first speech (vv. 106ff. ) affords an obvious parallel with Arcesilas, 
whose rule of Cyrene had come to him in direct line from Battus who had 
founded the city at the command of the Delphic oracle (cf. esp. vv. 59ff. ). 
Moreover, Arcesilas' right to rule had recently been threatened by stasis 
in Cyrene (cf. vv. 271-2 and Z P. 4 inscr. a, D. II p. 92) which provides a 
further parallel with Jason, who returns to Iolcos to face the violent and 
lawless usurper of his throne. Jason, however, has only one intention: 
reconciliation. His approach is quiet, gentle and straightforward. He is 
not only conciliatory but generous to the one who had wronged him. His 
desire for reconciliation is so great that he is even prepared to go to the 
farthest end of the known world in order to restore harmony to his family. 
This quest presents the poet with a further opportunity to reveal Jason's 
character. His piety is paramount as is his fearlessness and desire to 
succeed. Pindar accords his success in one fearsome task all the 
trappings of athletic victory (vv. 239-41), thus reiterating the parallel 
between Arcesilas and Jason. 
It is against this background that we should evaluate the poet's 
rejection of the heroic prototype offered him by epic. Jason's role as a 
conciliator would not be served by the aggressive individualism of the 
Homeric hero who is so quick to perceive a slight and so violent in 
response to it. Jason's desire for peace and harmony might well be 
marred by possession of the martial qualities which are the epic hero's 
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hallmark. Jason's ability not only to forgive but to make generous 
concessions in order to restore peace in the family has little in common 
with the acquisitiveness of an Achilles or an Odysseus. 
Pindar's portrayal of Jason has been influenced by his need to show 
Arcesilas the results of a conciliatory approach. For this reason he does 
not use the potential afforded by a lengthy myth to produce a complex and 
well-rounded picture of his hero. As in the other odes which we have 
considered he concentrates only on those traits of character which he 
wished to bring to his patron's notice. Nor does Pindar's treatment of 
Jason reveal any change in method. The same wide variety of means 
which he employs elsewhere in character delineation appear here and 
what we may term the 'subjective' element in his approach is still 
present. The picture of Jason which emerges from the lengthy myth of 
Pythian 4 is precisely that which the poet intended to demonstrate to 
Arcesilas. 
Pelias 
Only two characters are treated in any detail in Pythian 4, Jason, 
the main protagonist of the action and Pelias the originator of it. The poet 
concentrates, however, on their juxtaposition in order to highlight the 
important differences between them and uses each to provide a foil for the 
other. Pindar uses largely the same methods to portray Pelias as he does 
Jason. 
We first hear of Pelias in vv. 71ff. where the poet narrates his 
reception of an oracle about a single-sandalled man and his own death. The 
sole indication of character here is the description 7rVKLt, (p Ovyip (v. 73). 
mKtP6, -, when applied metaphorically to the mind, usually means'shrewd' 
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or 'wise' (cf. 11.7.8,14.294, E. IA. 67, etc. ). Pindar notes that Pelias was a 
man of shrewd intelligence, but says nothing of his reaction to the oracle. 
However the oracle is described as Kpv6rts- N. 73), which gives us a clue to 
his response. The first appearance of Pelias in person provides further 
support for such a response. He arrives in the agora at headlong speed, 
rpo-rpoird8av ... bx-ro are-6&v (vv. 94-5). When he sees Jason's one sandal 
his reaction is astonishment (Tdoe-v v. 95) followed by fear (Wqia v. 97) 
which he hides (KMirrwv & Oqpo v. 96). 
This action immediately highlights the contrast between Pelias and 
Jason which is apparent throughout their encounter. Pelias is afraid; 
Jason is fearless (d-rqAGdx-mto v. 84). Pelias hides his fear; Jason displays 
frankness and openness (cf. his narrative about himself and the reasons 
he has returned to Iolcos, vv. 102-119). Pelias' first words add to our initial 
impression of his character: although they are based on the traditional 
epic greeting to a stranger, they are aggressive and insulting and even 
more so when we contrast them with Jason's restrained and polite 
reply5O. 
Now Pindar turns to another means of character revelation. We 
learn more about Pelias from what Jason says of him. The first adjective 
he uses to describe him is dOcyLs- (v. 1 09), easily justified by Pelias' actions 
in usurping the power of the rightful rulers of Iolcos (vv. 106-110). In 
conjunction with d0cyw Jason also describes him as AcvKaFs- 7no4aavra 
&aafy (v. 109). This descriptive phrase is unique in the extant remains of 
50 It has been argued, notably by Shorey and Duchemin, that Pelias' words are not 
insulting. Duchemin argues (p. 123) that the words are aggressive (due to Pelias' fear) 
rather than insolent, but Shorey regards the tone of the passage as 'calm, dignified epic' 
(p. 280), and says that Pelias gives Jason 'the ordinary epic greeting'. Both of these 
interpretations are well refuted by Carey (1980.1) n. 39. 
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Greek literature, but it has a parallel in 11.9.119 Opeal AevyaA&L 7n6ýaay 
and Arvical Oplvrs- would seem to provide the opposite for the formula 
Oplws- ylAaivat well known in Homer5l. 
It has been suggested that Pindar employed the phrase because he 
not only wished his audience to recall an isolated instance in Homer 
U1.9.119) but also to contrast Pelias with Agamemnon in this specific 
context ( Darcus pp. 94,101). This seems to me implausible. If this is what 
Pindar intended it is striking that he did not'use the same words as the 
epic poet. Irwin is more correct in suggesting (p. 150) that the audience 
may have been reminded of this conteXt52. Certainly it seems very likely 
that . Pindar chose the phrase in part because of its Homeric 'feel'. Homer 
had used the same participle of 7W06i with Oplver, and the frequent 
occurrence of &ewg yeAmPaL suggest that this was an Homeric formula. 
kucal 95p&t-s- could thus be an adaptation of the formula which evoked the 
opposite idea, a phenomenon well attested elsewhere in Pythian 4 53 
where Pindar embellishes the poem with a veneer of epic. The opposite, 
Opews- peAaLvat, denotes the normal and healthy response of the to 
any kind of emotion (e. g. anger 11.1.103, grief 17.83, courage 499, boldness 573, 
rage Od. 4.661, etc. )54. Amml &hrg then denote &bles- which do not respond 
to emotion. Pelias is thus a coldhearted and insensitive man. Such a 
meaning fits well with what we learn of him later. 
51 Cf. 11.1.103,17.83,499,573, Od. 4.661 (a variant, OpIves- duOLp1AatPaL). 
52 This account largely follows the interpretation given by Irwin pp. 148ff.. 
53 In my analysis of epic language in P4 1 note 41 adaptations of epic language, cf pp. 
154-55 with App. II below. 
54 Cf. Irwin p. 150, Darcus p. 96 & n. 11. 
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After describing Pelias in this unusual manner Jason proceeds to 
illustrate his perceptions of the king by his deeds. We learn that Pelias is a 
man of violence and hybris (drrouvAduat PLatw v. 110, twcpOtdAov dyeg6vos- . 
.. 43pLvw. 111-2) who inspired such fear in Jason's parents that they sent 
him away under cover of night in fear for his life. At the end of this speech 
Pindar does not record Pelias' reaction to Jason's revelation of his identity, 
nor to his intention to reclaim the throne. Instead we continue to gather 
information about his character from what Jason says to him. 
Jason's second speech (vv. 138ff. ) reinforces what we have learned 
of Pelias earlier. His first statement is a general gnomic utterance: Imi 
y1v OvarOv &&rs- 6&rcpat Kepft- alpý= irpb 6IKw MILop (vv. 139-40), but 
although it tells us about men in general it in fact describes the behaviour 
of Pelias, so that the final part of the statement, TpaXeLam tpir6vrow lrp6ý-, 
ImP&Y 4uw (v. 140), hints that Pelias will be punished if he persists in his 
lawless behaviour. Next Jason declares that both of them must now act in 
a reasonable and responsible manner (Ocytaaaylpow [v. 1411 evokes the 
previous description of Pelias as 606yw N. 109), but the term is applied to 
both men here) and suggests that Pelias actually knows what is right. He 
thus flatteringly implies that Pelias is a reasonable man with a sense of 
justice (which, of course, his earlier account of him completely belies). 
However Jason's next statement returns by implication to Pelias' crime in 
seizing the throne since he remarks on the horror of a feud between 
kinsmen (v. 145, so serious an offence that the Fates themselves condemn 
it). 
Jason continues this theme: neither he nor Pelias can settle a 
family dispute with swords and spears (vv. 147-8). There is a subtle 
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implication here that this is how Pelias would normally do business, not a 
surprising thought for a man whose violent usurpation of the throne was 
sufficient to inspire fear of death in the rightful ruler's family. Instead 
Jason announces that he will relinquish all the flocks and herds and 
fields to Pelias, stressing the latter's greed, 7rAoDrov 7Ttatvwv (v. 150)55 and 
-re6v otKox, Tafrra 7ropczýwv7' dyav N. 151), but he asks Pelias to relinquish 
the right to rule, adding y4 TL Pec6Tepov le abrOv dvaoTd? 7 KaK6v (v. 155). 
KaK6v closes Jason's speech. It thus receives considerable emphasis. 
Pelias is the author of KaK& in Jason's eyes. Moreover in view of the stress 
which Pindar lays on Jason's restraint, gentleness and calM, 56, the terms 
which Jason uses to describe Pelias are all the more striking by contrast. 
Pelias' answer to this speech (vv. 157-167) raises a problem of 
interpretation which is important for our understanding of Pindar's 
characterisation of Pelias. rIb some scholars Pelias' second speech seems 
to reveal a change of heart57, while the majority are convinced that Pelias 
remains as Pindar has depicted him, and that what he says is therefore 
not to be trusted58. The problem is more complex than is usually admitted. 
Those who believe that Pelias has undergone a genuine change of 
heart put forward two arguments. The first is this: there is no direct 
indication in either Pelias' speech or in the text surrounding it that he is 
lying59. He speaks in conciliatory tones as calmly as Jason (dký v. 156, cf. 
-55 It is worth noting the connotations of 7natmi here. It carries the idea of physical 
fattening (cf. Hp. Epid. 7.68 T6 o0ya, Semon. 7.6-7 [of the pig-woman]), the idea of 
wantonness (AA. 276,1669) and of thriving at the expense of another (P. 2.56, B. 3.68). 
56 See Carey (1980.1) pp. 146-7. 
57 See Sandgren pp. 17ff., Wilamowitz (1922) p. 389, Carey (1980.1) pp. 149-50. 
58 See e. g. Duchemin p. 130, Gildersleeve p. 294, Burton p. 159, Chapman-Graham pp. 101, 
134, Mdautis p. 240, Mezger p. 216, H. & A. Thornton p. 32. 
59 See Carey (1980.1) p-150. 
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TrpaCv v. 136) and agrees to give up the throne as Jason had asked (vv. 156-7, 
165-7 cf. vv. 152-5). At the end of his speech Pindar tells us that Jason 
accepted this without demur N. 168). Nowhere does the poet actuaHy say 
that Pelias is lying. 
Against this, however, we may argue all the evidence of Pelias' 
character which Pindar has given us so far. The poet has not revealed one 
good quality or trait in Pelias, which might pave the way for a change of 
heart. If we judge Pelias' attitude to the royal power on what Pindar has 
told us of him, i. e. that his measures to seize the throne were such that he 
caused fear for the rightful heir's life it seems improbable that he will now 
relinquish the throne without resistance6O. Two further indications seem 
to confirm this view. 
First, there is a proviso attached to Pelias' release of the throne, that 
Jason must carry out a task which hangs over the whole family, the 
fetching of Phrixus' soul from the halls of Aeetes. Pelias may be very 
concerned to stress the urgency of the trip (ds- TdXos- v. 164) and the fact 
that it has been sanctioned by the gods (vv. 163ff. ), but he is even quicker to 
excuse himself from going, so quick in fact that the very first thing we 
hear about the Quest is why Pelias cannot go, a reaction we can well 
appreciate from what we know of Pelias. Pelias' excuse for not executing 
the Quest, his old age (vv. 157-8), is reasonable. However his reluctance to 
go enhances further the contrast between him and Jason. Secondly the 
supposition that Pelias speaks here out of a change of heart founders on 
60 It may be argued here that lyric, like epic, where events are not enacted before our eyes, 
may admit of improbabilities such as this where drama would not (cf. 
AristYo. 1460allff. ). However when Pelias agrees to hand over the throne our evidence 
for his character has been almost entirely grounded in his usurpation and violence 
which, in my opinion, is still too fresh in our minds to be overlooked. 
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what we learn of him later. Pindar notes only one thing, that he received 
death at the hands of Medea (v. 250) at the end of the Quest. As Scherling 
points oUt6l, if Pelias genuinely recants and is willing to fulfil Jason's 
demand, when Jason returns having carried out his part of the bargain 
there can be no reason for Pelias'murden Pindar declares otherwise. Pelias' 
part in the myth ends with his death brought about by Medea. Thus v. 250 may 
reasonably be taken to indicate that Pelias was lying when he agreed to hand 
over the throne. 
Carey (1980.1), p. 149, tries to play down the importance of v. 250 by 
describing the words Tzix, Ilckaoo6vok, as a 'casual addition to complete the 
story', i. e. to record the fulfilment of the oracle which began the myth. 
Pindar, however, is not a casual writen If he really wanted his audience to 
believe that Pehas had had a change of heart he had no need to insert the fact 
of his death. We should note that he does not tell us that Jason recovered 
Phrixus' soul or obtained the Golden Fleece, the climax of the Quest and the 
fulfilment of the oracle's command at v. 164. 
The second argument which can be advanced to support the case for 
Pelias' volte-face is the nature of the Quest itself 62. In earlier versions of the 
saga the Quest was presented negatively63, but in Pythian 4 Pindar reveals 
the task as attractive, not in itself, as it will be very dangerous (v. 186) and no 
doubt gruelling at times, but as an opportunity for the heroes to find fame 
(vv. 184ff. ). The terms which the poet uses to describe the Argonauts' longing to 
go, 7TapireLffl yAwtv 7760om N. 184), emphasise the desirability of the QueSt64. 
61 RE 19.1319 lines 4ff. 
62 See my remarks on the nature of the Quest pp. 1 6ff. above. 63 See Hes. Th. 994 a-roputvras- dMour, Mimn. fr. 11.3 XaArrýpcs- deffiop. 64 HOos-, in particular with its erotic connotations emphasises the need and the drive 
involved. The features "ich attract the Argonauts to the Questý viz. the possibility it offers of 
leaving home and therefore the chance of winning fame and enjoying adventure reveal an 
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Since Pindar portrays the Quest thus there seem to be no grounds for 
doubting the truth of Pelias' account of his dream and the resulting 
oracle, because these enhance the nature of the Quest by giving it a 
religious significance. Jason's unquestioning acceptance of the challenge 
and Pindaes frequent inclusion of instances of the gods' favour as the 
Quest proceeds also lead one to believe that the Quest has a genuine 
religious purpose. On the basic desirability of the Quest both sides must 
agree. Differences only emerge when we consider Pelias' motivation in 
sending Jason on the Quest. 
Was the dream about Phrixus' soul all that lay behind Pelias' 
suggestion of the Quest? Why, when the Quest is portrayed in such a good 
light, do scholars seem automatically to assume that Pelias' motives for 
sending Jason on the Quest are evil, that he is using the Quest to get rid of 
him? 65 The answer lies in the strength of Pindar's earlier portrayal of 
Pelias and in the account of the oracle to him concerning his death. 
Pindar makes it very clear that the oracle about Pelias' death 
1b, , 
frightened him: 71AOc M ol Pcpv(kv m*a4 ydxrrVV'a &VO (v. 73) suggests 
that what the oracle decreed instilled fear in Pelias. The poet substantiates 
this by detailing the words of the oracle. A one-sandalled man is in some 
way connected with Pelias' death, which means that he will be constantly 
and fearfully on guard, but the oracle is uncomfortably vague about who 
the one-sandalled man might be, either one of the Aeolidae, a kinsman, or 
attitude which is shared by the athletes and heroes of Pindais other odes. See e. g. Pelops in 0.1.81ff., Cyrene in PAM., Ergoteles in 0.12.13ff.. 
65 See e. g. Burton p. 159 'His design is the more sinister for the language in which he 
unfolds it; Duchemin p. 130'ce roiplein de ruse; Mdautis p. 240POlias envoie Jason en 
Colchide pour se d6barrasser de lui; il croit, il ispare qu'il ne reviendra pas'; H. & 
A. Thornton p. 32 Telias is represented as scheming for Jason's death'; Mezger p. 216 
'Der Mythus erzählte, wie der Thronraüber Pelias sich Jasons, des rechtmässigen 
Herrschers zu entledigen suchte, indem er ihn in die grössten Gefahren stüzte' 
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someone sent by them whom he might not know. It could be one of the 
citizens of Iolcos, it might be a total stranger. 
When Pelias first sees Jason, of whom we have already had a long 
description, Pindar indicates that Pelias only noticed one thing about him, 
the unmistakable detail of the single sandal (vv. 95-6 7ranTeivaLs- dptymmv 
7TIWov &emep(j- p6mv dy0l 7ro8t). Pelias' reaction is one of fear, which he 
hides (vv. 96-7) but which leads him instantly to demand who the stranger 
is, and Jason's answer confirms his worst fears. Jason fulfils every 
condition which the oracle had set out for his death. Pelias is now in fear 
for his life, and particularly when he answers Jason's demand to give up 
the throne, since he is facing not only Jason but the Aeolidae en masse 
(vv. 134ff. ). 
At this point Pelias introduces the need for a Quest in search of 
Phrixus' soul and the Golden Fleece. The immediate stimulus for this 
may well be his dream and the confirmatory oracle, but from what Pindar 
has told us of Pelias so far an obvious ulterior motive suggests itself: fear, 
a fear of the man who fulfils the oracle about his death, a fear which he 
hid when he first met Jason. For those who suspect Pelias of possessing 
such a motive at this point, the mention, later in the myth, of his death at 
the hands of Medea only serves to confirm their suspicions. Pelias may 
have spoken gently, in the manner of Jason, but he lacks Jason's 
openness and honesty. He conceals his fear of the one-sandalled man, but 
it is nevertheless there and Pindar shows it to have been justified. For 
those who credit Pelias with a change of heart and good motives in 
suggesting the Quest, the words T-dv RrAtaoodvov will always be a 
stumbling block. 
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Pelias' part in the myth is small compared with that of Jason, thus 
Pindar's picture of him is considerably less developed., All we have on 
which to base our assessment of him is his entry and exit, two short 
speeches and what we hear about him from Jason. Pindar varies his 
means of revealing Pelias' character as he does in characterisation 
elsewhere. In addition to direct description (e. g. vv. 73,96) Pelias' own 
speech and actions indicate his character traits and the poet describes 
him through the eyes of another character, Jason. 
Pindar also adds to his portrayal by making Pelias a foil to Jason, so that 
Jasoii: s actions enhance our picture of Pelias. In as much as Jason appears 
consistently open, fearless, good, pious and heroic, Pelias appears in the 
opposite light; dissembling, fearfW, lawless, violent and cunning. Thus the 
characterisation of Pelias appears typical of Pindar's approach. As he 
simplified Jason! s character so he has done with that of Pelias, and he has 
selected events carefully and put words into Jason's mouth in order to present 
Pelias the way he does. However the fact that there is room for conflicting 
opinions of Pelias' character (i. e. whether he remains consistently bad or that 
he undergoes a change of heart before he speaks in vv. 156ff. ) indicates that 
Pindar has not made his conception of the character quite as clear as that of 
Jason. 
The role of Pelias in Pythian 4 is more difficult to define than that of 
Jason. His most obvious function is, as we have noted, to provide a foil for 
Jason, Pindar's hero in the myth. However, does he possess any relevance in 
his own right? The majority of scholars have long dismissed the equation 
Jason = Damophilus, Pelias = Arcesilas, despite the similarities in the two 
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sets of circumstanceS66. Damophilus has been exiled and deprived of his 
rights by a tyrannical king, Jason's throne has been usurped and he too 
has been in exile. Arcesilas would scarcely have welcomed the 
comparison of himself with Pindar's anti-hero. 
Instead scholars have suggested that Pindar's aim in the ode has 
been to present Arcesilas with a picture of the ideal king, Jason67. Pelias 
thus fades into the background as a foil for the poet's portrait of Jason68. 
Robbins has recently argued, however, that the value of Jason and Pelias 
as mythical exempla is equal (1975 pp. 208ff. ). Like the two examples 
offered to Hieron at the end of Pythian 1, Croesus and Phalaris (P. 1.94ff. ) 
the poet holds up the two figures at the centre of his ode for Arcesilas to 
view and reflect on. Carey has taken this argument one step further with 
his proposal that both Jason and Pelias are to be regarded as positive 
exempla by Arcesilas. The poet is offering his patron an extreme example 
in Pelias (of brutality) but the implication behind this is as follows: 'if a 
man like Pelias could be softened by the nobility and restraint of Jason, it 
is inevitable that a man like Arcesilas will deal mercifully with a man like 
Damophilus'(1980.1 p. 151)69. 
I have suggested earlier that the poet's interest in portraying Jason 
is to present him as a positive example of behaviour for Arcesilas to follow. 
The contrast between Jason and Pelias will naturally imply that in some 
way Pelias presents a negative exemplum. However, Pindar does not halt 
his myth at the end of the confrontation between Jason and Pelias. The 
66 Cf. Robbins (1975) p. 207, Carey (1980.1) p. 149. 
67 Cf. e. g. Lattimore pp. 23-4, Burton p. 1 68. 68 Although the mention of his fate in v. 250, a point which the poet need not have made, 
might suggest that Pelias' role has some admonitory function. 69 For my arguments against Carey's interpretation of Pelias' character cf. pp. 84ff. 
above. 
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myth continues almost a hundred lines further and Jason's central role 
occupies eighty or so of these lines. Thus when the poet has made the 
essential points which the confrontation demonstrates, he is content to 
discard Pelias and concentrates on Jason alone. For this reason I am 
disinclined to accept Robbins' interpretation and inclined to view Pelias' 
role in Pythian 4 as primarily that of a foil for Jason, but no doubt 
Arcesilas might ponder the qualities which he demonstrates. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Structure and Narrative Technique 
in Pythian 4 
LSTRUCTURE 
Introduction 
In order to build the different parts of a poem into a unified whole, 
the poet's most basic tool is the poem's structure. In an ode as lengthy as 
Pythian 4 the poet has the task not only of assembling and uniting many 
disparate elements but also of ensuring that the audience grasps and 
retains the essential relationships between these over such a long span. It 
is in a large part due to the poet's careful structuring that we do not lose 
the thread of the ode's progress and at the poem's end are impressed with 
a sense of its unity and coherence. 
Most scholars have viewed the basic structure of Pythian 4 as 
tripartite, a proem (which includes myth), followed by the myth and then 
an epilogue containing a plea for the exile Damophilusl. Such a structure, 
proem, myth and final section usually containing praise of the victor, is 
one which Pindar favours often in the odes and which also occurs in 
Bacchylides' epinicianS2. It is possible, therefore, that this roughly 
tripartite division was traditional in the epinician genre. Poets before 
Pindar had used it, most notably in the hymn form where invocation or 
1 That Pindar inserts such a plea here is argued in Chapter 5, see especially pp. 181ff.. 
2 See e. g. Pindar 0.1,3,7,8,9,10,13, RZ5,6,8, N. 3,4,5, Bacchylides 3,5,12. The presence of 
myth in the proem also features elsewhere in the odes; e. g. 0.2.22ff., 6.12ff., 9.29ff., 10.15ff., 
N. 1.13ff., 3.22ff., 4.25ff., 5.9ff., etc.. See Carey's remarks (1980.2 143ff. esp. 161-2. 
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praise of a deity is followed by a myth about the deity and the hymn closed 
by a return to invocation or praise. It also occurs in personal poems where 
a myth or mythic exemplum is introduced into a description or discussion 
of the present3. 
Thus in Pythian 4 Pindar's use of the tripartite division attests his 
deployment of a structuring technique which was already well-established 
in poetry and one common in his own works. Pindar's response to an 
exceptional brief, therefore, is to make use of a normal epinician 
structure, not to create a new one. In this, as in other respects in Pythian 
4, the poet prefers to use or adapt familiar techniques to meet the demands 
of an exceptional situation4. 
There is , however, some discrepancy in scholars' division of verses 
for the three sections of the ode, which indicates that the parts are not 
quite as clear cut as would seem at first sight5. In fact Pindar's skill in 
structuring the poem is seen clearly at these very points, for we can 
appreciate the divisions but at the same time the three main parts overlap 
and interlock in such a way that separation of them is difficult. For this 
reason we should note that while it may be convenient to split the poem up 
into these three parts in order to describe its structure we must be careful 
that such a division does not lead us to think of the ode as made up of three 
separate blocks. 
Proem vv. 1-69 
Pythian 4 commences with an invocation to the Muse to stand 
3 For hymns see e. g. h. Hom 2,6,7,15; Sapph. fr. 1; ? Alc. frr. 304,308(b) (and later 
Hor. C1.10&30). For personal poems see e. g. Sapph. fr. 16, Alc. fr. 38a. 4 See n. 2 above Wormythos), pp. 95ff. (concentric ring composition), p. 101 (rhetorical 
questions to open a myth), pp. 19 & 109-10 (catalogue form), p. 120ff. (narrative technique) 
etc.. 
5 See e. g. the views ofSehr p. 82 and Burton p. 150, who end the first section at v. 67. 
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beside Arcesilas, who is described asKqzdCovn, in order that she may 
increase the o6pov Cpvojv which is owed to the children of Leto and to 
Pytho. This introduction contains elements traditional in Pindar's odes. 
He often invokes a deity at the beginning of an epinician, and in fact 
invokes the same one, the Muse, at N. 3.1 and at N. 9.1 (in the plural 
fo r m) 6. KWydCOVTL signals that Arcesilas is celebrating a victory7. In 
addition the fact that song is owed to the children of Leto and to Pytho 
indicates that Arcesilas' victory was won at the Pythian gameS8. Mention 
of Pytho leads Pindar to continue his first sentence into myth. Elsewhere 
in the odes we find that the place of victory can be used as a launching 
point for the myth (cf. e. g. 0.1.24,90ff., 3.9ff., P. 11.15-17). 
It was at Pytho, continues the poet, that an oracle named Battus as 
coloniser of Libya, and this oracle fulfilled in turn an earlier prophecy 
given by Medea on Thera. Here the first sentence ends. It has linked the 
victor Arcesilas with Battus and Medea and has taken the audience back 
in time to the remotest past. The connection between Arcesilas and Battus 
would have been well-known to the Cyrenean audience9 and a mythic 
narrative of the victor's ancestor or of a hero associated with the victor's 
city (Battus is both) occurs frequently in the odes1O. Thus the mention of 
6 The 'Sing, Muse, ' theme, of course, was part of poetic tradition long before Pindar used 
it. It is familiar to us from the Homeric epics (11.1.1,2.495, Od. 1.1, etc. ) and from lyric 
poetry (Simon. 17 (West), Hippon. 128, Stesich. 210,278, Ibyc. 282.23 etc. ). 
7 Pindar often uses this verb in the epinicians in connection with the celebration of 
victory, e. g. 0.9.4, N. 2.24,9.1, L314.8,90b, 7.20. 
8 This is a variation on the Xplos- motif. Usually the poet owes a debt of song to his victor 
(cf. e. g. 0.3.7,10.8, P 8.33,9.104) but here the song is represented as owing to the place 
and patron god responsible for the victory. 
9 As the citys founder Battus' tomb was a landmark in Cyrene (cf. P. 5.93 and Chamoux 
pp. 285-7). Arcesilas was the 8th Battiad king, a direct descendant of Battus, a point to 
which Pindar refers in vv. 64-5. 
10 Cf the myth of Battus in P. 5, of lamus in 0.6, of Tlepolemus in 0.7, and the myths of 
the race of Aeacus in odes to Aeginetan victors, 0.8, N. 3,4,5,6, L5,8. 
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Battus introduces an element which the audience might well have been 
expecting. Medea's connection with Arcesilas, however, is unexpected 
and slight. As far as we can see it is only the fact that her prophecy 
foretold the oracle to his ancestor about the colonisation of Cyrene, but 
nevertheless the connection has been made. 
Vv. 11-58 tell us more about Medea's prophecy. Her actual words are 
given in the form of direct speech and are framed by the description of 
those who heard them, the 41. dkot who accompanied Jason (v. 12). The 
name Jason signals that we are somewhere in Argonautic myth; Medea's 
words tell us exactly where. 
Medea's speech is very carefully structured. It is an example of 
concentric ring composition. Ring composition is a structural device often 
employed by Pindar (e. g. P. 10.31-46,8.1-20) where the poet opens the ring 
with a statement on one subject, continues on to others or expands what 
he has just said, and returns to his first statement to close the ring. It is a 
useful device for the poet because'it enables him to cover different topoi, to 
digress or to elaborate, but always provides him with a return to his 
starting point, thereby facilitating the maintenance of coherent thought. 
The closing of the ring also creates a sensation of rounding off, which the 
poet can use to end off a section of the ode, thus creating a sense of 
wholeness and completeness which enhances our impression of unity. 
The concentric ring composition of Medea's prophecy is a more 
elaborate form of the device where the poet uses several rings which can 
best be described as concentric within the speech, with the midpoint being 
the furthest back in time and events retreating from or advancing to that 
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point1l. This imparts to Medea's prophecy an impression of well- 
roundedness with the important points underlined by their repetition, but 
at the same time the variety employed in the iteration of statements does 
not lead to a sense of repetitiveness. 
It will be useful to schematise Medea's speech thus: 
[A 4-8 prophecy to Battus at Pytho] 
Medea's speech B.. C.. D.. C.. B 
B 13-18 prophecy of colonisation of Cyrene 
C 19-25 gift of clod 
D 26-27 prehistory of encounter in Libya 
C 28-43 gift (and fate) of clod 
B 43-56 prophecy of colonisation of Cyrene 
[A 59-63 prophecy to Battus at Pytho112 
Let us examine how the speech is structured in a little more detail. 
Medea begins 'from this sea-girt land (which the audience later learns is 
Thera N. 201) the daughter of Epaphus (Libya) shall have planted in her a 
11 Concentric Ting composition is as old as Homer, e. g. I1.18.115M, 24.60iff., and also 
appears in lyric before Pindar, e. g. Alc. fr. 38a. Oehler pp. 5ff. noted the careful 
structuring of the epic passages, and described it as 'Ringkomposition' (a term 
formulated by FrAnkel in N. G. G. 1924, reprinted in [19551 p. 71 n. 4), but ring composition 
was not described as concentric until Illig's work in 1932. In view of our Homeric 
examples Illig was not strictly correct in suggesting (p. 59) that Pindar was the first to develop concentric ring composition, but it is quite clear that the examples we find in Pindar (especially those in Pythian 4) are far more elaborate and developed than 
anything we find before his work. His contemporary Bacchylides exhibits the same 
structuring device, cf. e. g. 10.40M, 13.100M. Cf. also Van Groningen pp. 51ff.. 12 1 have included ring A here because it forms an enclosing frame to the speech and cannot be separated from it thematically. For further discussion of this point see p. 99 below. 
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root of cities cared for by men near the foundations of Zeus Ammon' (vv. 14- 
15). This statement is expanded and elaborated upon right through her 
speech, how this will come about and why, until the closing statement 
winds up the ring by telling that the man who was begotten on Thera by 
the descendants of Euphemus to be 'lord of the dark-clouded plains' (VV. 52- 
3: Battus) 'will lead many men in ships to the rich precinct of Zeus beside 
the Nile' (v. 56). The description given of Cyrene by reference to the precinct 
of Zeus is echoed in the final statement but with a variation in terms: AL6S' 
Im "Appo)mg Oeylffiotg (v. 16), NrtAoto 7rpb, -, 7fLop Tlyrvw Kpovi8a (v. 56). 
Medea's first statement is followed by two verses (17-18) on the 
change of a sea-faring to a land-faring people. The contrast between them 
is brought out very clearly in the second part of this ring (B vv. 43-56). The 
Argonauts, notable sea-farers, had allowed the clod of earth to be washed 
into the sea as they travelled on their way (vv. 38-41). Had this not 
happened, declares Medea, the fourth generation of Euphemus' 
descendants would have taken rýpctav diTctpov (v. 48) straight from 
Lacedaemon. Here Pindar makes use of a noun which means the exact 
opposite of 'sea'. Instead, somewhere on the Argonauts' journey 
Euphemus will found a race who will also fare by sea to Thera to beget a 
man to be lord of the plains Orr&w v. 52) but who will only reach the etov 
Tlycwg in ships (v. 56). The poet's choice of words here seems deliberate in 
order to contrast the two ideas of sea-faring and living on the land, a 
contrast which re-echoes the one made earlier in ring B. 
The second ring in Medea's prophecy (C in the diagram) explains 
why Thera will be the starting point for the colonisation of Libya. This is 
because ofKetvw 6pvts- N. 19). Medea goes on to explain what this was and 
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who obtained it and then (C 28-43) enlarges on her earlier brief statement 
of why Thera will be the launching point. The clod was washed overboard 
and landed on Thera (-rjýff ... Pdaqj v. 42) before its time, before Euphemus 
could take it back to Taenarum. This symbolised that the colonisation 
would have to take place from Thera. 
This central part of the speech (CDC) elaborating on Ketwg 6px4s- is 
formed into a ring (C) around a central point (D), how the Argonauts 
dragged the Argo from Ocean (le TIKe-amV v. 26) overland for twelve days 
on Medea's advice. This is the point furthest back in time of which Medea 
speaks. Around it Pindar narrates the tale of Euphemus' meeting with 
the 6alyow. The second account of this tale is an expansion of the first, both 
in terms of length (ten verses compared with six) and in terms of detail13. 
The location given in the first account, the Tritonian Lake (v. 20) is 
now placed in the wider context of the Argonauts' journey by the account 
of dragging the Argo overland (vv. 25-6). Further details of the 'god in the 
likeness of a man' (v. 21) are given. He is described as olon&qs- 8atljo)v ... 
OmStyav dv8p(ý-, alSotov 7Tp6aoOLv 077Kdijrvos- (vv. 28-9) and he himself reveals 
his identity (vv. 33-4). His welcome and friendship towards Euphemus and 
the Argonauts (shown briefly in the first account by eetvia v. 22) is also 
developed in vv. 29-31 where Pindar notes his friendly words and in vV. 34-5 
where, recognising the Argonauts' haste to depart he immediately seizes 
the nearest thing to hand (rMs- dp7rdeais- v. 34) and endeavours to give it to 
Euphemus (pda-revar &CvaL v. 35 instead of the simple verb). 
The details of how Euphemus received the clod are also augmented 
13 This is usual in ring-form narrative, cf. e. g. 0.3.13-16 & 25-34, N. 10.55-9 & 76-90, 
where in each case the second account in the ring is considerably fuller than the first. 
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by the description of him pressing his hand in the stranger's. The gift 
itself, merely referred to as -ya-Lav earlier (v. 21) is elaborated on. It was 
chosen as a gift because it was what lay to hand, dpobpaS' ... 7Tpo-rVXdV 
(w. 34-5), but in v. 37 we are reminded that it has a special significance 
since it is described as PdAaKa &Lyovlav (cf KeLVOS- VLS- V. 19)14. If every 
point in the second half of Medea's speech merely expanded what she had 
said earlier the result could be repetitive or monotonous. Pindar however 
has not not allowed this to happen. The earlier version of Euphemus' 
meeting with Eurypylus is distinguished by the favourable thunder of 
Zeus in v. 23, a point which is not reiterated in the second account. 
After Medea's speech Pindar comments on the reactions of her 
audience (vv. 57-8). He has already prefaced her words with a reference to 
those to whom she speaks (vv. 11-12) and thus creates an enclosing frame 
around the prophecy. 
Apostrophe to Battus follows (vv. 59ff. ). This is thema. tically 
connected to the most significant part of Medea's speech, the colonisation 
of Cyrene. Mention of Battus enables Pindar to effect a smooth return from 
the distant Argonautic past to the present victory by elaborating on the 
'lord of the dark-clouded plains' whom a PYthian oracle will mention as 
coloniser of Libya, which was the last point in Medea's speech. In 
addition, these verses close the structural ring A which opened at v. 4, 
thereby securely setting Medea's speech into the framework of the proem 
by enclosing it within this structural ring and frame. 
"The clod also had a symbolic value; in handing it over to the Argonauts Eurypylus was 
handing over to them the rights to that land. The use of a clod of earth to symbolise 
transmission of rights occurs often in Greek and Latin literature. For a discussion of 
specific instances see Strosetzki pp. 1-13. 
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Pindar uses the apostrophe to reiterate the link which he made at 
the beginning of the poem between Battus and Medea: it was in 
accordance with her words (vv. 9 and 59) that he received the oracle 
proclaiming him 7reirpqpbvPOao-LAe ... Kvpdvq 
(vv 61-2). This title, which 
Pindar uses of Battus for the first time here, facilitates an easy transition 
from Battus to the present King of Cyrene, Arcesilas, who is addressed 
thus in v. 2. The poet clarifies the link by telling us that Arcesilas was 
eighth in line of Battus' descendants (v. 65) and enhances the connection by 
his descriptions of both. As Battus was p&qp N. 59) Arcesilas also (j ydAa 
64 /icTd Kal vrv v. 64) flourishes as a plant does in the height of spring (&rr 
OotpucavWpou &os- drpq. ... OdUrL 'ApiccaDag vv. 64-5). 
Pindar now moves from Arcesilas' good fortune in general to the 
particular present instance: Apollo and Pytho have granted him victory in 
the chariot race (vv. 66-7). Mention of Arcesilas' victory by reference to the 
deities who granted it brings us full circle in another structural ring, which 
was begun with the poet's command to the Muse in v. 1, to swell the obpov 
Iývwv owed to the children of Leto and to Pytho. Now the poet amplifies the 
earlier reference to victory by telling us in what event it was won. Pindar 
states the event in every ode except Olympian 14, and it is his usual practice 
to note the event early in the ode when he first names the victor15. Thus we 
may suggest that the audience for Pythian 4 has been subconsciously 
awaiting this item, which creates a feeling of rounding off here16. Pindar 
15 E. g. 0.2.6-7,3.3-4,4.10-12, P. 1.32,2.4-6, N. 1.7,2.14-15,3.15-17, Ll. 14,2.13-14,3.9-13. 
16 Pindar hints at the event Arcesilas has won in the epithet rammu (v. 2), but does not clarify 
this until vv. 66-7. Hamilton notes (p. 15 & n. 15, p. 22) ten other places in the odes where Pindar 
separates announcement of the event of victory (E) from the naming of the victor (V): O. 1. V11, 
E18; 6. V9, E25; PAV6, E17; 7. E4, V17; 8. V5, E35; 11. V13, E50; IAV2, E44; 6M, E60; 8. V1, E66 
(Hamilton also includes P. 12 but both victor and event occur in vv. 5ff. ). Pindar is also able to 
play on his audience's expectations by delaying announcement of the victor; e. g. in P. 3 we 
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also returns to the Muse with whom he began, in saying that he will give 
Arcesilas to the Muses (vv. 67-8; earlier, in vv. 1-3, the Muse was 
commanded to stand by Arcesilas), but he adds a rider, he will also give to 
the Muses T6 7rdyXpvaov vdxos- Kptoo. He explains this statement by saying 
that it was on that Quest of the Minyae that honours given by the gods 
were first engendered for Arcesilas' race (vv. 68-9). 
Here the first main section of the poem ends. Two things indicate 
this. First, the closing of the rings begun in the opening verses, which we 
have already discussed. Secondly, what follows is so clearly a new 
beginning. Pindar introduces his narrative of the myth of the Golden 
Fleece very formally. Instead of the casual transitions to the myth which 
he so often effects, such as a relative clause linking myth and victor or 
place or occasion, however tenuously (e. g. 0.8.30ff. AtaKoD- 7-6P 
P. 9.4ff. Ktpdmg- 7zfx, .. .) or the introduction of a gnom6 which the myth 
then illustrates (e. g. N. 8.21ff, I. 6.24ff. ) the poet chooses a formal method of 
opening his myth17, announcement of a theme followed by rhetorical 
questions about this theme18. 
have to wait until after the myth, until w. 69ff., for mention of Hieron; and by delay of 
statement of where the victory was won (also usually found early in the ode, e. g. 0.1.7, 
P. 6.3ff., N. 1.7, L1.9; etc. ). Thus in N. 7 the victor and victory are announced in w. 7-8, 
but we do not learn of the victory's location until v. 80. 17 See Lattimore p. 19. 18 It is also an extension of a technique which we find elsewhere in the odes. In 0.2 the 
questions in wAff. serve to introduce the poem by announcing the place of victory and 
the god to whom the honour is due. At L5.28ff. Pindar announces a theme, the celebration 
of heroes in their homeland, and then inserts queries as if to introduce the praise of 
Aeginetan heroes, but no real narrative in the form of a myth develops. At 0.13.18ff. 
after a gnomic statement leading from the sons of Aletes to the mythical past Pindar 
poses three questions the answers to which could well form a substantial mythic 
narrative. The answer to the second question, who invented the bridle, is provided by the 
myth of Bellerophon and Pegasus, but it must be noted that forty verses separate the 
question and the recital of the myth. At 0.10.60ff. the rhetorical questions introduce a 
mythic victory list of the victors at the first ever Olympic Games. This instance seems 
closest to what we find in P. 4, although in 0.10 the poet is already well into his myth when he puts the questions. 
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At vv. 70-71 Pindar poses two epic questions in the style of that which 
opens the Mad19. The lengthy myth of the Argonauts follows immediately 
afterwards. Such a beginning for a myth could scarcely be more clear-cut 
when the subject has been announced. Thus by the closing of structural 
rings and a conscious new opening Pindar clearly marks the end of the 
proem and the beginning of the myth. 
The marked end of the first section, however, has led scholars such 
as Lattimore, Burton and Fehr to suggest that vv. 1-69 could comprise a 
complete victory ode in themselveS20. This suggestion has its basis in the 
length of the proem, three triads, which would be adequate for an ode, and 
the fact that this section of Pythian 4 contains the elements traditionally 
found in an epinician, viz. introduction concerning the victor, a myth, and 
praise of the victor at the end. However, a closer examination of these 
elements shows that the proem to Pythian 4 contains a lengthy myth (60 
verses), only 3 verses of introduction (1-3) and a mere 6 verses (64-69) of 
praise of the laudandus. There is no parallel in the odes for such brief 
praise after such a lengthy myth2l. 
Lattimore appears to feel that something is lacking if the proem is 
to be a complete ode since he points to a need for'some alteration in the 
19 11.1.8 Tts- -e dp a&x &-, QY Ipi& evP67Kr udXcaOaL; see p. 143 below. 
20 See Lattimore p. 19, Burton p. 150, Fehr pp. 80 & 83. 
21 The nearest parallel we might adduce would be 0.3 where the opening announcement 
occupies 13 verses, a myth of 24 verses follows (14-38) after which the poet returns to the 
present occasion in a very short final section, 8 verses (38b-45). Comparison may be 
made with the proem of P. 4 in length (3 triads) and in the short final section (6 verses in 
P4 [64-691 and 8 in 0.3). But the longer opening of 0.3 compensates for this brief final 
section whereas the 3 verses of introduction to R4 and the 6 at the end of the proem are 
without precedent in their brevity in dealing with the occasion and person in whose 
honour Pindar composed the ode. 
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final epode 63-69'. He does not say what form this might take22. Burton, in 
fact concludes that 'it is more correct to regard it [sc. the proem] as an 
introduction to the main story of the Golden Fleece'. However, the sense of 
incompleteness in the proem which leads him to this conclusion lies not in the 
inadequate praise of Arcesilas but in a lack of explanation of the myth. He 
states first (p. 150) that the basis for the founding of Cyrene, an incident on the 
return journey of the Argonauts, justifies an account of the whole adventure 
so that the audience may learn how they arrived at the scene of Medea's 
prophecy. The poet, however, is under no obligation to narrate any further 
details of the saga since he has already made abundantly clear the connection 
between the portion which he selects and the victor. 
Burton! s second reason for supposing that the first section of the ode is 
more correctly regarded as an introduction is that it contains 'hints of a fuller 
narrative' in the 'passing references to names and places connected with a 
celebrated saga, which would arouse the audience's curiosity to know more. 
This is not necessarily true. Pindar often mentions a whole host of exciting- 
sounding names and places connected with celebrated sagas without feeling 
obliged to give any further narrative or details of them, for example 1.5.30ff., 
7.1 ff., N. 1 ME, etc.. 
Chapman Graham sets out to demonstrate (pp. 88ff. ) that there is a 
sense of incompleteness in vv. 1-69 which prevents them from being considered 
as a complete epinician or even apoem within a poem. Although some of the 
details which she adduces are of doubtful value23, it is quite true that vv. 1- 
22 We may conjecture perhaps that he meant removal of the . poefs announcement that he will 
giye Arcesilas and the Golden Fleece to the Muses, but cf my reservations pp. 104-5 below. 
166 Chapman Graham states, for example, (p. 91) that Arcesilas' victory is the consequence of 
Cyrene's equestrian skill and that this skill resulted from the token of the clod which 
promised colonisation to his ancestor Euphemus. To back this statement she adds details 
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69 contain only the barest minimum about Arcesilas. Beyond 
announcement of his victory there is not a single additional verse devoted 
to his achievements or position. No other victory ode, however short, 
contains as little praise as this. 
However, Chapman Graham's second reason for being unable to 
regard the proem as a complete ode, the need for amplification of the 
Quest of the Golden Fleece since Pindar introduces this new topic at v. 68, 
is less important. Pindar has not said anything specific about the Golden 
Fleece in the Vormythos, but the names of Medea N. 9) and Jason (v. 12) 
would have clearly signalled Argonautic myth to the audience and the 
episode which Pindar narrates indicates the connection between 
Arcesilas and the Argonauts' Quest for the Fleece24. The myth in the 
proem is complete in itself. When Pindar draws it to a close in v. 67 his 
audience could be forgiven for believing that he was about to close the ode 
about Euphemus, theprtreus of the Argo, a ship described in equine imagery, and the son 
of Poseidon, master of horses. She appears to be suggesting that Euphemus has been 
deliberately depicted by Pindar as a horseman, but she herself does not make this clear 
and it seems to me that she has to give these details a greater significance than they 
possess in order to make her case. Pindar tells us that Euphemus 'leapt down from the 
prowl, not that he was proreus. In addition the pro-reus was not necessarily in control of 
the ship, i. e. the man who would be the ship's 'rider' in Chapman Graham's terms. This 
would be a more appropriate term for the helmsman or KV, 8CP47s-, who controls the 
direction of the ship. The 'equine imagery' applied to Argo amounts to the use of one word, 
XaALVdS*, which Pindar uses elsewhere to indicate a restraint U. 8.45 XaAtv6v ... 
TrapOrvtas-) as do writers such as Aeschylus without any overt'equine' connotations. The 
third detail, Poseidon's title of Irrapxos- (v. 45), also lacks force because of its context, 
twenty lines removed from the other details, where Poseidon is described traditionally as 
ratdoXos- and 'Evvoatft- (v. 33). Alight the title turapXos- not have been chosen merely to 
provide variety? Had the poet used the three details in close conjunction it might be easier 
to accept Chapman Grahain's interpretation of them, but as it is their value is doubtful. 
24 It is also worth noting that although Pindar promises us the Golden Fleece in v. 68 what 
we actually get is Jason's encounter with Pelias. The fleece only briefly reappears 
almost a hundred lines later (v. 161) as one of the reasons for Jason's journey to Colchis 
and when the appropriate moment comes Pindar does not in fact narrate the winning of 
the Fleece; instead he implies its capture by describing Jason's slaying of the dragon 
guarding it N. 249). 
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with a further triad of praise of Arcesilas. The fact that Pindar does not, 
but instead launches into another lengthier myth, has important 
implications for our view of his utilisation of structure. 
What Pindar is doing in announcing and narrating this extensive 
myth when our expectation is of final praise of the victor is pointing out 
the grand scale of Pythian 4. The poet is employing his structure to 
indicate that Pythian 4 is so lavish that it goes way beyond the bounds of 
any ordinary ode. An ode which only needed a further triad of praise to be 
complete is merely the preamble to something infinitely grander. 
The myth vv. 70-262 
Introduction 
The mythic narrative of Pythian 4 is by far the longest of any in 
Pindar's odes, stretching over one hundred and ninety-two verses, nearly 
eight triads. In the next two sections we shall examine how Pindar 
structures this part of the poem in order not to lose the thread of what he 
is saying and to relate the myth firmly to what precedes and follows it. For 
the purposes of discussing the structure of the myth I have divided it into 
two roughly equal sections. Vv. 70-168 narrate the encounter with Pelias 
and vv. 169-262 the Quest itself. However, though useful for practical 
purposes, this is an artificial division since events in both halves are part 
of a continuum. 
W The encounter with Pelias 
At the end of the introductory section Pindar clearly announces his 
intention of joining to his praise of Arcesilas the myth of the Golden 
Fleece. This provides an easy transition to the myth proper since we have 
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already seen that there is a link between the Argonauts' return journey 
and the founding of Cyrene (vv. 5ff. ), but as yet there has been no mention 
of the reason for the Argonautsjourneying, the Golden Fleece itself, The 
poet uses this announcement to turn to that part of the Argonautic saga 
which concerns the getting of the Fleece. 
Pindar begins by asking what was the start of their sea-faring and 
what danger was involved (vv. 70-71). His immediate answer to these 
questions does not come as a surprise from what we have already seen of 
Argonautic myth in the ode. It was an oracle which set in motion the 
events of the Quest. The oracle is recounted. It was given to Pelias and 
warned him of his death which was to come in some way from the 
Aeolidae. He must always be on his guard against the man with the one 
sandal who will come to Iolcos (vv. 71-8). The poet moves immediately to 
the oracle's fulfilment, the arrival in Iolcos of the one-sandalled man, 
Jason (v. 78). 
The poet now describes Jason both directly and through the eyes of 
the crowd (vv. 79-94), ending with Pelias' arrival in the agora and instant 
perception of the one sandal (vv. 94-6), which causes him alarm (vv. 96-7). 
At this tense moment the poet inserts the dramatic device of direct speech, 
emphasising how Pelias bursts out his questions, demanding of the 
stranger where he is from and who he is (vv. 97-100). This, of course, is 
what he needs to know if he is to determine whether the one-sandalled 
man fulfils the oracle about his death. 
Jason's answer (vv. 101-119) leads us inexorably towards the 
conclusion that he is the man of whom the oracle spoke. Thus for the 
remainder of the encounter between Jason and Pelias the poet creates 
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tension and arouses our expectations to see whether Jason will fulfil the 
oracle's warning of death. This tension is relaxed when Jason sets off on 
the Quest. The emphasis placed on Jason and his inheritance shifts to the 
winning of the Golden Fleece. By sleight of hand Pindar transfers our 
attention from Pelias in Iolcos to Jason as he performs his Quest. We 
should note, however, that this is not the last we hear of Pelias. Pindar 
returns to his fate at the very end of his myth (v. 250 Tdv HrAta6oovov), 
using it as a means to close the myth by returning to its starting point. 
A-fter the first dialogue between Jason and Pelias Pindar inserts a 
recognition scene between Jason and his father (vv. 120-123) and a 
gathering of his family (vv. 124-133) which culminates in a second 
confrontation with Pelias (vv. 134-169). The ground was prepared for the 
recognition scene by Jasonýs request to the crowd to be shown the house of 
his father N. 117) and the reference to his parents in his first speech 
(vv. 106415). 
In the second confrontation with Pelias Jason speaks first, thus 
maldng the arrangement of the speeches chiastic, as Sandgren notes ( p. 16). 
It is also worth noting that roles are reversed in this dialogue. It is Jason 
who rushes in VaaeprxoL v. 135) and challenges Pelias with his words, 
Pelias who is the static figure in his halls, whereas in the first dialogue it 
was Pelias who rushed on to the scene ( 77porpwrd8ax, Tkcm =66wv 
w. 94-5) to challenge Jason. 
The careful structuring of this part of the ode has led Chapman 
Graham to suggest that the encounter with Pelias is structured in ring 
composition which she demonstrates thus (p. 141): 
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A Delphic oracle (vv. 70-78) and the arrival of the man who 
will fulfil it (vv. 78-94) 
B Pelias' appearance and speech (vv. 94-100) 
C Jasonýs speech (vv. 101420) 
D Confirmation of Jason% identity by his relatives (vv. 121434) 
C Jason's speech (vv. 136-156) 
B Pelias' speech (vv. 1 56-168) which includes 
A Description of the Delphic oracle (vv. 163-4). 
Her schema shows how the poet has placed an enclosing frame, the 
Delphic oracle, around the chiastically-arranged speeches of Jason and 
Pelias. However, her use of the term 'ring-composition' to describe the 
structure of this part of the ode is not strictly appropriate in the light of 
Pindar's normal use of the device. Pindar's ring composition is usually 
very carefully and tightly structured around statements or topoi which 
correspond closely to one another (cf. the discussion of Medea's speech 
above pp. 96ff. ). If vv. 70-168 revealed ring composition as Pindar normally 
uses it we would expect there to be a much closer correspondence between 
the two halves of each ring than that which we find to be the case. A refers 
to Delphic oracles on different subjects, B to two speeches entirely 
different in tone and content, and C to speeches on the same theme, but 
treated from widely different angles. 
Furthermore there is a total absence of that close correspondence 
between opening and closing statements which characterises the poet's 
use of ring composition in the odes. At P. 12.6ff. for example, Tdv TroTe 
llaWy toerpe Opaactdv <rqpy6vwv> oCALov Opývov &a7rVeaLU' 'AOdva (vv. 6-8) 
opens the ring and 60pa T6v E4ovdAas- tK Kap7raAtpdp yeviby XDyiO06, ra aiv 
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L-'Prroz pql4ama' tptKAdyTav 760P. elpev &6, - 
(vv. 20-22) closes it. The second 
statement reveals an obvious return to what Pindar has said earlier. Such 
closely related statements are not found in this section of Pythian 4. 
Pindar may not have used ring composition at this point, but this 
part of the poem is certainly skilfully structured. Around the careful 
arrangement of the speeches the poet places an enclosing frame, the 
Delphic oracle, which enables him neatly to close this section of the 
narrative before moving on to the Quest proper. 
(ii) The Quest 
Despite the fact that the myth appears to fall into two halves 
structurally we must note that the second half, the actual Quest, arises 
directly out of the first. Pelias' second speech to Jason provides the 
impetus for the subsequent narrative of the Argonauts' voyage and Quest. 
After Pelias' suggestion that Jason is the man to bring home Phrixus' 
soul and the Golden Fleece (vv. 158ff. ), a command enjoined by the Delphic 
oracle (v. 163), the action narrows its focus. Right through the second half 
of the myth Jason is at the centre of the stage and the action moves with 
him until Pindar breaks off the myth and returns to the present. 
The narrative of the Quest begins with Jason's preparations. After 
telling us how Jason sent out heralds to announce the Quest (vv, 169-171) 
Pindar moves to the response. He recounts in the form of a catalogue the 
arrival of heroes from all over Greece (vv. 171487)25. This traditional device 
enables the poet to give the impression of describing the heroes 
individually and at the same time creates the picture of a large group 
25 For a detailed discussion of the structure of the catalogue of heroes see my comments 
on narrative technique pp. 126ff. 
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gathering together. Pindar follows the catalogue with further comments 
on preparations for the voyage to round off this part of the narrative. He 
returns to Jason who numbered and praised the heroes (vv. 188-189) and 
introduces Mopsus who gives the signal to embark (vv. 189-191). The 
preparations are over. The voyage begins. 
Pindar structures the outward journey to Colchis in three scenes of 
the Argonauts' piety26. The voyage commences with a picture of Jason 
standing in the Argo's prow, praying to Zeus who answers his prayers for 
a safe return with propitious thunder and lightning (vv. 191-8). Note here 
how Pindar carefully frames his all-important picture of Jason's piety 
with the approval of the seer (vv. 189-91 & 200-201). 
In an instant, transported on the south wind (v. 203), we arrive at 
the mouth of the Euxine, where Pindar constructs a second scene of the 
Argonauts' piety; they lay out a precinct to Poseidon (vv. 204-6). Poseidon 
provides the link with the next cameo, the demigods' passage through the 
Clashing Rocks, as they pray to him for escape, a request which was 
granted (vv. 207-11). Suddenly we are at Phasis (v. 211). The outward 
journey, which it takes Apollonius Rhodius over two thousand lines to 
narrate, has been described in a few verses by three scenes of the 
Argonauts' piety. 
Events in Colchis are chosen so that the whole eL)isode complements 
and contrasts with the earlier events in Iolcos, with the voyage placed 
neatly between the two. Events in Iolcos featured Jason the speaker, 
events here Jason the man of action. In the two sets of events we see Jason 
matched against a different opponent. 
26'Me use of scenes to form the main structure in a mythic narrative is further discussed on 
pp. 120ff.. 
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A brief cameo of fighting between the Argonauts and the Colchians 
begins this section (vv. 21243 Ma Kc-Aatx, &j7rc-ocz K&XoLatv jBiam Ileteap A14T(Z 
7rap' a'-27 VFq) . 
The thought of fighting leads Pindar into his next scene, 
Aphrodite's aid to Jason which enables him to win Medea, by way of a 
linguistic connection, the description of Aphrodite as 7r6TPta 8' 66, rrdT-wx, 
&Mojv (v. 213)28. This episode culminates in Jason's betrothal to Medea 
(vv. 222-3). Straightway we find ourselves spectators as Aeetes yokes the 
fire-breathing bulls and ploughs with them (vv. 224-9). The way was 
prepared by the Colchians' hostility towards the Argonauts, revealed in 
the battle scene, and by v. 220 where Pindar reveals the success of Jason's 
magic in winning over Medea: Kal -rdXa 7rctpm' 61OAwv &baý iraTpetwv. 
Medea is the pivot between Jason and the tasks of Aeetes. 
The confrontation between Jason and Aeetes is carefully 
structured. Between the two accounts of the ploughing (by Aeetes first 
[vv. 224-91 and then by Jason [vv. 232-81) Pindar inserts Aeetes' two-fold 
challenge, calling upon Jason not only to plough with the bulls but also to 
obtain the Golden Fleece once he has achieved the first task (vv. 229-231). 
Thus Pindar neatly breaks up the ploughing scene and Jason's task is 
expanded by the challenge, as it is only half achieved once he has 
ploughed. This helps the-poet to avoid any sense of repetition in two 
accounts of the same act so close together; Jason's ploughing is only part 
of the larger task which he must complete. Pindar also avoids repetition 
by emphasising the ease with which Aeetes ploughs in comparison with 
Jason's difficulty. When Jason has ploughed successfully Aeetes speaks 
27 For the meaning of play licteav cf. App. 1, pp. 277-79. 
28 See Firkwood (1982) p. 1 92. 
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again, enlarging on the second part of his challenge (vv. 241-2), and Pindar 
continues the theme of the difficulty of obtaining the Golden Fleece (vv. 243-6). 
At this point of suspense Pindar breaks off his myth in terms 
familiar to us from elsewhere in the odeS29. This intrusion of the poet, 
working in the present, into the myth paves the way for his apostrophe to 
Arcesilas in v. 250 which heralds a return to the present and the victor. 
This return forms the end of the mythic narrative and Pindar uses his 
rapid summary of events to complete the unified structure of his myth30. 
The first event which he mentions is the slaying of the dragon 
guarding the fleece (v. 249 KTCLvc p& yAavKz3iTa TIXMLS' 7rOLKLA6M7-OV 6OLP). 
This tells us that Jason has met the second part of Aeetes' challenge. We 
are also to infer from this that the hero has obtained the Golden Fleece 
(and perhaps Phrixus' soul) which was the objective of the voyage to 
Colchis. This then is the turning point in the myth; we now expect to hear 
of how the Argonauts returned to Iolcos. 
To tell us that the heroes left Aeetes' realm Pindar uses Medea. He 
says of Jason KAIjkv Te M*tax, oiv avrq-, Tdv HrAiaoo6vov (v. 250). Much 
is contained in this short phrase. First it indicates the Argonauts' 
departure. Secondly it looks back to the beginning of events in Colchis 
when Jason won Medea (vv. 219-223) since his love charms were designed 
29See e. g. P. 11.38M, N. 4.33-4,6.54,1.6.56, etc.. - 30 Such acceleration in narrative at the end of a myth can be found elsewhere in Pindar. 
See e. g. 0.1.88ff., 2.78ff., 7.69ff., 13.87ff., P. 9.66ff., 10.46, N. 3.59ff., 1.8.48-55. Other 
means of ending a myth include ending the ode (e. g. 0.4, N. 1, N. 10), returning 
smoothly to the present (e. g. 0.6.71,10.78M, P. 5.102ff., 12.22ff., N. 5.40M, I. 4.61ff. ), 
closing ring composition to round off the myth (e. g. 0.3.32ff., 8.47ff., P. 6.37ff ) and 
various break-off motifs such as shortness of time (e. g. I. 6.56ff. ), fear of excess (e. g. 
N. 4.69ff. ), references to himself and his song (e. g. 0.9.80M, P. 8.55ff., I. 1.32ff. ) or 
gnomic utterances (e. g. P. 2.49ff., 3.59ff., 9.67ff. ) which end the myth with varying 
degrees of abruptness from the full-stop in midstream (e. g. I. 6.56ff. ) to the break-off at 
an opportune moment (e. g. I. 1.32ff. ). 
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to take away Medea's respect for her parents and to fill her with a longing 
for Hellas; now Medea leaves her parents of her own free will to go to 
Greece with Jason. The phrase also looks forward (or rather backwards in 
Pindaes ordering of incidents in the poem) to the return journey when 
Medea was with the Argonauts and made her prophecy on Thera. Lastly 
it points to the very end of the heroes'journey, their return to Iolcos when 
the oracle to Pelias about his death, the oracle which commenced the 
myth (vv. 71-2), will be fulfilled. This latter reference clearly signals the 
end of the myth since it closes a structural ring which the poet opened at 
the myth's formal beginning. 
Pindar now completes his oTgov Bpq& (v. 248) back to the present 
(vv. 249-62). His journey back leads us to Medea's prophecy on Thera 
(related in the proem vv. 9-58) and narrates its fulfilment. Although the 
poet does not refer to Medea's words directly here it is very clear that he 
intends his audience to see the closing of the structural ring which was 
begun almost at the poem's beginning (vv. 4ff. ) in order to emphasise the 
ending of his myth. Thus he narrates the events foretold by the prophetess 
directly after his reference to her journey to Greece with the returning 
Argonauts and the events themselves echo, clarify and expand on her 
earlier words, evoking the language which the poet used earlier, as is 
often the case in ring composition. 
In v. 251 the Argonauts reach Ocean. Thus the first point of the 
return journey is the furthest point back on the journey which Medea 
related in her prophecy (le 'OKcavoo v. 26), bringing us completely full 
circle. Medea's prophecy occurred after this point on the voyage, but before 
arrival on Lemnos (v. 252) where Pindar narrates events which explain 
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why he has paused here. It is here that Medea's prophecy of Euphemus 
begetting a race was fulfilled. The dA)Lo8d7rdv -yvvaLKCaV of v. 50 are now 
identified as Aqyktdx, ymatKi3v (v. 252) and Pindar describes the location of 
their union as & dAAo8a7TdL's- dpotpaLs- (vv. 254-5), an echo of the epithet used 
earlier of the women. The details of the incident are amplified: the 
Argonauts not only slept with the women but also took part in athletic 
contests (vv. 253-4). 
The concept that this union was fated to happen because of the loss 
of the clod by Euphemus is evoked by the phrase p(*8top 4uap 4 v4mcs- 
(vv. 255-6) when the =Ipli' dK7iPor &Wov was created. This latter phrase, 
referring to the descendants of Euphemus who came to colonise Cyrene, 
contains the same imagery as the earlier description of the clod, the 
doOtTot, At, 06as- mrlpya (vv. 42-3), which symbolised that Euphemus' 
descendants would rule in Libya. 
Medea had prophesied that the descendants of Euphemus would 
come to Thera and there beget a man to be ruler of Cyrene (vv. 14-15,51-3). 
Pindar now expands this by telling us that Euphemus' descendants, 
planted on Lemnos (ylvcs- Eeodpou OvrevOly v. 256), went to Lacedaemon 
and it was from there that they went to Thera and then colonised Libya. 
Here also we find echoes in the language. Earlier we had heard that 
Euphemus would find a KptT6v yevos- (vv. 50-51, cf. v. 256 ylvos- E60dyov) 
who would go to Thera aiv nyý &OP N. 51, cf. v. 260 civ OL-6v njza4-). From 
Thera Libya would find planted in her (Ovrr6ura0at v. 15, cf. v. 256 OvrevOll) 
the dcTlow Nay N. M. 
The echoes in the language suggest that Pindar is inviting his 
audience to recall Medea's prophecy. He rounds off his myth with a final 
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reference to it. Medea has declared that Phoebus would speak to Battus, in 
his oracles and decree his colonisation of Libya (vv. 53-6). The poet now 
confirms this as he moves rapidly to the present: the son of Leto caused 
Arcesilas' race (rypL v. 259) to bring prosperity to Libya and to rule over 
Cyrene. These verses (259-262) also recall vv. 5-6; the priestess of Apollo 
gave Battus an oracle naming him as coloniser of Libya. Vv, 5-6 provided 
the link between Arcesilas and Medea's prophecy, a part of the 
Argonautic Quest. In the same way the reference to Apollo's oracle to 
Battus at the very end of the myth transports us from the descendants of 
Euphemus, who were begotten on the Argonautic Quest, to Arcesilas who 
is now the present ruler of Cyrene3l. Thus Pindar creates a ring which 
embraces the entire myth. 
This is an important point because it highlights Pindar's skill in 
structuring the poem. Although, as we have seen (pp. 92-3 above), Pythian 
4 reveals a basic tripartite structure (proem, myth, epilogue) the three 
parts have been linked by the poet in a manner which makes them 
inseparable. The use of this structural ring which binds the opening 
section of the ode to the end of the main myth is a link which goes beyond 
the formal connections between the three main sections. Such links are 
31 It is worth noting here how Pindar both varies and echoes his language in the three 
accounts of this oracle. Apollo appears in three guises, Apollo v. 5, Phoebus v. 54, and son of 
Leto v. 259 ff.. In each account a different verb describes the giving of the prophecy, Xpqary 
v. 6, dpvdart UJULOWILP v. 54, ifiropey v. 259. In the first oracle gold is'mentioned in 
connection with Apollo's shrine: the priestess was seated beside XpvO'Iwv A16S- alVal' 
(v. 4). At v. 53 Apollo is 7roAvXp6aV ly WpaTt. A compound adjective using Xp6aos- occurs 
in the third account, but this time transferred to Cyrene (XpvaoOp6vov ... K vpdvas- 
vv. 260-61). Pindar also varies the terms of each prophecy to provide variety. Vv. 7-8 
describe Battus' colonisation of Libya as building a city, v, 56 as taking men to Libya, 
vv. 259-62 as bringing prosperity and rule to Libya. Thus we can see that although the 
three accounts of the oracle are sufficiently close for one to recognize that Pindar is 
returning to the same topos, he skilfully avoids any sense of repetitiveness. 
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what provide Pythian 4 with its extraordinary structural coherence. 
The o1poy AodXvv has also been deliberately structured by the poet to 
clarify at the end of the myth the connection between the Golden Fleece 
and Arcesilas, the two themes which Pindar announced his intention of 
joining at the myth's formal beginning (vv. 67-9). The events narrated in 
the poet's 'short cut' set out the logical connection based on fact, and this 
is underlined by echoes in the language, but the poet enhances this 
connection further by directly addressing Arcesilas at key points. 
In v. 250 Pindar apostrophises him by name, connecting Arcesilas 
in his audience's minds with the culmination of the Quest for the Golden 
Fleece. In v. 255 he uses the possessive adjective, IptTrpog, in a way which 
confirms to us that there can be no doubt of the connection between 
Arcesilas and the Argonauts since when the Argonauts slept with the 
Lemnian women that was the beginning of lpe-Ttpag dK7'ZP6g 6A8ov. At v. 259 
the poet again refers to Arcesilas, using the pronoun rWL. Here he makes 
it clear that Arcesilas' rule over Cyrene was granted to him by Apollo's 
decree to his ancestors. 
These references to Arcesilas link him closely with the heroic past 
which has been narrated in the myth and prepare us for Pindar's move to 
the present and the closing section of the ode, which he addresses to 
Arcesilas directly. The closing of the structural rings which were begun 
immediately after the ode's beginning also heralds the end of the myth 
and a return to the subject with which Pindar commenced, the victor 
Arcesilas. 
The Epilogue vv. 263-299 
The poet, having completed his myth and returned to the present 
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and to Arcesilas, addresses the last part of the poem directly to him. This 
section fulfils what was expected after the Vormythos. The devotion of the 
last part of an ode to praise of the victor is common in the epinicianS32, 
and this section contains elements which are familiar from the same part 
of other odes: praise of the victor, gnomic utterances, exhortations and 
short mythic exempla. Pythian 4's epilogue, however, contains one unique 
element, a plea for the return of the exile Damophilus. We must therefore 
consider how Pindar integrates this anomaly into the poem's structure, 
how it fits together with the rest of the elements in the final section of the 
ode, and how the last part of the ode as a whole relates to the rest. 
Let us consider the elements in the epilogue3-3. Pindar begins at 
v. 263 with a riddle. The transition from the myth to this is easily effected 
by association of ideas. Pindar has just told us that Arcesilas' race rules 
over Cyrene having found dpO6, BovAov pIrLv N. 262). Now he exhorts 
Arcesilas to use this good sense in solving and applying the riddle of the 
oak (vv. 263-8). He describes it as O18t7T68a aoOtav (v. 26). We do not find 
riddles elsewhere in the odes, but the riddle here functions in similar 
fashion to a gnomd. It is a generalised philosophical statement which is 
meant to be applied, to the present circumstances. It is clear from the 
reference to Arcesilas before and the apostrophe to him immediately 
afterwards that it is Arcesilas who is to apply the wisdom of the riddle, 
and the only possible circumstances which Pindar has mentioned are in 
his ruling of Cyrene (vv. 260-2). 
The apostrophe to Arcesilas in v. 270 praises him for his ability as a 
32 This is noted by Hamilton pp. 65-6. 
33 In this discussion the elements are only treated with a view to establishing how the 
structure of the epilogue works. For a full and clear exposition of the details of vv. 263-299 
see Carey (1980.1 p. 143 ff. ). 
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'healer' (1=16), a figurative term which Pindar uses to lead in to his next 
gn=6 (v. 271) about the necessity for a gentle hand to tend a Tp*ap &Kcog. 
Now he explains to what the gnom6 should be applied (ý08tov pep y6p 
7r6AtPKTA. v. 272), again in general terms. The city has been shaken and it 
is a hard task to set it aright without god guiding the rulers. Arcesilas has 
been praised as laT7p (v. 270); this gnom6 praises him further by stating 
the difficulty of the task which Pindar indicates in his next statement 
(v. 275) as already in the process of being accomplished. 
The poet ends this exhortation to Arcesilas as a healer with a direct 
imperative to apply his energies and talents to Cyrene. Pindar proceeds to 
explain how he is to do this. By means of a further gnomic utterance, this 
time purported to be a saying of Homer, he introduces the idea of the 
honour which a good messenger brings to any enterprise. Straightway he 
delivers the message: Cyrene and the royal house of Battus were familiar 
with Damophilus, a man &Katdv 7rpant&v (vv. 279-81). Pindar expounds 
this theme, Damophilus' goodness, until vv. 288-9 where he reveals the 
heart of the matter in a gnomic utterance which we can instantly apply to 
Damophilus: he knows the good, but he is excluded from it by necessity. 
This theme of exile is now continued with a short mythic 
exemplum (vv. 289-91); Atlas also is still in exile, but his fate is contrasted 
with that of the Titans whom Zeus released. Pindar generalises this with 
another gnomd using nautical imagery (vv. 291-3): as time passes there 
are changes in the sails to match the changes of the winds. The reference 
of these exempla and of the gn=6 are now made clear as Pindar returns 
to Damophilus (though without naming him), who prays to return home 
and live in peace (vv. 293-7). He closes the ode with a further apostrophe to 
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Arcesilas about Damophilus and which also refers to Pindar and his 
song, a common motif to end the ode34. 
Structurally the epilogue of Pythian 4 is very tightly written. Each 
different element is closely related to the next and transitions from one 
topic to another are easily made. There is no feeling that the plea for 
Damophilus is out of place here. Mezger objected to the exclusive concern 
with Damophilus of vv. 277-99 and even suggested (p. 221) that these verses 
could be detached from the poem without detriment. In saying this he 
failed to notice that vv. 289-91 explain the advice of the riddle of the oak 
which Arcesilas was urged to heed, that vv. 291-3 are an exhortation to 
Arcesilas in gnomic form and that Pindar apostrophises Arcesilas at 
v. 298 in the final sentence of the ode35. 
The aptness of the plea for Damophilus is further confirmed by the 
relationship between the epilogue as a whole and the rest of the poem. 
Myth and epilogue are bound together at the close of the myth by the poet's 
smooth return to Arcesilas and the present (see above p. 116). The final 
section with its praise of the king and the earlier praise of Arcesilas in the 
proem together form a structural frame round the myth. In addition the 
plea for Damophilus strengthens the link between myth and epilogue and 
also proem and epilogue because it gives the myth a much greater 
relevance than that formally admitted by the poet in vv. 67-9, that is, it 
makes clear the link between Arcesilas and the Quest of the Argonauts. 
The plea explains why Pindar chose to relate only certain events 
34 See e. g. 0.1.115-6,6.103-5, N. 8.48-51,9.53-5, L2.44-8,4.72,5.59-63. 
35 It is also worth recollecting that Pindar elsewhere concerns himself at length with 
someone other than the ode's addressee. In P5 thirty-one verses of praise are devoted to 
Carrotus the charioteer (vv. 23-53) and in P. 6 thirty-two of the poe&s forty-two verses are 
devoted to the victor's son. 
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from the myth of the Argonauts, why he chose to portray Jason in the way 
in which he does, thereby making him an example for Arcesilas to follow. 
The nostos theme which runs throughout the myth reaches its 
culmination in the plea for Damophilus' return36. That the epilogue 
reveals the full relevance of the myth of the Argonauts in an ode for a 
victor who has at first sight no obvious connections with it (beyond the fact 
of genealogy) is important, for those who cannot see this relevance can see 
no connection between the epilogue and the rest of the myth37. 
II. NARRATIVE TECHNIQUE IN THE MYTH OF PYTHIAN 4 
The lengthy myth of Pythian 4 provides an excellent opportunity to 
examine Pindar's narrative technique. It is interesting to consider 
whether he retains the traditional technique of lyric or whether in so long 
an ode he favours the methods of epic. Is Pythian 4 typical of the poet's 
approach elsewhere in the odes, or does it reveal a new departure?, 
Our examination of the structure of the myth of Pythian 4 reveals 
that Pindar recounts his narrative by sceneS38. We move from cameo to 
cameo rather than in a linear narrative. The myth begins with the picture 
of Pelias receiving an oracle at Delphi (vv. 72-8), then pivots on one detail, 
the single sandal, to the scene of the man who fulfils the oracle arriving at 
Iolcos (vv. 78-94). We see the stranger of striking appearance standing in 
36 See Gildersleeve p. 281, Carey (1980.1) p. 144. He notes numerous other details which 
underline and enhance the relevance of the myth. I have only concentrated on the main 
points here. Cf. also my comments on selection of events and the portrayal of Jason, 
Uý. 77ff.. 
Cf. e. g. Fehr p. 91, 'was sich daran anfügt, das poetische Begnadigungsschreiben, 
scheint mir in keiner Beziehung zum Mythos zu stehen', and Wilamowitz (1922) p. 384, 
'Dann folgt ganz unverbunden ein lange Abschnite. 
38 C£ above pp. 105ff. &110ff.. Robbins (1975 p. 208) describes these as'tableaux vivants'. 
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the agora with an awed crowd around him, then Pelias arriving in haste 
(vv. 94-5). The scene which follows (vv. 95-119) is particularly vivid because 
of its dialogue which highlights the contrast between the two as they stand 
face to face. 
Straightway we move on to Jason's reunion with his father (vv. 120- 
23). It is worth noting here how Pindar picks a precise moment to capture: 
the point when his father recognises his heroic son and weeps for joy. The 
idea of reunion carries us into the next scene, the gathering of Jason's 
relatives (vv. 124-31) which culminates in Jason's confrontation with 
Pelias (vv. 132-68). After this the poet creates a picture of arrival and busy 
preparation for the Quest, by means of the catalogue (vv. 171-83) and 
Jasonýs reception of the heroes (v. 188-89). 
The voyage itself is also structured in very episodic fashion. The 
poet uses a few small cameos to span the lengthy journey which might 
have lent itself more readily to a smooth epic-type narrative. Instead we 
move from Mopsus' embarkation of the heroes (vv. 189-91) to the picture of 
Jason standing in the prow, goblet in hand, making his libation and 
prayer to Zeus who answers with thunder and lightning (vv. 191-8) and on 
to Mopsus' signal to start rowing (vv. 200-201). 
The next scene occurs at the mouth of the Euxine where the heroes 
set up a precinct to Poseidon (vv. 203-6). The barest of connectives, the 
rowing which ensued after Mopsus' signal (v. 202), has transported us all 
this way in an instant. The Argonauts' pious act to honour the god leads 
into the following episode, their prayer to Poseidon to pass through the 
Clashing Rocks (vv. 207-9). The poet does not subsequently depict their 
passage through the rocks, merely remarks at the end of his description of 
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them (vv. 209-10) that they were stilled (vv 210-11), indicating that the 
Argonauts' prayer was answered. The next stop is Phasis (vv. 21142). It 
seems remarkable that we have arrived here so quickly. It takes 
Apollonius over two thousand lines to describe the journey in epic fashion. 
Our poet has managed it all in a mere twenty-one (vv. 191-211) but he still 
manages to include important events en route. 
Events in Colchis also proceed from scene to scene. A battle between 
the Colchians and the Argonauts on their arrival at Phasis (vv. 21243) 
passes on to Aphrodite, teaching Jason how to woo Medea (vv. 21349). Next 
comes a picture of Jason receiving Medea's aid and promise of marriage 
(vv. 220-23). Now Pindar moves on to the tasks of Aeetes, a very pictorial 
scene with Aeetes the triumphant ploughman challenging Jason to 
plough with the fire-breathing bulls and to carry off the Golden Fleece 
(vv. 224-31). Jason% accomplishment of the first task (vv. 232-7) is greeted by 
contrasting reactions. Aeetes cries out in amazement (vv. 237-8) and 
describes the location of the Fleece in a manner intended to discourage 
Jason because of its awesome guardian (vv. 241-6). Jason's companions 
accord him all the trappings of victory in an athletic event (vv. 239-41). At 
this point Pindar breaks off his narrative and hastily returns to the 
present, only pausing briefly to relate events on Lemnos (vv. 252-5). 
The use of scenes to provide the main framework of a mythic 
narrative as seen in Pythian 4 is a feature of Pindar's technique elsewhere 
in the odes. Such vivid pictures come to mind as Pelops standing on the 
shore praying to Poseidon (0.1.71-85), Typhon beneath Etna (P. 1.15-28), 
Apollo snatching up Coronis' son from the burning pyre (P. 3.38-46), the 
nymph Cyrene wrestling with the lion (P. 9.26-35), Heracles strangling the 
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serpents (N. 1.37-50), Polydeuces pleading with Zeus over his dying brother 
(N-10.73-90), Heracles pouring the libation for Telamon U. 6.37-56). 
It seems then that Pindar's structuring of Pythian 4 by scenes is an 
extension of his approach to myth elsewhere in the odes. Is this narrative 
technique typical of lyric? Evidence is scarce, but Sappho fr. 44 suggests a 
positive answer. A brief examination of the poem reveals that her 
approach has much in common with that of Pindar. 
The fragment begins with the herald Idaeus' speech announcing 
the splendid arrival of Hector with his bride Andromache. The events 
which might naturally follow such an announcement are concentrated in 
two verses (11-12): Hector's father's reaction is noted and so is the sending 
of tidings throughout the city. Straightway Sappho passes to the result of 
the tidings, a tableau scene of the whole city heading for the citadel 
(vv. 13ff. ), and after a lacuna the final scene of the celebrations on the 
arrival of Hector and Andromache. 
Such concentration on scenes and telescoping of the linear sequence 
of events between them into a few words is what we have seen in the myth 
of Pythian 4. It enables Sappho to treat in a mere thirty-four lines a 
narrative which might well have taken an epic poet several hundred. It is 
worth stressing this point, since Pindar has also condensed the events of a 
great saga so as to contain them within the narrow confines of lyric. 
Let us compare the epic poet's approach39. At 11.2.796-806 Iris' 
speech to the Trojans suggests that they should draw up in battle order to 
face the advancing Greeks. A lyric poet might well have proceeded 
39 CE also the comments of FrAnkel (1955) pp. 40ff., but with Radt's reservations (1970) 
pp. 345-6. 
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straight to the battle array, but Homer takes nine lines (807-815) to reach 
this point. First he notes Hector's reaction of obedience, then the next 
logical step, dismissal of the assembly. Next all the Trojans rush to arms. 
The gates are opened and everyone pours out. Now the epic poet wants to 
set the scene, so he spends the next four lines describing the place where 
the battle order formed up. 
The difference between this approach and that of Sappho and 
Pindar is immediately apparent even in this short passage40. The epic 
poet structures his narrative so that it flows in strictly linear fashion and 
by means of logical progression. He also has the space to include as many 
events and details from the tradition as he can recall, while the lyric poet 
has to restrict himself in his selection of material, omitting anything 
which is not relevant to his purpose and only noting what is absolutely 
essential4l. 
By using a technique of structuring narrative by scenes the lyric 
poet is able to omit many of the logical steps between events or at least to 
telescope them into a minimum of information. Pythian 4 reveals tenuous 
transitions from scene to scene, often effected by mere association of ideas 
(e. g. the battle with the Colchians (vv. 212-13) and the scene of Aphrodite 
and Jason (vv. 213-17) are only linked by the description of Aphrodite as 
'the queen of sharpest weapons' (v. 213), or by one small detail, e. g. the 
40 1 have used evidence from Pindar and Sappho to convey the general approach of lyric. 
Bacchylides' narrative technique confirms this. B. 3 reveals a Pindaric central scene, 
Croesus calling upon Apollo from the pyre on which he intends to die. The myths of B. 5 
and 13 unfold in a series of tableaux. However, Bacchylides' technique is more even in 
its treatment of time (cf. Hurst pp. 159ff. ) which has led scholars such as Jebb to describe it 
as 'epic'( pp. 58-9). 
41 Fehr notes this in relation to Pindar's account of the voyage to Colchis: 'Von 
besonderen Abenteuern im aegaeischen und thrakischen Meer erfahren wir nichts; das 
sind episch, aber nicht lyrisch verwertbare Momente'(p. 87). 
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single sandal wMch takes us from Pelias' oracle (v. 75) to Jason's arrival 
in Iolcos (vv. 78-9) and then to Pelias' confrontation with Jason (vv. 95-6). 
There is also a total lack of explanations to fill in large gaps in the 
audience's knowledge of the events in the narrative. Why did the 
Colchians and Argonauts fight on meeting? Why are the Lemnian women 
described as dv6poo6mv (v. 252) and why are they willing to sleep with the 
Argonauts? What is Medea doing prophesying on the Argonauts' return 
to Iolcos when they are en route for Lemnos? Epic would probably supply 
the answers to these questions, but the lyric poet has to rely instead on his 
audience's knowledge of the myth to supply all the missing details. 
A further result of Pindar's use of scenes to structure his myths is 
freedom from chronological tieS42. His narrative in Pythian 4 lacks the 
chronologically measured flow of epic, where events take place in the epic 
present with only occasional glances at the past or future and the passing 
of time is carefully marked43. But Pindar's treatment of time is quite 
remarkable. At the end of the myth in Pythian 4 we have no idea whether 
days or years have elapsed44. The events of perhaps a few hours have been 
narrated in great detail (e. g. Jason's arrival in Iolcos and dialogue with 
Pelias [vv. 78-1191) and out of all proportion to others, which must have 
taken many days but are passed over in a flash or omitted altogether45 
42 For an interesting analysis of Pindar's use of time in P4 cf. Hurst pp. 154ff.. 
43 E. g. at the end of Od. 5 Athene sends sleep on Odysseus, Od. 6 begins with Odysseus 
sleeping while Athene goes to Nausicaa and appears to her in her sleep. Dawn comes 
(v. 48), Nausicaa awakens and does as the goddess has bidden. At her cries and those of 
her handmaidens Odysseus awakes and the day proceeds. All is orderly and smooth. 
44 The poet only refers precisely to time once in the myth. When Jason's relatives 
arrived we hear that he entertained them for five days and nights N. 130), and went to 
Pelias on the sixth N. 132). But we must note that his reference is in a passage with 
decidedly epic overtones (see p. 145 below) and the poet: s marking of time here may be 
merely another epic touch. 
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(e. g. the preparations for the voyage, [vv. 169-189, of which vv. 171-183 are 
taken up by the catalogue] which must have included the building and 
supplying of the Argo and time for the tidings of the voyage to travel 
through Greece before the heroes responded, let alone journeyed to Iolcos). 
We have no idea how long it took to get to Colchis, how long it took the hero 
to plough with the fire-breathing bulls or how long the Argonauts spent on 
LemnoS46. 
Furthermore ring composition enables Pindar to hop from the 
present to the distant mythical past in a moment and back again without 
any linear progression. One moment (vv. lff. ) we are at Cyrene celebrating 
with Arcesilas, two seconds later we are sitting on Thera (vv. 9-10) 
listening to Medea's prophecy to the Argonauts. Only at the end of her 
speech (v. 59) do we realize by what process we arrived there. At times this 
may cause us to feel that Pindar's narrative is jerky, and that it moves in 
fits and starts, but it also creates an excitement and a vividness 
imprinting on our minds scenes which remain there long after the ode is 
over47. 
One feature of Pindar's narrative technique which deserves detailed 
attention is his structuring of the catalogue of heroes at P4.171ff.. While 
this form of narrative was traditional the poet creates considerable variety 
within the basic list by his structuring of the individual elements, a point 
45 Cf. Pinsent pp. 2ff.. 
46 Cf. the treatment of Apollonius Rhodius. It takes Jason a whole day to plough with the 
bulls and slay the earthborn men (3.1222 dawn, 1340 third part of the day, 1407 darkness). 
The Argonauts arrived on Lemnos at dusk (1.607-8), delayed sailing from day to day 
(861-2) and only departed when urged by Heracles (911 ff. ). 
47 Pindar's uneven treatment of time is not limited to Pythian 4. At 0.6.57-8 we jerk 
from lamus the babe in arms to a suddenly full-grown prophet with only the scantiest 
reference to the process of growing up to cover all the years between. At 0.6.35 Evadne 
becomes a grown woman in one verse. 
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noted by Burton (p. 162) but not developed by him. The poet demonstrates 
his consummate artistry in avoiding repetitiveness by his use of varying 
sentence structure. 
The first sentence (vv. 171-5) encompasses the three sons of Zeus and 
the two of Poseidon. The first word, rdXa, tells us how the vlot of Zeus 
came. Pindar describes them as dKa1. zavTqpdXaL and then lists their 
separate mothers, Alcmene and Leda. No other hero in the list receives 
this detail. The naming of the two mothers also reveals variation: 
Alcmene receives a qualifying adjective, MKoyAcodpov (v. 172), Leda does 
not. 
Poseidon's sons are also numbered and described, but the poet notes 
these points in the reverse order to that used for the sons of Zeus. In 
addition Poseidon's sons appear as &LO1 S' ioLXatTai dvepcs-, Evvoat& 
yevos- (vv. 172-3) as opposed to Kpovt8ao Ziyds- vlol. rpds- dKayavTopdXaL 
(v. 171) and Pindar expands the basic description of them: first an 
adjectival phrase, al&o04-res- dAKdv (v. 173), next whence each came W Te 
116Aou Kal d7e dKpas- Tatvdpou v. 174), arranged chiastically with their 
names (Uodpov ... a6v Te, IICPLKACPW v. 1 75) in a phrase detailing what 
they did on the quest (-reav pev KMos- &Mv ... &pdvOý vv. 174-5). The poet 
also adds variety by apostrophising Periclymenus and giving him a 
descriptive epithet, rbpq6ta (v. 175). 
After this long sentence (with five verses) Pindar accounts for the 
next hero, Orpheus, in a few words. He begins with his patron, 4pollo, 
adds a descriptive phrase for Orpheus (0qppLyKTds- dot8am =714P v. 176), 
then a verb to describe his coming (lpýokv v. 1 77), different from that of the 
first sentence (4AOov v. 172), finaRy an adjective Wdtvqroq v. 177) before the 
I 
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last word which gives us Orpheus'name. 
The third element comprises the two sons of Hermes (note the use of 
Mzýiow v. 178 as a variation Of &LOt used of the sons of Poseidon, v. 172). 
Pindar begins this element with the verb, but he provides variety by means 
of a change of subject, not those who came, as in the earlier part of the list, 
but Hermes, who sent them (mýwr 6 Epp4q v. 178). He is qualified by an 
epithet (Xpva6pams- v. 178) and then we hear to what they were sent, drpvTov 
7r6vov NAM. Now Pindar names the two sons, using apposition with PIV 
and W and inserting between the two a participial phrase describing 
them (T6v pIv 'EXtova, KrXAd86vms- 0(r, 7-6t, 6 IEpvrov v. 179). The position 
of this descriptive element, between the two names, is unusual in the list. 
The final element, which is longer than the previous two, but 
shorter than the first (thus each is a different length) concerns the 
Boreadae. Pindar begins in a similar manner to the very first element, 
telling us how they came , 
but here he uses the adjective, -raXlcy v. 179, 
rather than the adverb 74ýa (v. 171). Next he tells us where they dwelt (Ckuo 
ITayyatov OcylffioLg vatrTdoxres- v. 180) and that they came (using a new 
verb, Map v. 180). To create interest he now elaborates on their father, who 
equipped them, piling up the details (&o3p Ovyip yeAavet- Odaaop 2'prVVfV 
flamAcir dvIpwv), which thus distinguish the description of this father 
(=Týp Bogag v. 182) from Hermes who sent his sons. Both sons and father 
are named (Z4-rav KdAatp Te va7ýp Boplas- v. 182) and the sons are 
described in one long colourful phrase (&4oag [cf. dvlper v. 173 of the sons 
of Poseidon] vTrpdL-(np x, @Ta ircoptKopras- dpow nqpOvpeoLs- w. 182-3) which 
marks them out as completely different from the other heroes because of 
the supernatural element in the description. 
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Pindar finishes the catalogue by bringing the individuals together 
as one group (7juWoLatv v. 184) in his description of how Hera stirred up 
their desire for the Quest (vv. 184-7). It is very clear from our examination 
of the details of the catalogue that for Pindar even his sentence structure 
is important for creating variety and maintaining interest in what he is 
saying48. 
The catalogue is only one of many devices which Pindar uses to vary 
his narrative technique in Pythian 4, for example straight narrative, 
description, direct speech, rhetorical questions, apostrophe and structural 
devices such as ring composition. All of these are familiar to us from 
elsewhere in the odes, as is the poet's use of scenes to form the main 
structure of the mythic narrative. Pindar has developed and used his 
existing technique, one favoured also by other lyric poets, in order to 
accommodate the vast myth of Pythian 4, rather than attempting to 
employ the narrative technique of those whose medium offered much 
greater scope and space for narrative writing. 
48 It is worth noting here that this is another instance where Pindar adapts a familiar 
technique to deal with a novel phenomenon. Nowhere else in the odes does a myth include 
a catalogue of heroes, but Pindar frequently lists victories with the same close attention to 
detail to provide variation and interest. CE e. g. 0.7.80-87, N. 4.17-22,6.11-23,35-46, 
L2.12-28, etc.. Pindar creates stylistic variety by syntactical change, the use of epithets 
and different modes of nomenclature and periphrasis. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Epic Features in Pythian 4 
Introduction 
Almost every scholar who has worked on Pythian 4 has made 
reference at some point in his researches to some epic quality or qualities 
in the poeml. Its length, the subject and treatment of its myth, its themes, 
its language, create an epic colouring which pervades the entire ode. This 
chapter aims to investigate the means by which Pindar evokes this epic 
atmosphere. It must be noted, however, that identification of separate 
features is misleading, for no one feature exists in a vacuum without the 
others. In fact several features would lack significance were it not for 
their combination with others. Thus it is important that we do not at any 
point lose sight of the sum of the evidence for the whole ode if we are to 
assess its epic quality accurately. 
1. Epic scale 
Pythian 4 is set apart from Pindar's other odes by its vast size. It is 
no less than two and a half times the length of Pythian 5, Pindar's next 
longest ode. While this is, of course, tiny by epic standards (not even as 
long as the shortest book of the Odyssey) it is quite remarkable by epinician 
standards. We should probably attribute this length in part to the 
demands of the patron who commissioned the ode2, but we may also 
suggest that the poet seized on this feature as the starting point for the 
1 Cf. e. g. Gildersleeve p. 278 'the lyric treatment of epic themes', Burton p. 153 'a wide 
range of variants of epic phraseology and convention', Kirkwood p. 161 'much more epic, 
more Homeric than anything else of Pindar's that is known', Duchemin p. 93 'presque 
un chant ipique', etc., 2 For discussion see pp. 197ff. below. 
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impression of epic which he intended to create. 
A considerably longer ode provided Pindar with the scope to narrate 
the story of the Quest for the Golden Fleece from beginning to end, even if 
much is omitted or telescoped in his account. His choice of myth, from 
ancient saga, already well established in the epic tradition when the 
Homeric epics were composed, also adds to the impression of epic 
grandeur3. The poet enhances this by a deliberate choice of themes and 
motifs from epic, epic mannerisms and language. The combination of 
these elements with the ode's size creates an impression of epic scale and 
magnificence, even though this is no more than a skilfully contrived 
illusion. 
2. Epic rhythms 
Pythian 4 is written in the dactylo-epitritic metre, the basic dactylic 
unit of which is the hemiepes (- -- -- -)4. In the metrical schema of 
the ode the hemiepes occurs three times at line end in the strophe and 
three times in the antistrophe. Although Pindar uses this metre 
elsewhere (0.6,7,11,12, R 1,9, N. 1, L 1,6, and in some of the fragments) 
its choice here may be significant, since the dactylic rhythms are receptive 
to epic language, which we find here with much greater frequency than is 
normal in Pindar (see section 7 below pp. 148ff. ). 
3. The central hero 
Jason's role in the myth of Pythian 4 is striking in comparison with 
3 Homeric epic refers directly to the myth of Jason and the Argo at Od. 12.69ff. where the 
Argo is described as 'Apyo) 7raotylAovaq, and indirectly in 11.7.467-9 where Euneus 
appears as the son of Jason and Hypsipyle. This seems to indicate that the tale was well 
known. In addition the poet of the Odyssey appears to have incorporated into his 
narrative adventures from the Argonautic myth. See Page (1955) p. 2 and Meuli pp. 87ff.. 4 See Dale pp. 168-9. 
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that of other heroes in the myths of Pindar's odes. Such heroes as Pelops, 
Bellerophon and Heracles, about whom myths are narrated in 
Olympians 1 and 13 and Nemean 1 respectively, make only brief 
appearances. Thus although the scenes in which they feature are vivid 
and memorable, they themselves are characters without depth and in the 
spotlight for only a few instants. The poet's portrayal of Jason is very 
different. By the end of the myth of Pythian 4a clear and developed picture 
of Jasonýs character has emerged, built up by a variety of different means: 
direct description, his speech and actions, the views of others and the 
contrast provided by Pelias. No other character in Pindar's odes receives 
such broad treatment. 
One possible reason for this unusual depth of character portrayal is 
the length of Pythian 4. There is usually little space for the depiction and 
development of character in small-scale lyric, but expanded character 
portrayal is a well-known feature of epic (including the lyric epic of 
Stesichorus) where the poet has plenty of scope for it5. The unusual length 
and development of Pindar's portrayal of Jason in Pythian 4 is mainly a 
product of the increased scale, but one effect is to give the character some 
of the vividness of an epic hero6. 
A second feature of the poet's portrayal of Jason adds to this 
impression: it is clear that scenes and events have been deliberately 
5 Cf. e. g. the characterisation of Achilles and Nestor in the Iliad, Odysseus in the 
Odyssey and (despite the fragmentary nature of the evidence) Geryon in Stesichorus' 
Geryoneis. We possess too little of the text of lost epics such as the Thebaid and the Little 
Iliad to make any real judgements. There would appear to have been scope for 
characterisation in these narratives also, but Aristotle's remarks, in Poetics 1459b seem 
to suggest that characterisation was limited because of the multiplicity of different 
episodes covered in each poem. 
6 It must be noted, of course, that this is only a superficial impression. Cf. my comments 
on Jason on pp. 73ff. above. 
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manipulated so that Jason is constantly the central focus of the action. 
From the moment that his arrival is prophesied by the Delphic oracle 
(vv. 71-77) he dominates the stage. Our eyes are irresistibly drawn to him 
as he comes down to Iolcos, a lone one-sandalled stranger, around whom 
the crowd throng in curiosity and awe, up to whom Pelias rushes, 
demanding to know who he is (vv. 78400)7. 
Jason's reply to Pelias (vv. 101-119), quietly delivered though it is, is 
challenging and from now on he is master of the situation. We watch him 
being reunited with his father (vv. 120-23), welcoming and hosting his 
relatives (vv. 124-131) and then taking the initiative in solving his dispute 
with Pelias (vv. 132-167). When the Quest is agreed (v. 168) it is Jason who 
takes instant charge, sending out heralds (vv. 169-171), numbering the 
heroes (vv. 188-9) and making the libation to Zeus at the commencement of 
the voyage (vv. 191-196). He is the unquestioned and automatic leader. 
Jason is also at the centre of the action in Colchis. It is he who 
wields magic on Medea and not vice versa (vv. 213-23), he on whom all 
attention is concentrated in the ploughing scene (vv. 224-41) even though 
Aeetes himself ploughs a furrow (vv. 224-31). Jason dominates the rest of 
the events at the end of the myth, slaying the dragon which guards the 
Fleece and stealing away Medea (vv. 249-50). 
Of the other Argonauts we hear nothing individually, apart from 
7 It seems no accident that Pindar's description of Jason on his arrival is such that it 
conjures up in our minds a picture of an epic hero. Jason's physical appearance 
comprises several details reminiscent of the Homeric hero; his two spears, the leopard 
skin over his shoulders and his lustrous uncut hair (cf. pp. 64-5 above). This impression 
is heightened by Pindar's crowd scene, an adaptation of a common epic motif where one 
of the crowd comments on the stranger's appearance and voices his fears that the man 
may be a god or supernatural being (for examples cf. pp. 66-7). This impression is further 
reinforced by Pelias' first words to Jason based on the traditional epic formula of 
greeting (see Sections 5(a) and 6 below pp. 139-40 &144. ). 
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their enumeration in the catalogue (vv. 171-83) as they flock to Jason's call. 
Their collective part in the action is noted, but they seem to appear only as 
an audience for Jason (vv. 199-200,239-41) and to carry out the practical 
tasks of the Quest (vv. 191-2,200-202,204,207,212-3). All their traditional 
individual roles in the Quest are suppressed8. Characters such as Aeetes 
and Medea remain shadowy figures who merely serve to initiate the 
action which Jason dominates. 
In view of the deliberate choice of episodes in the myth (cE Ch. 1) and 
the way in which events are treated to maintain Jason's central role, it 
does seem reasonable to suggest that Pindar was aiming to create another 
feature well-known in epic. One has only to recollect the role of Achilles in 
the Iliad and the Aethiopis and of Odysseus in the Odyssey and the 
7blegony to see what Pindar intended9. 
However, in the myth of Pythian 4 Pindar appears to have gone 
beyond any epic portrayal in his centralisation of Jason. In the Iliad 
Achilles does at least withdraw from the action, so that although constant 
references remind us that he is brooding beside his ships he is not 
continually at the centre of the stage, as Jason is. In the Odyssey our eyes 
are often removed from Odysseus as we see how Penelope fares with her 
suitors or how Telemachus attempts to obtain news of his father. The 
small scale of Pythian 4 in comparison with epic makes it possible for the 
poet to sustain our interest in the actions of only one main character, but 
one wonders whether he could have maintained our interest if the myth 
8 See Chapter 1, Section 2 Gv) pp. 24ff.. 
9 For a summary of events in the Aethippis and Telegony, now lost to us in theii original form, 
cf. Procl. Chr. 172 &306 (BernaW pp. 67ff. 101ff. ). It seems likely that other epics which related 
the adventures of Heracles and of Theseus gave these heroes similarly central roles; 
cf. Bernab6 pp. 117,167ff., 135-6, Arist. Po. 1451al6ff. and Huxley (1969) pp. 99ff., 11 6ff.. 
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had been of genuine epic proportions. 
4. The Role of the Gods 
Since Pindar's odes were written for victors at Games held in 
honour of the gods it is not surprising that the gods feature frequently 
throughout the odes. Not only are there invocations, prayers, praise and 
gnomic utterances about the gods, but many of the myths tell of a god's 
deeds or of their intervention in the affairs of men, a fact not more clearly 
witnessed than by the victory itself where the god whom the festival 
honours has granted the victor his success. Pythian 4 is no exception, it 
contains several of these featureslO. Our interest, however, lies in two 
aspects of the role of the gods which the poet appears to highlight and 
develop in this ode. 
The first aspect is oracles and prophecy. By the ode's fourth verse 
Pindar is already relating the oracle to Battus which told of his 
colonisation of Libyall. In v. 9 we learn that this oracle to Battus in turn 
fulfilled a prophecy given by Medea, to whom Pindar seems to have 
attached divine status (cf. his description of words from her dOavdTov 
aT6pa7w v. 11). Medea's prophecy also concerns the founding of Cyrene, 
but as the result of an earlier prophetic sign, a PdkKa &Lpoi4by (v. 37) also 
10 At vv. 3 and 66-7 the poet mentions Apollo's part in granting Arcesilas' victory. In the 
epilogue we find a statement that Paean honours Arcesilas (v. 270) and a gnomi about 
Oc6s- which implies that the gods have a role to play in the affidrs of the city (vv. 273-4). 
The gods also feature continually in the myth. Although it narrates the adventures of an 
heroic mortal and his comrades the gods' aid and influence are constantly in evidence. 
11 Two details of this oracle are worth noting here: the fact that the priestess gave the 
oracle Xpvolwv At6s- ale-Tav vdpr6ýos- N4) and that it was o6K drro6duou 'A7r6AAWVOS- 
(v. 5). The golden eagles indicate that we are at Delphi (Z ad loc, Gildersleeve p. 282), but 
we already know this from vv. 3-4 (lTv6@n ... MO. Was the reference included to 
remind us that an oracle declares Zeus' will? The fact that Apollo was present is supposed 
to have rendered the oracle more potent (see sources cited above in this note), a useful 
point for Pindar to make since he wants to stress this oracle's importance. 
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called the doftmv ... AtflCw ... o7rIppa 
(vv. 42-3) which had been given 
to the Argonauts by the son of Poseidon in the guise of a man (vv. 20ff. ). 
The poet reminds us several times that this colonisation has been 
sanctioned by the gods: the place to be colonised is described as AL6g IV 
'Apywvw Oeplffiots- N. 16) and NftA0L0 7rp6s- elov Tlprvos- Kpoxt8a (v. 56)12 
and Pindar states twice that Cyrene was founded with the gods' blessing 
(oiv npý Occam v. 51, oiv 060v -npa-w v. 260). The oracle to Battus and its 
fulfilment is referred to no less than three times, first in VVAff., then to 
close the ring at the end of Medea's prophecy (vv. 50ff. ) and finally at the 
very end of the main myth (vv. 259ff. ). The use of the oracle to form 
structural rings also underlines its importance. 
Two other oracles appear in the myth. Both are given to Pelias. One 
warns of his death (vv. 71ff. ) and its fulfilment is noted at the end of the 
myth (v. 250), the other concerns the need to bring Phrixus' soul home 
(vv. 159-64). It is on the basis of the latter (coupled with the fear of Jason 
induced by the former) that Pelias sends Jason off on the Quest for the 
Golden Fleece. It was on the return from this Quest that the Argonauts 
met Eurypylus who gave them the clod and thus initiated the rest of the 
chain of oracles. 
Oracles and prophecies occur elsewhere in the myths of Pindar's 
odes, but nowhere do we find more than one instance in any one myth13. 
Pythian 4 is unusual in its piling up of interlinked oracles and prophecies 
12. Note that Pindar also describes Cyrene in this way at P. 9.53, A16. s- *Xot' .... KdMW, 
thus these two descriptions in P. 4 are not significant in themselves, but they are 
significant in the constant emphasis which Pindar lays on the prophecy about Cyrene's 
colonisation and its eventual fulfilment as the will of the gods. 
13 Examples of oracles: 0.2.38-40,6.37-8,7.31ff.; of prophecies: 0.8.37ff., P. 8.43ff., 
9.51ff., N. 1.61ff., MUM, 8.31ff., Pae. 8.25ff.. 
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which form key points in initiating the action of the myth. The poet 
appears to have deliberately selected these and perhaps even invented to 
complete his chain back to the remotest past, since neither the second 
oracle to Pelias nor Medea's prophecy is found in any of our sources. 
In addition to the motive of directly linking Arcesilas with the 
Argonautic expedition and glamourising Cyrenean history we may 
suggest a further possibility, that his emphasis on prophecy and oracle 
also arose from the poet's desire to create an epic flavour in Pythian 4. A 
noted characteristic of the 'Epic Cycle' is the large number of oracles and 
prophecies which it contained14. It is possible that the poet sought to 
emulate this feature in Pythian 4 as another epic mannerism. 
The second aspect of the role of the gods in Pythian 4 which interests 
us here is Pindaes treatment of the gods in the myth as individuals. Where 
gods are portrayed elsewhere in Pindaric myths about mortals they usually 
appear in response to prayers or invocations15. In Pythian 4 however the 
scale of divine intervention is greater than usual. This is no doubt in part a 
result of the increased length of the myth, but a further effect is to reinforce 
the role of the gods in a manner reminiscent of epic. 
The first god to appear is a 8alyojv calling himself Eurypylus, the 
son of Poseidon, who gives the Argonauts the clod of earth (vv. 19ff. ). He 
appears to them in the guise of a man (vv. 28-9). This motif of a god in the 
guise of a mortal is very familiar in Homeric epic (for example Athene as 
14 Cf. Griffin p. 48. 
15 At O. 1.73ff. Poseidon appears to Pelops as he invokes him on the seashore; at 0.6.61ff. 
Apollo answers Iamus' prayer; at 0.7.39ff. Zeus and Athene honour the Rhodians 
sacrifice to them, although they had forgotten the fire; at 0.13.63ff. Athene gives 
Bellerophon the bridle for Pegasus after he had done the seer's bidding and gone to sleep 
on the goddess' altar; at N. 10.79ff. Zeus answers Polydeuces' plea to die with his brother 
Castor; at L6.49ff. Zeus answers Heracles' prayer for a son for Telamon. 
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Laodocus HAMM, Aphrodite as an old woman 3.386, Hera as Stentor 
5.785, Poseidon as Thoas 13.216, Demeter as Doso, h. Hom. Cer. 90ff. ). It is 
also noteworthy that Pindar has used language reminiscent of epic to 
describe Eurypylus'disguisel6. 
The catalogue of heroes (vv. 171-83) provides the poet with a further 
opportunity to mention the gods individually, also in a setting which 
conjures up epiC17. Obviously all the gods were willing to let their sons 
take part in the Quest, but phrases such as irlyrr 6 IEPU999 NAM and &6v 
Oqyo yeAavet ... Mwev ... BopArg (w. 181-2) emphasise the personal 
involvement of these gods who themselves sent off their sons gladly to aid 
Jason. 
Hera, who, according to Homer, traditionally played a part in the 
Argonautic myth18, stirs up a desire in the Argonauts for the Argo at 
w. 184ff.. Pindar also portrays Aphrodite inventing the 
, 
charm of the 10ye 
and teaching Jason spells and incantations to aid him in winning Medea 
(w. 213ff. )19. The intervention of these goddesses is very reminiscent of the 
Homeric epics. One has only to think of Hera's constant support of the 
Argives in the Iliad and Athene's aid to Odysseus and Telemachus in the 
Odyssey2O. 
Pindar twice recounts Zeus' demonstration of his approval by 
16 See Forssmanp. 89. He notes I1.5.461M. Cf. also Od. 1.105,2.267-8. 
17 See Section 5(b) below pp. 140-41. 
18 At Od. 12.71-2 Homer says of the Argo: Kat P6 Ke 77)v Llvo' Zka Sdkv peydAas. jroTj 
vlrpas-, I dAA' 'Hpq 7rap6re-14ev, 17re-I OtAW &Y 'I &, wx 
19 Aphrodite's aid to the Argonauts is also recorded in earlier epic tradition. The 
scholiast on A. R 4.86 tells us that according to the Naupactia the Argonauts were able to 
escape from Colchis while Aeetes slept after Aphrodite has filled him with desire for his 
wife. 
20 See e. g. Hera at II. 2.156ff., 4.20ff. & 51ff., and Athene at Od. 1.44ff. & 178ff., 5.382ff., 
etc.. 
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thunder and lightning. The first occasion is at the Argonauts' reception of 
the clod from Eurypylus (v. 23). This is quite unsolicited. The second 
occasion is in response to Jason's libation to Zeus at the beginning of the 
voyage (vv. 197-8). This motif is frequent in epiC21. Thus we may conjecture 
that Pindar may have included it to add epic colouring to the myth. 
To sum up, Pythian 4 is not unusual in featuring the gods, but the 
scale of their participation in the myth and the references to divine oracles 
and prophecies is exceptional. In addition Pindar's portrayal of the gods' 
role in the human action largely by the use of motifs which recall epic, 
taken in combination with all the other epic features of the ode, may allow 
us to regard his treatment of the gods in this poem as another means to 
recreate the atmosphere of epic. 
5. Narrative Devices 
(a) The Use of Dialogue 
Pythian 4 is the only one of Pindar's odes which exhibits extensive 
use of dialogue22. Dialogue is only found elsewhere in his poetry twice: at 
N. 10.76ff. where Polydeuces, begs of Zeus that he may die with Castor, his 
twin, and Zeus replies, and at P. 9.30ff. where Apollo speaks to Cheiron of 
the nymph Cyrene and Cheiron replies, prophesying the union of Apollo 
and Cyrene. In each case there is only a single exchange, the dialogue is 
21 See e. g. 11.7.478-9,8.75 & 170-71, Od. 20.103 (Forssman's e- is a misprint), 21.413. The 
motif of Zeus' thunder only occurs in one other of Pindarýs poems, N. 9.19ff , but there it's 
admonitory rather than favourable as it is in Pythian 4. 
22 Note that Pindar often uses direct speech in his poetry. It is employed for the speech of 
the gods (e. g. Poseidon 0.6.62-3, Pallas 0.13.67-9, Apollo, P. 3.40-42, Themis 1.8.36-45), 
for the prayers of mortals (e. g. Pelops 0.1.75-85, Heracles L6.72ff., Polydeuces N. 10.76- 
9) and for prophecies (e. g. Amphiaraus P. 8.44-55, Heracles I. 6.52ff., Cassandra 
Pae. 8.25ff. ). Outside P4 the poet uses it only twice of mortals speaking to other mortals: 
0.4.24ff. Erginus to Hypsipyle, Pae. 4.40ff. King Euxantius to the men of Crete. In P. 4 
itself we have the speech of Aeetes in vv. 229ff. in addition to the dialogue between Jason 
and Pelias. 
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between a god and a mortal, and the poet does not treat the outcome of the 
dialogue at length. He merely states briefly, before he closes the myth, that 
the promise in the reply was carried out. Pythian 4 is unusual for the size 
of the dialogue, a lengthy double dialogue, and for the participants, two 
mortals, and for Pindar's interest in the results of the conversation. 
These points, combined with the rarity of dialogue in Pindar's 
poetry as a whole, do not necessarily lead to the conclusion that the 
dialogue of Pythian 4 is an epic feature, despite the fact that epic abounds 
in extensive dialogues between mortals which may result in considerable 
action23. However, the poet opens the dialogue at vv. 97-9 with such an 
obvious adaptation of the Homeric formula appropriate to such an 
occasion (Tis- 7r6&v els- dvWv, v6OL Tot 7T6ALs- iW 7zwýey, ) that it seems 
reasonable to conclude that the use of dialogue here is intended to be 
another reminder of epiC24. 
(b) The Catalogue Form 
While it has been doubted that the Catalogue of Ships in Iliad 2 is 
the work of the monumental composer, there can be no doubt, as Hesiod's 
work shows, that the catalogue form was common in epic poetry25. The 
23 See e. g. Achilles and Thetis, HAMM, Helen and Priam 3.161M, Aeneas and 
Pandarus 5.171M, Hector and Androm4che 6.405ff., Hector and Aias 7.225M. Aristotle 
suggests that there was an increased element of 'impersonation' (mimesis) in Homer in 
contrast to the cyclic poems, but cf. Lucas p. 226 on Po. 1460ab. 
24 Commentators such as Illig (p. 67) and Burton (p. 156) have compared the first dialogue 
between Jason and Pelias to a confrontation in II. 6.123ff. between Glaucus and 
Diomedes, since there also one character is challenged to give his identity and does so by 
giving a full account of his home and family before finally revealing his own name. 
The broad structural similarity of the speeches is obvious. There is, however, nothing to 
suggest that our poet based his dialogue on this one particular instance. 
25 Cf. Mrk pp. 153ff.. It is worth noting here that later epic versions of the Argonautic 
saga also included lengthy catalogues. Apollonius has over 200 lines (1.23-228) and 
Valerius devotes 130 lines to his catalogue of heroes (1.353-483). The catalogue form 
featured sufficiently in epic for it to be taken over by historiography: cf. e. g. Hdt. 7.40ff., 
61ff. & 89M, Th. 2.80. 
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form also appears in lyric (cf. for example, Alcman fr. 1.1-9, Bacchylides 
10.26-35) and often in Pindar, who uses it most notably to record victories 
(as in 0.7.80ff., N. 6.11-22 & 34-44, I. 2.12ff. ) but also, for example, to list the 
glories of a city (Thebes in I. 7.1ff., Argos in N. 10.2-18). However its use in 
Pindar to provide a beginning for the Quest for the Golden Fleece as a 
prelude to the voyage, combined with its contents (a list of the heroes who 
participated in the Quest) seems obviously meant to recall the famous 
Catalogue of Ships in Iliad 2. Although Pindar uses this epic convention 
on such a small scale (a mere eleven lines compared with Homer's three 
hundred or so for the Danaans and a further sixty or so for the '1ý-qjans 
and their allies) it is still reminiscent of epic. 
(c) Epic Simile 
The Homeric epics reveal an abundant use of simile and especially 
of extended simileS26. It is noticeable that although Pindar makes great 
use of figurative language in his poetry, metaphor dominates, particularly 
in describing his song or aspects of it. His use of simile is rare and in this 
area also the imagery is often used to describe some aspect of the victory 
ode27. 
There are only three places in Pindar's poetry where we find 
extended similes. Two of these, 0.7.1ff. and 10.86ff. relate to Pindar's song 
and develop themes which we find elsewhere in the odeS28. The third 
simile is the one which we find at P. 4.245ff., where the size of the dragon 
26 E. g. the battalions of the Greeks compared to waves, 11.4.422ff., Paris compared to a 
stallion 6.506ff., the battle fires of the Trojans likened to stars 8.555ff., Hector compared 
to a hurtling boulder 13.136M. 
27 Cf. e. g. 0.7.1fT., 10.86ff., P. 10.53-4,11.39ff., 1.6.1 ff.. 
28 For the idea of song as a liquid which honours cf. e. g. N. 3.76ff., L6.1fT., and for the 
commemorative ability of song as a reward for noble deeds which lives on after a man's 
death cf. e. g. P. 3-112M, N. 7.12ff., 8.46-7,6.30-31. 
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guarding the Fleece is compared to a ship. Although there is no evidence 
that this simile is based on an epic original29, it does seem in this context 
to be a deliberate epic mannerism. Pindar has chosen to include the 
simile for two reasons: first it enables him to stress the enormity of the 
task before Jason, thus enhancing his heroism; secondly it adds to the 
epic flavour of the myth. While a simile in itself does not constitute an epic 
feature, in the epic atmosphere which Pindar has created in the myth the 
extension of the simile and the interest in developing details which are not 
directly relevant to the point of comparison (in this case TlArarv dv 7rAayal 
oz&dpou v. 246) are features very reminiscent of Homeric similes3O. 
(d) Epic Questions 
In vv. 67-9 the poet states that he will give Arcesilas and the Golden 
Fleece to the Muses, because the Quest for the Golden Fleece was the 
beginning of honours for Arcesilas' race. Next he asks (vv. 70-71): 
7is- Ap dati MeaTo PavrLAtas-, 
Tis* & Ktv8vvo. 9 KpaTcpdL's, d&ýiavrpg 6ýarp &ots-, 
Rhetorical questions of a similar kind occur elsewhere in the odes (at 
0.2.1ff., 10.60ff., 13.18ff., I. 5.39ff. ) but the use of such questions formally to 
introduce the poet's main myth is unique to Pythian 4 31. Moreover it 
appears that the poet has addressed the questions to the MuseS32, to whom 
29 Cf. Ch. 1 n. 83. 
30 Cf. e. g. I1.4.422ff. & 428ff.. 
31 Cf. Ch. 3 n. 18 for discussion of this point. It is the poefs usual practice to employ a 
relative clause or gnomi with which to launch his myth: e. g. relative clauses at 0.1.25, 
3.13, P. 9.5,10.31,11.17,12.6, N. 9.11, L6.27; gnomai at 0.4.18,7.24ff., 10.22, N. 8.21ff., 
etc.. 
32 The questions in 0.13 are followed immediately by a reference to Meta' dUvvoos- 
N. 22). At 0.2.1ff. the poet puts his questions to the dvaeLNpyiyyrs- ClivoL. The addressee of 
the questions in 0.10 and L5 is less clear, but we should note that they are no less epic in 
deployment than those in R 4. Cf. also e. g. 11.8.273,16.692, where the addressee is not the 
Muses. 
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he has just referred (v. 67) in the announcement of the theme which the 
questions take up. 
Invocations to the Muses are a common feature of epic both at the 
beginning of a narrative (e. g. Hes. 0p. 1, h. Hom-4.1,5.1,9.1, HAM, OdAff. ) 
and within it to introduce new episodes or fuller narration (e. g. II. 2.484ff., 
16.112) but the questions which Pindar uses to introduce the myth of Jason 
and the Golden Fleece seem to be particularly aimed at recalling the 
question which Homer puts to his Muse at the beginning of the Iliad (v. 8): 
T45* e dP OV5(L)C 6LRZV Ipýt& eVttý7KLF pdXcuOat; 
Not only has Pindar formed his questions in a similar manner but 
he has deliberately placed them at the beginning of the main Myth33. In 
combination with the many other epic features of the myth, most notably 
the veneer of epic language, these questions, Homeric in tone and in a 
striking position in the myth, gain a significance as part of the ode's epic 
colouring which they would not otherwise possess. 
(e) Epic Apostrophe 
Forssman, under the heading Epische Motive, typisch epische 
Erzdhlweise (pp. 87-8), comments on two places in the myth of Pythian 4 
where Pindar moves'abruptly from the third to the second person: at 88M, 
Oak-rl OaWLv ... Iýkyc&-tas- 7rd8as-, Mrov Kal al, Talpdcts- EmdAT-a dvae, 
and at 174ff. rVos- &Mv E lodyov T' &pdt, 67 a6v Te-, MpmAzýzeV cWta. He 
gives examples from epic of such apostrophe, which occurs frequently34. 
While Pindar often apostrophises the victor or deities in the odes, 
his use of this kind of apostrophe, where he turns in the middle of 
narrative from the third to the second person, is rare. There are only four 
33 Cf. Forssman pp. 87-8. 34Cf. e. g. 11.16.584-5,692-3,744,787,812,843, etc.. 
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examples, at 0.1.36ff., P. 11.62, N. 7.86,1.8.21. Whether such apostrophe 
would be felt to be a conscious epic mannerism can be doubted35, but it is 
worth noting that in Pythian 4 Pindar is careful to use the device only in 
contexts which are themselves very reminiscent of epic. The first instance 
occurs when the crowd speculates on the identity of the one-sandalled 
stranger and the second in the catalogue of heroes; thus the apostrophes 
can be said to gain significance from the epic flavouring of their context, 
butthey also add to it; such is the cumulative nature of the epic colouring 
of Pythian 4. 
6. Epic Motifs and Themes 
Among the many devices employed by Pindar to create an epic 
atmosphere in the myth of Pythian 4 not the least is the use of typical epic 
motifs and themes. Some of these have already been discussed in this 
chapter: Eurypylus' appearance in the guise of a man, Zeus' favourable 
thunder, Hera and Aphrodite's aid. Others abound. 
The details of Jason's appearance add up to an outline similar to 
that of an Homeric hero ( for the two spears cf. 11.3.18,10.76 etc.; for the 
leopard skin around his shoulders cf. 11.3.17,10.29; for his uncut hair cE 
Achilles Ii. 23.140ff.. )36. Jason's arrival in Iolcos is also the springboard for 
another Homeric motif, the comments of the crowd (cf. I1.2.271M, 
Od. 2.324ff., 6.275ff. ) who voice a typical Homeric fear that the stranger 
may be a god (cf. Od.. 6.149ff., 14.56ff., 16.179). Pelias' arrival immediately 
afterwards adds a further epic touch since his first words to Jason are a 
deliberate adaptation of the Homeric formula of greeting37. 
35 Cf. Des Places' remarks on p. 20. 
36 For further discussion of these cf. above Ch. 2 pp. 64ff 37 Cf. Duchemin p. 122 and p. 140 above. 
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After Jason and Pelias' first meeting Jason is reunited with his 
father and other relatives. Two motifs adapted from epic feature here. The 
first is Aeson's tearful recognition of his son (a motif frequent in the 
Odyssey, cf. e. g. 16.11ff., 19.471ff., 23.205ff. ). The second is Jason's 
hospitality towards his guests. He feasts them for five days and nights 
before he tells them his tale; cf. the hospitality received by Odysseus at the 
Phaeacian court (Od. 7) and Bellerophon at the court of the King of Lycia 
(11.6 172ff. )38. 
Pelias' dream is personified N. 163) as, for example, the dreams at 
II. 2.8ff., 10.496-7, Od. 14.495,20.88. Dreams are a common feature in 
Homeric epic, where they are often used to motivate the action, as Pindar 
does here39. Earlier in the myth Forssman also comments (p. 87) on the 
heroes' reaction of total silence to Medea's prophecy. He compares 11.3.95, 
an epic formula which occurs elsewhere (e. g. 7.398,9.430). Other 
examples of silent reactions occur at Od. 1.325 and 2.82, where no formula 
is used. Homer very often remarks on the reaction of a group of people to 
the speech of one, and the reactions seem typified by extremes, either total 
silence or a loud roar(cf. e. g. I1.2.333ff. and Od. 24.450, where everybody is 
seized by fear). 
As well as these epic motifs the poet also includes themes typical of 
epic in the myth of Pythian 4 in order to add to the epic atmosphere. The 
theme of &, 6cTos- is one prevalent in both the Iliad and the Odyssey. The 
Odyssey itself, according to Proclus (Chr. 306, Bernab6 p. 101. ) was 
separated from the Iliad in the Epic Cycle by an epic now lost called the 
38 This point is noted by Brunel p. 37. Cf. also Finley (1978) p. 125. 
39 Cf. Messer p. 1 29. 
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Returns (v6aTot), which related the adventures of several of the Greek 
heroes on their way home from Troy. Obviously the subject matter of the 
Odyssey means that v6o-ror is one of its main themes, constantly referred 
to by many different characters; for example, at 1.326 Phemius sings of 
the WaTom Av)p6v of the Achaeans, at 3.102 Nestor describes it. Menelaus 
speaks of the v6a-roL at 4.351ff. and Hermes at 5.108ff. etc.. One might, 
however, reasonably expect the Iliad to lack such a theme, but we are 
constantly reminded of the heroes' return to Greece when the war is over, 
if they are successful (e. g. 11.2.253-4,9.414ff., 16.80ff. ). 
In Pythian 4 the theme of Waros- is also present both in the language 
and the ideas. When the Argonauts meet Eurypylus they are hurrying 
home (dAAh y6p WaTou 7Tp60aaw -yAvKcpoO WAvcv pdvaL v. 32), and Pindar 
gives this as the reason why Eurypylus seizes what is to hand to give 
them, the vital clod of earth. Jason returns to Iolcos (&*av 0&-a6 v. 105) to 
reclaim his patrimony. His safe return is stressed by the recognition scene 
which follows with his father. Reunion with family is an important part of 
thev&-Tos- theme which we find often in the Homeric poems (e. g. 11.4.477- 
8,5.685ff., 14.501ff., 17.27-8). 
Pelias' answer to Jason's demand for his patrimonial rights is that 
he will consent, but first Jason must go to Colchis and bring home the 
soul of Phrixus (vv. 158-67). Thus another Wo-rog develops from Jason's 
own return home. At the beginning of the voyage to Colchis Jason prays to 
Zeus for OtAtav WaToto poFpap (v. 196). This, theme not only gives epic 
flavour to the myth but is also very apt for Pindar's epilogue where we find 
a plea for the return of the exile Damophilus, who longs to see his home 
again (rýýL ... olkov IWLP w. 293-4). 
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A second epic theme, the quest for adventure, fame and glory which 
can only be gained by leaving home and family behind to seek it, can be 
clearly distinguished in the catalogue of heroes at vv. 171ff.. Pindar's 
description of the heroes and their enthusiasm for the Quest reveals a 
similarity of outlook with that of Homeric heroes. For the epic hero death 
was an inescapable fate. Since this was so a man concerns himself with 
seeking personal honour and glory while he lives, regardless of the risks 
involved in gaining them. This attitude is shown by, for example, Sarpedon 
(II. 12.322ff. ), Euchenor (13.663ff. ) who came to 7ý-oy even though he had a 
choice between dying there or at home, and Achilles (18.120ff. ). The attitude 
which Pindar assumes for the Argonauts in general is very similar (vv. 185- 
7): 
y4 TLva ArL7*cwv 
niv 6jdv8vmp napti paTpI plww al- 
6m 7reao-ove, dU' 6A Kal OavdTW 
q5dPjI=V KdAkOTOV 619 dPCT45' J- 
ALetv djx-'cOaL GiV dUOLS. 
In addition the poet adds details in the catalogue which supplement 
this ethic. One of the epic hero's main goals is to gain KMos- 1COA6v (cf. e. g 
Achilles, 11.18.121, Diomedes 5.3). Pindar tells us that this was achieved by 
Euphemus and PericlYMenus on the Quest: 76v y& KMog &A6v Elodpov -e 
tKpd, v0j o6v Te, IIrpwA4uW c-*Lpta (vv. 174-5). The description of these sons of 
Poseidon as aWaffimy dAK& N. 173) further suggests this attitude (cf. e. g. 
II. 15.561ff. ), although it is internalise&O. al&ý is related to the desire for 
glory discussed above. 
40 Cf. Burton p. 162 'Me implication is that they worshiped their prowess as if it were a god 
whom they must do nothing to shame should it come to the test of danger'. 
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It would seem then, that Pindar has included this theme to create 
an epic atmosphere. However we must note at this point that this attitude 
to life also characterises other of Pindar's heroes and heroines (cf. e. g. 
Pelops 0.1.81ff., Cyrene P. 9.18ff. ) and is possessed by the victorious athlete 
(cf. e. g. 0.6.9ff., 12.13ff. )41. Hence this theme in Pythian 4 would not 
necessarily have any overt significance as an epic feature. But Pindar has 
combined it with two distinctly Homeric motifs, the catalogue and Hera's 
aid, in order to enhance our awareness of its derivation from epic. 
7. Epic Language 
Of all the epic features present in Pythian 4 epic language is 
perhaps the most useful to the poet who wishes to give his poem a veneer 
of epic. Apart from the epilogue (vv. 263-99) Pythian 4 contains a 
remarkable number of words and expressions which may be described as 
'epic'. This phenomenon was first examined by Forssman in his 
monograph Untersuchungen zur Sprache Pindars (Wiesbaden 1966) 
where he devotes a sizeable section (pp. 86-106) to the language of Pythian 
4. This study provides much valuable groundwork. Forssman, however, 
does not provide any evidence from other odes as a control against which 
to assess the scale of the poeVs use of epic language in Pythian 4. In 
addition his categories of epic language are very broad42. The analysis of 
the epic language of Pythian 4 provided below builds on Forssman's work 
and, it is hoped, expands and clarifies it. 
Definitions of what constitutes epic language in a context outside 
Homer will vary, but for the purposes of this study epic language denotes 
41 Cf. Carey (1981) pp. 70-71. 
42 Some of his examples have already appeared earlier in this chapter under different 
headings, cf. above pp. 138 n. 16, p. 143 nn. 33 & 34, p. 145. 
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language which was sufficiently well-known in epic and unknown outside it 
to be felt to be reminiscent of epic, and also language which is modelled on 
well-known epic originals. The definition needs to exclude words and 
phrases which were used to such an extent outside the Homeric epics, 
Hesiod and the Homeric Hymns, that is by the lyricists and later by the 
tragedians, as to be no longer felt to be epic but merely poetic when Pindar 
used them. Also excluded are any words which are found in prose writers. 
This is a general definition. In order to analyse Pindais use of epic 
language with precision five specific categories of epic language were 
considered as follows: 
1. Language common in epic and (outside epic) found in Pindar only. 
2. Language shared by epic only with Pindar, including items found in 
epic only once or in a variety of forms. 
3. Language common in epic, rare outside, found in Pindar43. 
4. Pindaric adaptations of language common in epic. 
5. Homeric formulae shared by Pindar with other Greek writers44. 
It is immediately obvious that category 5 is a special case, since it is 
the only group where expressions which fall under it occur frequently 
outside epic and Pindar45. However it was felt that since these 
combinations occur with such frequency in epic as to become 
independently recognisable unitS46 they may well have still sounded'epic' 
43 As a rule of thumb I have taken 'rare' to indicate that the example is found in no more 
than 4 places outside epic, apart from Pindar. 
44 These categories represent a refinement of Forssman's first three categories of epic 
language, i. e. 1) Epische Motive, typisch epische Erzdhlweise (pp. 87ff. ), 2) Spezifisch 
epische Wortverbindungen (pp. 89ff. ), 3) Spezifisch epische Worter, epischer 
Wortgebrauch. 
45 E. g. ZeD 7rdrep Alc. 691, Simon. 543.24, Alcm. 81, etc.; Pta periphrasis to describe a 
hero B. 5.181, A. Ch-893, Th. 571,577, etc.. 
46 Cf. Parry pp-37ff.. 
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to Pindar's audience despite their wide occurrence in other Greek 
writerS47. Certainly in the context of Pythian 4, where there is such a 
concentration of epic language and features, Homeric formulae may well 
have been felt to evoke epic. 
Forssman also included (pp. 94-8) the special formation of stems, 
inflexional forms, phonetic features and metrical lengthening. After a 
careful review of his evidence I have chosen to omit these. While some of 
the features which he lists may have been felt to enhance the epic effect of 
Pythian 4 exclusion appears the best method of dealing with uncertainty 
on this point48. 
Both the analysis of Forssman and my own research reveal two 
types of example. First, word combinations, most often in the form of 
adjective and noun, and secondly single words. The first type is obviously 
the most useful for our purpose since the element of combination involved 
greatly reduces the chance of coincidental resemblance to epic and also 
the possibility that the phrase is merely poetic. 
It must be noted here that a large part of lyric and tragedy has not 
survived, so that our evidence for what was poetic rather than epic is 
limited. This is particularly pertinent in the case of the second type of 
example, the single word, where the chance of a coincidental resemblance 
47 Cf., however, Fowler pp. 47,51-2. 
48 There are various problems for the analyst who wishes to include these features as 
evidence of epic language. The greatest is this: that a feature which occurs frequently in 
lyric may as a result of its frequent occurrence have lost its ability to remind its hearers 
of the language of epic. For example Forssman lists genitive in-ao (p. 94), but this occurs 
frequently elsewhere in Pindar. poopw and KoOpaL , his examples of epic metrical lengthening (p. 98) occur very often, e. g. in Bacchylides (cf. 5.137 & 156,9.44, etc. ). The 
termination -oto for the genitive singular (p. 94), apart from the fact that Homer uses a 
variety of forms (-ou and -oo, see Palmer p. 87) so that we cannot label one as 'epic', 
occurs frequently in Pindar, Bacchylides, Ibycus and Simonides. Cf also Braswell's 
comments pp. 33ff.. 
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to epic is greater, and hence the possibility that the word was felt to be poetic 
rather than epic. However if a careful check is made to verify a particular word's 
rarity of occurrence outside epic on the evidence available I feel it may be 
included. 
To judge accurately how great is Pindar's use of epic language in 
Pythian 4 we need first to determine the extent of its presence elsewhere in the 
odes. For this reason nine other odes were included in my analysis and the 
results are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Rstimonia are given in Appendix II 
(pp. 280ff. ). 
In order to obtain some sort of figure for comparison it has been necessary 
to express the number of instances of epic language per poem as a 
percentage. The percentages obtained from the number of instances of epic 
language expressed as part of the total number of words in a poem are too small 
to be of any value. Thus it was decided that a more practical solution would be to 
express the occurrence of epic language in an ode as the number of lines 
containing epic language as a percentage of the total number of lines in an ode. 
This method is, of course, not strictly accurate, since the length of line vaiies 
from ode to ode according to the metrical schema of each poem, but there seems 
to be no other satisfactory method of quantifying the use of epic language for 
comparative purposes49. 
Liddell-Scott-Jones" lexicon was used as a primary source of information. 
Any word or phrase which appeared both in epic and in Pindar was then 
checked in the concordances of Prendergast and Dunbar and the indices to 
iambic, elegaic and lyric poetry (including Bacchylides) and in the concordances 
to Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides. 
49 CE Kenny's comments, pp. 61,66ff., on such difficulties in analysing literary texts. 
The method I have chosen actually diminishes the percentage of epic language in P. 4, 
since the ode contains 6 lines where more than one instance of epic language is found. 
R 6, N. I and L1 each contain one such line. The remaining sample odes only exhibit 
lines containing one instance of epic language. 
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TABLE 1 
Results of analysis for epic language of a random selection of victory odes, 
including Pythian 4 
Poem Number Numberof Remarks 
of lines lines containing 
instances of 
epic language 
0.1 117 22 = 18.8% Very grand ode to a ruler 
0.4 W 4= 14.8% Short ode 
R4 299 70 = 23.4% 
R5 124 8= 6.5% Ode composed for same victory 
as Pythian 4 
R6 53 6= 11.3% Ode containing a myth from 
the Epic Cycle (Aethiopis) 
N. 1 72 10 = 13.9% I! raditional heroic myth 
N. 5 54 7= 13.0% Ode to a non-ruler 
N. 10 90 15 = 16.7% Poem containing a myth from 
the Epic Cycle (Cypria) 
Ll 68 8= 11.8% Ode to a non-ruler 
L2 48 8= 16.7% Ode without myth; a victory list 
replaces it. 
Average percentage of epic language 14.79o' 
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TABLE2 
Detailed breakdown of the analysis of the odes 
Poem 
C 
Instances of 
at 1 Cat 2 Cat 3 Cat 4 Cat 5 
Occurrence of 
Engde words wor d combinations ---- 
0.1 287 2 3 5 17 
0.4 101 1 1 2 2 
R4 10 2 21 41 2 25 51 
R5 102 3 2 5 3 
R6 011 5 0 1 6 
N. 1 006 3 2 1 10 
N. 5 022 2 1 3 4 
N. 10 145 1 4 8 7 
L1 114 2 1 4 5 
L2 
'Ibtal 
00242 
16 18 51 63 18 
2 
56 
6 
ill 
The results of the analysis are interesting. First, it must be noted 
that in every ode analysed epic language appeared. Thus we may suggest 
that it formed an integral part of Pindar's poetic language. Secondly, both 
single words and word combinations of epic language are found in every 
ode of our sample, although there are almost twice as many instances of 
word combinations (111 : 56) 
All five categories of epic language are represented, but not always 
in any one poem, and Categories 1,2 and 5 occur considerably less often 
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than Categories 3 and 4 (which are represented in every ode) except in 
Olympian 1 and Pythian 4. Olympian 1 contains the largest number of 
instances of Category 2 which accounts for almost half its epic language. 
Can we allow that the type of epicism admitted by the poet is of 
importance? Does this choice of words reflect the poet's conscious 
intention to aggrandise Olympian 1 by including rather more rechercU 
epicisms than those which were part of his usual vocabulary? 
This remains conjecture, but it is noticeable that Pythian 4 is 
distinguished by its large number of instances of Category 4, adaptations 
of language common in epic, which accounts for over half its epic 
language, and by a striking number of instances of Category 1, language 
common in epic but outside it found only in Pindar. Did Pindar set out to 
introduce into Pythian 4 language which was epic but not the usual run of 
the mill epicisms chosen by others, hence his choice of words in Category 
1? Are the large number of adaptations indicative of his innovatory talents 
and his desire to overlay Pythian 4 with a veneer of epic, but of a quality 
which caused him to stay away from a heavy-handed peppering of the text 
with words and phrases taken directly from epic? The number of 
instances of epic adaptations might almost suggest a desire on the poet's 
part to show off his dexterity with language. 
The percentage of epic language in the odes analysed reveals that 
Pythian 4 possesses a greater amount of epic language than any other 
poem and by a considerable margin5O. The average percentage for all the 
50 The percentage of epic language found in P. 4 is +2.0 standard deviations from the 
mean. The percentages for the other odes all fall within 1 standard deviation, except P. 5 
(-1.9 S. D. ). This indicates that R4 contains a significantly larger proportion of epic 
language. Cf. Kenny pp. 146ff. on standard deviations. 
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odes analysed is 14.7%, that for Pythian 4 23.4%. The ode which contains 
the least epic language by a significant margin5l, and less than a third 
that found in Pythian 4, is Pythian 5 (6.5% : 23.4%). This prompts the 
question, was it the poet's intention to contrast the two odes in this way. 
Did he wish them to be so different that he consciously attempted to 
remove or restrict the epicisms inherent in his ordinary poetic 
language? 52 
The percentages also reveal that incidence of epic language is not 
necessarily governed by such obvious criteria as length and context, or by 
the status of the addressee. Olympian 4 is the shortest of the odes 
analysed, yet its overall percentage of epic language is greater than that of 
Nemean I, Isthmian 1 and Pythian 5, odes over twice its length. This 
would suggest that the quantity of epicisms in an ode does not necessarily 
increase with length, an important point in view of the extraordinary length of 
Pythian 4. 
Nemean 10, which narrates a myth from the Epic Cycle, contains 
the same percentage (16.7%) of epic language as Isthmian 2, where no 
myth is related and Pythian 6, where another myth from the Epic Cycle is 
related, contains less (11.3%). This is surprising. One might have 
expected poems containing myths from epic to have contained a higher 
incidence of epicisms than those whose myths are not derived from epic 
sources, and odes without myth even less. Isthmian 2, however, an ode 
without myth at all, contains as great a percentage and greater than odes 
where myth is narrated (a4, R5 & 6, N. 1,5 & 10, L 1). Hence context may 
51 PSs percentage of epic language is exactly -1.9 standard deviations from the mean. Cf. n. 49. 52 This suggestion accords well with the remarks made on the relationship between R4 
and P5 on pp. 195ff. &205ff. below. 
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not be regarded as influential. Pindar's choice of a myth from ancient 
saga in Pythian 4 would not therefore inevitably increase the percentage of 
epic language in the ode, although it is striking that the non-mYthical part 
of the ode (viz the epilogue, vv. 263-99) only contains 4 examples of epic 
language, i. e. a percentage of 10.8%, considerably below Pindar's average 
usage in the odes, and less than half the percentage over the whole of 
Pythian 4. 
Olympian 1, arguably the grandest of the epinicians, was composed 
for a powerful Sicilian ruler. Its above average incidence of epic language 
is, therefore, not entirely unexpected. However other odes to rulers, such 
as Pythian 6, Nemean 1 53 and Pythian 5 (on which of course we must 
bear in mind my remarks above on its relationship to Pythian 4, p. 156 with 
n. 51) contain an average or below average incidence of epic language, 
thus we cannot suggest that the status of the addressee is a decisive factor 
either. 
To sum up, the evidence shows that Pythian 4 contains a 
significantly higher proportion of epic language than that usually found 
in Pindar's odes. This cannot be accounted for on the grounds of the 
poem's addressee, length or subject matter. Moreover over half of this epic 
language comprises language which has been adapted from epic 
originals. It seems reasonable to conclude, therefore, that the poet has 
deliberately increased the proportion of epic language in the ode. The 
significance of this increase is further enhanced by the many other epic 
features which Pindar has chosen to incorporate. Language is yet another 
53 Chromius seems to have been made regent of Aetna for Hieron's son. CfZ N9D. III 
pp. 149-50). 
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means by which the poet is able to conjure up the atmosphere of epic in 
Pythian 4. 
Conclusion 
From the evidence of this chapter it seems certain that it was 
Pindar's intention that Pythian 4 should be reminiscent of epic. This he 
achieves most successfully by incorporating many epic features into the 
myth and by overlaying the ode with a veneer of epic language. The 
cumulative effect of these features (since many are not significant in 
themselves, but only in combination with others) is unmistakeably epic. 
However, this is mere illusion. Pythian 4 remains lyric in its composition, 
its structure, its narrative technique. It remains lyric in its most basic 
intent; eulogy is not a function of epic. Beneath the trappings Pythian 4 is 
an epinician of unusual length and grandeur, containing an unusual 
plea in the epilogue, but an epinician none the less. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Cyrene and the Historical Pindar 
No study of the poems composed for Arcesilas IV would be complete 
without some consideration of the question of historical interpretation 
raised by the epilogue of Pythian 4. Can we accept that an epinician poet 
could intervene publicly in the politics of a foreign state? l Or are we to 
believe that the verses about Damophilus do not represent a personal 
intervention by the poet, but rather provide an innovative means of 
praising the king's clemency and moderation2. Or shall we state that 
Pindaes odes are self-referential, so that all the talk of stasis and exile is 
an intrusive element which has been introduced into the ode as the result 
of conjecture in the scholia3. 
Such diversity of views reveals that although scholarship today is 
far removed from the stance of those who hunted through the odes in 
search of biographical and historical details of Pindar's life and times4, 
there is by no means general agreement on the question of historical 
interpretation. The poems were composed for specific occasions, which we 
can often date exactly, for patrons whose families, cities and homelands 
shared in their achievement. References to any of these will naturally be 
of an historical nature, since such persons and places existed5. 
Catalogues of the victor's previous successes or those of his family must 
1 Cf. e. g. Wilamowitz (1922) pp. 377-8, Bowra p. 141, Duchemin pp. 87ff., Mdautis p. 248ff.. 2 Cf Carey (1980.1)p. 152. 
3 Cf. Thummer I pp. 43ff., 90ff.. 
4 For a discussion of Pindaric scholarship cf. Young's essay (1964). On the historico- 
biographical approach cf. esp. pp. 38ff.. 
5 CE Lee pp. 65-6. 
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have had a basis in historical fact. No one questions these assumptions, but we 
should note that references of this kind have obvious relevance in an epinician, 
so that their presence is to be expected and even desired. What has caused 
concern to scholars is references to historical events, and especially those 
contemporary with the ode, which do not appear to be directly relevant to the 
celebration of the victory and the presence of which in an epinician is therefore 
at first sight surprising. 
Our first problem is to identify such historical allusions. When can we 
be certain that it was the poet's intention to allude to events contemporary with 
the ode? As twentieth century readers of Pindar we have to negotiate the fine 
dividing line between, on the one hand, setting the ode in its historical context 
and attempting to be as well-informed about the circumstances in which an 
ode was performed as the original audience and, on the other, applying this 
knowledge too rigidly, thus superimposing our ideas of the historical situation 
on the poet! s thoughts and words. Without the ode's historical context and 
background we are in danger of missing the full meaning which the poet: s 
words had for his audience, but too great an application of hindsight runs the 
risk of reading into Pindarýs words a significance which they never possessed. 
There can be no doubt that our distance from Pindar's era causes such 
difficulties. There may be times when we miss historical allusions which the 
poet's audience grasped at once6. There may also have been moments 
when the audience seized on what they felt were historical allusions when 
no such references were intended by the poet, but contemporary events 
6 CE E. g. the poet's personal allusions to the victor. We cannot see Telesicrates, who causes the 
women of Cyrene to pray for such a man as husband or son (P. 9.98ff. ), but his appearance may 
have added much meaning to Pindar's words. Cf also the poeVs remarks on the appearance of 
Strepsiades (1.7.22), Melissus (L3/4.67(49)ff. ), Hippocleas (P. 10.58ff. ), Hagesidamus 
(0.10.99ff. ), Alcimedon (0.8.19). 
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had influenced their thinking and heightened their sensitivitieS7. In the 
light of these problems how is one to know what constitutes an historical 
allusion in the odes and what does not? 
First we may point to the presence in the odes of various specific 
historical references where there can be no doubt that the poet has a 
definite contemporary event in mind, one which he names, such as 
Salamis or Plataea8. Secondly there exist several references of an explicit 
nature where, although the poet is not specific, we may be reasonably 
certain that he is alluding to an historical event or situation of real life 
which affects the victor and his family9. 
In addition to these references there are a myriad places in the odes 
where scholars have discerned implicit historical allusionslO. Many of 
these can be seen to be based on misunderstandings of conventional 
elements of praise and are usually recognisable because they introduce 
material alien to the context and which breaks the progress of thought1l. 
We cannot, however, exclude the possibility that such references exist, but 
it is arguable whether they would have been as readily perceived by an 
7 Cf e. g. the beginning of P8 where many have seen an allusion to Athens (cf. Gildersleeve's 
summary of views pp. 324-5 and Bowra pp. 156-8). Such an allusion is unnecessary for our 
understanding of the ode, and arguably distracting, but it might well have been present in the 
original audience's minds. 
8 Salamis P. 1.16, L5.49, Plataea P. 1.77. All such references are discussed in this chapter. 
9 Cf e. g. the reference to the Persian Wars at I. 8.9ff., to a battle in which four of the victor's 
family died at 1.3/4 35 (16), to the death of the victois uncle Strepsiades at I. 7.31M. 
10 Cf. e. g. Bowra! s discussion pp. 99-158, Carey (1981) pp. 4ff.. 
11 At R 7.19 ý06vor has been taken as a reference to contemporary political events at Athens 
since Megacles had recently been exiled. OWmg, however, is a regular epinician motif, since 
success naturally attracts envy (cf. e. g. 0.6.74, P 1020,11.54, N. 8.21,1.1.44,7.39, etc. ). The 
audience may have given this motif a specific application but we cannot be certain that this was 
Pindarýs intention. This is not the only instance where qWvog has been taken as an allusion 
to contemporary events. Cf e. g. 0.8.55 with e. g. Bowra pp. 150-1, Nisetich p. 198. Elsewhere 
contemporary allusions have been based on dubious chronology. Cf. Younes discussion (1968 
pp. 6ff. ) of supposed historical allusions in R 11. 
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audience who heard the ode rather than had it set in front of them to read 
at leisure. The poet's dense style presents a challenge in itself for the 
audience to extricate what he is saying directly, let alone grasp what he 
might be saying indirectly. It is also surprising that a poet who uses 
explicit historical references and incorporates them into his odes with 
ease would resort to riddling allusions to make his point. 
With these points in mind the scope of discussion in this chapter is 
limited to exclude conjectural and unproven historical allusions. 
Moreover, in order to evaluate Pindar's treatment of historical material in 
Pythian 4, discussion of historical allusions is confined to those which 
refer to contemporary political developments (both internal and external) 
relating to the city of the laudandus. It is hoped that examination of these 
allusions will enable us to assess how far the epilogue of Pythian 4 
reflects Pindar's general treatment of historical matters in the odes, both 
how such references are inserted into the epinicians and what are the 
poet's aims in including them. 
The first point to note in Pindar's treatment of historical allusions 
is that a high degree of selectivity is involved. The number of explicit 
references to contemporary events is few and analysis reveals that they 
are carefully chosen. Each has a valid encomiastic purpose. Secondly, as 
well as selecting such references with care the poet consciously sifts and 
prunes the details in order to make the ode interesting for posterity as well 
as of the greatest relevance to the victor for whom he writeS12. This often 
leads to a lack of specificity and detail in. the treatment of historical 
12 It cannot be doubted that the poet was conscious of writing for posterity. Cf. his words about 
himself at e. g. 0.1.115ff., P. 3.110ff., and about the lasting memorial of song, e. g. 0.10.91ff., 
P. 5.46ff., etc.. 
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material. Detailed accounts of contemporary events in the victor's city or 
land might interest those involved but such parochial and transient detail 
lacks the universal significance which interests the poet13. Let us 
examine some examples. 
At I. 8.9ff. Pindar refers to the Persian menace in these terms: T6v 
67rep Ke0aAds- -yet Tay-rdAov AtOom ... dr64amv 'EAAdSL p6XOov. 
The 
Persians are not mentioned, but the dTdýua-rov p6XOov could scarcely refer 
to any other crisis. Obviously the poet does not need to be specific since 
Clearchus and his friends on Aegina would grasp the poet's meaning at 
once. In addition, as Carey suggests (1981 p. 185), the poet's interest lay in 
describing the extent of the burden hanging over them rather than its 
source, since he uses this allusion to emphasise the need to celebrate, 
along with the immediate cause, Clearchus' victory. The celebration is to 
be all the more joyous because it comes after a time of general oppression. 
Most of the contemporary allusions discussed in this chapter 
display a similar lack of reference to exact historical circumstances. 
Often, as in Isthmian 8, we may suggest that the poet's purpose in 
making the allusion was served without any need for detail. However this 
is not the sole reason. At P. 1.47ff. the poet declares of Hieron that: 
4 KCP eqlVdOrLrv, orms- Iv mVyot(n ydAuLs- 
TMUOX OVXO M; *aa. W d9 
o7copTo onrov mO*aLs- Ty. Lev 
orap orms. EXI&W Wma 
7TA067VU CrTCO&UP' erlg*AVP. 
0 
13Cf. Carey (1981) p. 185. The same concern operates in his treatment of the victory. 
Pindar displays little interest in the transient aspects of the victor's achievement, 
leaving it to the victor to recall the physical details, but concentrates instead on the 
significance of victory in a man's life, in particular in that of the laudandus. 
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Pindar is praising the ruler for his abilities and achievements in 
the military sphere and in order to do so refers to a genuine battle or 
battles in which Hieron fought, but the poet is not specific. The mention of 
TrAoftov oTrodmpa may well have signalled to the Syracusan audience that 
this was the battle of Himera, where a remarkable amount of booty was 
gathered14, but the greatest indication lies in the person of the verb 
r6ptaKovTo. Himera was not really Hieron's victory but Gelon and 
Theron'S15.6ptaKovro says that Hieron fought it with others, but their 
identity is not revealed until v. 79,7rat&aoxv Artvqy&cOS-. The poet's lack of 
specificity here may be designed to enhance Hieron's achievement as a 
warrior and military commander. Pindar places him in the limelight and 
plays down the role of his brothers16. 
However there are other moments at which the poet makes specific 
references to historical events and has equally valid reasons for making 
them. In the same ode to Hieron (Pythian 1) he uses them in order to 
increase the scope of praise of his patron. At vv. 71ff, couched in the form of 
a prayer to Zeus, Pindar refers to Hieron's defeat of the Carthaginians 
and Etruscans at Cumae. Hieron features as the man who put down Mptv 
... Triv 7Tp6 K4Las- 
(v, 72) and the poet gives him sole credit (6 v. 74) for 
overcoming the enemies' ships and for. EAMS' I&AKwv Sapetag &Was- 
N. M. 
14Cf. D. S. 11.26.2-3. 
15 CC HdL7.166. Diodorus' account (11.20.5ff. ) makes no mention of Hieron at the battle. 
Robbins (1984 p. 224) also points to the feud between Hieron and his brother Polyzelus, 
which might be a further reason for Pindar's reticence. 
16 We may also compare places such as L1.52ff. where the poet lists Herodotus! victories 
but in a very unspecific manner compared to the exact numbering found elsewhere (e. g. 
P. 7.13ff. rivre, pta, 86o, N. 6.60 irlynTov &I CtKOOL, 11.19 &KabMe, etc. ) and concludes by 
saying that time is too short to list them all. Is the poet blurring the truth here in order to 
enhance Herodotus' glory? 
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Such an emotive and powerful description of Hieron as the saviour 
of all Greece seems hardly justified by the action he fought at Cumae, but 
the poet follows this statement with a priamel in praise of Hieron and the 
Deinomenids which refers to specific battles in Greece's struggle against 
the Persians, viz. Salamis (v. 76) and Plataea (v. 77) before coming to the 
climax, Himera (v. 79). The specific references to victories as famous and 
as crucial for Greek freedom as Salamis and Plataea considerably 
increases the stature of Hieron's victory at Himera, which is placed by the 
poet on the same level as Greece's defeat of the barbarians, thus justifying 
and reinforcing the description of Hieron as saviour of all Greece17. In 
this instance the poet needs to be specific in his historical details in order 
to enhance his praise of Hieron's military achievements. 
Our examples so far also illustrate two further aspects of Pindar's 
treatment of historical allusions in the odes. 1) He employs what we may 
describe as events of a positive nature as a straightforward means of 
praising the victor, as in Pythian 118.2) He also uses historical events of a 
negative nature in order to set the victory in context and to enhance its 
significance (as in Isthmian 8). Let us examine the two areas. 
- Pindar uses contemporary events to praise both Hieron and 
Chromius in a positive manner. This offers him an opportunity to praise 
them for qualities other than those which led to their equestrian victories, 
and he did not hesitate to grasp it. A contemporary allusion which is used 
to praise the laudandus directly can be found in the poet's praise of Hieron 
17 Hieron is also placed in this role in vv. 50ff., where he is compared to Philoctetes who 
was vital to the Greeks' capture of Mroy. 
18 Events such as war may not appear positive in themselves, but if they enable the 
laudandus to demonstrate positive and praiseworthy qualities I shall describe them thus. 
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in Pythian 1. We have noted the poet's specificity in this ode in vv. 71 ff., but 
the reference to Cumae at vv. 50ff. is not specified. Here Pindar compares 
Hieron's role in battle with that of Philoctetes. An obvious point of 
comparison suggests itself, for we know that Hieron was a sick man just 
as was the Greek hero (cf. v. 52 LFAKrL Teip6pepov). The poet does not dwell on 
this, however, but points to other grounds of comparison: aiv 6 dvdyKq i4v 
OtAov Kat TLs- Mv peyaAdvo)p Idavex, (vv. 51-2). There is considerable 
disagreement as to the reference of this phrase, because of Pindar's lack 
of specificity19. His interest, however, lay not in setting out the historical 
circumstances which gave rise to the comparison with Philoctetes, but in 
what the comparison enabled him to say about Hieron. It enabled the poet 
to portray his laudandus as a great military hero and benefactor to whom 
even proud men are prepared to come in their need for his aid. We do not 
need to know who these proud men were. The comparison with 
Philoctetes is sufficient in itself to suggest Hieron's stature and military 
power. 
At P. 1.29ff. a prayer to Zeus for favour leads into the victory 
announcement, but the poet incorporates into this the announcement of 
Hieron's foundation of Aetna, a recent political event of importance. This 
is achieved by addressing Zeus 45- 7-oW loem-ts- 6pog. The mountain can 
only be the one which the poet has just described in magnificent detail 
(vv. 19ff. ), Aetna. Hieron has glorified the city named after the mountain, 
19 CfJ3owm pp. 132-33 and Careys discussion of the problem (1978) pp. 21ff.. The list of possible 
military engagements ranges from the scholiast: s suggestion of Hieron's intervention on 
behalf of the Epizephyrian Locrians against Anaidlas of Rhegium in 477 or some action 
against Theron of Acragas (Z R 1.99a, DJI p. 18, X P. 2.36,38, DJI pp. 37ff. ) to the campaign 
against Theron's son, Thrasydaeus, in 472 (D. S. 11.53) or Meron's victory over the Etruscans 
at Cumae, referred to later in the ode (vv7lff. ) and which Carey rightly demonstrates to be the 
point of reference in vv. 50ff.. The poeVs lack of specificity here enables him to avoid repetition 
while still mentioning the battle twice, as he does with Himera. Cf. v. 50&79. 
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Hieron who is not named as yet but called xLetp6g, olpacTýp (v. 31). Later 
Pindar expands this description by describing Hieron's foundation of the 
city in vv. 61ff. which culminates in a further prayer to Zeus (VV. 67ff. ) for 
concord and peace in the city. The founding of Aetna was an important 
event in Hieron's reign at Syracuse and the poet celebrates it, but without 
a word of exact historical circumstances. Instead the event is used to 
place Hieron and Aetna in the great Dorian tradition and to suggest that 
Hieron and the Aetnaeans will prosper as other Dorians have done, 
following the rule of law, sallying forth from their stronghold to conquer, 
and famed for their military prowess (cf. vv. 26ff. ). The details of the 
foundation were in fact far from complimentary to Hieron, who had 
forcibly moved large numbers of the population and imported colonists 
from the Peloponnese in his desire to obtain the honours due to the 
founder of the City20, but not surprisingly Pindar does not allude to any of 
this. Instead he uses the historical event to praise Hieron as a glorious 
founding father in the Dorian tradition. 
In Pythian 2 Hieron receives praise as a benefactor in the poet's 
reference to his deliverance of the Locrians (vv. 18-20): 
at 6,6 AcLPqjzh,, cLr 7ra-L, Zroqpta 7rp6 84m)v 
AoKpls- 7rqptVvog 67773cL, 
nukPiow Kayd7-wP le 4xxdmv 
&Ii THY 86VIRP 8paKCLa' do'OaMg- 
This is clearly a reference to an event which has recently taken 
place and which involved war Orokytow v. 19) and Locris (AoKpts- vapWpos. 
v. 19). Locris therefore has cause to be grateful to Hieron, but no more 
20 Cf. D. S. 11.49. 
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details are given. Everyone in Syracuse would know to what action of 
Hieron's this refers, and Pindar's interest lay in lauding Hieron as 
benefactor and for his 86myLs- N. 20) rather than in the details of the events 
to which he alludes. He achieves this praise by means of a vivid and 
unusual picture of the Locrian maiden's gratitude to Hieron the mighty 
deliverer and bringer of safety in time of need2l. 
Historical events which are employed to demonstrate positive 
qualities in the laudandus also feature in Nemean 9 for Chromius of 
Aetna. Here also the poet uses a comparison of the victor with a hero to 
underline his point. At vv. 34ff. Pindar presents Chromius (through the 
eyes of his shield-bearer, a viewpoint as unusual and vivid as that of the 
Locrian maiden in Pythian 2) as one who in any sphere of war, be it on 
foot, horseback or ship, got to grips with the onslaught. This general 
praise is then focussed on to a single moment of Chromius' military 
career, a vignette of the victor fighting on the banks of the Helorus (vv. 40- 
41), j6dOwp7juvot(n 6 dpo' djmalg Vdpov, IPF 'AXtas- 77-6pov di*wm KaMotm, 
which is introduced in the y1v clause by a reference to the fame which 
Hector acquired fighting by the banks of the Scamander (v. 39). As in the 
comparison of Hieron and Philoctetes in Pythian 1 the historical event is 
used to establish a point of comparison. In this case both men fought on 
the banks of rivers and in so doing achieved KAlog. Chromius' KMOS. in a 
local Sicilian battle is considerably heightened by the poet's comparison 
21 Scholars have been able to pinpoint Hieron's action and thus recover the historical 
circumstances of the ode (cf. among others Woodbury [19781 pp. 286ff). 2; P. 2.36c, 38, D. II 
pp. 37-8, provides us with the broad knowledge of affairs in Locris and Syracuse which 
was possessed by the ancient audience, but Pindar's omission of such details makes 
them in a sense irrelevant to the ode. His encomiastic purpose in this instance is 
achieved without them. 
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with the immortal fame achieved by Hector on the banks of the 
Scamander. In addition his military prowess (general praise of which 
frames this comparison, vv. 34-7,42-3) is greatly enhanced by the 
suggestion that Chromius was of the same calibre and class a warrior as 
Hector. As in Pythian 1 (vv. 50ff. ) the poet focuses on one detail of a 
contemporary event and says nothing at all of the exact historical 
circumstances which are not necessary for Pindar to make his point. The 
audience may have conjured up all the events of the battle, but the poet, 
with supreme economy, selects one vignette, Chromius' part in the action 
on the banks of the Helorus, in order to heighten and enliven his praise of 
the victor. 
Earlier in the ode another historical allusion is made which is not 
used for direct praise of the victor but forms part of another epinician 
motif, prayer for the victor and his citY22. Pindar is not explicit in vv. 28ff. 
when he prays: 
ei Svva7-6v, Kpov«j)v, 
ireLpav piv dydvopa (DotvtKooT6Awv 
JyX6)v 7-abrap Oavdrou iript Kal Chr 
e dm7ffloßat j)y n*mcr-ra, 
But the epithet 4)oivtKoa-r6Awv appears to be deliberately ambigUOUS23. It 
seems very unlikely that the Sicilian audience would not immediately see 
a reference to the Phoenician threat from Carthage as well as to 'bloody' 
spears. The threat provides foil for the positive aspects of the poet's prayer, 
22 A variation on this motif is the prayer for Aegina at the end of P 8. The poet prays for 
the freedom of the victor's city. This is likely to have been a political allusion to Aegina's 
subjection to Athens, but it is tacked on at the end of the ode rather than integrated into the 
poet's praise of his laudandus. 
23 Cf. Renehan pp. 223-4. 
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righteous laws and splendid celebrations in Aetna (vv. 29-30). The motif of 
prayer for the laudandus and his city is particularly apt as the 
laudandus is the ruler of the city, who will have to deal with the 
Carthaginian threat, mete out the justice decreed by the righteous laws, 
and in whose honour the splendid celebrations are to be held. 
These examples illustrate the poet's use of material from 
contemporary events in the laudandus' city or homeland in order to 
illustrate positive qualities which he possesses or demonstrates. An 
extension of this technique may be seen in the poet's use of an indirect 
means of praising his victor, praise of the victor's homeland. 
Isthmian 5 offers another instance of the use of historical events for 
the purpose of direct praise. At vv. 48-50 he refers to the role of the 
Aeginetans at Salamis. The reference comes at the end of a list of 
Aegina's heroes and their achievements. These belong to her glorious 
past, but the poet declares that even now (Kal PCv v. 48) Aegina has heroes 
who saved her at Salamis. The choice of this particular event was no doubt 
influenced by the relative freshness of it in people's minds (which met the 
poet's need for a present-day example) and by the great achievement it 
represented, no less a one than the Trojan War. Pindar judged rightly that 
posterity would remember Salamis as one of the greatest battles ever. 
Praise of Aegina and her heroic sailors naturally reflects on the victor not 
only because he comes from such an illustrious homeland but also 
because his achievement parallels theirs. Phylacidas had done something 
great for Aegina in winning at the games. In addition we should note that 
his victory was in a martial discipline, the pancratiUM 24. 
24 Pindar often equates athletics with war. For examples cf. Bowra pp. 183-4. 
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So far we have only considered historical allusions which have a 
positive role and effect in the victor's life. However, as we noted earlier, 
Pindar does not shrink from using material which is intrinsically 
negative but which aids him to set victory in its context. The poet sets 
victory against a negative backdrop in order to give it meaning. If he 
represented it as only one joy in a context of constant brightness and joy its 
importance would be lost, but against the dark foil of the troubles and 
misfortunes which beset mortal man its full significance can emerge25. 
The poet's attitude is reflected in his use of metaphor. Victory 
appears as a calm day, a bright ray amidst the storms and darkness of life 
(cf. e. g. 0.1.97-9 6 vmcav be Aot7r6p dpol PtOTOV IXCL IICALT&aaaY e-Mtav 
diffiwt, y, &rKcv) and is highlighted by this contrast26. As well as setting 
victory against a general background Pindar may refer to specific events 
in a victor's life. So it is not surprising that when Pindar wishes to set 
victory in context he often effects this by juxtaposing it with contemporary 
events. Let us consider some examples. 
At I. 3/4.34(16)ff. the poet laments the sad loss of four members of the 
victor's family in a single day of war (vv. 34-35b [16-181): 
dW (ýJlpq ý* IV PLO 
TpaXeLa 14OC4- MMIJOLO Trpaadpwt, 
dpiWp ý*wacp ljdKaLpam &rtav. 
But he sets against this the joy provided by the victory (vv, 36-38 [19-21]): 
25 The 'ne plus ultra'theme, also negative, is used by the poet in much the same way. If the 
victoes success was achieved in a situation where the potential for success was infinite 
the achievement would be without meaning. It possesses significance because of the 
limits set on mortal achievement. 
26 Cf. Steiner pp. 69ff., Bundy pp. 48ff. 
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vW U ab ßeTä XeLßipLov irotKtAa pj7vcZv C60op 
, VWP 
&C S3al4K&LaLV dkIOTFCV jb(380LS' 
Saip6mv BovAd-Lg. 
The poet is clearly referring to a real battle in which Melissus' 
family took part, but he gives us no exact details. His interest lay only in 
the relevance of the reference to the victor who would know which battle it 
was and the details of those who had died and how. The historical allusion 
is relevant because it highlights the circumstances in which that victory 
occurred. It also demonstrates a principle of cyclical reversal, cf. eg. 
0.7.94-5, P. 3.104-5,1.3/4.1849,23-4. 
Isthmian 314 was written sometime in the 470s B. C. 27. The poet 
employed the same metaphor of calm after storm perhaps as much as 
twenty years later in Isthmian 7 (454 B. C. ) when he juxtaposes the victor's 
present happiness with the sadness of the death of his uncle. At vv. 31ff. 
Pindar apostrophises the dead uncle, comparing his death at the forefront 
of the battle to those of Meleager, Hector and Amphiaraus. But he turns 
from this sad scene to Strepsiades' victory with the words dAM Pov pot 
raLdoXos- rWav 6rmaarv IK Xe-tp6)Pw, dctaoizaL Xatrav aTrodvoLmv dpp6&v 
(vv. 37-9). We do not learn in which battle Strepsiades' uncle died, or any 
other details except that he died fighting in the van 7rpqpdXo)v di.? 4utAov 
(v. 35). This latter detail has been seized upon by the poet as a point of 
comparison with some of the great Greek heroes. No other historical 
details are relevant to the poet's purpose, the setting of the brightness of 
victory against a dark foil of sadness. So they are omitted. 
27 Scholars are not agreed on a date for this ode (nor on whether it was one or two odes, cf. 
n. 2 p. 184 below), but all the dates postulated for either one or two odes are in the 470s B. C. 
(cf. the summaries in Sandys p. 455, Gaspar pp. 80-6,107). 
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The same motif of calm after storm is also found in Pythian 5, an 
ode written approximately midway between Isthmian 7 and Isthmian 314. 
At vvIO-11 Pindar says of Castor's granting of victory to Arcesilas: 
d&av C%- JICTd XCLI-11PLOP 40POV TCdP 
Ka=LO6=CL p&atpay ioTfav. 
The use of this metaphor suggests, therefore, that Arcesilas' victory 
follows some real trouble or misfortune which affected him, but Pindar 
does not explain what this waS28. We may speculate as to whether this 
was personal trouble or problems in his rule of Cyrene, both are possible, 
but the poet's lack of any explanation at all, even of the limited kind 
provided in our examples from Isthmians 7 and 314, is striking. Was this 
because the trouble was sufficiently unpleasant or close, so that he wished 
to avoid mentioning it except in the broadest possible terms? If so the use 
of metaphor enables the poet to avoid historical allusions which might 
displease his patron, but still to suggest the especial welcomeness of 
victory because it comes after some dark period in Arcesilas' life. 
A passage of a similar kind occurs in Isthmian 1 at vv. 32ff., where 
Pindar recalls the fate of Asopodorus, the victor's father, who came to 
Erchomenus Ipc-LS6, qrwP Pava)4aLg ... Iv Kpvolauq ... avvrvXtq (w. 36-8), 
but, says the poet, in contrast to this, PEO S' aýns- dpxatas- &ffiaae- IT677ios, 
avyycv4g ebage-ptag (w. 39-40). The shipwreck to which the poet refers is 
metaphorical, an extension of the poet's metaphor of stormy weather29. 
28 The end of R4 suggests a political interpretation of these verses, cf. pp. 176ff. below. 
This is contrary to Chamoux, who thinks that Pindar is using these words literally of the 
weather in Cyrene (p. 182), and Lefkowitz (1985 p. 35) Tindar probably has in mind 
human fortune in general'. However, the parallels discussed suggest quite specific 
misfortune. We should also note that this would be a very unflattering description if it 
referred to. Arcesilas' life in general. 
29Cf, Bundy pp. 50-51, Woodbury (1981) pp. 239-40, Pdron pp. 315ff.. 
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Pindar uses the phrase to highlight the delight of the present victory, 
which is metaphorically described as r1ape-pta. The scholia suggest that 
the shipwreck denoted political disaster, perhaps exile3O, but the poet is 
not specific. NVe learn no more of Asopodorus' troubles than that he went 
to Erchomenus to recover himself. Why he should go there, where he 
came from, and what led to his move obviously did not interest Pindar. His 
concern is to contrast the darkness of his situation then with the present- 
day brightness of his son's victory. 
An interesting variant on this theme of vicissitude occurs in 
Olympian 12, where Pindar is able to show that had it not been for the 
aTdois- dvndPcLpa (v. 16) which resulted in Ergoteles leaving his fatherland 
he would never have had his successes in the pan-Hellenic games. This is 
obviously an allusion to political events at Cnossus, but Pindar says 
nothing of the historical circumstances. We know nothing of when the 
stasis occurred or who perpetrated it, whether Ergoteles was involved and 
subsequently exiled or whether he was an innocent victim forced to flee. 
Such details do not interest the poet whose concern is to highlight 
Ergoteles' good fortune in the present by setting it against previous 
misfortune and to demonstrate how good can come out of bad. 
We noted this interest in the poet's treatment of Melissus' victory in 
Isthmian 314. Our examples reveal that on several occasions the poet points to 
a pattern of good fortune after bad. Victory (good fortune) is set against death 
and grief (Isthmian 314 and 7), political or personal troubles (Pythian 5) and 
perhaps even exile (Olymplan 12)31. The variety of these examples suggests 
30 2; I. 1.52a, D. 111 p. 205. 
31 To this list we might add Olympian 2, where the poet balances Theron's victory against 
some kind of suffering in his life (vv. 15-22). What this was is not clear. 
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that Pindar is attempting to impose a pattern on life's different events and 
situations, a pattern which he himself remarks on and applies to the 
general fortunes of two of his victors. The poet finds his model in the world 
of nature, where death and decay are necessary if new life is to spring 
forth again32. 
At MUM Pindar compares the successes of Alcidamas' family in 
alternate generations to the combearing fields which alternately provide 
sustenance and have periods of rest. At N. 11.37ff. a similar comparison is 
made between the successful alternate generations of Aristagoras' family 
and the cycle of fruitfulness in the fields and trees. These are general 
examples, but in his metaphorical presentation of victory as calm after 
storm the poet applies this pattern to a particular moment in the victor's 
life. 
Before considering the reference to contemporary events in the 
epilogue of Pythian 4 let us sum up what our examples reveal about the 
poet's treatment of historical material in general. It is selective and 
economical. Every reference is carefully shaped to fit the poet's epinician 
purpose. Casual references to contemporary events which serve no 
discernible purpose do not appear. The poet's aims often do not require 
specific detail of events, in which case none is given; but when details are 
of importance for the point he is making they are included. 
Pindar employs contemporary material for two reasons, broadly 
speaking. First, in direct praise of the victor, his family and homeland, 
often to reveal qualities of the laudandus not necessarily demonstrated by 
his victory. Secondly, the material (usually negative) may be used to set 
32 Cf. Steiner pp. 342ff.. 
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victory in context. This latter use reveals a fascination on the part of the poet 
with the pattern of good fortune which comes out of bad. 
Pythian 4 
In the light of Pindar's treatment of historical allusions in the odes in 
general, let us consider the epilogue of Pythian 4. The ode was written in 
honour of the eighth Battiad king, whose reign ended the monarchy in Cyrene. 
The dynasty had been dogged by power struggles both from without and within 
the ruling family, and the situation appears to have been by no means settled 
when Arcesilas inherited the throne33. Against this background we must set 
Pythian 4, Pindars longest and grandest ode, with its epic-style myth of the 
Argonauts commanding our attention for over two-thirds of the ode. Up until 
the end of the myth the ode unfolds very much like any other victory ode. 
Arcesilas'victory is announced in the proem. A myth follows. When the myth 
closes we return to Arcesilas and expect final praise of the victor. However, in 
this section of the ode Pindar introduces a new character, Damophilus, and 
circumstances connected with him which seem at first sight entirely 
unrelated to the victory which Arcesilas is celebrating, but which appear to 
have been a contemporary issue in Cyrene. 
The scholia which introduce the ode (DII. pp. 92ff. ) tell us that there had 
been civil strife in Cyrene in which Damophilus had taken part. This had led to 
his banishment. Pindar now pleads for his return: 
T& * bi KtpfyW KTfcr&6- xd TCv be abffl Tqw; ýw' vrpLtArt. 
6M 'ApKccVaO9 TOIr 112V &efk, T019 & tOt7d6CVCW, tv oTs- -ns- 
iý mzl &- &grOeV 71ý' WTP009 W C47 eW, Wp 
ob oUrTm 6 ITU&pos- rapamWv Kal &u*cwr abrýv &aAAi$liu Kr?. 
33 Cf. Appendix III pp. 297ff.. 
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Damophilus' flight to Thebes and Pindar's plea for him could be deduced 
from the last part of the ode, but the knowledge of how Arcesilas had dealt 
with all those involved in the 7WqXal of Cyrene could not be inferred from 
the text, nor does it have the appearance of being a guess: for we might 
expect a guess to concern only the fate of Damophilus. In fact this 
information is likely to come from a good source. 
The scholiasts do not always name their sources, but on Pythians 4 
and 5 they cite Herodotus, Acesander, Menecles of Barca and Theotimus, 
a local Cyrenean historian34. They do not, however, cite any historian as 
the basis of their remarks about Damophilus. It is clear that because of 
Herodotus' account the history of the first six Battiad kings was 
reasonably well documented, but he does not write of the two later kings, 
Battus IV and Arcesilas IV. The citations in the scholia indicate that 
Acesander and Menecles covered the very early history of Cyrene and its 
Argonautic links. Menecles also dealt with the reign of Arcesilas III 
(Jacoby (iii) 270 F5) but whether his account covered the period after 
Herodotus' account ends we do not know. However Theotimus' narrative 
almost certainly did, as the scholia quote it on P. 5.26 (Z 34, D. II pp. 175-6) 
about events during the reign of Arcesilas IV. Thus there was probably a 
source for this period available to them even if they do not cite it. 
The scholiasts' information about Damophilus accords well with 
what we know of Arcesilas' reign from external sources. The turbulent 
history of the Battiad dynasty would not by any means rule out the 
possibility of stasis in Cyrene and subsequent exile of those involved. Such 
34 Herodotus, 2; P. 4 inscr. b; Acesander, Z P. 4 inscr. b, 57; Menecles, Z P. 4.10a; 
Theotimus, 2; P. 4.61, P. 5.34. 
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a thing had happened under both Arcesilas II and 11135. Theotimus' 
account of events at the time of Arcesilas' victory (2; P. 5.34, D. II pp. 1 75-6) 
suggests that Arcesilas had encountered problems. Like his grandfather 
Arcesilas III he attempted, by promising them land in Euhesperides, to 
recruit mercenaries to support him36. Mitchell suggests in addition 
(p. 109) that Arcesilas aimed to secure firm support from the Greek 
mainland as a result of his victory. He was a distant subject of Persia, but 
perhaps could already foresee accession troubles in Egypt when 
Artaxerxes succeeded to the throne and he may have wanted extra 
protection. Our external evidence is very limited but it does fit with the 
picture, given by the scholia, of troubles in Cyrene. However, even without 
their information we could have reached a similar position based on a 
disciplined reading of Pindar's words and without any need for historical 
speculation or conjecture. 
The epilogue opens with a riddle Aich Pindar challenges Arcesilas 
to solve and apply. The rest of the epilogue supplies the necessary 
information for solving the riddle37. Pindar commends a certain 
Damophilus (v. 281) who had evidently been an associate of the royal house 
at some time and had played a leading role in the public life of the city 
(vv. 279-81). This Damophilus is evidently absent from Cyrene (vv. 269,287-9, 
294) and his exile is involuntary (vv. 293-4). The political context against 
which this exile occurred is described by the poet in v. 272, n-6hp aeLCZZL, but 
35 CC Appendix III pp. 298ff below. 
36 For Arcesilas III's attempts to raise an army in Samos see Hdt 4.163.1. 
37 Many of these deductions from the text are made by the scholiasts. Cf. 2: 467,468a, 489a, 
491,496a, 511,514a, c, 521 (D. II pp. 1 62ff. ). 
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Arcesilas is now, according to Pindar v. 275, attempting to reverse this 
situation. 
Pindar portrays Arcesilas as a healer (v. 270) and suggests that he 
can heal both the problems of the city (described as a wound, v. 271) and by 
implication the exile of Damophilus (described as a disease, v. 293), clearly 
by accepting Pindar's commendation and allowing the exile to return 
home. He holds up the example of Zeus' liberation of the Titans (v. 291) and 
suggests indirectly (v. 286) that this is an opportune moment to act. He 
assures Arcesilas that Damophilus will live peaceably on his return and 
that there will be no further trouble on his account (vv. 296-7)38. 
Thus we can see that Pindar's approach to contemporary matters 
in Pythian 4 conforms largely to his method elsewhere in the odes. His 
technique is economical and allusive. He provides us with all the 
information necessary for us to understand the purpose of the plea, but 
does not dwell on the exact historical circumstances. We may not grasp 
the personal aspects of the situation as they concerned Damophilus and 
Arcesilas, but we are still able to make sense of the closing plea and its 
relationship to the rest of the ode. 
This brings us to the purpose of Pindar's introduction of the plea in 
the epilogue of Pythian 4. Our other examples indicate that Pindar used 
contemporary material in the odes either to praise his patron directly or to 
set the victory in context. The latter is the case in Pythian 5, where 
Arcesilas' victory is described as cl&av ... ye-rd Xctylptov 40pom (v. 10). 
38 A completely different reading of the epilogue may be found in Thummer I pp. 43ff., 
90ff.. He states that Damophilus was a travelling musician working in Greece and 
homesick for Cyrene. However, this interpretation ignores the evidence of the scholia 
which we have reason to believe is based on historical sources and it raises as many 
questions as it ancwers. For discussion of Thummer's argument cf. Carey (1980.1) 
p. 143. 
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We cannot view the plea in the epilogue of Pythian 4 in this light, but could 
the poet be using it to praise Arcesilas? 
Gildersleeve suggested (p. 278) that a reconciliation had been 
arranged between Arcesilas and Damophilus before the performance of 
Pythian 4. Thus the ode was a grand peace offering. His suggestion was 
taken up and developed by Carey (1980.1 pp. 144ff. ), who states (p. 152) that 
'through the dramatic device of the plea for the eidle Pindar celebrated the 
mercy and generosity of Arcesilas'. 
On this interpretation the plea provides a vivid and dramatic means 
of presenting Arcesilas as a noble ruler. The portrayal of Damophilus' 
plight in exile and his longings to return home highlight Arcesilas' 
graciousness in recalling him. The presentation of Damophilus' good 
qualities (vv. 280ff. ) and of the contribution he will make to Cyrenean life on 
his return (vv. 294ff. ) hints at the wisdom of Arcesilas' decision to recall 
such a man. The gnomic utterances in the epilogue have positive 
applications. At vv. 272ff. the poet suggests that even though the city has 
been shaken Arcesilas has set things in order again. He hints (vv. 291ff. ) 
that Arcesilas is a man of sufficiently good judgement to see when the 
wind changes and to shift his sails accordingly, as he has done in 
pardoning Damophilus, following the example of Zeus. He has seized the 
right moment and made use of it in being reconciled to Damophilus at this 
time N. 286). 
The poet's imperatives at vv. 271,276,277-8 thus become laudatory 
rather than hortatory. Arcesilas is the healer who has chosen the right 
moment to heal the wound in Cyrene (vv. 270ff. ). He is praised for his 
concern for Cyrene N. 276) and for being able to heed the advice of a good 
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messenger (v. 277). These imperatives provide the poet with an unusual 
means of praising Arcesilas, but not a unique one. Carey remarks (p. 148) 
that he had praised Hieron in similar fashion at the end of Pythian 1 
(vv. 85ff. m; da ... xdAKew ... Kdpvc, t6a, etc. )-19 and compares the advice 
given by Horace to Augustus in C. 3.24.25ff. on social legislation. It is in fact 
approval of Augustus' policies. We might also compare the encomiastic 
commands to Arcesilas at R 5.23ff.. 
This is an attractive solution to the problems raised by the presence of 
the plea for Damophilus in the epilogue of Pythian 4, since the poevs use of 
contemporary matters in the ode thus conforms neatly to the functional 
pattern of such allusions in our other examples, finding its place as praise of 
Arcesilas. There is, however, one fundamental problem still unsolved in this 
view, viz. the poet: s extraordinary circumspection in dealing with a matter 
which is supposed to edify Arcesilas. 
We cannot deny Pindar's caution in presenting Arcesilas' supposedly 
magnanimous act. It takes him almost twenty verses before he introduces 
Damophilus' name, a hesitation which implies considerable delicacy on 
Pindar's part. This is reinforced by what precedes this introduction. Pindar 
uses a riddle to hint at the role of the exile, culminating in the description Mv 
ýpWdoama X6pov (v. 269), but as soon as our thoughts turn to the removal of 
something from its proper place, and to exile, Pindar passes at once to 
Cyrene and Arcesilas (vv. 270ff. ). The poet points to trouble in Cyrene (ir&tv 
ad= v. 272) but concentrates on Arcesilas' positive role in dealing with it. At 
v. 277 he makes a fresh start with the saying of Homer and generalises about 
the rightness of his message before he advances Damophilus' name. 
39 CMhnken's discussion of this passage, pp. 1-1 3, and Gildersleeve pp. 242,250. 
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We may contrast the encomiastic commands of Pythian 1, cited by 
Carey (1980 p. 148). Pindar here displays none of the confidence and 
directness of his words to Hieron in his tentative approaches to Arcesilas. 
In addition the insistence on the need for change in vv. 289ff. is puzzling if 
Arcesilas had already recalled or agreed to recall the exile and there 
would be no need for the reassurances of Damophilus' good behaviour on 
his return which the poet includes at vv. 296ff.. 
The alternative to regarding the close of Pythian 4 as a rhetorical 
device for praising Arcesilas is to suppose that it is a genuine plea 
intended to secure the return of Damophilus. This is the opinion of most 
scholars and my belief. I argue elsewhere (pp. 200-201) that it seems 
unlikely that Pindar would have advanced such a plea unless the political 
circumstances were favourable to Damophilus' return. It is worth noting 
at this point the gnomd in v. 275 Tiv U ToM)v levoatvovTat XdPLTCS. 
Pindar's use of the present tense would seem to suggest that Arcesilas 
had already set in train some new policy in his government of the city. 
This may have created a favourable climate for the presentation of 
Damophilus' request. Within this context the plea would not be 
unflattering to Arcesilas. Its very presence suggests that he is a tolerant 
and compassionate man, of sufficient magnanimity to allow such 
approaches to be made to him even by a man whose actions had been 
serious enough to warrant exile. It implies a human concern for Cyrene 
and his subjects. Such implications are flattering, not only in themselves 
but in the parallel they create between Arcesilas and the hero of the myth, 
Jason, whose dealings with the disagreeable Pelias reveal 
fairmindedness, generosity and a complete lack of desire for revenge. 
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We may conclude that Pindar's manner of presenting 
contemporary material in the epilogue of Pythian 4 is entirely consistent 
with his approach elsewhere in the odes. His purpose, however, is a 
matter for debate. If we regard the plea as an oblique means of praising 
Arcesilas we may then point to uniformity in Pindar's use of 
contemporary events in the city of his laudandus. If, however, we accept 
the plea of Damophilus as a genuine attempt to influence Arcesilas we 
cannot reconcile its appearance in the ode with either of the poet's normal 
purposes in introducing contemporary allusions. It is entirely without 
precedent. 
Pythian 4 is, however, unique among the odes not only because of its 
plea. Its length is unparalleled and the poet used the full potential this 
afforded him in his grand narrative of a myth from ancient saga 
deliberately crafted in order to recall epic. Even when Pindar deals with 
important political matters elsewhere, for example Hieron's founding of 
Aetna in Pythian 1, he does so well within the normal parameters of the 
epinician ode. In addition the tactful manner in which Pindar approaches 
his subject would seem to indicate that the plea on behalf of Damophilus 
was urged with the intention of securing his return to Cyrene. Pythian 4 
was an unusual brief, but the poet's response met the requirementS40. The 
ode not only celebrates Arcesilas' chariot victory but also pleads the exile's 
cause. 
40 On the ode's commissioning cf. pp. 197ff.. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
The Relationship between Pythian 4 and Pythian 5 
Introduction 
The relationship between the two odes written by Pindar in honour 
of Arcesilas' chariot victory at Delphi in 462 B. C. has been a subject of 
uncertainty and scholarly controversy from the time of the scholia at least. 
We have no reason to doubt the scholia's evidence for the addressee of the 
two poems or the occasion which gave rise to their commission, but the 
details given about their composition and performance and the 
relationship between them are much less certainl. While any analysis of 
such matters is bound to be subjective because of our lack of external 
evidence with which to corroborate what is said in the odes it does seem to 
me that an examination of the little evidence we do have in the light of 
what we know and can reasonably conjecture about epinician practice in 
general might at least serve to rule out some possibilities and furnish us 
with plausible explanations for the existence of the two poems and for 
their relationship to one another. 
The problem of two poems. 
There is no actual difficulty in the existence of two odes celebrating the 
same victory. Both Pindar and Bacchylides wrote two odes for various of their 
patrons (Olympians 2 and 3,10 and 11, Bacchylides 1 and 2,6 and 7)2 and we 
cf. Z P4 init., P. 5 init (D. II pp. 92ff., 171ff. ). For the validity of the scholia% evidence for dates 
and events cf Finley and Pleket pp. 11-12. 
2 If L3 and 4 are separate odes and were in addition composed to celebrate the same victoTy we 
might include them here. Whether they are one or two odes remains unsolved, but it seems 
unlikely that they were composed for the same victory At L3/4.11ff. Pindar speaks of victory in 
the I nvoWa at Nemea, at 62(44]ff. in the 7rayKpdnox, (at the Isthmian games? [v. 20[2)1). For a 
discussion of the problem cf Udov pp. 175-184. 
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possess as many examples of one patron employing two poets to celebrate the 
same victozy. Pindar and Bacchylides shared the task for Hieron's victory at 
Olympia in 476 B. C. (Olympian 1 and Bacchylides 5) and his victozy in 470 
(Pythian 1 and Bacchylides 4A Both were commissioned to celebrate the victory 
of Lampon's son, Pytheas, at the Nemean games (Nemean 5 and Bacchylides 
13). In the scholia to Isthmian 2 (Inscr. a, D. IH p. 212) we learn that in addition 
to Pindars celebration in Pythian 6 Xenocrates also commissioned Simonides, 
although this ode has not come down to us. 
The sheer number of examples suggests that there was nothing unusual 
in this practice. Do the examples, however, afford any evidence for the 
relationship between two odes commemorating a single athletic success which 
could shed light on the relationship between Pythians 4 and 5 
Separate performance 
One reason for a double commission suggested by our examples is that 
the poems were intended for performance on separate occasions. In three of the 
seven cases available to us one ode appears considerably longer and grander 
than the other, i. e. Olympian 10,105 lines, Olympian 11,20; Bacchylides 1,184 
lines, Bacchylides 2,14; Pythian 1,100-lines, Bacchylides 4,20. In these 
instances the shorter ode contains only the briefest necessary details of the 
victory (victor, victor's father, event and place of victory) and no myth4. Similar 
3 Young (1983) has argued, pp. 42-8, that the ode we know as R2 was in fact written for Hieron's 
Olympic chariot victory in 468 which is celebrated in Bacchylides. I am not convinced by his 
arguments. If R2 celebrated an Olympic victory it is anomalous in the odes in not mentioning 
place, a silence even more remarkable in view of the prestige of Olympia. Two places are in 
fact mentioned in the ode, Syracuse (v. 1) and Thebes N-3). Hieronýs victory probably occurred 
at local games atThebes. Cf Carey (1981) p. 21 and Lefkowitz (1976) pp. 164-5. 4 It is self-evident that a victory ode will contain the name of the victor and the games and event 
in which he has won (there is only one exception, 0.14, where the event is not named). It is also 
common practice for the poet to add the victoes father's name and his homeland or city. Cf. 
Hamilton p. 15 and the notes on p. 22. 
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short odes contain myth but are still relatively simple (for example Pythian 
12, Olympian 4). It seems possible that such short pieces could have been 
commissioned immediately after the victory, either to be sung at the place 
of victory or on the victoes triumphant return home. 
This suggestion depends on two suppositions. First, that poets 
attended the games in person in order to be on hand to accept 
commissions. This would seem quite reasonable business practice. There 
must have been many more than the three epinician poets known to us, 
and all would be touting for business. Unless a poet's reputation had 
developed sufficiently for people to seek him out in his home city it would 
seem that his chance of a commission probably depended to quite a large 
extent on his presence at the gameS5, particularly in view of the fact that 
an athletic festival was of short duration. 
A second point follows from this, that we need to suppose that there 
was sufficient time between an athletic event and the close of a festival or 
the departure of the victorious athlete to allow both for the composition of 
an ode and the training of a chorus required for its performance6. At 0.5.6 
Pindar speaks of the dlOAwv 7rep7raylpots- dyWats-, suggesting that the 
festival at Olympia lasted for five days. Further evidence for the 
organisation of events at athletic festivals is late, but because of the 
traditional nature of such festivals there seems no reason to disregardit7. 
5 Cf. the description given by Dio Chrysostom (8.9) of the Isthmian games in his day 
where sophists, writers and poets abounded. 
6 If we accept Lefkowitz's view (1988 pp. lff. ) that the odes were monodic in performance 
this latter prerequisite will not have applied. Cf., however, my arguments on pp. 303M. 
7For events at Olympia cf. Paus. 5.9.3,6.13.3 & 15.5, and Harris' comments pp. 159ff.. 
Our information about the Pythian games is less detailed, but what we have seems to 
indicate that events at Delphi proceeded along very similar lines to those at Olympia. CE 
Paus. 10.7.2. ff., esp. 5. 
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We know that athletes at Olympia were required to arrive one month early 
in order to train8 and that many would have come from distant parts of 
Greece9. The victorious athletes would probably have stayed for the 
banquet given on the last night of the festival, even if those less fortunate 
had slunk home (as Pindar portrays them in P. 8.83ff. )10. The banquet 
would seem a most appropriate time for a celebration in song of the 
victor's achievements. There is some evidence also that the crowns were 
presented on the final day, although we do not know at what point in the 
proceedings1l. 
How long would it take a poet to compose an ode such as Olympian 
11? The conventions governing the necessary elements for a victory ode no 
doubt made it fairly straightforward for a poet of Pindar's ability once he 
was in possession of the facts. For there would be no need to select and 
weave into the poem a relevant myth, or an elaborate victory list, or 
clusters of gnomai appropriate to the ode's themes and purpose. If the 
musical score were correspondingly uncomplicated a poet might well 
train a chorus in a very short time. 
For his chorus he could probably draw on the victor's friends and 
family, since it seems likely that athletes went to the games with a group 
of supporterS12. Moreover the teaching of music (instruments, singing 
8 Cf. Harris p. 164, Gardiner pp. 223-4. 
9A glance at the widespread places represented by the addressees of the odes of Pindar and 
Bacchylides is sufficient to reveal the international nature of the four great festivals of Greece. 
10. Evidence for a banquet: Paus. 5.15.12,0.10.47. Cf also Lucian's remark (Peregr. 35) on the 
difficulty of obtaining transport at the Olympic games because everyone left at once. 
11 For prizegiving on the final day cf. B. Vnit. (with Jebb ad loc. and Maehler pp. 132-3) where 
the poet addresses the 'daughter of 95me and Night, the sixteenth day of the month at Olympia! 
who gives judgement on the athletic contests. The games began on the eleventh day of the 
month (E 0.5.13d. D. I p. 142) and lasted five days (cf. 0.5.6. ), thus the sixteenth was the final 
day of the festival. 
12rhere are several references in the odes to the victor's Iratpot, his crowd, among whom would 
no doubt be family, friends and perhaps even his trainen At 0.9.4 the poet clearly refers to 
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and dancing) formed an important part of Greek education at this period. 
Most cities required choral performances of an amateur nature for 
religious ceremonies or festivals and there seems to have been no shortage 
of such choirS13. It seems reasonable therefore to suppose that the victoes 
entourage would be able to rehearse and perform a simple victory ode. 
Others attending the games might be encouraged to join in or might 
volunteer services. We do not know how many voices were required for a 
choir, but it seems reasonable to assume that it was not difficult for the 
poet to assemble the necessary number and instruct them at the place of 
victory. 
Such a celebration formed little more than a victory announcement, 
but of a more personalised and permanent nature than the refrain 
apparently coined by Archilochus and sung for any ViCtor14. It is clear 
from the kin&of awards and celebrations granted to victors by their cities 
that victory in the games was very highly regarded15. Thus the return of 
the triumphant victor might provide an appropriate moment to celebrate 
his achievement16. 
Epharmostus with his iTatpot at the games. At 0.6.87 those who are singing in Hagesias' 
honour are thus described, as are those who sing for Aristagoras as he is installed in 
office at N. 11.4. 
13 Cf. Marrou pp. 134E. 
14 Cf. 0.9.1ff. (with Gildersleeve ad loc) where Pindar himself refers to the refrain, and 
West (1974)pp. 138-9. 
15 Cf. Diodorus' account (13.82) of the victorious Euaenetus' return to Acragas (he was 
welcomed by a procession of three hundred chariots drawn by white horses) and Bowra 
p. 184 on the rewards conferred on victors by their cities. These included front seats at 
games and festivals and even in some places free meals in the Prytaneum. 
16 Note that Pindar makes several references (whether real or fictitious) to this very 
moment of the victoes return accompanied by a K4ios- to celebrate his victory. Cf. 0.7.13 
where the poet implies that he has returned to Rhodes with Diagoras, the suggestion in 
0.13.29 that Xenophon has brought the K*os- from Pisa, and Pindar's announcement at 
N. 9.1ff. that he and the Muses are to set forth from Sicyon to Chromius' palace at Aetna to 
celebrate his victory there. 
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At N. 2.24 Pindar declares: 7-6y, 6 irarL=, KwlideaTe Ttgo84y4) Civ 
ckAec WaTp., from which we might infer that this short ode was being 
sung on the victor's return to Acharnae. Jebb says (pp. 252,296) that 
Bacchylides 2 and 6 were also intended to be performed as victory 
announcements on the laudandus' return home. At B. 6.14 7rpo86FOLS. 
dOOCCLS- may well signal that we are outside the victor's home although 
the recurrence of similar phrases elsewhere (cf. e. g. N. 1.19ff., I. 8.1ff. ) 
may mean that this is no more than an epinician motif. Motif and actual 
performance could, of course, coincide. 
The case for performance of Bacchylides. 2 on the victor's 
homecoming is less certain. Jebb sees in MoW abOLyet, 65- a reference to 
the native Muse of Ceos where he thinks Bacchylides wrote the ode, but it 
could describe the native Muse of any place where the ode was being sung. 
Snell-Maehler (p. XLI) take it of the ode, 'hoc loco et hoc tempore factum' 
i. e. at the Isthmus, thus suggesting performance at the games. 
If then these short odes were destined for a speedy celebration of the 
victory, what of the longer odes in double commissions? The contrasting 
elaborateness and grandeur would suggest that it took far longer to 
compose these odes and certainly to rehearse a chorus to perform them, so 
they were probably intended for performance at a later date, perhaps at 
some anniversary of the victory17. Equally possible is that no such 
occasion was needed, but that the victory ode could be performed as and 
17 This is suggested by Bury (pp. 38,45) for N. 3. At v. 2. Pindar summons the Muse 1v lepopqxO 
NcAcd&. Given the length and compleidty of the ode, performance at the Nemean festival at 
which Aristocleides had won seems unlikely. Therefore we may suggest an anniversary 
celebration. How long after the actual victory is not known, and the phrase 6VW urp (v. 80) has 
led to much speculation. I am not convinced by Ruck (pp. 153ff. ) that this is an example of the 
poet's humour. In view of the suggestion of an anniversary in v. 2, combined with the evidence 
of 0.10.1ff., it seems more natural to suppose that 60t vep indicates an interval between 
victory and celebratien. 
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when it was ready and the poet or his representative was available to act 
as chorus-master. At O. 10.1ff., although we must beware of taking 
Pindar's words too literally, it does seem that he indicates that the ode 
comes to Hagesidamus late (vv. 3,6-8) while the short ode, Olympian 11, 
could have been sung at Olympia immediately after the victory. 
Pride and Prestige 
Another obvious reason for the commission of two odes to 
commemorate a single victory is the resulting increase in the patron's 
glory. In three out of the four instances where a patron briefed two poets to 
celebrate a single triumph the patron is known to have been of 
considerable wealth and status. Hieron, who briefed both Pindar and 
Bacchylides twice (Olympian 1 and Bacchylides 5, Pythian 1 and 
Bacchylides 4) as well as only one of them on other occasions (Pythians 2 
and 3, Bacchylides 3) was a man of power and wealth in the Greek 
world18. Xenocrates of Acragas, whose victory in the chariot race in 490 
B. C. was celebrated by both Pindar and Simonides (and a later victory by 
Pindar alone in Isthmian 2) came from the ruling family of a powerful 
Sicilian city-state19. 
18 Ifieron was heir to Gelon in Syracuse, a city which Gelon had built up both in prosperity and 
power to such an extent that the Greeks sent an embassy to him to ask for an alliance and aid in 
the face of Xerxes' advance on Greece. Herodotus remarks: 7-a &' Muvw n0wara PeydAa 
tAlyrm elvaL, oj&y6v 1ýýq, 4Kjýv Tot, o6 roWv Id& (7.145.23,156R). The aid never 
materialised but the request reveals what the ancient world thought of his power, and Gelon's 
response substantiates this (Hdt. 7.158.4). Even if the numbers are not correct, the fact that he 
could offer to provision the entire Greek army for the war is indicative of the prosperity of 
Syracuse and that Gelon had a large force of men and ships at his disposal. Hieron inherited 
this wealth and power and seems to have maintained it Cf. his reply to the appeal from Cumae 
for help against the Etruscans, whom he defeated in 474 B. C. (D. S. 11.51). Cf. also the praise 
bestowed on him by both Pindar and Bacchylides for his wealth and use of it (0.1.1-2,10 & 12, 
P. 1.30,46-7,50,80ff , 
P. 2.56ff; B. 3.13-14 & 63ff. (in conjunction with the myth of Croesus), 82 & 
87,5.53, and the magnificent dedications of Gelon and Hieron at Delphi (Cf. Paus. 6.9.4 & 6.12 
with Frazer ad loc. ). 
19 Acragas was a powerful city in its own right, but made more so by the alliance of its ruler 
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We know nothing about the place of Lampon in Aeginetan affairs, 
but he commissioned both Pindar and Bacchylides to celebrate his son 
Pytheas' victory at Nemea in perhaps 483 B. C. (Nemean 5 and 
Bacchylides 12) and Pindar to sing of another son Phylacidas' victories in 
the 7TayKpdnov (Isthmians 5 and 6 in 480 and perhaps 478). The ability to 
brief poets of such standing no less than four times would seem, however, 
to suggest that he was a man of wealth. Aegina was at the height of her 
prosperity and power during this period, sufficiently great to rival Athens. 
Lamponýs wealth may have been derived not only from land but also from 
Aegina's extensive trade with other stateS20. 
These great men had both the wealth and standing to command two 
famous Greek poets at one time and the poems reveal this. The fact that 
Hieron and Xenocrates, both of ruling houses in Sicily, could afford both 
may well have been intended to impress not only the world outside their 
states but also the local population whom they needed to keep satisfied if 
they were to maintain their position2l. A double celebration of victory 
Theron with Gelon. When the Carthaginians decided to attack the city in 480 B. C. they came 
with a force of surprising size and Hamilcar, the chief magistrate of the city, in command (cf 
D. S. 11.20ff. ). 'Various explanations have been put forward for the size of the force (cf. Finley 
[19791 pp. 52ff. ) but obviously the Carthaginians were expecting to encounter substantial 
resistance. Diodorus! remarlýs about Theron (10.20.3) are predictable, but we may substantiate 
his comments, on Theron's wealth with what our poet has to say about the wealth of the house of 
Acragas. At P. 6.5 the family are described as 6AStmmy TWM8, aw. The poet twice uses the 
phrase iTAoVTov dye-iP to describe their activities (0.2.10, P. 6.47). He comments on their 
hospitality (0.2.6, L2.39ff. ) and he lists the chariot victories gained by the house (0.2.48ff., 
I. 2.18ff. ) indicating their interest in horse racing and their possession of the means to pursue 
it. 
20 For evidence of Aeginaýs trade and wealth cf. Kraay pp. 41ff.. For her rivalry and enmity 
with Athens cf. Meiggs pp. 51,98. Pindar employs much maritime imagery in odes to 
Aeginetan victors, obviously referring to her nautical prowess (cf Pdron's Index du 
vocabulaire maritime de Pindare), but his choice of words such as Ma vavaroA1o&7rs- IMK411a 
(N. 6.32) and 6AKd8os- (N. 5.2) are perhaps a passing reference to Aegina's trade. 
21 Gelon's rule in Syracuse was characterised by large building programmes, especially with 
the spoils of war (cfAndrewes pp. 53-4,57). Such public works improved the city and were 
intended to increase the morale and pride of its inhabitants. Periander did the same in 
Corinth. Another function of such programmes was the provision of employment for many, an 
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would enhance the victory's importance and also the prestige of the victor 
who had made such a significant contribution to his state's glory and 
image in the Greek world22. 
Pythians 4 and 5 
The study of our examples has so far yielded two basic reasons for a 
double celebration of victory, the need for separate performance and 
motives of pride and prestige. Can either of these be applied in the case of 
Pythians 4 and 5? 
The latter reason, the patron's desire to glorify himself and his 
state, might well have been the motivation behind Arcesilas' commission 
of two odes from such a well known poet as Pindar23. It seems possible 
that Arcesilas had learned of Pindar's abilities and standing at first hand 
from the ode composed for another Cyrenean athlete, Telesicrates, some 
important part of any policy (cf. Andrewes pp. lUff. ). Peisistratus executed the same policy 
at Athens. In addition tyrants were usually generous patrons of the arts. Under 
Peisistratus was initiated the competition for tragic choruses at the festivals of Dionysus. 
At Periandees court Arion of Lesbos was a guest and developed the dithyramb there, an 
innovation later seen as a credit to Corinth by e. g. Pindar (0.13.16ff. ). Hieron's court 
welcomed Aeschylus and Simonides as well as Pindar and Bacchylides. Polycrates of 
Samos was well known for his hospitality to Ibycus and Anacreon. The latter was also a 
guest of the Athenian tyrant Hipparchus. The Sicilian tyrants seem to have pursued 
policies aimed at arousing pride in their city and r6gime in the hearts of those whom they 
ruled. That odes written by Greece's most eminent poets to commemorate their athletic 
success had much the same aims seems probable. There is a noticeable recurrence of the 
four-horsed chariot as a theme of Sicilian coinage at this period, reflecting with pride the 
prowess of Sicilians in this area. Anaxilas of Rhegium commemorated his Olympic 
victory by introducing the motif of a mule-cart on to the coins of Rhegium and Messina. An 
obvious motive would be self-glorification, but the prestige of the city as a whole would be 
increased. 
22 Segal suggests (pp. 124-5) that Pindar was commissioned by 'tyrants like Hieron or 
Theron or 'kings" like Arcesilas' because 'they probably hoped that some degree of 
legitimization would accrue to their reign by having their exploits included in the 
panhellenic cultural norms celebrated by the Pindaric epinician'. But did Arcesilas really 
feel that his rule was not legitimate in the eyes of the world when he had inherited it from 
his father, and his father from his father going back no less than seven generations to the 
original founder who had been enjoined by the Delphic oracle to found the city.? 
23 The question of commission is discussed in detail on pp. 197ff. below. Arcesilas is here 
represented as patron of both odes for the sake of argument. 
. 
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years earlier. We also have the evidence of Theotimus, a local Cyrenean 
historian, cited by the scholia on P. 5.34 (D-II pp. 1 75-6) that Arcesilas' rule 
in Cyrene was not without its troubles. Theotimus tells us that the 
Cyrenean expedition to compete in the Pythian games of 462 had a further 
purpose, to recruit colonists from Greece to people the city of 
Euhesperides. Chamoux suggests (p. 174) that these were to be loyal to 
Arcesilas24. If we accept the scholiast's remarks here and on Pythian 4 
(Inscr. a. D. II p. 92) that there had been stasis in Cyrene, sufficiently 
serious to warrant the exile of several citizens, and there seems no reason 
to do otherwise, then it would appear that Arcesilas had encountered a 
serious challenge to his authority which might motivate a bid to increase 
his popularity. 
Chamoux further suggests (p. 174) that one of Arcesilas' aims in 
competing in the great pan-Hellenic games was to enhance his prestige 
and to affirm the power and independence of Cyrene. It is clear that the 
ability to send chariots to race at the Greek athletic festivals was indicative 
of a state's wealth, standing and civilised culture25. We know that 
Arcesilas also won a victory at Olympia; thus his participation was not 
limited to one occasion26. In addition we should note Pindar's use of the 
myth of Pythian 4 to set this remote colony well within the mainline 
24 This was the reaction of an earlier Arcesilas (III) to political problems. He offered land to 
mercenaries from Samos when he had been forced to flee from Cyrene, and returned with them 
(HdL4.163.1). 
25 Cf Argoe entry of a chariot, which was victorious, in the Olympian games of 427 (P. Oxy. II 
[18991222.31). We may also note Alcibiades' speech in his defence (Th. 6.16ff. ) where he claims 
that his victories in the chariot race at Olympia in 416 had not only brought Athens honour but 
had also impressed the rest of Greece with her power. Lysias 19.63 advances a similar claim, 
that Aristophanes' victories in the horse-races at the Isthmus and Nemea were designed to 
bring honour to the city. For when a victor was crowned his city's name was read out. 26 Cf. 1; R4. init. MII p. 92). 
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tradition of the Greek world, as a direct offshoot from the famous journey 
of Jason and the Argonauts. This may have been a clever device to flatter 
his patron, or it may have been requested by Arcesilas; we have no way of 
knowing. However we can say that Cyrene's prestige in the eyes of the 
Greek world would be enhanced27. 
Thus the explanation of a patron's pride and desire for prestige 
could well account for the existence of two poems to celebrate Arcesilas' 
victory in 462 B. C.. However we must also consider the second reason 
suggested by our examples, that Arcesilas commissioned two poems 
because he intended them to be performed on different occasions. 
I It is apparent at once from the length and scope of Pythians 4 and 5 
(Pindar's longest odes, 299 and 124 fines respectively) that neither could 
have been composed as a brief celebration immediately after the victory. 
Thus the explanation of the relationship between the two poems as one ode 
for instant recognition of the victory and the other for a grander 
celebration at a later date cannot apply. However this is only one 
possibility. Another is suggested by Olympians 2 and 3. 
The superscription and scholia to these odes (D. I pp. 104-5) suggest 
that Olympian 3 was written to be performed at the public festival of the 
Theoxenia28. It is an ode which deals with Theron's victory in the most 
27 Pindar produces a similar effect in odes to both Hieron and Theron. In R 1, written shortly 
after Hierorfs founding of Aetna, the poet describes the founding of the city in terms of the 
Dorian tradition (vv 61M), thus placing well within the framework of Greek mainline 
historical myth a remote city on the edge of the Greek world of very recent foundation by Greek 
standards. In 0.2 Pindar similarly obliged Theron of Acragas. Theron's race is traced back 
to Cadmus, the founder of Thebes (vv. 22ff. esp 46); thus his origins are set within an ancient 
race of mainland Greece. 
28 The validity of this explanation has been questioned by FrAnkel (1961) pp. 394ff., but Carey 
(1981) p. 19 n. 70 rightly points to the difficulty of the presence of Helen in v. 1 if the dedication in 
v. 1 and the other references to the Dioscuri (vv. 36-7,41-2) are merely to be explained by their 
status as patrons of the games. Cf. also Robbins (1984) pp. 220ff., Verdenius pp. 5-6,32-3. 
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straightforward manner. Pindar commences with a ringing 
announcement of Theron's success (vv. lff. ) and moves easily into a myth 
of Heracles' procurement of the olive tree from the Hyperboreans to plant 
at Olympia (vv. 13-34), the place of Theron's victory where he himself has 
been decked with the victory symbol (cf. vv. 9-13). The poet closes with 
praise of Theron's piety and prowess. 
Olympian 2, however, is markedly different in tone29. Pindar says 
very little of Theron's victory and there is no myth to underline it, but 
instead a lengthy description of life in the Islands of the Blest to offset the 
poet: s philosophical comments on the hardships which man must endure 
(vv. 15ff. ). The brief mention of Heracles' founding of the Olympian festival 
(v. 3), which is not developed at all in this poem, highlights the difference 
in tone. 
Such fundamental differences in two poems composed to celebrate 
the same victory raise a question: did the patron request the poet to write 
them for entirely different occasions or even to perform two different 
functions? Olympian 3 appears to be a public celebration of victory, 
performed at a festival of the gods. Olympian 2 with its less formal, more 
personal tone and message could have been intended for a private 
celebration where the poet could speak to Theron on a more intimate level. 
The commission of two poems to commemorate a single victory for 
reasons personal to the patron suggested by the possible relationship 
between Olympians 2 and 3 provides an interesting point of comparison 
for Pythians 4 and 5 30. One of the main reasons for uncertainty over the 
29 Cf. e. g. Gildersleeve's remark of 0.2 (p. 262): ýnot so much an Impbaom as a consolatio ad 
Theronem'. Peuch speaks of 7a tristesse rdligieuse qui s: y trouve r6pandue (I p. 40). 
30 This comparison was suggested by Schroeder (p. 34) but not developed. 
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relationship betweeri the two odes is the marked difference in their tone 
and content (as in Olympians 2 and 3); most obvious is the presence in 
Pythian 4 of a unique plea for the exile Damophilus, which introduces a 
more personal note into the poem (cf. Olympian 2). In addition scholars 
have also posited that Pythian 5 was composed for performance at the 
Cyrenean festival of the Carneia3l. While we cannot be certain on this 
point it remains a very reasonable possibility, thus providing a 
meaningful comparison with Olympian 3, also written to be performed at 
a festival of the gods. 
For the majority of scholars this explanation of the fundamental 
differences between Pythians 4 and 5 in terms of their appropriateness for 
performance on different occasions is quite sufficient. Pythian 5 is viewed 
as the official victory ode (e. g. Farnell II p. 1 68 'the real epinikion', Robbins 
p. 205 'the actual victory ode for the king', Burton p. 135 'an epinician for 
public performance in the city). Pythian 4 is regarded as a poem of a more 
personal nature intended to be performed at some private celebration for 
Arcesilas (e. g. Schroeder p. 34 'im Palaste des K6nigs', M6autis p. 225 
'destinge tt 4tre chant6e dans un banquet', Burton p. 135 'a more intimate 
poem, to be performed at court). 
The grounds for this suggestion are to be found in the poems 
themselves. Pythian 5 celebrates the victory in conventional, formal 
fashion. The poet praises Arcesilas (vv. lff. ), extols the charioteer 
Carrhotus (vv. 23ff. ) and for the myth narrates Cyrene's founding under 
Arcesilas' ancestor Battus, and his achievements in the city (vv. 57ff. ). 
Pindar ends with a return to praise of Arcesilas and a prayer for an 
31 CE my discussion on pp. 221ff. below. 
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Olympic victory (103ff. ). 
Pythian 4 is markedly different. It is a poem of much greater length 
and scope, with a large mythical section devoted to the pan-Hellenic myth 
of Jason and the Argonauts. Very little indeed is said of Arcesilas' victory 
Oust the briefest of references in vv. 1-4,65-7) and the epilogue of the ode is 
devoted to a plea for the return of an exile. The lack of reference to the 
victory and the large section, markedly personal in tone, at the end of the 
poem provide the main impetus for a belief that the poem was intended for 
some more intimate celebration than a public festival. If what we have 
suggested to be the case for Olympians 2 and 3 is valid, Pythians 4 and 5 
might well be instances of the same kind of briefing. Arcesilas requested 
two odes from the poet, one for an official public celebration and one for a 
private gathering with friends. 
The Question of Commission 
A further explanation for the difference between Pythians 4 and 5 is 
the suggestion that they were not both commissioned by ArcesilaS32. The 
possibility exists that Pythian 4 was paid for by the exile whose plea to 
return to Cyrene features so prominently in the epilogue of that ode. Let us 
therefore examine the alternatives. 
The first possibility to be reckoned with is that Arcesilas 
commissioned both Pythian 4 and Pythian 5 himself. In view of our other 
examples of double commission this is a reasonable suggestion. The 
Cyrenean king may have had in mind two different occasions for 
32 Whether Arcesilas or Carrhotus his charioteer, acting in Arcesilas' name, actually did the 
commissioning is not strictly relevant here. It was Arcesilas who ultimately paid for the ode so 
I shall limit myself to the use of his name, even if it was Carrhotus who actually approached the 
poet in Greece. 
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performance or just the desire to celebrate his victory in the grandest 
style, prolonging the heady moment of his success. 
There is, however, one problem with this suggestion: the plea for 
Damophilus in the epilogue of Pythian 4. How did it come to be there if 
Arcesilas commissioned the ode? If we are to accept that Arcesilas was 
patron of Pythian 4 as well as Pythian 5 then I think we must accept that 
he either asked for it or approved of its insertion. It seems highly unlikely 
that Arcesilas only learned of the plea at the ode's performance. We have 
no means of knowing when he received copies of the two odes in his 
honour, but with a poem of such length and complexity as Pythian 4 
rehearsals may well have taken some considerable time. It seems very 
improbable that Arcesilas would have been so uninterested in the contents 
of the ode that he did not ascertain them for himself before the 
performance date, whether from a written copy or from casual attendance 
at the rehearsals to view progress. 
Furthermore, if Arcesilas disapproved of what the poet had written 
it seems unlikely that performance of the ode would have proceeded33 
without some modification of the offending points. Pindar might have 
removed the plea, or even the entire section after the proem if this did not 
meet the king's approval, or even withdrawn the ode. Thus if Arcesilas 
was the patron of both Pythians 4 and 51 think we must allow that the 
plea in Pythian 4 is there with his consent. 
However this still does not answer our question why should it be 
there. There are various possible explanations. The most straightforward 
33 1 am assuming, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, that P4 was in fact performed. We 
cannot, however, absolutely discount the possibility that Arcesilas rejected both ode and plea 
with the result that R4 was not performed. 
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is that Arcesilas actually asked the poet to mention it. Only one 
circumstance would permit this; that Arcesilas had already recalled or 
decided to recall Damophilus and wanted his act of clemency to be 
commemorated. The poet chose to do this by means of the vivid device of a 
plea from the exile, highlighting his yearning to return to Cyrene and 
thereby the magnanimity of the Cyrenean king in recalling hiM34. The 
plea is therefore an oblique means of praising ArcesilaS35. 
A second possibility is that the poet himself decided to include it. I 
find this suggestion viable only if the plea was merely rhetorical, viz. that 
Pindar seizes on the recall of Damophilus (which Arcesilas has perhaps 
only recently negotiated or effected) as one means of praising the victor, 
demonstrating his qualities of moderation and conciliation36. 
It is, of course, conceivable that the poet chose to insert a potentially 
controversial plea, either out of sympathy for Damophilus or as a result of 
payment, without being certain of the king's reaction37, but for a 
professional poet whose business was eulogy this seems a very unlikely 
procedure. Given the implications if Pindar inserted the plea on his own 
initiative, involving not only the possible rejection of Pythian 4 by Arcesilas 
but also possible ramifications for future commissions at Cyrene and 
elsewhere, it seems easier to suppose again that the plea was an elaborate 
34 This raises a further question. Why was only Damophilus recalled when others as 
well as Damophilus had gone into exile for the same cause (Z P. 4. Inscr. a, D. 11 p. 92)? Or 
were others recalled but only Damophilus named in P. 4, and if so, why? Mention of the 
return of other exiles would surely serve to enhance Arcesilas' reputation for clemency. 
Perhaps others were recalled but only Damophilus is named because he was a ringleader 
or person of some importance. Cf. Duchemin pp. 87-8, Chamoux pp. 195ff.. 
35 This is the suggestion of Carey (1980.1) p. 1 48. 
36Such praise of qualities not immediately demonstrated by athletic success occurs 
elsewhere in the odes. Cfmy remarks pp. 165ff.. 
37 Cf. Chamoux pp. 178-9. 
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means of praising Arcesilas and that this procedure was acceptable to the 
latter. 
An alternative hypothesis was first suggested by the scholia, that 
Arcesilas only commissioned one ode, Pythian 5, but that Pythian 4 was 
paid for by the exile DamophiluS38. Pindar indicates (v. 299) that 
Damophilus had visited him at Thebes. The exile then seized his chance to 
ingratiate himself with the king and commissioned Pindar to write a 
second ode pleading on his behalf. 
This suggestion has much to recommend it. First, it would account 
for the vast length of the ode, which is presumably evidence of its 
costlineSS39. The lavish magnificence of Pythian 4, with all its praise of 
Arcesilas, his race and city, was potentially very flattering to the king. 
Secondly, Damophilus' commission of the ode would explain the shift of 
emphasis in the epilogue on to Damophilus who has so little connection 
with Arcesilas' victory. Thirdly, this accounts more easily for the fact that 
the plea is so closely related to the myth of Jason. Damophilus and his 
affairs have exerted a major influence on the shape of the poem rather 
than just being tacked on at the end. 
Against this suggestion, however, must be weighed my remarks 
above (p. 198) on whether the ode could be performed in Cyrene without 
Arcesilas' seal of approval. I find it hard to believe that a poet of Pindar's 
standing would have readily risked Arcesilas' displeasure. It seems more 
likely that Pindar had had information that the climate in Cyrene was 
right for his intervention omDamophilus' behalf, perhaps that Arcesilas 
38 Cf. Z 467 (D. 11 P-163) nves- & bn Kal 7-&, ptoffiv ToD Imakou &&)M 77P Iltp6dx a&* (sc. 
6 AaM60tAos). 
39 Cf Gildersleeve p. 280. One wonders on what other criteria the fee was decided. 
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had embarked on a policy of conciliation, and it was in the light of this 
intelligence that Pindar made his appeal for Damophilus. The result of 
the plea remains conjectural. Gildersleeve's remarks point to success 
(pp. 278,303) and a reconciliation between Arcesilas and Damophilus. 
Duchemin, however, (pp. 91ff. ) considers that the plea failed. 
To sum up, our present evidence does not allow us to say with 
absolute certainty who commissioned the two odes in honour of Arcesilas' 
Pythian victory in 462. The possibilities can be reduced to two main 
alternatives. Either Arcesilas commissioned both odes, and we must 
assume that he was perfectly agreeable to the presence of the plea for 
Damophilus in Pythian 4, or Pythian 4 was a commission independent of 
Arcesilas, paid for by the exile whose case it pleads. The former 
hypothesis means that the plea in Pythian 4 is an oblique means of 
praising Arcesilas, the latter that we may regard the plea as genuine. If, 
however, (as Gildersleeve suggests, p. 278, followed by Carey [1980.1 p. 144] 
and Race [1986 p. 781) a reconciliation had already been arranged or it was 
privately known in Cyrene that the king was about to approve 
Damophilus' return, the plea would also function as praise of Arcesilas 
and the ode might be an unsolicited peace-offering to seal the 
reconciliation. Ultimately the question of the commission of Pythians 4 
and 5 is decided by our view of the plea's function. I already argued (cf. 
pp. 176ff. above) that the plea is genuine and therefore incline to the 
hypothesis that Pythian 4 was commissioned by Damophilus. 
The Order of Composition 
The problem of who commissioned the odes is closely bound up 
with another issue on which scholars are divided: the order in which the 
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two odes for Arcesilas were composed. There are two alternatives. 
Duchemin favours the composition of Pythian 4 first4O. The grounds for 
this are two-fold. First she suggests that Pythian 4 was written in Thebes, 
and Pythian 5 in Cyrene. On this basis she advances a second proposition, 
that Pythian 4 failed in its object, the recall of Damophilus, and Arcesilas 
demanded another poem from the poet. Let us examine her evidence. 
Duchemin's first suggestion is for the writing of Pythian 4 at 
Thebes and Pythian 5 in Cyrene. She accounts for this in three ways. 1) 
The length of Pythian 4 precludes any idea ýf rapid composition. 2) The 
myth is from neighbouring Thessaly. 3) Pythian 5 was written at Cyrene 
and Pindar could hardly set out there empty-handed. 
I am in hearty agreement with her first statement, but it seems to 
me to provide little evidence for the place of composition, except that it was 
probably not written at Delphi immediately after the race. What was to 
stop the poet travelling to Cyrene and writing Pythian 4 there over a long 
period? This question is countered to a certain extent by Duchemin's third 
statement. She cannot believe that Pindar would travel to Cyrene without 
a poem. While the mechanics of poetic composition in Pindar's time can 
only be a subject for conjecture it does seem to me quite possible for the 
poet to have arrived in Cyrene (if he went) with no more than ideas, 
themes, rhythms and melodies in his head and perhaps the outline of a 
few lines for an opening or finale. This, however, is mere guesswork. 
Duchemin's second statement is not very helpful either. I am not certain 
that the poet's location while writing would have significantly affected his 
40 Duchemin pp. 88ff.. Others who share this view are the scholia (P. 5. init., DII pp. 171-2), 
Fennell p. 184, Fraccaroli p. 67, Mezger p. 223. 
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choice of myth. What seems to have mattered most to him is the myth's 
relevance to the victor for whom he writes. 
With these premises in mind Duchemin advances to her second 
hypothesis. She suggests (p. 90) that Pythian 4's plea failed, for the 
following reasons. 1) We may presume that the king's violent character 
was against pardoning an exile. 2) We have no evidence that 462 B. C. 
marked the beginning of an era of peace in Cyrene. 3) Certain passages of 
Pythian 5 evoke unambiguously the difficulties of Carrhotus which he 
underwent as a result of the king's displeasure at his insistence on 
recalling an exile. 
It seems to me that these suggestions offer little hard evidence for the 
failure of a plea. Against them I would offer the following counter-arguments. 
1) We do not possess a comprehensive source for, this period. 
Arcesilas' violent nature is only to be inferred from the scholia's account 
of his response to stasis in Cyrene. Furthermore he need not necessarily 
have recalled Damophilus from exile out of a change of heart, but perhaps 
from motives of self-interest or pragmatic considerations in the light of 
events in Cyrene of which we know very little. 
2) It need not follow that the recall of an exile will usher in a period of 
peace. It may serve merely to avert a deterioration in affairs or perhaps buy 
time in a tricky situation or even create further problems. Our sources are 
not sufficiently well-informed or detailed to inform us of such changes. 
3) 1 am unwilling to accept Duchemin's third reason without 
external evidence, since her inferences from Pythian 5 are based on 
general statements by the poet from which she draws specific allusions to 
events outside the poem for which we have no other evidence. 
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Duchemin further suggests that when the plea failed Arcesilas 
ordered a second poem. She finds confirmation for this in the scholia and 
also in the fact that such displeasing of a patron was apparently not an 
isolated instance in Pindar's career. We must suppose that he had also 
displeased Hieron sufficiently for him to turn solely to Bacchylides for the 
celebration of his chariot victory in 468 B. C.. 
I find nothing in the scholia to confirm Duchemin's view. 
Arcesilas' disapproval of the ode had its grounds, according to the 
scholiast, not in the plea but rather in the 77qpb*ats- Ttýv KaTd I doopa 
(Z R5. init, D. H pp. 171-2). The plea is not mentioned. Instead the scholiast 
comments that the ode deviated from praise of Arcesilas in the narrative 
of the myth. This is, moreover, a fairly standard response on the part of 
the Pindaric scholiasts; thus we should be wary of treating this as a true 
reflection of Arcesilas'vieWS41. We may even suggest that the 'digression 
about Jason' would be likely to please rather than displease Arcesilas 
since it contains praise of his ancestors in the edifying tale of the founding 
of Cyrene which was initiated on the Argonauts' voyage, and the myth 
contributes much to the grand scale and effect of the ode. 
Duchemin's second inference of Hieron's displeasure has only the 
grounds of a lack of a Pindaric ode to support it. This seems to me slight 
evidence indeed when we consider the many unknown factors which 
might have intervened to prevent Pindar from composing an ode (such as 
an excess of work on the poet's part, that he was training a choir or 
performing an ode elsewhere at the time, illness, etc. ). 
To sum up, I find Duchemin's firm stance on the order of 
41 Cf. e. g 2; 0.8.71b, 13.133b, P. 8.43,10.46b, N-3-45c & 114b, 4.60b, etc.. 
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composition, viz. Pythian 4 first, untenable. Her analysis does, however, 
highlight the problems facing scholars of these two odes. These problems 
arise from the lack of external evidence with which to corroborate that of 
the poems themselves and the scholia. In such a situation any suggestion 
stands to be challenged. Duchemin links the order of composition of the 
two poems to their place of composition. 
What of the alternative, that Pythian 5 was composed before 
Pythian 4? This view is favoured by Chamoux, who suggests (p. 179) that 
Arcesilas 'ayant ainsi fait la connaissance du poRe, ayant W s6duit par 
son talent, a pu lui demander une nouvelle ode, plus d6veloppee et plus 
somptueuse encore'42. He also mentions the fact that Pythian 4 contains 
so little reference to the victory while Pythian 5 was the real epinician. 
This last remark returns to a feature mentioned by many scholars, 
but which has not been fully explored43. It seems to me that we shall never 
be able to ascertain with any certainty which ode was written first. 
However it has become clear to me that whichever poem came first, 
Pindar set out to compose each of the odes with the other in mind. This 
can be seen from the amazing lack of overlap in two poems on an identical 
subject. Both Pythian 4 and Pythian 5 are quite naturally concerned with 
praising Arcesilas. It is striking that the poet chooses and employs quite 
distinct themes and means of praise in each poem. 
In his praise of Arcesilas in Pythian 5 Pindar concentrates on the 
event which gave rise to the poem. He sets Arcesilas' victory in the context 
of a long line of JABog granted to Arcesilas and his race by the gods (vv. 1 -23, 
42 Chamoux follows Boeckh (2. ii. p. 267) and Morice (p. 1 42) on this order of composition. 43 Cf e. g. Race (1986) p. 75. 
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55-7,102425). In v. 9 he attributes Arcesilas' personal good fortune to 
Castor of the golden chariot and in vv. 23ff. he also attributes Arcesilas' 
equestrian success to his charioteer Carrhotus. Carrhotus himself 
receives praise (vv. 45ff. ) which adds to the details of what we have already 
learned of the race itself, his chariot was unscathed among at least forty 
who competed against him. Earlier we learn that Carrhotus had not 
broken so much as a rein. 
Pindar returns to praise of Arcesilas after the mythical section of 
the ode, praising him for his wisdom and wise words, his courage and 
might, his devotion to the Muses and his skill as a charioteer (a 
convention employed despite the fact that Arcesilas was not the driver of 
his victorious chariot). Pindar further praises Arcesilas because he has 
seized all the opportunities available to him. The poet closes with a prayer 
for an Olympic victory. 
Pythian 4 praises Arcesilas in a markedly different manner. 
Almost nothing is said of his victory, merely the statutory details of victor, 
place of victory (vv. 1-3) and event (vv. 65-7). Arcesilas' victory is referred to 
as the latest flourishing of the Battiad race, but only briefly and in' 
markedly different language (plant imagery) from that employed in 
Pythian 5 with its repetition of the words pAmp and JABos-. The epilogue 
returns to Arcesilas with an unusual plea to restore the exiled 
Damophilus. Arcesilas is praised solely in his function as a statesman 
and ruler. No further reference is made to his victory. Thus in Pythian 4 
Pindar succeeds in presenting us with an entirely different picture of the 
praiseworthy attributes of Arcesilas which do not overlap at all with those 
celebrated in Pythian 5. 
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Moreover there is no duplication of events in the mythical sections 
of the two odes, despite the fact that they cover parts of the same myth. In 
Pythian 4 we receive details of the tale of Battus only up to his arrival in 
Cyrene as decreed by a Pythian oracle (vv. 52-6,59-63) when he went to 
consult it about his speech impediment (6vaOp6ov Owvds- v. 63) and a brief 
mention of his building 6dppaTov 7r6Atv Iv dpycvv&vn Pao-r(a (vv. 7-8). 
In Pythian 5 the entire mythical section is devoted to the tale of 
Battus and his founding of Cyrene, but it follows on from precisely the 
point at which Pindar ceased in Pythian 4. We hear nothing of the events 
leading up to Battus' arrival in Cyrene, but instead we find him already 
there and causing lions to flee at the sound of his yAaaaav b7rep7rovrtap 
(v. 59, perhaps a covert cross-reference to Pythian 4 on the part of the poet). 
We are told that this was at Apollo's decree so that his oracles for Battus 
might be fulfilled (v. 63). Pindar goes no further. This decree and oracles 
were dealt with in Pythian 4 (another covert allusion? ). Battus' founding of 
Cyrene in this ode is remembered for his pious works to enhance the 
festivals of the gods and their worship and for the laying of the remarkable 
straight stone road for the processions in honour of Apollo (VV. 89-93). His 
piety led to hero-worship after his death (vv. 94-5). Pythian 4 deals with the 
events outside Cyrene which were important for it, Pythian 5 with those of 
import inside Cyrene. 
This remarkable separation of events and themes in the two poems, 
despite their closeness and common subject and myth; would seem to 
suggest that each poem presupposes the other44. The subtle relationship 
44 Race notes, (1986) p. 75, a similar treatment of diffierent aspects of the poet's theme in other 
pairs of odes. 
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between the two odes appears to me to rule out a rethink or fresh thoughts 
on the part of the poet. Instead it seems more likely that Pindar composed 
Pythians 4 and 5 as companion pieces than that one arose from 
circumstances surrounding the first. 
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CHAPTERSEVEN 
Peculiarities of Pythian 5 
Introduction 
We have already commented on the remarkable difference between 
the two odes for the celebration of Arcesilas' chariot victory. Some attempt 
has been made to show why this difference exists. Now I should like to 
turn to Pythian 5. Earlier (pp. 196-7 above) I described it as a 
straightforward victory ode very much concerned with praising the victor, 
Arcesilas, in the appropriate conventional manner in contrast to Pythian 
4 with its vastly extended myth and scant details of the victory. While this 
is broadly true, a closer examination reveals that the ode exhibits several 
unusual features. 
The poet gives extraordinary prominence to the charioteer, 
Carrhotus, describes Cyrene in unusual detail, and gives specific details 
of Carrhotus' dedication of the victorious chariot at Delphi. Moreover 
Pythian 5 appears to be connected in some way with the festival of the 
Carneia. Such features make Pythian 5 unique, but at the same time it 
remains firmly rooted in epinician tradition and conventions. This 
chapter aims to examine the peculiarities with a view to formulating an 
explanation of their presence and function in the ode and how the poet 
adapts the conventions of his medium in order to accommodate them. 
1. Did Pindar visit Cyrene in connection with his commissions for 
Arcesilas IV? 
In discussing the order of composition of the two odes we touched 
briefly on the possibility that Pindar may have travelled to Cyrene himself 
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in connection with his commission. There is some evidence to support this 
belief and I would now like to examine it. 
First, at the time Pindar was working it was already common for 
poets, playwrights and intellectuals, as well as artists and sculptors, to 
travel around the Greek world to visit wealthy patrons and to execute 
commissions on the spot. Hieron, for example, was host to Aeschylus, 
who produced his play Aetnaeae in Sicily in honour of Hieron's newly 
created city, Aetna. Both Simonides and Bacchylides went to his court, 
Bacchylides perhaps to write as well as direct victory odes in Hieron's 
honour and it seems likely that Pindar also visited the rulerl. 
It would seem that an invitation from a man of Hieron's standing 
was not to be turned down. An artist might reasonably expect healthy 
financial recompense and the enhanced reputation derived from working 
for such a widely-known patron. We need to consider Pindar's 
relationship with Arcesilas with these factors in mind. Cyrene's king, 
although ruling a remote colony on the fringes of the Greek world, was 
still a figure of some stature. His impressive turn-out at the pan-Hellenic 
games clearly demonstrated this and Cyrene was not without fame in the 
ancient world because of its production of the greatly-valued herb 
silphium. In addition Hieron, probably the poet's greatest patron, was 
dead by the time that Arcesilas won his PYthian victory2. It would be a 
very independent poet who would turn down an invitation from another 
royal patron. 
We have no way, of course, of knowing whether Arcesilas did invite 
1 Cf. vit. Aesch., Z 0.2.29d, D. I p. 69 where Simonides is said to have reconciled 
Bacchylides and Hieron. 
2 Hieron died in 467 B. C.. Arcesilas won in 462 B. C.. 
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Pindar to come to Cyrene, but there are plausible reasons for Arcesilas to 
have desired the presence in Cyrene of a poet of pan-Hellenic fame. His 
attempts to obtain mercenary colonists from Greece Q; P. 5.34, D. II pp. 175- 
6) reveal his need for supporters in Cyrene. The importation of a poet with 
Pindar's reputation, whose poems would glorify the city as well as 
emphasise the legitimacy of its king could be a device to gain popularity 
and enhance civic pride. 
Another consideration which we must not neglect is the vast size 
and commensurate complexity of Pythian 4. It is Pindar's most ambitious 
surviving creation. Would he have been willing to relinquish the 
presentation of its premibre? We may be reasonably certain that Pindar 
did not always travel to the victor's homeland to execute his ode. Some 
odes were performed at the site of the victory (cf. pp. 186ff. above). Several 
contain the motif of messenger or message. The poet is either the 
messenger (of victory) in person or his song performs the same function 
by conveying the message of the victor's achievement. It may be, of course, 
that in many cases this is merely rhetorical3, but two instances of this 
motif do seem to indicate that the ode in question was conveyed from 
Pindar to his patron by way of a messenger. 
At 1.2.47 the poet addresses an intermediary named Nicasippus: 
TaDra, NtKdatme, d7T6veLpov, 45Tav erwov Ip6v 46Wov IAOW. The messenger 
motif does not occur here, but it is hard to make sense of Pindar's 
instruction unless Nicasippus is the man who took the ode to Xenocrates 
in Sicily. At 0.6.88ff. Pindar addresses one Aeneas both in connection with 
3 There is no way of knowing whether Pindar's use of this conventional motif at e. g. 
0.9.25, P. 2.4,9.2, N. 4.74,6.57b, has any basis in reality. 
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the delivery of the ode and its performanCe4. Pindar describes him as 
dyye-Aps. 6po6, -, (v. 90). This description portrays him as a messenger. The 
context strongly suggests that the message he carries is the victory ode 
itself. Aeneas is also described as oKurdAa Motady N. 91), an interesting 
description because it suggests that Pindar had in mind a technical role 
for Aeneas, probably as director of the chorus. A oKvnlAa is a staff around 
which a strip of leather is rolled slantwise on which despatches are 
written lengthwise (cf. LSJ sx. ). In this way the message is encoded and 
can only be read by the person to whom it is sent, who has a staff of the 
same size. The term thus hints that Aeneas is carrying a message which 
not all can understand and that he is necessary for its meaning to become 
clear. The poet further presents him as Kpa74p ... dotWw (v. 91) which 
seems to suggest that he also possessed poetic talents which might be 
employed in producing the ode. 
At P. 4.278-9 Pindar describes either himself or Damophilus as the 
bearer of an dyye-Atas- 4offig to Arcesilas. Both the poet and the exile are 
equally possible candidates for the messenger, as Carey remarks (1980.1 
pp. 148ff. ). He himself opts for the exile largely on the basis of the 
immediate context. Pindar has not spoken of himself since he broke off his 
myth at v. 247 (, uaiýM POL Wta0at =7' dpaeL7-&) and the verses which follow 
the messenger motif refer not to him but to Damophilus, whom the poet 
praises. However, elsewhere all the references to a message or messenger 
(except the one in Olympian 6) are concerned with Pindar's task as a 
poet5. This makes it likely that in Pythian 4 the poet is referring to his own 
4 Cf. Farnell ad loc. and Gildersleeve p. 180. 
5 Cf. n. 3 above. 
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intervention on behalf of Damophilus. His message is the need for 
clemencyr-. Moreover it is difficult to envisage the poet handing over the 
text and musical notations of his chef doeuvre for another to produce. 
The main stimulus for the suggestion that Pindar did go to Cyrene 
to visit Arcesilas and there executed his commissions has come, however, 
not from Pythian 4 but from the various references to Cyrene in Pythian 5. 
The requirements of the epinician genre meant that Pindar 
frequently had to refer to or describe specific locations, not only the place 
where the victory which he celebrates had been won but also the victor's 
homeland and the locations of other victories. In order to do this he uses a 
wide range of terms, but the range represents the poet's desire for stylistic 
variety rather than any genuine attempt at description. A place will be 
described in terms of the traditions associated with it (e. g. Olympia is the 
place where Pelops has his tomb, 0.1.92ff., 10.24-5, Delphi is represented 
by its orade at the centre of the earth, P. 4.74,6.3,11.10)7, or by its inhabitants 
(e. g. the Eleans at Olympia, 1.2.24, the sons of Aeacus for Aegina, 0.13109) as 
well as geographical landmarks (e. g. the hill of Cronus at Olympia, 0.3.23, 
5.17, the spring of Castalia, P. 5.31, N. 6.37, or Mount Parnassus at Delphi, 
P8.20,10.8)8. 
6 Carey notes (p. 148) that if Damophilus returned to Cyrene bearing the ode we must believe 
that Arcesilas had given his permission, the only guarantee of the exile's safety. Cf. however 
pp. 181ff. where it is argued that the plea for Damophilus in the epilogue is a genuine attempt to 
sway Arcesilas. 7 Pindar uses fewer of these tags in connection with Nemea and the Isthmus (perhaps, because 
these places were less rich in tradition than Olympia and Delphi). References for Nemea are 
few: one to the myth of Heracles and the Nemean lion (1.3/4.11-12, Cf. also N. 6.42), one to 
Adrastus' setting up of the games (IV. 10.28) and one geographical reference (N. 6.44ff. 
4)ktoCvrps- W z3ýots- 4%-cnv). The Isthmian games are easily suggested by some reference 
to the Isthmus itself (e. g. N. 6.39,10.27, L1.9-10), also to Corinth (N. 10.42) or even to the 
Peloponnese (N. 2.20-21), but no mythical traditions feature in Pindaes allusions to this 
locale. 
8 At times a place is even represented by the eponymous nymph, cS. e. g. Olympia 0.8.1ff., 
Thebes LM, Cyrene R 9.4ff., Rhodes 0.7.14. 
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Pindar appears also to have been as interested in the ethical as in the 
physical aspects of a place. Thus Aegina in Olympian 8 is described as a pillar 
(Kiova v. 27), Locris appears as the home of 'ATp6xna (0.10.13) and a noble city 
(v. 99). Where the poet does employ physical description it is sparing, usually 
confined to one adjective, e. g. Atm*Fv ... EpXqw; Zv 
(0.14.3-4)9, c4i7gao ... 
'ApKaffias- (0.6100), Kpavadtg 1v V&ws- (0.7.82), AcKpýDv ... yartpý d)Aa6&-x4wv 
(0.9.20). 
In the light of this approach to matters topographical it is not surprising 
that scholars have been struck by the accumulation of details of Cyrene's 
topography in Pythian 5. The most striking description appears at vv. 90-93 and 
96-8 where Pindar speaks of the road to the temple of Apollo and the location of 
the tombs of Cyrene's founder and kings: 
Ipp ci&mW6v Tr KaTtOqcev 'AnaUwi4ats- 
dL-6A8p6Tow nr&Sa i7quvdL, - 
44XV [Mr6KPOMV 
OKVPWTiiP M6v, Ma mpv- 
luetr dyopd, 5- hn StAa KCLTaL OaWV' 
drep6L, & 7rpb &pdrojv FýL AqX6vTrs- W&v 
flamVcs- lepol 
IVd. 
The vividness and physical details in the description have led 
several scholars to suggest that Pindar describes these as an eye-witness, 
9 This adjective is used by Pindar of cities ten out of the thirteen times it appears in his 
work. Cf. Slater (Lex. ). 
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but this is a subjective view1O. Arcesilas might have instructed the poet to 
praise Cyrene's beauty as a city and have suggested various features. 
Carrhotus, or even the homesick Damophilus, may have described the 
gracious streets of Cyrene and its contrast with what they saw in 
Greecell. 
However it is not only the strong visual aspect of the description 
which is unusual. For Avery (p. 1 29) the effect seems 'positively unpoetic' 
because of the 'prosaic details'. We should also note the unusualness of 
the epithets. cWwjzw appears only here in Greek literature, 7Tc&dg is a 
word more familiar to prose than to poetry, 1=6KpoTw is rare and aKtpwi* 
is found only here and perhaps on an inscription from DeloS12. 
It seems likely that the road was extremely striking to Greek eyes 
after the narrow winding streets of Greek towns because of the very details 
which Pindar enumerates: its straightness, its level surface of stone, and 
the noise that thereby arose when horses passed along it. It seems possible 
that the poet's unusual choice of adjectives reflects a sight which was so 
strange and so unGreek that Pindar searched his vocabulary to the 
utmost, perhaps even coining adjectives in order to describe it fully. 
The description of the position of the tomb of Battus is less specific, 
but archaeological evidence suggests that it is exactly where Pindar placed 
it, in the market place at the end of this remarkable road, and that it was a 
10 Those who suggest that Pindar did go to Cyrene include e. g. Chamoux (pp. 176ff. ), 
Duchemin (pp. 89ff. ), Burton (p. 135), Mdautis (p. 216) and Mezger (p. 223). 
11 Cf the caution of Farnell II p. 168. Among those who favour the view that Pindar did not 
visit Libya are Boeckh (2. ii. p. 167), Fennell ( p. 210), Gaspar (p. 148), Morice (p. 142), 
Wilamowitz (p. 377). 
127re-&ds- outside prose only three times, SAnt. 240, Tr. 1058, E. Rh. 283, and Ivr6KpoTos- 
only E. Hipp. 229, Hel. 207, AP12.131, and late prose, Chor. Lyd. 17, i. e. neither before 
Pindar; aKvpwr6s- is only possibly restored at IG 112.199 A40. 
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landmark of some note13. The poet says little about the tombs of the other 
kings, only that they were separate from that of the founder and rrp6 
&fd=v (v. 96) which could refer to the royal palace (their house')14. These 
details, however, are also unusual. Pindar does not as a rule give his 
audience a clear indication of relative positions. The tombs of Battus and 
the kings are located in Cyrene with remarkable spatial precision. 
The description of features of Cyrene in vv. 90ff. is not the sole basis 
for the suggestion that Pindar had seen Cyrene for himself before he wrote 
his odes to Arcesilas. Chamoux (pp. 176ff. ) lists various other places in 
both Pythian 4 and Pythian 5 which seem to him indicative of an eye- 
witness account: the references to the garden of Aphrodite (P. 5.24) and to 
the spring of Apollo (P. 4.294), and the phrases udKaLpay &7fav (P. 5.11) and 
(in Chamouxýs view the most revealing) Iv dpycvv&vn yaa-r(3 (P. 4.8). Let 
us consider these. 
At P. 5.23ff. Pindar speaks to Arcesilas of the debt he owes to the god 
and to Carrhotus. This he phrases in the form of an imperative, 'do not 
forget to give the god credit and to love Carrhotus most of your 
companions'15, and he adds the detail Kvpdvq yAvKiv dpol KdIrOV 'AOpo&T-as- 
drL64qrmx, (v. 24)16. What or where is the Kdms- 'A&o&Tas-? 
13 Cf Chamoux: pp. 285-7, PLVILL 
14 The use of the plural of 64tos- to refer to the house of the person concerned is also found at 
R 2.18,4.117, N. 1.23,3.43,1.2.30,314.70 (52). 
15 This command and the gnomd in vv. 43ff. have been taken literally, Most recently by 
Duchemin, who says of v. 23 lainsi donc, Woublie pas etc., and describes vv. 43-4 asdiscret 
conseil au rof (pp. 173,175). However, I prefer to read these passages as encomiastic 
commands. Arcesilas has not forgotten his debt to Carrhotus since the imperative in v. 23 leads 
into a long section of praise of the charioteer for his achievement for Arcesilas, which the 
gn=6 in vv. 43-4 bisects. 
16. This is the text adopted by Snell-Maehler. The MSS have Kvpdpa and de-L86prPop (except C 
which has drt8oplpq). Burton retains the manuscript reading, taking Kvpdva as vocative 
(p. 142), thus ar (v. 23) and 7-rarmp(v. 31) refer to Cyrene whom Burton views as the eponymous 
nymph. It is difficult to accept Burton's defence of the manuscript text. It involves the 
necessary corollary that the charioteer is an traTpos-of Cyrene. Such a description of Carrhotus 
would be unique in Pindar. It would also be presumptuous of the poet to address a divine being 
I 
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The scholia suggest that the phrase is used to denote Cyrene in a 
general way (Z P. 5.31, D. II p. 175), Gildersleeve (p. 308) compares phrases 
such as AL69 Kdirov of Libya (P. 9.53) and 7-11mmg wApcos- (P. 2.2)17, to Which 
we may add AL&, - 1v wAppoivos- OrylffioLs- (P. 4.16), MAOLO ... KOV TIPCMg 
KpovtSa (P. 4.56) of Libya. This interpretation would seem reasonable 
enough were it not for the fact that the poet has already named Cyrene in 
the same sentence. If 6pOl Kftox, 'A&W-ras- is merely another means of 
saying 'Cyrene' the phrase seems somewhat otiose. 
If however the phrase referred to a specific location in Cyrene this 
effect would not be felt. In view of the other details of specific places in 
Cyrene we might suggest that the poet is speaking here of another such 
spot, a shrine perhaps, or even the place where Apollo was supposed to 
have slept with the nymph Cyrene (P. 9.5ff. )18. The poet would not need to 
elaborate to a Cyrenean audience on such a reference, for to them it would 
be a well-known spot. However, this use of a local name does not 
necessarily indicate that the poet had seen the KdTrov 'AOpo8tTaS- for 
himself. It might just have been a well-known landmark or place which 
had been described to him19. 
This proviso applies also to the spring of Apollo, mentioned by 
in this way. It makes sense to describe him as a comrade of Arcesilas to whom he was 
related (according to the scholia, 2; P. 5.34, D. II p. 176) and who was prepared to honour 
Carrhotus so greatly in this ode. It is also difficult to accept a complete change of 
addressee when Arcesilas has been the focus of our attention right up until now and since 
Pindar begins v. 23 with 7V, thus closely connecting the line with everything which has 
preceded it. 
17 The other examples appear in isolation, but in P. 2.2 the description of Syracuse as 
'precinct of Ares' occurs in close proximity to the name of the city (2; vpdKOaaL, 
PaOvff6k, uou T11irmg 'Apeos-) as in P 5. 
18 Cf. Chamoux pp. 267ff., Famell II pp. 171-2, Froidefond p. 220. 
19 This of course poses the question would the poet have known in advance where the ode 
was to be performedL If PA was destined for performance at the Cameia (cf pp. 221ff. 
below) the information might have been available, but this is conjectural. 
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Pindar at P. 4.294 as a focal point in Cyrenean life in the eyes of 
Damophilus. It appears to have been a well-known feature of Cyrene20 
and there is nothing in Pindar's description to suggest that the poet had 
seen it himself, even if he had done. It would be an obvious feature to 
choose to denote the centre of Cyrenean life, as for example the Castalian 
spring denotes Delphi (0.9.17, P. 1.39,5.31, etc. ). 
Chamoux's next phrase, however, does seem unusually vivid and 
striking: the description of Battus' domain as KcAaLVC9V0)P 7Tc&ow (P. 4.52). 
The scholia M P. 4.93a, D. II pp. 110-111) suggest two lines of explanation. 
First that the adjective refers to Cyrene's climate; it was fertile because it 
had plenty of rain which the rest of Libya did not get. Secondly, it refers to 
the vastness of the plains, whose end could not be seen. Duchemin 
suggests a third explanation (p. 116), that the adjective might be a 
reference to Zeus. She does not explain further (but presumably this is 
because Kdaweoo is an Homeric epithet of Zeus), except to point to v. 56, 
etop Tepe-mg Kpoxf8a. Without a reference to Zeus in the immediate context 
I am unwilling to accept this interpretation. Pindar often puts Homeric 
adjectives to new uses (cf. e. g. P. 4.18, dcAA67ro8as- of 8topotr, in Homer only 
Of r=OL), and KrAmPCOO is used to describe other things than Zeus even in 
Homer (of blood, e. g. 11.4.140, Od. 11.36). It seems to me, however, that 
Pindar may well have chosen the epithet because of its pictorial quality; a 
strong visual image is conveyed by describing the plains as 'dark- 
clouded'. Whether his choice was influenced by what he had seen for 
himself or merely by the desire to describe Cyrene's fertile climate in a 
vivid manner is unproveable. I cannot, however, accept Chamoux's 
20 CE pp. 268-69 below. 
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interpretation of pdkatpav &Tlav (P. 5.11) as a literal reference to a roaring 
fire in Arcesilas' hearth. Pindar's use of the word ýýta elsewhere in the 
odes seems to indicate that he used it always in the wider sense of 'home' 
or 'household' (cf. 0.1.11,12.14, P. 11.13, I. 3/4.35b). 
Chamoux ends with what he calls 'la preuve la plus irr6futable 
d'une connaissance directe du paysage cyr6n6en"(p. 177), the description 
of Cyrene at P. 4.8 as Iv dpyrPv&vn yao-rO, which he suggests describes the 
houses on the acropolis and slopes down to the sacred spring. There is no 
means of proving this. Chamoux himself admits that there is no trace of 
such an appearance today. However, let us examine the phrase itself a 
little -more closely. As far as we know dpyLP6cts- is an adjective which 
Homer applied to towns and which commentators suggest refers to their 
situation on chalky hillS21. Pindar may have chosen a traditional epithet, 
but Chamoux's geographical evidence (pp. 14ff. ) suggests that such a 
description is entirely appropriate for Cyrene. It was sited approximately 
500m. up on limestone hills which Chamoux describes as having the form 
of a dome stretching East - West, and rising to its highest point at Slonta 
868m. above sea level to the south of Cyrene (cf. Chamoux PLXXV). 
Between Cyrene and the sea were fertile plains of which KrAatPcOwP 7rc8twv 
(P. 4.52) speak. Cyrene's position on the hills is referred to by the second 
element in Pindar's description, 1v ... paa-r(3. paaT6, - before Pindar is 
always used in its literal sense, and this is usually the case after hiM22. 
Thus Pindar has coined a very striking and unusual phrase to describe 
Cyrene because of his choice of word to describe the hill or mound on 
21 Cf. 11.2.647 & 656, of Lycastus and Camirus, with commentators ad locc.. 22With a few exceptions, e. g. XAn. 4.2.6., Cyr. 2.6., Call. Del. 48. 
S 
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which Cyrene stood23. I cannot with Chamoux pronounce this an 
'irrefutable proof" that the poet had seen Cyrene with his own eyes; 
however, the strong visual image conveyed by this unusual phrase does 
seem to support the case for autopsy. 
It is also striking that apart from the reference to the Kdirov 
'AOPo8tTas- (P. 5.24) all the topographical details are used by Pindar in 
connection with Battus. In Pythian 4 the Delphic oracle declared that 
Battus would found a city 1v dpyrPP&vn pac-ro (v. 8). This location is as 
unknown to him as the one conjured up by Medea's prophecy of Battus' 
lordship Ke-AaLVCOW11 7rc&ow (v. 52). However, it would be a very neat touch 
on the part of the poet if he were to describe this place, unknown as yet to 
Battus, in terms instantly recognisable to his audience as well-known 
features of Cyrene. The Cyrenean audience would know the foundation 
legend, so it is almost as if the poet provides them with a visual link to 
confirm their knowledge that the city in question was their own familiar 
Cyrene. 
In Pythian 5 the distinctive road of Apollo described in vv. 90ff. forms 
one of the glorious achievements of Battus the founder, one which had 
obviously survived, along with the greater groves of the gods N. 89) and the 
tombs of Battus and the other kings (vv. 93,96-7), to the time of Arcesilas 
IV as visible memorials of the Battiad dynasty. The achievements mark 
the civilisation of Cyrene and consequently honour the victor who is the 
latest in the line of Battiad kings who had founded and made the city what 
23 Pindar employs parts of the body to denote geographical features elsewhere in the odes. 
Cf. P. 2.45-6 IP HaAtou aovpots-, P. 4.26 &vJTwv Cwrp yatas-, 0.7.87 x, (JToioLv 'ATapuptou, 
P. 11.36 TTqpvaaaoD 7rd8a N. 4.54 TlaAtou U Trdp 7rd&, P. 4.44 'AL6a ardya 203 'Aert'vou 
a-r6pa, but none are as unusual and striking as the use of uaaT6s- at P4.8 
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it is in his time. In this way I would suggest that the poet works in the 
topographical details (perhaps asked for by Arcesilas) in a most natural 
manner, skilfully integrating them into his myth as a visible and tangible 
link between the heroic past and the present. Furthermore if Pythian 5 
was performed at the Cyrenean festival of the Carneia such local 
references to where the ode was being sung would be quite appropriate. 
We might compare the poet's treatment of similar matters in the Paeans, 
poems also composed for local festivals (e. g. Pae. 2.24ff. & 96ff., 4.13M). 
So much for the evidence within the odes. In the absence of 
conclusive evidence our view of whether Pindar travelled to Cyrene in 
connection with his celebration of Arcesilas' victory is bound to be 
subjective. However, the unusual accumulation of topographical details in 
Pythian 5 combined with the importance of Pythian 4 not only in its 
purpose but in its unique magnificence among Pindar's works make it 
likely that Pindar did go to Cyrene. 
2. The Carneia Connection 
roMOvTov lpavov 
lv&v dm8cedliewt, 
"AiroAAom, Tr4F, 
Kapp4C, & 8at7i ac, 8[Cqucv 
Kqpdvag dyamylvam HAty (P. 5.77-81) 
These verses have led several scholars to suggest that Pythian 5 was 
written to be performed at the festival of Apollo Carneios in Cyrene24. The 
evidence for this can be summarised as follows: first, in these verses the 
24 Cf. e. g. Dissen p. 268, Duchemin p. 92, Famell II p. 168, Fehr p. 74, Fennell p. 210, 
FTaccaToli p. 103, Gaspar p. 148, Mezger p. 223, Schroeder p. 34, Wilamowitz (1922) p. 377. 
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poet declares that'we honour the well-built city of Cyrene in your banquet, 
Apollo Carneios'; secondly, Pindar develops this reference to the feast of 
Apollo Carneios at considerable length, describing not only the origin of 
the festival but also details of its celebration at Cyrene, which included a 
reception with sacrifice of the Antenoridae, heroes who were worshipped 
in Cyrene. 
We have reasonable evidence both from literature and inscriptions 
that Apollo was worshipped in Cyrene under the title CarneioS25, but we 
know very little of the details of his festivals and cult beyond those given in 
Callimachus' Hymn to Apollo, vv. 71ff., and what. we may conjecture from 
our evidence of the celebration of the Carneia elsewhere. Was it, however, 
possible for a victory ode to be performed at a festival of the gods? It seems 
SO. 
Burton (p. 136) cites Pythian 11 , 
Olympian 4, and perhaps 3, as 
connected with some public act of worship26. In Pythian 11 Pindar opens 
the ode with an address to the Theban heroines, calling on them to come to 
the temple of Ismenian Apollo at Thebes, as Loxias bids them there to 
sing. Commentators suggest that this is a reference to some religious 
ceremony at the shrine with which Thrasydaeus' victory celebration 
coincided27, and perhaps formed a part. As Apollo had been responsible 
for Thrasydaeus'Pythian victory his shrine might be an appropriate place 
at which to celebrate the success. 
We might suggest a similar link between a local religious event and 
25 Cf. Nilsson pp. 360ff., Chamoux pp. 301ff.. 26 For my belief that Olympian 3 was probably performed at a theoxeny cf. above 
pp. 194ff.. 
27 Cf. e. g. Farnell Il p. 225, Burton pp. 61ff., Gildersleeve p. 357. 
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a victory celebration in Olympian 9. At the ode's end (v. 112) the poet says of 
the victor 'he crowned your altar, Aias, at the banquet held in your 
honour, son of Oileus'. This appears to refer to Epharmostus' dedication 
of his victoes wreath on Aias' altar at a local festival in the hero's honour. 
Whether the ode's performance coincided with the festival cannot be 
proved, but the poet's connection of the festival with the victory may well 
reflect events at OpUS28. 
It has also been posited that Olympian 14 is a processional hymn in 
honour of the GraceS29. Certainly they were important local goddesses at 
Orchomenos, the victor's home, and the ode begins with an invocation to 
the Charites and much praise of them. The victor Asopichus in fact 
features only in the briefest announcement of his victory which is 
introduced by mention of the K*os- which the Graces are seeing, a K*w 
described as KoDoa PtflOvra (v. 17), hence the description of the ode as 
processional. It remains a possibility that Asopichus' victory was 
celebrated at some ceremony at the goddesses' shrine in his native 
Orchomenos on the victor's return. 
To sum up, although our evidence is not conclusive, there do seem 
to be reasonable grounds for supposing that a victory ode could be 
performed on a religious occasion as some part of the festivities. Thus we 
may suggest that as the Cyreneans celebrated the festivals of Apollo 
Carneios it was possible and perhaps even appropriate for an ode 
28 We might also compare N. 8.13ff., where Pindar describes himself as IKIras- AIaKoO 
(v, 13), offering him Av8tav jitTpax,.. .. Arlwos- &aoz3, v aTa8twv Kai varp6s- Mlya Negratov dyaAua. This seems to suggest performance at the shrine of Aeacus. Cf. Mullen 
pp. 75-7. Such a performance (or dedication as in 0.9) indicates a connection between the 
athlete's activity and his city's cults. 
29 CE e. g. Gildersleeve p. 236, Farnell I p. 73, Fennell p. 138. 
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celebrating a victory granted by the god to have been performed at his 
festival in Cyrene30. 
In support of this suggestion we may further adduce the evidence of 
Nemean 11. The Alexandrians classed this as a victory ode because of its 
mention of Aristagoras' athletic successes as a boy (vv. 19ff. ), but it was in 
fact composed to celebrate the installation of Aristagoras as president of 
the council on Tenedos. This ode reveals with what ease Pindar was able 
to adapt the epinician genre to fit another occasion. The poet's repertoire 
included many poems for religious occasions (for example, Paeans, 
Hymns, Dithyrambs, Prosodia, Partheneia and Hyporchemata). It seems 
likely, therefore, in view of the versatility demonstrated in Nemean 11, that 
it would not be difficult for him to compose an ode which performed not 
only the function of an epinician but also that demanded by a religious 
occasion. We must not forget that the games at which victors won were 
themselves part of religious ceremonies in honour of a god. Success at the 
games was therefore always attributable to this patron god who might 
expect to be honoured for his favour. 
To turn to Pythian 5 itself, the verses with which we began (vv. 77ff. ) 
are placed at the end of a priamel on those deeds and attributes of Apollo 
which concern Cyrene, culminating in his role as an oracular god. At v. 72 
we turn to the speaker, T6 5' ty6v yap6cuAl and by way of the journeying 
3OThere has been some concern as to whether the date of the ode's performance would coincide 
with the celebration of the Carneia (cf. e. g. Chamoux p. 179, Burton pp. 136-7), but we possess too 
little information to verify this point. It is uncertain exactly when the Carneia was held at 
Cyrene (cf. Chamoux's warning p. 179 n. 1) and also when Pythian 5 could have been 
performed. We do not know, for instance, how soon after the victory Arcesilas commissioned 
the ode or how long it took Pindar to compose it, how long it might take for the ode to arrive in 
Cyrene (if sent) or for the poet to travel there (if he went) or how long it took to train a chorus. 
31 This is not the text given in Snell-Maehler, who accept Wilamowitz's yqp6rt for the MSS 
vulgate yapk-e (yapta-e and yap&-W are also attested). With this reading the subject of the 
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of Arcesilas' ancestors from Sparta to Thera we arrive at the festival in 
Cyrene32. Pindar now apostrophises Apollo, calling him by the cult title 
Carneios and in the first person plural announces that 'we honour in 
your banquet the city of Cyrene'. Much depends on our interpretation of 
or-A(ýýcv N. M. No-one doubts that it is present tense, but a problem arises 
because Greek lacks any means of distinguishing between the continuous 
present, i. e. 'we are honouring' and the habitual present i. e. 'we honour, 
we are in the habit of honouring. 
To his audience Pindar's meaning would have been quite clear from 
the context of the ode's performance. If the poem was being performed 
during the celebration of the Carneia arfltCopep would be continuous 
present, expressing what they were actually doing at that moment. If the 
poem was being performed on another occasion the audience would see a 
reference to the regular honouring of Apollo Carneios. Both 
interpretations of aeflZopet, are equally possible, but can we arrive at the 
one which was clear to Pindar's audience? 
Pythian 5 is remarkable for the poet's concentration on Apollo. We 
may attribute much of his prominence in the ode to his oracular role in 
the founding of Cyrene and to the fact that he was patron of the games at 
which Arcesilas Won33. As patron god of the games Apollo will naturally 
be honoured by the Wyos- described in v. 23 as 'AvoAMPtox, dOvppa. 
Carrhotus had dedicated the winning chariot to him at Delphi (vv. 34ff. ) 
verb is either Apollo Me sings my lovely famel or Th iff ty6v KMor Me fair tale of my 
renown gives voice from Sparta% Farnell II p. 177). I prefer to read with Kirkwood (1981) 
pp. 17-18 Hermann's yap6etv, 'mine it is to sing of a lovely fame from Sparta!, cf 1.8.38-9 
7-6 y& ly& ... 6ndaam. For discussion cf. Farnell loc. cit., Kirkwood loc. cit.. 32 For the identity of the speaker in these verses cf. Appendix IV, especially pp. 317ff.. 33 Cf. Burton p. 136, Race (1986) p. 74. 
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and the poet reminds Arcesilas at the end of the ode that praise of Apollo 
is fitting since it was from Pytho that he received the reward of victory in 
the games (vv. 103ff. ). 
Arcesilas' victory is portrayed as the latest instance in the 
prosperity of the Battiadae, which can also be traced to Apollo's influence. 
This began, according to the poet, when Apollo in his role as dpXay1ras- 
made the Libyan lions fear Battus on his arrival in Mrica, so that the 
god's oracles for the ruler of Cyrene would be fulfilled (vv. 57-62): these 
oracles which concerned the founding of Cyrene are given by Pindar in 
Pythian 4, and we may assume that the Cyrenean audience knew to what 
he was referring. Pindar returns to Apollo's oracular role at the end of a 
priamel on his powers (vv. 63-72). All of these have relevance for the 
CyreneanS34 but of especial relevance to them is the last item in the list, 
Apollo's oracle and the example of his role in the settlement of the 
Peloponnese. , 
Burton states (p. 136) that Apollo's prominence in Pythian 5 is 
sufficiently explained by his oracular pronouncements on the founding of 
Cyrene and his patronage of the Pythian games. He also points out that 
there is only one reference in the ode to the festival (KqpP6i, - v. 80) and says 
that this can be explained by the fact that the Cyreneans worshipped 
Apollo under this title. On the analogy of other odes connected with 
religious occasions, Burton suggests that Pindar always makes this 
association clear in the prelude and therefore, if Pythian 5 was to have 
been performed at the Carneia, 'one might have expected Pythian 5 to 
have opened with an apostrophe to the Carneian Apollo and an explicit 
34 Cf. my remarks on p. 255. 
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direction as to its performance and character' (p. 136). 
As to the first point, it is hard to see how Apollo's role in Cyrene's 
foundation and as patron of the games explain why Pindar should refer in 
such a specific way to the honouring of Apollo under the title of Carneios 
at a feast, nor why he should make so much of the origin of the festival. In 
addition we should note the poet's choice of Battus' building of the vividly 
described road for the 'AnvAkuiiats- ... 7Top7TdL^s- (w. 90-93) as one of the few 
actions which he narrates in his myth of Battus. 
Burton's third point, that Pindar normally announces any 
connection between an ode and a religious festival in the prelude to that 
ode, is valid for Pythian 11, but it is only conjectural for Olympian 14 and 
there is no such definite announcement in the preludes of Olympians 3 
and 9, nor in that of Nemean 8, other epinicians apparently connected 
with some religious occasion. In view of our lack of evidence and the 
poet's search for variety in the odes I would suggest that we need not 
demand uniformity in this case. 
Against his second point we should note that the reference to Apollo 
Carneios is not as slight as his remarks might suggest. The worship of 
Apollo under the cult title Carneios was evidently an important part of the 
Cyreneans' Dorian heritage, which Pindar stresses (vv. 72-6), but the 
devotion of such a proportion of an epinician to details of local cult practice 
(vv. 77ff. ) is quite remarkable. Pindar does not merely tell us that the 
Cyreneans worshipped Apollo Carneios, but that they honoured him with 
a feast specifically described as an lpavw N. 77) and referred to again in 
8=f N. 80). Indeed the amount of space devoted to this particular cult may 
be even greater. Pindar passes from the honouring of Apollo Carneios to 
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the cult of the Antenoridae (vv. 82ff. )35. We know nothing for certain about 
this cult in Cyrene, but Pindar refers to it immediately after his remarks 
on the Carneia and without any explanation of the relevance of these 
somewhat obscure figures, when we might have expected a reference to 
the Olympians whose cults were well attested at Cyrene36. This would 
seem to suggest that Pindar introduced a reference to the cult of the 
Antenoridae because of a connection which they possessed in Cyrene with 
the cult of Apollo Carneios. If this was the case then Pindar has devoted 
no less than five verses to the origin of the festival of the Carneia (VV. 72-6) 
and twelve to details of its actual celebration at Cyrene (vv. 77-88). Though 
this is not conclusive (and we must beware of relying too heavily on the 
connection between the cult of Apollo Carneios and that of the 
Antenoridae in Cyrene) is is sufficiently unusual to give some support to 
the view that the ode was performed at a cult ceremony. 
Furthermore if we accept that Pythian 5 may have been performed 
at a Cyrenean Carneia certain points in the ode seem to me to be explained 
and clarified. The description of the victory K*w in v. 23 as 'A7roAAwvtov 
60vpya has especial point in that it refers not only to the delight bestowed 
by Apollo in Arcesilas' victory but also to the celebrants' enjoyment of the 
god's festival. The priamel about Apollo (vv. 63ff. ) would take on extra 
meaning and the poet's description of the building of the road for the 
festivals of Apollo (A7ToAAojvtats- ... Troy7TaIg vv9O-91) becomes very topical. 
Performance of the ode at the Carneiaý also clarifies vv. 79-81. Pindar 
states that at Apollo's festival it is the city, Cyrene, which is being 
35 That this refers to a cult is argued on pp. 258-59 below. 
36 Cf. Chamoux pp. 30iff.. 
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honoured where one might have expected that Apollo would be the 
recipient of such honour. Duchemin explains this by suggesting (p. 160) 
that Vest au banquet du dieu que les Cyrdn6ens prirent Mabitude de 
c6l6brer la glorieuse destin6e de leur cit6', but she provides no evidence for 
her conjecture. Lefkowitz (1985 p. 45) puts forward another suggestion, 
that 'the city Cyrene itself is honoured in the festival because the story of 
the nymph Cyrene and Apollo is commemorated in a special choral 
dance'. Lefkowitz cites CallAp. 85-95 esp. 93, but there is nothing in the 
Hellenistic poet's account to suggest that the pyrrhic dance of which he 
speaks was in any way concerned with the tale of Apollo and the nymph 
Cyrene. Both Duchemin and Lefkowitz are forced to look for evidence 
outside Pythian 5, but if Pythian 5 was performed at the Carneia the 
reference to honouring Cyrene is instantly intelligible. Arcesilas' victory 
honours and glorifies Cyrene as does Pindar's ode; thus in celebrating it 
at Apollo's festival the KOpos- would indeed be honouring Cyrene at 
Apollo's Carneian banquet. 
3. The prominence of Carrhotus 
A further unusual feature of Pythian 5 is the great prominence in 
the ode of the charioteer, Carrhotus, to whom the poet devotes a passage of 
some twenty-eight verses (vv. 26-53). There is no parallel in the epinicians 
for such expansive treatment of a personage other than the victor himself. 
So we need to ask ourselves why Carrhotus is singled out in this way, how 
Pindar achieves this and what is its effect on the ode as a whole. 
It is quite normal for Pindar to refer to others than the victor in an 
epinician. There are frequent references to victor's fathers, often merely 
as a periphrasis for the victors themselves, and the-- poet also mentions 
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male relatives such as brothers, uncles or grandfathers, often in 
connection with other victories won by the faMily37. 
It is not unusual for the poet to include some praise of the trainer in 
odes to boy victorS38. All of these (except 0.8.54-66) are only brief 
references. Gildersleeve suggests (p. 216) that such inclusions were there 
at the patron's behest. This seems reasonable since such references not 
only remind the youthful victors of their debt to those who had trained 
them but perhaps could also form part of a father's reparation to the 
trainer for his son's training. Olympian 8 is the only ode where praise of 
the trainer is developed beyond a summary reference, but this seems to be 
explained by Pindar's remark (vv. 65-6) that Alcimedon's victory is the 
thirtieth of the trainer Melesias. Thus the unusually extended praise of 
Melesias is appropriate to celebrate his remarkable success as a trainer. 
In these circumstances it would not seem extraordinary to find the 
poet praising a charioteer in a victory ode for a chariot victory, as is the 
case in Pythian 5. The charioteer (or rider in a horse race) was, after all, 
responsible for much of the hard work of victory in a similar way to the 
trainer. He was probably involved in some of the horses' training before 
the race and his skill and expertise were crucial to winning. However the 
facts belie this. Of the eighteen odes for victors in equestrian events we 
find praise of the charioteer or rider only twice, at I. 2.20ff. and 0.6.2239. 
37Fathers, e. g. 0.5.8, P. 1.59, N. 4.14, etc.; brothers, 0.2.49, P. 10.69, L5.19; uncles e. g. 
P. 8.35, N. 4.80, L8.66, etc.; grandfathers e. g. N. 4.89,6.16. 
38 Cf. 0.8.54-66,10.16-19, N. 4.93-6,5.48-9 & B. 13.191ff., N. 6.64-6, L3/4 89-90b. I have 
included this last reference although Melissus was not a boy victor in the event for which 
this ode was written, since Pindar introduces Orseas in connection with a list of victories 
which begins with one as a youth (vv. 75-9). 
39 1 do not include the reference in L1.15 where Pindar remarks that Herodotus had 
driven the chariot himself (instead of employing a charioteer) since this is a means of 
praising the victor. 
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In celebrating Xenocrates' chariot race victory in Isthmian 2 
Pindar refers clearly to one Nicomachus, Xenocrates' charioteer 
OrAaetMTOLO OaTos- v. 21) who is praised for winning the house other 
victories. Perhaps it was this run of success which prompted Xenocrates 
to ask the poet to mention Nicomachus' achievement as a tribute to him. 
At 0.6.22ff. the poet addresses one Phintis, whom the scholia suggest was 
Hagesias' charioteer for his Olympic victory (Z 0.6.37, D. I pp. 161-2). 
There is no direct praise of him, but in view of the lack of references to 
charioteers or riders in the odes even this brief apostrophe, presumably 
included at Hagesias' request, may count as praise. 
One possible reason for our lack of references to charioteers in the 
odes might be, as suggested recently by Lefkowitz (1985 pp. 41 ff. ), that most 
of those whose chariot victories are celebrated by Pindar drove the chariots 
themselves. There is, however, little evidence to support this view. 
Isthmian 2 seems to indicate that the house of Xenocrates employed a 
regular charioteer Nicomachus. I see no reason, therefore, to doubt the 
scholia's inference (Z P. 6.15, D. II p. 196) that he drove the chariot for the 
victory celebrated by Pythian 6. We have already mentioned Hagesias' 
charioteer Phintis (0.6.22). We know that Arcesilas employed Carrhotus 
for the Pythian games of 462. 
In Bacchylides 5 the poet seems to imply that Hieron did not ride his 
own horse. Vv. 46ff. favour the suggestion that Pherenicus' Kt*px, 4TW and 
Hieron were two separate people and vv. 182ff. go further in implying that 
Ifieron did not even go to Olympia4O. Lefkowitz herself suggests (1985 p. 41) 
40 It is interesting that Pindar and Bacchylides name this horse in every ode to celebrate 
victory in the KIAW(O. 1.18, R 3.74, B. 5.37,184). 
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that the political climate of cities such as Syracuse and Cyrene meant that 
the king could not be absent for the lengthy period which participation in 
the games would entail. In addition it is hard to envisage men of such 
standing taking the risks involved in actually driving4l. 
Lefkowitz does not give any evidence to support her conjectures 
(1985 p. 41) that Psaumis (Olympians 4 and 5) and Chromius of Aetna 
(Nemeans 1 and 9) drove themselves. N. 9.4 refers to Chromius ts. 44z' 
dva, gaimp, but this is clearly to take part in his victory celebrations and is 
closely tied to Pindar's metaphor of the chariot of song. Lefkowitz also 
suggests that Hieron was a charioteer at the local games in Syracuse 
(celebrated by Pythian 2)42, and certainly the terms in which Pindar 
describes Hieron's victory are markedly personal (cEv. 8 d-yavd1mv Iv Xrpoi 
iToLKtAavtow 16dyao-ac m6kw). However, 6Tav ... KaTaCrtrýsý 
(vv. 1041) is 
not to be taken literally. For if it is, it implies that Hieron always drove for 
himself, which Bacchylides 5 belies. We should not forget that Hieron was 
not in good health43; would he have been fit enough for the strenuous 
tasks of a charioteer? 
In addition it is clear that praise of the victorious owner of a chariot 
41 The risks involved in chariot driving are discussed below (pp. 236ff ). Horse-racing 
was no less hazardous. To all intents and purposes it was bare-back and thus very 
strenuous. Finley and Pleket (p. 31) cite Galen on its dangers: 'Horse-back riding of a 
strenuous sort has been known to rupture parts in the region of the kidneys and has often 
brought injuries to the chest or sometimes to the spermatic passages, to say nothing of the 
mis-steps of horses, because of which riders have often been pitched from their seat and 
instantly killed'. 
42 Cf. Lefkowitz (1985) pp. 41-2 and (1976) pp. 164-5. Carey (1981) p. 21 suggests Thebes as 
the locale, Young (1983) pp. 42ff Olympia (but cf. my reservations p. 185 n. 3). We cannot be 
certain on this point, but obviously it is easier for Lefkowitz to suggest that Hieron had 
driven himself if the games were in Syracuse, since she supposes that he could not be 
absent from Syracuse to participate in games elsewhere. 
43 The date of this ode is not certain. Commentators suggest 475 B. C. By the late 470s 
Hieron was a very sick man. Cf. 2: P. 2.97, D. 11 p. 18. 
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as though he had been the charioteer was a convention employed by the 
poet. In Pythian 5, for example, where we know that Arcesilas employed 
Carrhotus as charioteer Pindar praises Arcesilas at v. 115 with the words 
7TIOavral t? 6pyaTqAd-ras- aoo6, -. While Arcesilas may in fact have driven 
chariots in Cyrene and showed himself a skilful charioteer the poet 
employs the phrase in this context to praise him for the present victory in 
which we know for certain that he was not charioteer. 
There is only one place where we may be certain that the victorious 
owner of the horses also drove them. At the Isthmian games of ? 458 B. C. 
Herodotus of Thebes drove his own chariot. We know this because Pindar 
remarks on it in his praise of Herodotus. The phrase which he uses, 6pta 
-e dUoTptaLS' 06 XfPO'1 vwpdoave (1.1.15) is striking and unusual in its 
emphasis. Why does Pindar stress this point unless it was out of the 
ordinary? If it was largely the norm, as Lefkowitz suggests, for noblemen 
to drive their own chariots at the Greek games there would have been no 
point at all in Pindar using this device in his praise of Herodotus. 
To sum up so far: we cannot explain Carrhotus' prominence in 
Pythian 5 as the normal praise accorded to the charioteer. Not only is the 
praise of an unusually extended nature, it is also extremely rare in the 
odes to find praise of the charioteer at all. Nor can this be explained by a 
lack of charioteers to be praised because the victors drove themselves. We 
need, therefore, to seek some other cause for the praise accorded to 
Carrhotus in Pythian 5. Let us turn to what Pindar actually says about 
this charioteer. 
The ode opens with conventional praise of Arcesilas, both as a ruler 
and a Pythian victor, who welcomes the K4zos- to celebrate his victory (vv. 1- 
0 
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23)44. In this connection the poet addresses Arcesilas: do not forget amid the 
celebrations, Arcesilas, that a god is responsible for your glory and do not 
forget OLAdv & Kdppwmv leoX' ýTalpwv N. M. This is the first mention of 
Carrhotus in the ode and it tells us two things about him. He is one of the 
king's ýTýWa and he is worthy of some special devotion from the king. Pindar 
now proceeds to explain why Carrhotus is to be cherished above Arcesilas' 
other comrades, using a relative clause gradually to build up a picture of his 
achievement. 
The explanation commences with negative praise, a feature often used 
by the poet in order to avoid the adverse effects of excessive praise; it creates an 
understated but powerful effeCt45. Pindar contrasts what might have 
happened, failure and Carrhotus coming home with excuses, with what did 
happen, success and Carrhotus' victorious return. 'Ib make the contrast still 
more vivid the poet personifies Excuse (Up6oaOlp) and invents a Hesiodic-type 
genealogy for her, making her the daughter of 'Afterthought who knows too 
late' CEmpaMos- ... 6ý&P&v w. 27-28)46. The poet continues this unusual 
depiction of Carrhotus' success with a more conventional motif In attaining 
victory at the Pythian games Carrhotus 74wg i1poegak Teddip 4aw (v. 31). 
This motif is one often employed by Pindar to describe victory by reference to the 
crowning of the ViCtor47. 
Pindar next adds two details about the victory. It was in the 'twelve 
cours& and Carrhotus had achieved it with his reins wholly intact (vv. 32-3)48. 
44 Cf. Lefkowitz (1985) p. 36. Similar praise of the victor as ruler may be seen in Pindar's 
treatment of Hieron at 0.1.11ff. & 103ff, P. 1.61ff. & 67ff., 2.18ff. & 56ff., 3.69M. 
45 Cf Kr)hnken (1976) pp. 62-7, Race (1983) pp. 95-122, and TAfkowitz's remarks, (1985) p. 37. 
46 Cf. Burton pp. 142-3. 
47 Cf. e. g. 0.3.13,13.39, P. 10.40, N. 11.28,1.2.15, etc.. 
48'Twelve courses' signals the chariot race which consisted of twelve laps up and down 
the hippodrome. Cf. 0.2.50 & 6.75; Finley and Pleket pp. 27ff.. 
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In fact, as Pindar adds, he had not broken any part of his entire equipage 
(v. 34). This achievement is all the more impressive because it appears that 
the reins, usually passed around the charioteer's body, were frequently 
broken or tangled49. If they were easily broken then Carrhotus had done 
well to maintain them whole. Pindar also uses this detail, I would 
suggest, as a lead into his remark that Carrhotus had not merely 
preserved the reins but the whole chariot. Such details of the actual event 
are extremely rare in Pindar, whose interest in the games does not seem 
to have extended to the technicalities of winning or to any of the sports for 
their own sake, unlike Bacchylides, who seems to have enjoyed narrating 
the event (cf. e. g. the exciting description of Pherenicus winning at 
Olympia, B. 5.37ff. ). We learn almost nothing from Pindar of any victor's 
achievement in sporting terms: for example, at P. 8.81-2 the poet tells us 
that Aristomenes TITpa(n 6 4=ms- 1066-v a&pdTram KaKd opovlow to gain 
his victory. This remark typifies Pindar's treatment of such matters. We 
learn nothing of how Aristomenes actually defeated these opponents and 
the detail appears to have been included merely because it introduces the 
fate of the losers, a picture which highlights the glory of the victor. There 
is an unusual passage at 1.3/4 63ff. where Pindar describes Melissus' 
tactics as a wrestler, but the impression we receive is praise of his 
character rather than any reference to the particular victory he had won. 
Similarly the detail in the victory list at 0.9.91 tells us little of the event but 
rather provides variety in the catalogue of Epharmostus' wins. 
49 Cf. Gildersleeve p. 309. At S. E1.746-8 Orestes was thrown out of the chariot, but being 
tangled in the reins he was dragged along. E. Hipp. 1236ff. speaks of the same 
phenomenon: 4, vtatauv ImTrAaKrls- 8ro-. uJv 8vare0vaTov IAKerat kocts-. 
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It is therefore quite remarkable for Pindar to include and stress the 
detail in P. 5.32 that Carrhotus had achieved his victory with his chariot 
completely intact. Just how unusual this was is not clear. Our sources do 
not provide a great deal of information about the intricacies of chariot 
racing, but enough to reveal that its risks and perils were widely 
acknowledged from Homer onwards. It is remarkable that in his account, 
and even in the fictitious accounts in Sophocles and Euripides, crashes of 
a spectacular nature are faithfully portrayed, a fact which would seem to 
indicate that they were a regular feature of chariot-racing5O. 
Pausanias, when describing the hippodrome at Delphi (10.37.4ff. ) 
tells us that the plain of Cirrha was bare and that the racecourse in itself 
did not cause the horses fear, unlike those at Olympia and Nemea5l. Thus 
Carrhotus' achievement might not seem all that extraordinary if the 
Pythian racecourse was known to be without especial terrors; however, 
when Pindar ends his praise of the charioteer he returns to the theme of 
his achievement and amplifies it still further with an astonishing detail, 
Carrhotus had gained the victory with completely unscathed chariot when 
50Cf. e. g. the fears of Idomeneus at I1.23.57M, and Nestoes advice to Antilochus before 
the race, 306M. Both passages indicate how great was the risk of crashing. S. E1.725M 
describes the dreadful crashes preceding Orestes' invented death in the chariot race at 
the Pythian games and E-Hipp. 1218ff. the fatal chariot ride of Hippolytus. 
51 At both Olympia and Nemea, according to Pausanias (6.20.15 with Frazer ad loc. ), a 
natural feature overlooking the course seemed to terrify the horses. At Nemea it was a 
rock above the turning point; it was red and flashed in the light, appearing like fire. At 
Olympia the bogey was Taraxippus' which Pausanias describes as having the shape of a 
round altar, standing at the passage through the bank on one side of the racecourse. 
Explanations of this differ (cf. Frazer IV pp. 84-5), but all agree on the fearsome effect of 
the spot. Dio Chrysostom (32.76) remarks that Taraxippus was located 'at the place where 
the horses used to be most frightened and where most chariots were broken'. Tzetzes (2; on 
Lyc. Fr. 42) tells us Taraxippus was so called because rapdamip Kai 8qpqXY I= 7-oýr 
rmwvs- dywxiCqy1, vovr. Pausanias comments on the fear aroused by Taraxippus (6.20.15): 
Kai drr6 roD 06, Sov Aqy, 8dYrt rapaXd, rd re 84 dppara Karayp6oumv (5s- lvivav Kai ol 
4vtqXot rirp(JaKopraL. 
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accident had befallen not less than forty other chariots (vv. 34 & 49-51). 
We do not possess precise evidence for the numbers of entries in 
races, although, as Lefkowitz points out (1985 p. 39 n. 17), if Alcibiades 
could enter seven chariots in a single race there was presumably room for 
a large entry even if it was not always filled. More than forty does however 
seem a very large number52, particularly in view of the way the race was 
started and run with the essential turn at the ends around turning 
poStS53. If all the chariots converged at much the same time the potential 
for crashes would be enormous and once a crash occurred the resulting 
chaos would be hard to avoid or to extricate oneself from. In Sophocles' 
fictitious race only ten chariots competed (but note they are described as 
7roAMP dppaTnAaTi0v v. 70054) and one crash led at once to several others 
until only the Athenian charioteer and Orestes were left in the race: 
KdvrrVOcv dUos- &Aov le Mg, KaKoD 
10paw KdvIm7TTe-, 7Tdv 6 liTly7TAam 
Pavaytow Kptaa-Lov L=LK6jv 7rl&p. (vv. 728-30) 
There can be no doubt that more than forty chariots was an 
unusually large entry and if no less than forty had come to grief 
Carrhotus' achievement in winning without so much as breaking a rein 
was truly remarkable55. I am in agreement, therefore, with Lefkowitz 
52 Pindar describes Carrhotus as preserving his chariot Iv TraoapdKovTa ... 
ire-T6vre-o, o, Lv dj46Xois, (vv. 49-50). These are the casualties. Others may have completed 
the race intact, but behind the winner. 
53 CE Finley and Pleket pp. 27ff.. 
54 We should also note (as Farnell 11 p. 176) that it would be difficult for Sophocles to present a 
lucid and succinct account of a significantly larger number; so he may not be a useful guide to 
the number of entries in a typical race. 
55 Mautis suggests that in view of the chaos 'Carrhotus! victory wasun peu douteuse'(p. 216), but 
this implies that no skill was required to avoid the wreckage of other crashes or to avoid 
crashing oneself as well as attempting to speed round the course. 
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(1985 p. 40) that these extraordinary circumstances, as Pindar details 
them, do explain (in part at least) the extended praise of the charioteer in 
this ode, but I am not convinced that they provide the only explanation. 
Let us consider for a moment the relationship between Arcesilas 
and Carrhotus. Pindar indicates that they were ýýLpot (v. 26). The scholia 
go further than this and suggest that Carrhotus was actually related to 
Arcesilas by marriage (Z P. 5.34, D. II pp. 175-6). We have no other evidence 
to verify this statement but related or not tTdi-pos- indicates that they were 
probably from the same level of society in Cyrene and that there was 
friendship between them. Carrhotus was one of the king's circle. He had 
now achieved something which would greatly boost Arcesilas' ego and 
morale: his first victory in the pan-Hellenic gameS56. Arcesilas was no 
doubt very grateful for his success, but he might have had other reasons 
as well for his tribute to the charioteer in his victory ode. It was a public 
means of revealing himself as a generous man and in the favourable light 
of a man among his aristocratic equals rather than an absolute ruler 
intent on bolstering his own prestige and power57. 
Arcesilas' generosity is further witnessed by what Carrhotus did 
with the completely intact chariot after the race: he dedicated it at Delphi 
to the god who had given him victory (vv. 34-42). A gnomd (vv. 43-4) follows 
the dedication and has the double reference of Carrhotus' debt to the deity 
who had favoured him as well as that of Arcesilas to the man who had 
achieved victory for him. It is very rare for Pindar to tell us of an athlete's 
56 We do not know whether this was Arcesilas first entry in the Greek games or whether a 
chariot fi-om Cyrene's royal house had attempted to win before, but previous attempts would only 
increase the value of Arcesilas' first victory. I have also suggested (pp. 192ff. above) that victory 
was especially dear to Arcesilasheart for propagandist reasons. 57 Pindar attempts to suggest a similar picture of Hieron; cf. P. 2.96,3.70-71. 
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dedication. In fact there is only one other place in the odes where we may 
suggest that Pindar refers to an athlete's dedication. At 0.9.112 the poet 
says of the victor, Alay, Tr6m -e 1v SaL71, 'I Atd8a, I PmOv &c-aTrOdxuue- A)p6x,, 
which seems to imply that the victor dedicated his crown on the altar of 
AjaX58. The graphic details which Pindar employs in describing 
Carrhotus' dedication draw further attention to its unusual nature. 
Commentators also compare B. 3.17ff. where Bacchylides speaks of 
gleaming gold tripods at Delphi and at 63ff. says that no-one in Hellas can 
say that he has sent more gold to Loxias than Hieron. However, the lack of 
precise reference to Hieron and the fact that the tripods were dedicated 
(according to Jebb ad loc. ) to commemorate victories in war rather than in 
athletics means that the dedication in Pythian 5 remains unique in its 
precise detail and reference. Leffiowitz is, however, right to suggest (1985 
pp. 38-9) that Bacchylides' description of the tripods functions in a similar 
way\to Pindar's description of Carrhotus' dedication. Both passages 
portray these offerings of magnificent scale to an audience who might 
never see them, and by doing so show the generosity and piety of the 
givers. 
The appropriateness of the chariot as an offering in this situation 
cannot be doubted. Pindar has laid especial emphasis on the fact that the 
chariot remained untouched and intact (dAnqpd-rots- 6ptais- v. 32, KaTbcAaac 
ydp tvrlow oVbw ol&v v. 34,6Aov &Opov v. 50). In addition he describes it 
as XeptqpdvTrKT&, aw 8at&Aa (vv. 35-6), implying that it was an object which 
had been well-made and perhaps decorated. We cannot tell how ornate it 
was, but it is noticeable that Pindar is very sparing in his use of epithets 
58Cf. Famell ad loc., Gildersleeve pp. 210-11. 
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for chariots in the odes, and when he does employ them he tends to choose 
traditional ones (Oo6s-, ecar6s-, KquiT6Aos- etc. ) or those denoting victory; so 
perhaps his description is intended to indicate elaborate and detailed 
work59. This would make the chariot all the more valuable as a dedication 
and thus a more generous gift. 
Such a gesture may well have been intended for Arcesilas' own 
aggrandisement apart from any feelings of gratitude to the god who had 
favoured him with victory. It is noticeable that the Sicilian tyrants made 
many lavish dedications of a similar nature at prominent shrines in 
Greece. I have already mentioned Hieron's tripods. At Delphi there are to 
this day the remains of a magnificent bronze statue of a charioteer and 
horses dedicated by Polyzalus after a victory in the Pythian games. At 
Olympia Pausanias records a bronze chariot with a man mounted on it 
and race horses with boys seated on them of which he says ý=p*am 6 
Ini PLk-aLs- UkupmKdr to-nP'I1pwws-, set up by Deinomenes, and a chariot 
dedicated by Gelon for a victory in 488 B. C. 60. 
It is clear, then, that the Sicilian tyrants were in the habit of 
making such dedications. For this reason I am inclined to believe that 
Carrhotus' dedication was prompted by Arcesilas (to whom, after all, the 
chariot belonged) and was not, as Lefkowitz suggests (1985 p. 38), entirely 
the spontaneous response of Carrhotus to what seemed a miraculous 
59 We learn very little about chariots from the odes. The chariot of a god is Xp6qcos- (cf. 
0.1.87, P. 9.6). A man's is victorious, Kpa7-4atmros- (N. 9.4), PtKdoopos- (0.2.5) and 
traditionally described as Oo6s- (0.8.49, cf. Oodv dpiza 11.11.533,17.458 etc. ), erar6s- 
(P. 2.10, cfxCeeaTos- 11.24.322, Od. 19.101), Kayv-00S. U. 4.29, usually of 76tain Homer, cf. 
5.231), yAa&p6s- (N. 9.12 cfJI. 8.334,10.389, etc. [of ships]). The only unusual description 
is at P. 2.4 where Hieron's chariot is said to be IArAtXOovos-. Thus nowhere else in the odes 
does Pindar refer to workmanship or decoration of a chariot. 
60 Deinomenes' dedications, Paus. 6.12.8,8 42.8; Gelon's chariot 6.9.4; Polyzalus' 
charioteer and horses in the Museum at Delphi. 
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victory. This seems to me confirmed by the unusual description of the 
dedication of the chariot. Pindar is not usually at all interested in exact 
details of topography (cf. my comments on pp. 213-14 above) but he devotes 
no less than four verses (39-42) to locating the chariot's exact position at 
the shrine6l. 
Moreover I would suggest that the. detailed and precise description 
of the dedication of the chariot appears in Pythian 5 because Arcesilas 
asked Pindar to include it. Others made similar grand dedications but 
Arcesilas chose to make sure that his dedication and the honour accorded 
to it were not only apparent to those who visited Delphi but to those in 
Cyrene and anyone who might hear the ode which he commissioned to 
celebrate his victory. This seems the only explanation which fully 
accounts for Pindar's unique narrative of the dedication of Carrhotus' 
chariot. 
After this narrative the poet utters a gnomd: tic6vn -rotvvv 7rpbm 
x*j 7-6v dlrpylTax, twavndom (43-4). The gnomg looks back to Carrhotus' 
gratitude to Apollo for victory as witnessed in his dedication. It is also a 
reminder of Arcesilas' debt to Carrhotus for his part in the victory, a part 
which Pindar recalls and emphasises in the second half of his praise of 
the charioteer. The entire section praising Carrhotus is arranged round 
the central gnomd and the poet uses ring-form to structure it. We may 
schematise it thuS62: 
61 There is some debate as to the precise location of the chariot at Delphi. For a summary 
of views cE Roux pp-366ff.. 
62 Cf. Burton p. 143. 
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A Carrhotus who returned victorious from beside the water of 
Castalia, (26-31) 
B with unbroken reins and intact chariot (32-4) 
[C] The chariot was dedicated at Delphi (34-42) 
D Gnomg on the importance of gratitude to a benefactor (43-4) 
[C] The permanent memorial of words given to Carrhotus (45-9) 
B who with chariot unscathed amid forty failures (49-51) 
A returned to Libya and his home city (52-3)63. 
There are three points of note in the second half of the section on 
Carrhotus. I am struck by the apostrophe to Carrhotus at v. 45, 'AAceifltd8a, 
where the poet uses his patronymic. Nicomachus the charioteer received 
praise in Isthmian. 2 and Melesias the trainer unusual praise in 
Olympian. 8, but Pindar addresses neither of them directly. This direct 
address highlights Carrhotus' prominence in the ode. 
Secondly Pindar reminds him that he has been illuminated by the 
Graces and of his good fortune in having a memorial of the finest words. 
The themes of toil before success and the memorial imparted by song are 
used often by the poet, always in connection with the victor64. The first 
seems appropriate enough for the man who had carried out the hard work 
of winning, but I find Pindaes application of the second quite striking in 
its emphatic statement that the charioteer should have the memorial 
which Arcesilas the victor had commissioned. 
Thirdly Carrhotus is described aspaKdpLo5- (v. 46), another form of 
63 1 have included ring [C] with reservations, because although its theme is the same in 
both halves (memorial of the victory) it covers two different memorials, the dedicated 
chariot and the A6ywx, Oeprdrwx, pvqy4ra. The poet usually employs closer language and 
theme in the two halves of a ring, cf. my remarks above pp. 95-6. 
64CE e. g. N. 7.74, I. 5.25,0.11.4ff.; 10.91ff., P. 3.112ff. etc.. 
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the epithet pZxup which the poet has applied to Arcesilas and his fortunes 
earlier in the ode (vv. 11,20) and which he later applies to Arcesilas' 
ancestor Battus in the myth (v. 94). The use of this adjective further equates 
charioteer and victor. 
These points highlight for me the uniqueness of the treatment of 
Carrhotus in Pythian 5. Pindar places him on a footing almost completely 
equal to Arcesilas. He receives praise usually accorded only to the victor, 
and is not even overshadowed by the myth, since it glorifies the city which 
he represents. Can this treatment be entirely attributed to Carrhotus' 
achievement in rounding the winning post out of a field of over forty 
chariots? For some this is sufficient. As I have remarked earlier, the 
achievement was a considerable one for Arcesilas both in sporting terms 
and in terms of prestige and self-aggrandisement. It was a first in 
Cyrenean history. However, some others have suggested that this was not 
Carrhotus' only achievement for Arcesilas. 
As far back as the scholia another reason was advanced for 
Arcesilas' especial debt to his comrade and charioteer. The scholia 
suggest (Z P. 5.34, D. II pp. 175-6), on the basis of a local Cyrenean 
historian, Theotimus, that Carrhotus had been in some way concerned in 
an expedition to Greece at Arcesilas' behest and aimed at colonising 
Euhesperides. The problem with this suggestion is that the scholia are 
somewhat confused about Carrhotus' role. Didymus noted two things; 
that Carrhotus was Arcesilas' charioteer and that he returned to Greece 
at the head of the colonists, but this does not emerge from what is then 
quoted as supporting evidence from Theotimus. Theotimus' account of 
events gives the main role of charioteer and recruiter of forces to one 
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Euphemus. He does add, however, that Euphemus died in Greece after 
winning at the Pythian games and so Carrhotus took on the levying of the 
forces. The scholia posit that the author of the confusion is Pindar, who 
wrongly attributed Euphemus' achievements to Carrhotus, 'for he says 
that he alone collected money for the arMy'65. 
From this muddle we may salvage two agreed facts. The first is an 
expedition to Greece to participate in the Pythian games, the second an 
expedition to Greece to muster mercenary colonists for Euhesperides. On 
the first point all three sources agree (Pindar, Didymus and Theotimus). 
For the second we possess no evidence from Pindar (despite the scholia's 
claim), only the views of Didymus confirmed by Theotimus. We have no 
reason to disbelieve Theotimus (or Didymus) when he speaks of an 
expedition to collect mercenary colonists. Such practice had occurred in 
Cyrene in the past, when Arcesilas III was involved in civil struggles (cf. 
Hdt. 4.163.1). However, it is not at all clear how Euphemus and Carrhotus 
fit into these expeditions. 
Pythian 5 clearly suggests that Carrhotus' role in the first instance 
was that of charioteer in the expedition to the Pythian games. In this 
respect we must assume that Theotimus was incorrect to attribute this 
role to Euphemus. Whether the expedition for mercenaries was 
undertaken simultaneously we cannot ascertain, nor Carrhotus' part in 
it. All we may conclude is that Carrhotus' role in levying a force is a 
possibility. 
If Euphemus was not charioteer at the Pythian games what was his 
role? It is possible that he went to Greece to levy forces. His name suggests 
65 This is Lefkowitz's translation (1985 p. 40). 
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that he was perhaps one of the Battiad house for whom Euphemus may 
well have been a family name, after the family's Argonautic ancestor. 
A further possibility suggests itself. Let us suppose that the 
expedition to Greece to participate in the Pythian games was separate 
from that to collect mercenaries. Carrhotus might, as one of the king's 
trusted tMEPOL, have been sent to aid Euphemus and taken over when 
Euphemus died. If this was the case the scholia have conflated the two 
expeditions, but we still cannot account for their description of Euphemus 
as charioteer. If however the expedition aimed at colonising Euhesperides 
took place when a Cyrenean chariot was sent to participate in the Olympic 
games of 460 B. C. and Euphemus was charioteer on that occasion we 
might suggest that it is these two expeditions which the scholia have 
confused, one to participate in the Pythian games in 462 B. C. with 
Carrhotus as charioteer and one with two-fold purpose, to participate in 
the Olympic games of 460 and to collect mercenaries with Euphemus as 
charioteer and leader but with Carrhotus also involved. This would make 
sense of the muddle in the scholia, but we have no further evidence than 
the muddle itself and the scholia's reference to an Olympic victory won by 
Arcesilas. (Z P. 5.34, D. II pp. 175-6, ZP4. inscr. a., D. II p. 92). 
What emerges from this discussion with regard to the exceptional 
role of Carrhotus in Pythian 5? First, that Carrhotus' victory was singular 
in its equestrian achievement. Secondly, that it was a victory dear to 
Arcesilas' heart. This victory was achieved not by some hired professional 
but by one of the king's own circle who was prepared to undertake the 
hazardous task of charioteer (and so it proved), perhaps purely as a 
gesture of friendship. Whether Arcesilas had further cause to be grateful 
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to Carrhotus is uncertain, but we may entertain the possibility that 
Carrhotus had in some way helped to provide the colonists for 
Euhesperides which Arcesilas desired and needed in order to bolster up 
his support in Cyrene. If this was the case, however, Pindar did not find it 
relevant for the purposes of his ode to mention the incident66, but reveals 
Arcesilas' debt to Carrhotus in other ways. It seems reasonable to 
conclude that this was at Arcesilas' suggestion. We must therefore ask 
ourselves what effect does this remarkable praise of an individual other 
than the victor have on Pythian 5. 
There can be little doubt that Arcesilas succeeded in drawing 
attention to himself through it. The praise of Carrhotus makes Pythian 5 
unique among Pindar's odes and leave us with the image of a unique 
ruler, a man of such generosity and fairmindedness that he alone of 
equestrian victors could really give credit where credit was due. In this 
way the praise of the charioteer praises Arcesilas as much as it does 
Carrhotus. 
In addition Pindar has tightly structured his praise of Carrhotus 
around its central gnomd equally applicable to Arcesilas as to Carrhotus, 
so that we cannot feel that the poet has digressed or relinquished the 
thread of his thought. Arcesilas' gratitude to Carrhotus is another aspect 
of a familiar theme, that a victor must always credit the one who made 
victory possible for him, usually the patron god of the games. 
66The recruitment of mercenary colonists is at first sight unlikely epinician material. 
We should remember, however, Pindar's treatment of Hieron's foundation of Aetna in 
P. 1. The ruler's enforced settlement of large numbers of the population and introduction 
of new settlers from the Peloponnese (cf. D. S. 11.49) in order to obtain the honours 
awarded to the city's founder is represented by the, poet as a glorious extension of Dorian 
civilisation. The colonisation of Euliesperides might have received similar 
glorification. 
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We must conclude, I feel, that the way in which Pindar has 
executed Arcesilas' commission in Pythian 5 reveals his consummate 
skill as an epinicist. The praise of Carrhotus does not appear effusive or 
out of place. It provides an everlasting memorial for the man who had 
achieved so much for Arcesilas and yet it does not detract from our picture 
of Arcesilas as victor. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
The Treatment of Battus 
When Pindar sifted through the wealth of mythic material available 
to him in order to compose two odes for Arcesilas of Cyrene he did not pass 
over Arcesilas' ancestor, the founder of Cyrene, Battus I. Indeed Battus' 
merits were deemed of sufficient importance for Pindar's purpose that he 
features in both the odes for Cyrene's king. This is hardly surprising. It 
must have been quite a challenge to the epinician poet to frame a suitable 
myth for a victor who lived in a remote colony on the fringes of the Greek 
world. It is noticeable that for each of the Cyrenean odes Pindar picks a 
myth of specific local interest. Pythian 9 deals with the arrival in Libya of 
the nymph Cyrene, Pythian 4 with the events of Argonautic saga which 
had connections with Libya and subsequently Cyrene, and Pythian 5 with 
the legendary foundation of the colony. 
It is possible that Arcesilas dictated the choice of myth. If this was 
so then we may only credit the poet with skilful use of the material. If 
however Pindar was allowed to select his own myth we must credit him 
with the choice of a singularly useful and appropriate mythic figure for 
Pythians 4 and 5 1. Battus possessed the double advantage of a close and 
definite relationship with the victor, his direct blood descendant and 
inheritor of his kingship, but at the same time was sufficiently far 
removed from the present to provide a link with the era of myth and 
1 Battus was of course an unambiguously historical figure in Cyrene. His role in the 
myth of Pythian 4 and the passage on Cyrene's founding in Pythian 5, which takes the 
place of a myth, does, however, permit the description of him as a 'mythic' figure in these 
odes. For the problems of terminology in describing such figures cf. Young (1971) 
pp. 43ff.. 
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legend. His part in Cyrenean history was weli-known locally and his 
importance as the city's founder and as originator of the hereditary 
kingship exercised by Arcesilas was perfect for the poet's purposes. 
We are fortunate in possessing an independent account of Battus' 
part in the founding of Cyrene in Herodotus' excursus on Cyrene at 
4.150M. This and other rather more fragmentary sources enable us to 
suggest what the poet has included and what he has omitted, where he 
has followed tradition closely and where he has adapted it or deviated 
from it, and whether he has a Cyrenean bias or whether he is impartial. 
In short it permits analysis of Pindar's selectivity. In addition, because 
the same mythical figure features in both odes we may examine further 
the fascinating contrast between two so completely dissimilar poems 
composed, however, for the same patron in honour of the self-same event. 
Pythian 5 
Battus' role in Pythian 5, where he is the central figure in what we 
may term the 'myth, the historical narrative of vv. 57-95, is greater than in 
Pythian 4, where his presence, although of vital importance and 
usefulness for the poet, is less prominent. His presence may be accounted 
for first and foremost as the victor's ancestor (as are e. g. the figures in the 
myths of 0.6,7,8,9, N. 3,4,5,1.5,6,8), but he has further relevance in a 
Cyrenean ode as the city's founder (cf. Tlepolemus in 0.7 and Opus in 
0.9). Pindar exploits both these areas of relevance as well as providing 
other parallels between Battus and Arcesilas. Let us consider how his 
selection of the events of Battus' life and his treatment of them achieve 
this. 
The introduction and victory announcement in Pythian 5 are 
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followed by a remarkable passage in praise of Arcesilas' charioteer 
CarrhotUS2. At the end of this N. 54) Pindar delivers a gn=6 to put such 
extraordinary success as has just been described into the perspective of 
human limitations: no man is ever without a share of Tr6POL. Pindar now 
applies this to the victor as he moves into the myth: 
6 BdT7-ov 6 LbrcTaL 7TaAat&., - dVog IpTrav rzi Kal T6 x1lyaw, 
7rCpyw daTros- 6ppa Tr Oarpvdra-rop 
&ML01. (vv. 55-7) 
This is the first reference to Battus, almost halfway through the 
ode. It is worth noting that Pindar gives him no introduction. The poet 
obviously assumed that the audience would know at once who he was and 
his relationship with the victor (not stated as yet), since it is his 
relationship which forms the link, between the present occasion and the 
past to which we are about to turn. Battus is described as possessor of 
7raAaL&-, - 6), ft-. This prosperity is not merely personal; Pindar adds to the 
description two striking details which show that Battus' prosperity 
benefitted the city (TrOpyos- daTros-) and even strangers to it (JPFa Tf- 
OarvW-ra-rov elmtat). These are vivid images. A tower was a vital part of 
any city's fortification, a source of strength, a distinctive feature. A 
gleaming light suggests Cyrene's welcome, its attractiveness to those 
outside, its potential to give help and succour. These things still endure, 
the poet suggests, despite changing fortunes. 
The prosperity of Battus is not further explained. Of what it 
consisted we may only conjecture, the favour of the gods, material wealth, 
peace, a lovely city. No doubt many such ideas would spring to the 
For a discussion of this passage cf. pp. 234ff. above. 
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audience's mind3. One thing is immediately apparent: the victor and 
Battus have in common the blessing of the gods. Arcesilas has also been 
described as possessing JAflos-: ae S' epX6pevop Iv BtKq iroUs- JAPos. 
dpqk4rmL (v. 14), and Pindar has suggested that this JAPw is not merely 
attested by the present Pythian victory (vv. 20ff. ) but resides also in his 
kingship, the glory of his family, a further link with BattuS4. 
Pindar now develops the theme of the 7TaAaL65- dApqs- of Battus as he 
begins the mythic narrative with a curious anecdote about Cyrene's 
founder. The brevity of it and lack of detail would seem to suggest that he 
is narrating a tale well-known to his audience: 
KeLWP yr Kal Pqp6cqy7ToL 
MovTrs- 7Tcpl Mpan 06yov, 
ylOuaav liTel a0w d7rIvewev burp7rovriaw 
66 dpXayl-rag MW 'An6AAwv 
Odpag a14 06pw,, 
60pa p4 Taptq Kqpd- 
vag drcA7)g y1wLTo paprezým(nY. (vv. 57-62) 
Pindar's motives for recounting this story are various. It serves to 
introduce Apollo, to highlight the god's desire that Cyrene should be 
3 Herodotus tells us nothing of Battus' reign in Cyrene except that numbers in the colony 
did not increase beyond that of the original settlers (4.159.1). Later writers endowed him 
with a reputation for moderation and good government (cf. App. III p. 297 below) but no one 
speaks of his prosperity. 
4 This is how I interpret vv. 15ff. I can make no sense of IXe-i (v. 17) and the punctuation 
adopted by Snell-Maehler, suggested by Rose (1939) pp. 69-70, lam- yryaAify rUAtW. V KTA. I 
prefer to read Hermann's IiTrt and a comma after 7raAtwv (as Lefkowitz [19851 pp. 35-6). 
Pindar is commenting in this passage on Arcesilas' Wos-. He moves from a general 
instance, his kingship, (T6 ; av ... v. 15) to the particular present one, his victory (, UdKap & Kal &, Cv ... v. 20). dýOaApds- is metaphorical, 'glory' (cf. v. 56 where Cyrene is described as i5ypa ... OarPWTaTov elmm). I would translate 'Since the mixture of this 
most reverend privilege with your mind is the glory of your kin' (avyye-&* 600a4i6s). 
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founded as his oracle had decreed, and to suggest his special protection 
for the Battiadae. In addition it presents us with a vivid visual image, 
Battus giving voice and lions shrinking away in fear, a striking tableau of 
the founder. 
The poet's account, however, presents us with some obscurity. Why 
should Battus' bringing of a yA6auay 1wepTrovrtax, cause the lions to nee in 
fear? The scholia appear to guess at the answer. Aristarchus suggests 
that Battus got rid of the lions by using spells given him by Apollo, 
Didymus that it was the multitude who came with Battus who scared 
them away5. Both these conjectures are given as practical explanations of 
Pindar's unusual phrase which the scholiasts took to refer to the oracle 
which Battus had received from Delphi. This is hard to accept. First, 
ykgaaay must then mean 'utterance', but the physical and personal 
nature of its primary meaning sits awkwardly with a third person 
reference. Secondly, it seems odd for Pindar to refer to the oracle in such 
an obscure manner when all the other references to oracles in Pythians 4 
and 5 are straightforward6. Moreover a reference to the oracle here 
introduces an element of repetitiveness since only three lines later Pindar 
explains the lions' flight as Apollo's work, 'so that he might not be 
ineffectual in his oracles for the ruler of Cyrene'(v. 62). 
An anonymous scholiast was a little closer to the reason for the 
lions' flight when he suggested that yAtaaaav b7re-p7TOvTtav referred to the 
loudness of Battus' voice, which could be heard over the sea7. It is possible 
5 2: P. 5.76b, 78a, D. 11 pp. 1 81-2. 
6 Cf. PAW, 53ff., 60ff., 163ff., 5.60ff., 68-9. 
7 2; P. 5.78b, D. 11 p, l 82. 
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that a foreign voice was what caused the lions to flee8. Pindar has not told 
us where the episode took place. A foreign voice would suggest that Battus 
was in Libya where he was a foreigner. A more plausible reason is that 
the human voice was foreign to the lions in general, in which case we 
may assume that Pindar pictures Battus in uninhabited Libya before 
Cyrene was founded (as vv. 60-62, since Apollo's oracles to Battus, all 
concerned with Cyrene's founding according to Pindar, are not yet 
fulfilled). Pindar says nothing of the native Libyans so he is free to present 
Battus as the fIrst'human being to come to Libya, a picture which 
increases the stature of Battus. 
Pindar's choice of ylOaaav may well be explained by an incident 
recorded by Pausanias which exhibits similarities to Pindar's anecdote9. 
At 10.15.6ff. Pausanias comments on a statue of Battus in a chariot, 
dedicated by the Cyreneans at Delphi. To his description he adds the 
following: 
lml & ýKtac Bdmg 74v Kvp4vqv, AlyrTaL Kal 7fig 0&4, ý5- 
y&caOaL 01 Ta6v& raiia- tmcbv TiOv Kqpi7Patwv Týv Xdpav 
TCLs- laXdToLs- a! TP. 6- tp7ýtoLs- In otm Oeftat Alovra Kal a&T-6v 
7,6 Wya T6 tK TfV Wag 8of)ozrL aa*, g Kal plya *Ad7Kaarv. 
Mention of Battus appears to have brought to his mind this tale. It 
has only two points of similarity to that of Pindar, but they are of sufficient 
significance to merit comparison. Battus meets a lion and shouts out at 
8 Pearson (1924) p. 154 pours scorn on Myers' suggestion that it was Battus'foreign accent 
which worried the lions, but the text can be read this way. Pearson himself follows the 
scholiast's interpretation of yWaaav 67re-p7roprtay as the oracle given to Battus, but cf. my 
reservations above. 
9 Cf. Gildersleeve (p. 310). Farnell (11 p. 176), Mdautis (p. 220), Van der Kolf (p. 81) , etc. 
also cite this tale. 
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the sight. This encounter has been made considerably more dramatic by 
the poet. He places it before the foundation of Cyrene because much of its 
significance lies in Apollo's role in founding the city. Pausanias dates it 
some time after Cyrene was founded. He therefore has to explain that 
Battus was in a remote part of Cyrenean territory, for there still to be lions 
roaming freely. Pausanias knows of only one lion. Pindar has increased 
this to an unspecified number of roaring beasts which makes the 
confrontation all the more effective. Pausanias denotes Battus' reaction as 
one of fear, whereas Pindar concentrates on the lions' reaction, terror. 
Pindar's lions are afraid at the sound of Battus' voice. Pausanias' lion 
acts as the stimulus to make Battus cry out. 
The similarities of these accounts suggest the possibility of a 
common source. We may also suggest that the common source was closer 
to Pausanias' version of events than to that of Pindar. The increased 
number of lions would seem to be poetic elaboration in order to present 
Battus in a suitably heroic light. The glorious founder of the city did not 
flinch at the sight of a pride of roaring lions, and in fact the mere sound of 
his voice put them to flight, a striking contrast to Pausanias' Battus who 
cries out in fear at the sight of a lone lion. 
This Battus is rather human. Pindar, however, attributes the terror 
of the lions to divine intervention on the part of Apollo in order to account 
for his quite unnatural reversal of roles and superhuman portrayal of 
Battus. Pindar says nothing of Battus' stammer here, or its cure. Pythian 
4.63 reveals that he was familiar with the tradition that Battus had a 
speech problem and was not concerned to suppress it, but here it would be 
inappropriate to mention it because it reveals Battus' fear. However one 
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wonders whether Pindar's use of the unusual phrase yMauav ... aOLV 
d7TIve-me-v twepirovTtav conceals a momentary glance at the tradition of 
Battus' stammer. 
At this point Pindar turns our attention to Apollo, the dpXay&rrg of 
Cyrene. At vv. 74-81 he lists his gifts to Cyrene, his oracles, and his 
foundations of Dorian cities, and notes that the present ode is being 
performed at his festival, the CarneialO. At vv. 85ff. Pindar returns to 
Battus, reminding us of his crucial role in founding Cyrene, bringing 
men to Libya in ships. By encapsulating Apollo's gifts within the myth 
about Battus Pindar creates the impression that these are part of the 
prosperity bestowed on Battus and his descendants by Apollo. As Apollo 
himself intervened in the lions episode, so he has also provided all these 
things for the benefit of the Battiadae and those they rulell. The god's 
oracular role was well-known as the origin of Cyrene and his gifts of 
remedies for diseases (vv. 63-4) might be seen in the herb silphium which 
was the source of Cyrene's prosperity for many years. Musical ability and 
enjoyment of music in Cyrene is, of course, evidenced by the fact of the 
Cyrenean chorus singing these words. We cannot prove that there was 
civic harmony in Cyrene (in fact the evidence points to the contrary), but 
cevopta was felt by the Greeks to be closely allied to love of music 
(Gildersleeve p. 311 compares the effect of the 06pytyein RUM), and Pindar's 
use of the topos elsewhere in his praise of cities W e. g. 0.9.1546,10.13,13.6, 
R 8.22) would seem to support the implication here that r4/Wta was a further 
feature of Cyrenean fife bestowed on the Cyreneans by Apollo. 
10 Cf., pp. 221ff. above, for a discussion of this passage. 
11 The relevance of Apollo's gifts to the Cyreneans is noted by Race (1986) p. 74. 
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The ensuing selection of events from Battus' life (vv. 89ff. ) are all on 
the theme of his piety. The poet groups them together to form a skilful 
balanced complement to his earlier remarks on the favour of the gods and 
the interest of Apollo in Battus (vv:. 55ff. ). These sections frame Apollo's 
gifts to the Cyreneans in the present and their honouring of him (vv. 63ff. ). 
Pindar focuses now on Battus' part in founding Cyrene, earlier he had 
focussed on Apollo's. Battus' pious acts which the poet lists in vV. 89ff, 
were of a very practical nature; so too was the action taken by Apollo in his 
intervention when the founder met the lions. There can be no doubt that 
the road which Battus built for Apollo's processions (vv. 90-93) still existed 
in Arcesilas' time, as perhaps did the greater groves of the gods (v. 89), 
direct and obvious links between the past and the present. If at some stage' 
during performance of the ode (or during the Carneian festivities, of 
which the ode formed part) a procession made its way along this very 
road, Pindar has chosen an extremely pertinent reminder of that link. 
Pindar rounds off his mythic section on Battus with a glance at his 
tomb, a well-known landmark which he notes was in a special position in 
the agora in Cyrene (v. 93). He sums up Battus'life in two verses (94-5): 
lidKap PIV dKjPdV pita 
hvLcp, rlms- 6 bretTa Aaocefl4q. 
The adjective p6W reminds us of the statement about Battus' 6APOS. with 
which the myth commenced, and forms a close link with the victor whom 
Pindar has described in exactly the same terms in v. 20, pdKap & Kal xfv 
because of his present victory, and whose &7fa is also pdxatpa (v. 11). The 
theme of prosperity and the blessing of the gods has run throughout the 
myth and Battus, who had enjoyed these while alive, is still to enjoy favour 
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after his death in the worship and reverence of those after him. 
Pindar has painted a glowing picture of the distant past. That same 
glow pervades his return to the present by means of the other kings of 
Cyrene who fill the gap between Battus and Arcesilas. Pindar's treatment 
of them is remarkable in the light of the evidence we possess about their 
lives and timeS12. He notes that their graves are apart from that of Battus 
(ay-repOr 81 v. 96), another reminder of his special position in the 
community, and suggests that they are also perhaps sharing in Arcesilas' 
JABos-, another recurrence of this motif, which becomes theirs (ao6v &Pov 
v. 102). At v. 97 they are described as, 8a(nMcg le-pot. This is quite a striking 
description of kings such as Arcesilas II whose reign was one of civil 
strife and who was murdered by a brother, and of Arcesilas III whose 
attempts to regain the monarchy's power involved brutal treatment of his 
opponents and led to his own murder. The Battiad dynasty was bedevilled 
by rivalries and power-struggles both internal and external and much of 
its rule was extremely troubled, but of this Pindar says not a word. The 
adjective le-pot continues the theme of the piety and prosperity of the 
Battiadae. The intervening kings, in sharing the Ak8og of Arcesilas, also, 
therefore, participate in the =AaL6. ý-, 6A8os- of Battus. 
Before concluding our survey of Pindar's treatment of Battus in 
Pythian 5 we should note that some scholars, particularly Chamoux, have 
suggested that Pindar also attempts to heroise Battus by projecting him 
back into the heroic age of epic13. This is based on an interpretation of 
w. 82ff. which relies on the acceptance of Mcoprai (v. 86) as an historical 
12 Cf. App. 111 pp. 298ff.. 
13 Cf. Chamoux pp. 71ff. esp. 73. 
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present. If this verb is historical present then we may interpret Pindar as 
meaning that Battus had already brought his men to Libya and settled 
there when the Antenoridae arrived from Troy, and so were able to 
welcome the TrojanS14. 
There are two main problems in such an interpretation. First, to 
view &Kov7m as historical present seems awkward in a passage where 
the last two previous present tense verbs are ordinary present (arpZopev 
v. 80, oFxovn v. 82) and when the poet turns to the past in vv. 83-4 and 87 he 
uses the aorists p6Aov, [8ov, and dyayC15. 
Secondly, this interpretation does not fit in well with the sequence of 
thought in this part of the ode. Pindar has been recounting Cyrene's long- 
standing relationship with Apollo, which culminates in the festival which 
the Cyreneans are celebrating, the Carneia. While on this theme of the 
Cyreneans' piety he mentions the reception with sacrifice of the 
Antenoridae16, heroes whose connection with Cyrene was ancient, before 
14 This is the interpretation of Chamoux. I take the reference to the Antenoridae to be to a 
cult of the heroes at Cyrene, as Vian pp. 307f.. The reading of 8IKoPTaI as historical 
present was first suggested by Perret pp. 182ff.. However, being unable to countenance the 
arrival of Battus in Libya before the Antenoridae he had to interpret the sentence quite 
differently: 'Ie coeur plein denthousiasme cette race de cavaliers acceuille nos hiros 
avec des honneurs divins, allant vers eux charges de presents, vers ceux quAristote 
vient d'amener sur ses nefs rapides' (Perret p. 187). This involves taking IM0,17TIroy 
Moos- as nominative. No object is then available for the verb. Perret therefore emends 
dp8prs- to dv8pas-. However, every manuscript agrees on the reading dv6pey. Chamoux 
does not accept the emendation; his interpretation works syntactically in the same way 
as if we accept 8IKoprai as present proper. The ? Ado-Lmrop iffivos- is the object of 8IKoprat 
and the subject the dv8pes- olXploms- ... &upoo6poL who came with Battus. a0f refers back to the IAdaivrov 10vos-. Chamoux's Greek is correct, but his interpretation of 
8IKovrai as historical present raises problems. 15 We should also note (as Gildersleeve Introd. p. cii) that there is no certain example of 
an historical present in Pindar. 
16 A further problem which arises if we accept Ukovrat as an historical present is that we 
must suppose that Battus and his colonists met the Antenoridae on their arrival in Cyrene 
with sacrifices Ovatataty v. 86), i. e the worship accorded to living gods or to dead heroes. 
The Antenoridae were neither. This is then a remarkable exaggeration on the poet's part 
of an honorific welcome. 
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passing on to Battus whose various pious acts are selected for 
enumeration. Pindar then indicates that after his death he too is 
worshipped as a hero by the Cyreneans (v. 95). As he returns to the present 
by way of the other kings of Cyrene the emphasis is the same, the kings 
are described as Irpot N. 97) and buried within the city (vv. 96-103), a fact 
which might well indicate ancestor worship or a cult of the dead. It is 
clear then that the context favours a reference to current religious 
practices in &KovTaL rather than a secular event in Cyrene's history. 
To sum up, Pindar's treatment of Battus in Pythian 5 reveals the 
poet's selectivity in the choice of events and themes. What he includes 
reveals a desire to glorify and honour the victor's ancestor and therefore 
the ViCtor17. What he omits demonstrates the same desire. Nothing which 
might detract from the glowing picture of Battus' piety and prosperity and 
close relationship with Apollo is allowed to intrude. The oracles for the 
founder of Cyrene are fulfilled at the express desire of Apollo, but the poet 
says nothing of Battus' reluctance to found Cyrene and his attempts to 
avoid doing S018. The encounter with the lions features their fear at the 
sound of Battus' voice, rather than his terror as portrayed in Pausanias' 
account. The narrative of Battus' deeds in Cyrene completely passes over 
the difficulties and hardships which must have occurred as the tiny 
colony struggled to establish itself. The brief description which covers the 
years intervening between Battus and Arcesilas completely omits the 
tensions and strife of the Battiad dynasty. 
17This is the primary purpose of the poet's selective portrayal of Battus and the Battiad 
dynasty. A secondary aim may have been to provide propaganda for Arcesilas, whose 
kingship had been threatened. Cf. my remarks on Pindar's emphasis on the legitimacy 
of kingship, pp. 5-6,38-9,79 and possible reasons for the commission of two odes ppl92ff.. 18 See pp. 265ff. below where this is discussed in detail. 
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By choosing the theme of JABos- for his myth and weaving it between 
Battus and Arcesilas Pindar is able to give the events between them the 
same prosperous air as part of a continuous pattern of blessing and 
prosperity under the guidance of Apollo. The ode closes at vv. 122-4 with a 
prayer to Zeus to grant victory at Olympia BdTTov ylvcL, the last two words 
of the ode and a final reminder of Arcesilas' descent and heritage. 
Pythian 4 
The myth of Jason and the Argonauts would not immediately 
suggest itself as an auspicious hunting ground for Battiad history, but its 
legendary connections with the house of Battus, however tenuous, were 
felt by Pindar to be sufficient for him to use this myth in praising 
Arcesilas IV of Cyrene. The extent of the connections between the 
Argonauts and Arcesilas was slight. According to Pindar's version of 
events19 Euphemus, one of Jason's crew, received from a daimon in Libya 
a clod of earth which obviously symbolised sovereignty over the land or a 
part of it. The descendants of Euphemus, whom he begat on Lemnos, went 
first to Lacedaemon, then to Thera whence it was that Battus originated, 
the coloniser of Libya and blood ancestor of Arcesilas. Arcesilas' 
percentage of Euphemid blood cannot have been much after so many 
dilutions in so many places, but it looks as if the Battiadae did style 
themselves as descendants of EupheMUS20. This connection, however, is 
considerably increased and strengthened by Pindar's treatment of Battus 
in Pythian 4. As in Pythian 5 he becomes a key figure, providing the vital 
19 This was not the only one. For a discussion of the accounts of Herodotus and 
Apollonius Rhodius cf. pp. 40ff. above. 20Cf. Herodotus' remark at 4.150.2, Bdrros- 6 HoAqpp4o-rov, MY y1wr Eoi7MMIg T4Y 
Mivulwy, and the occurrence in the tradition of the name Euphemus for the man who led 
an expedition to Greece for Arcesilas in order to hire mercenaries (2; P. 5.34, D. 11 p. 176. ) 
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link between the present and the distant past of ancient saga, even though 
he does not actually figure in the myth proper (vv. 70-262) but only in the 
Vormythos (vv. 4-63). 
Battus appears at v. 6 in the very first long sentence of the ode when 
Pindar speeds us from the present celebration of Arcesilas' victory right 
back to the mythic age of ancient saga. The poet effects this transition by 
means of the Delphic oracle, since Arcesilas won his victory at Delphi 
where once (&Oa =7-1 v. 4) the oracle named Battus as coloniser of Libya, 
leaving a lepdv teaw, and named him in particular as founder, on a 
distinctive hill, of a city which was"to be famous for its chariots (vv. 7-8). 
As in Pythian 5 the poet appears to have felt no need to explain to his 
audience the relationship between Battus and Arcesilas, no need to name 
the island he left nor the city he founded. Such matters would be well- 
known to a Cyrenean audience. However what Pindar proceeds to say next 
about Battus was probably less well-known, if not quite neW21: not only did 
Battus fulfil the oracle of Apollo to colonise Libya, but in doing so he also 
fulfilled a prophecy given by Medea at Thera during the return journey of 
the Argonauts. Medea prophesied that Libya would be colonised from the 
island of Thera since this is where the clod of Libyan earth given to 
Euphemus by Eurypylus was washed up (vv. 13ff. ). Medea's prophecy is 
given in ring form; thus at the end of her narrative of the Argonauts' 
meeting with Eurypylus and the loss of the clod overboard with its 
consequent delaying of the colonisation of Libya Pindar returns to her 
opening statement and expands it. 
The Kpm& ... yevc! g (vv 50-51) begotten by Euphemus will come to 
21 For my discussion of Medea's prophecy cf. Ch. 1 pp. 37ff.. 
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Thera with the god's blessing and there beget 90-ra KcAaLWqWOW 7TC8tWV 
&-=6-rav. We have come full circle back to Battus, but this time the poet 
does not name him. Two further aspects of this statement are worth 
noting here; first, the fact that the race of which Battus and hence 
Arcesilas are part is KPLT6, -. LSJ render the meaning here as 'choice' or 
'excellent'. This is flattering to the Battiadae, but more to Pindar's 
purpose is the idea that the race was 'picked out' or 'chosen', that is, 
intended for a specific purpose, in this case to colonise Cyrene. Such a 
rendering gains support from its juxtaposition with the second 
noteworthy detail, aiv njiO 6L-iOv N. 51). Pindar desires to stress that even 
the events which took place before those known to be sanctioned by the 
Delphic oracle were destined by the gods who gave the move to Thera their 
blessing. 
Medea ends her prophecy (vv. 53-6) by saying that Apollo will remind 
Battus to take men in ships to Libya when, at some future date, he comes 
to consult the Pythia. These words close the structural ring begun in 
wAff. and reiterate what was said there. After rounding off Medea's 
speech Pindar returns to dwell on this important stage in Cyrene's 
founding. He apostrophises Battus: 6 pdKap Ue IToAvpPdo-rov. He uses the 
same epithet of Battus in Pythian 5 (v. 94), but here the poet uses the 
adjective to highlight Battus' good fortune in being chosen by Apollo to 
colonise Cyrene. Pindar reaffirms to Battus that this oracle comes as a 
fulfilment of the words spoken by Medea and tells us that it came abropdTip 
KrAd&, (v. 60) when Battus had gone to consult the oracle about quite a 
different matter, his voice (v. 63) and the Pythia greeted him as the destined 
king of Cyrene (vv. 61-2). The spontaneity of the oracle's response is 
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important for Pindar, and he stresses it by adding the detail of the oracle's 
greeting IaTp45- (v. 61) because it suggests Apollo's eagerness for Battus to 
found Cyrene. 
Battus' role in Pythian 4 is limited to his receiving of the oracle 
about Cyrene. After this he only reappears indirectly in Pindar's 
summary of events after Jason achieved the tasks of Aeetes. The 
Argonauts went to Lemnos where the race of Euphemus was begotten, to 
travel later to Lacedaemon and Thera. At vv. 259ff. the poet declares: 
IXIOCV 6 CWL Aam[Say 4bropev ALStcrr 7Tc&ov 
aiv OnOv Ttya-ls- 69AAc-Lp, tfaTv XpvaoOp6wv 
&aveyrtv Odom Kvpdvas- 
6PO6,80VAOV 177771V IkVpO1j&OjSI. 
Battus is not named here, but the poet has ensured that the 
audience would recognise a reference to him. Apollo's role in colonising 
Libya has already been portrayed in the ode, in a passage of which Pindar 
presents a verbal echo, c7)v On& nyats- (v. 260) recalling aiv npý OcOv 
(v. 51), but only in connection with one person, Battus. The scope is 
broadened now to iýPL N. 259) to include Arcesilas in the god's plan for 
Libya, and so that the link between Arcesilas and the Argonauts is 
reiterated in an explicit manner. The motif of the gods' blessing which 
earlier was applied to the Euphemids' move to Thera is now applied to 
events which happened once they left Thera, the founding of the da-rv 
OCLov, Cyrene (vv. 260-61). 
It is clear that Battus' role in Pythian 4 is limited but of great 
importance for the poet's purpose. Cyrene's founder is the key figure who 
links the distant Argonautic saga with the present celebration of a 
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Cyrenean victor. Pindar concentrates, therefore, only on those aspects of 
his life and works which are relevant to this link: the oracle which in turn 
fulfilled an ancient prophecy given by Medea about the race of the 
Argonaut Euphemus. 
That Pindar knew more CYrenean history than this is of course 
shown by the entirely different selection of events in Battus' life narrated 
in Pythian 5. His choice of events from Battus' life for Pythian 4 is not 
particularly surprising in view of his poetic aims, but in the light of our 
other Cyrenean sources it is immediately apparent that Pindar has 
presented these events in a very different manner from that in which they 
originally appeared. Pindar's account of Medea's prophecy and the events 
leading up to the settlement of the Euphemidae on Thera has been dealt 
with in Chapter 122. What really concerns us here is his treatment of the 
Delphic oracle to Battus about the colonisation of Libya. 
There can be no doubt that such an oracle was historical fact, but 
even a glance at our sources reveals that it was not quite as 
straightforward as Pindar would have us believe. Herodotus' account 
contains not one but two citations of oracles to Battus at different times, 
and three further accounts of oracular consultations of which the contents 
are only paraphrased. The scholia cite Menecles, who also quoted the 
Delphic oracle, and his version is different again, as is that of Diodorus23. 
Clearly Pindar has simplified matters. Let us consider how and why24. 
Herodotus' narrative of the founding of Cyrene offers the accounts 
22 See esp. pp. 37ff.. 
23EP. 4.10a, D. 11 p. 97; D. S. 8.29, with Parke's comments pp. 81-2. 24 The basic data which appear here are to be found in Van der Kolf pp. 77ff. 
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given by different ethnic groups who do not always agree. Events up to the 
settlement of Thera are given on the authority of the Lacedaemonians and 
Therans. After this Herodotus separates the accounts of the Therans and 
Cyreneans concerning Battus until the point where Battus set out as sole 
commander of an expedition to colonise Libya, after which, according to 
him, the Cyreneans and Therans agree. It is within the area where the 
versions differ that the oracles to Battus appear. 
The Therans related (4.150ff. ) that the first oracle about colonising 
Cyrene was given not to Battus but to Grinnus, who was a descendant of 
Theras, after whom Calliste was renamed Thera. Earlier (4.147ff. ) 
Herodotus had recounted how the grandsons of the Argonautic crew had 
sailed to Thera from Sparta with Theras. Grinnus was king of the island 
and had gone to Delphi to offer sacrifice on behalf of the community. 
Accompanying him were other islanders from Thera, among whom 
Herodotus notes was one Battus, son of Polymnestus, and he adds: MY 
ylvos- E6Oi7yt8qg TIOM MLVVeO)V (150.2). For whatever reason Grinnus 
consulted the oracle, to judge from his reaction he was apparently not 
expecting the reply which he received, KTtCCLP ev ALB6U HAW. For he 
replied that he was too old and inactive to undertake such a thing, and 
bade the oracle choose one of the younger men with him. As he said this 
he pointed towards Battus. That was an end of the matter for the present 
since they did not even know where Libya was and did not want to send a 
colony out into the unknown. 
It is obvious that Pindar did not follow this version of the oracle. 
Pythian 4 says nothing of Grinnus, nor is there any hint of the random 
element involved in Battus' role in the founding, viz, that he happened to 
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be the young man at whom Grinnus pointed. In addition Pindar's oracle 
suggests immediate obedience and results, which clearly was not the case 
here. All that this oracle has in common with the one given in Pythian 4 is 
the unexpected command to found a city in Libya. 
The consequences of the oracle as related by Herodotus did not, 
however, stop there. The result of ignoring this oracular command was a 
seven-year drought. This led to a second consultation of the oracle by the 
Therans, and a reminder about establishing a colony in Libya. This time 
the Therans took action. They sent to enquire in Crete whether anyone 
there had been to Libya. A certain Corobius was found who had been to the 
island of Platea, just off the Libyan coast, and he was hired to go and settle 
there for a while. Once he was on the island the Therans sailed home as 
fast as possible with the news. After narrating a brief digression about 
Corobius and the Samians, Herodotus returns to the Therans who 
claimed to have established a settlement on Platea. This news led to a 
decision to send a party out representative of all seven places on Thera, 
and Battus was to be hegemon and king. Two penteconters set out. 
No details are given of the second oracular consultation beyond the 
fact that it occurred as the result of a local disaster and provided a 
reminder that Libya was still uncolonised. The oracle produced results, 
but it was not until a foreigner was hired to go and things were felt to be 
safe that Battus finally set sail with the colonists. Pindar has clearly 
omitted any such failure to comply with the oracle which resulted in the 
need for a reminder, and also any need for foreign aid in the colonisation. 
Thus Pindar did not subscribe to the Theran version of Cyrene's 
founding, but what of the Cyrenean tradition which Herodotus relates 
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because of its difference? He remarks (4.154.1) that the account of the 
Cyreneans differed in what was said about Battus. It is noticeable that 
their whole tale revolves around him alone. Herodotus begins with a 
romantic tale of his parentage. Battus' mother was a Cretan girl who 
became Polymnestus'mistress2s. 7b this Phronim6 and Polymnestus was 
born a son, of whom the historian says that he was =ýw- laXp6owwr xal 
-rpaul6s-, Tip o&vpa ... Bdrrcr (155.1). The Therans and Cyreneans were 
agreed that this was his name26. 
The child grew up and went to consult the oracle at Delphi 7repI -ifjg 
0&wf1g. Herodotus quotes the oracle's reply (155.3): 
Bdi"e, &i Owv4v &&es- dme M ar <ýotflos- 'AndUwx, 
Is- A06ij 7r4zvrt juqAoTp6Oov oliaaTdoa 
Quite unexpectedly the oracle seemed to give no advice about Battus'voice, 
but instead commanded him to colonise Libya. Battus' response is not 
2-5 For a discussion of this tale and of other fictitious elements in the traditions cf. 
Chamoux pp. 92M. 
26 Herodotus, however, is inclined to disbelieve that Battus' name was derived from his 
deformity of speech 03drrog from 8arrapt&iv 'to stammer or stutterý. At 4.155.1-2 he 
advances another explanation, that Battus took on the name Battus when he went to 
Libya, since 'batfus' meant 'kine in the Libyan language. He then has to explain the 
oracle's address of Battus by that name before his departure for Cyrene, which he does in 
terms of the Pythia7s omniscience (155.4). If Herodotus is right in his Libyan etymology 
we are faced with a remarkable coincidence: the claiming of a royal title, Battus, by a 
man who already possessed this title as his name or nickname arising from his 
stammering voice. Herodotus does not deny his stammer (4AOC Is- AeA&iT ve-pi 7-4s- 
4ai5g 155.3) but he does not accept it as the explanation of Battus' name. Like Chamoux 
(p. 97) I find this coincidence implausible, but if Herodotus' etymology is right the only 
other possible explanation is that the story of Battus' stammer is a fable (either 
deliberately made up by his descendants or an atriov of popular origin) based on the 
name which Aristoteles adopted on arrival in Libya. This gains some support from the 
existence in the tradition of the second name for Battus, which Pindar, writing for a 
Cyrenean audience, uses without comment (P 5.87) when he describes Battus bringing 
men in ships to Libya, i. e. before his arrival there. In addition the tale of Battus' 
stammer appears to contain a popular element in the lions story (cf. Paus. 10.15.7 and 
Chamoux p. 97). We should note, however, that if the tradition of the stammer postdated 
Battus! arrival in Libya the oracle quoted by Herodotus at 155.3, which begins Bdr-r' Ivi 
Owv4y &Ors-, must be a fabrication which Pindar accepted (cf. P. 4.63 8vaop6ov Owpas- 
dmrpt, v6jjjjvP =W rts- 1(rrat rpds- &-av). 
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surprising. He protested at such a command, saying that it was 
impossible and that he had no resources, but could get no other reply. So 
he departed abruptly and returned to Thera. 
AVe might well expect the author of an ode for a Cyrenean to follow 
the Cyrenean tradition and there seems to be evidence so far that Pindar 
did. He tells us nothing of Battus' mother, but does call him the son of 
Polymnestus (P. 4.59: perhaps he felt that the other details of Battus' 
ancestry were not glamorous enough to record). He also states that Battus 
was consulting the oracle about his voice when he was unexpectedly 
hailed by the Pythia as coloniser of Libya (P. 4.60ff. ), which appears close to 
the Cyrenean tale in Herodotus. However, Pindar's Battus neither 
protests at such an oracle nor ignores it. 
Herodotus continues the tale (4.156.1ff. ). Things went badly after 
this, not only for Battus but also for the Therans, until at last they 
reconsulted the Delphic oracle. It told them to found CYrene in Libya with 
Battus, and then their fortunes would improve. Battus set off with two 
penteconters and got as far as the coast of Libya before returning to Thera. 
The Therans refused to allow him to land and eventually forced him to 
about-turn and set sail again. This time they settled on Platea, where they 
stayed for two years, but failing to prosper they consulted the oracle once 
again to complain of their fate despite their obedience. Herodotus quotes 
the oracle's ironic reply (157.2): 
al 7-b IyeD Atfltý7x, prAorp6oov ot8as- dyeLmm, 
p4 1AMP IA06vrog, tfyav dMaL oz; ýMqv arv. 
This response convinced Battus and his party that there was nothing for it 
but to establish a colony on the Libyan mainland. This they did, first, 
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according to Herodotus, at Aziris, and then at the spring called 'Apollo's 
fountain'which site was later known as Cyrene (157.3ff. ). 
This sequel to the first oracle develops an even more complex series 
of events than that narrated by the Therans. Herodotus narrated their 
version of events only up to the sending of two penteconters; to Platea under 
Battus. According to the Cyreneans even this failed to succeed until the 
Therans refused to allow the reluctant settlers back, and still a further 
consultation of the oracle was necessary before the party even attempted to 
settle in Libya, let alone in Cyrene. 
Pindar may have followed the Cyrenean tradition which makes 
Battus the central figure in the colonisation, but he has simplified it 
enormously. Three oracular commands have been telescoped into one, the 
first striking oracle. This was not difficult for the poet because the later 
oracles were merely repetitions of the first's command. Instead the 
reiteration of commands to colonise Cyrene has been achieved by the 
skilful imagination of the poet, who uses Aledea to foretell the oracle to 
Battus. The repetition strengthens the god's desire for a colony in Cyrene, 
but the omission of reiteration of the Delphic oracle happily precludes any 
failure to obey on Battus'part. 
Battus' response has been entirely altered by the passing over of his 
reluctance to do anything and his continuing disobedience even in the face 
of repeated oracular commands. Protest against the oracle's response, 
followed by grudging attempts to carry out its command but get round its 
terms has been omitted. In their stead comes the appearance of 
unquestioning acceptance of the oracle and obedience to its terms which 
the poet creates by commenting on Battus' good fortune in being named by 
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the Pythia as Cyrene's founder and the implication that the oracle's 
command was carried out. The waste of time and delay in founding 
Cyrene because of the irresolution and faintheartedness of it founder is 
entirely avoided. The only delay of which we hear is the earlier one caused 
by the loss of the clod overboard on the Argonautic voyage27. 
The end result presents a strildng contrast to even the bare bones of 
what is common to both Theran and Cyrenean taleS28. Battus is presented 
as being glorified by the prophetic utterance of the Pythia and blessed by it. 
In enacting it he fulfilled another prophecy, that of Medea on Thera. Thus 
the poet is able to create the impression of an unbroken thread of destiny 
in the founding of Cyrene. Sanctioned by the gods from its earliest 
conception when an unknown daimon, son of Poseidon, presented an 
Argonautic hero with a clod of Libyan earth and Zeus thundered his 
approval, the actual founding by Battus had been foretold as soon as the 
clod came to rest and apparently proceeded without hitch or interruption. 
The Battiadae who flourished from the moment their ancestor was 
first hailed lord of Cyrene by Apollo's oracle continue to flourish in the 
present in the victory granted to Arcesilas by the same god. The 
sovereignty which was sanctioned in Argonautic times and subsequently 
given to one man, Battus, at the oracle's express command, is still in the 
hands of his descendant, Arcesilas. It is easy to see why Pindar chose to 
omit so much of the foundation story as it was told at Cyrene. It was not 
particularly flattering to Battus, complex to relate, and reflected ill on the 
Battiad dynasty in general. Certain elements, however, were very well 
27 The poet: s adaptation of the motif of delay which occurs in the historical account of 
Pyrene's foundation is discussed on pp. 41-2 above. 
28 For an excellent comparison and discussion of these cf. Chamoux: pp. 94-5. 
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known, no doubt, and could be used and dressed up to suit the poet's aims. 
At this juncture it is worth considering one further point, the 
reason given by Pindar for Battus' consultation of the Delphic oracle: 
swop6ou &Adg dvaKpLv6pcwv =Pd T(5- IaTaL irpbs- Ociav (03). This is in 
agreement with the Cyrenean version of events. The Cyreneans ascribed a 
speech problem to Battus from birth, and recounted that he was 
consulting the oracle 7Tep- 7-Is- Owvjs- whenthePythiagavehimthe 
command about colonising Libya. We noted earlier (n. 26 on p. 267) that 
both this oracle and the tale of Battus' stammer may have been 
fabrications, but Pindar has accepted them. The scholia note that not all 
accepted this as Battus' reason for going to Delphi. Menecles' evidence 
suggests that Battus sought the Pythia as a result of stasis on Thera. 
Battus was the leader of one faction and went to seek the god's advice as to 
whether they should fight it out on Thera or found a colony elsewhere. The 
text of the oracle is given, although it is corrupt29: 
B&Tzý <7-6> rp6o&- KaK&ý Th & &6rcpw laffiov tprvx4ýg. 
, fpA, rq, MO' &tav X*ax, - 4irppog 4qrtxwy 
iWxK-, 7rp6Tcpox, 6&Dv IAVaAr, 7TcM zrt6bw. 
a7'IgOV AV &tW, 411 IlLad VOAMP 64110TWS. 
ord e dvdo trget, Tdoy TlAos- atrýv Udvrt. 
Parke and Wormell obelise 7rel6e! vrMat, in v. 3 and 7roAA4, v in v. 4 and 
suggest 
7rp6TrPW 66AOV li(; YaAC* Vr[Oe' I A7T6AAWV 
aTrpp6p yfy 6atwacv 14x- ywds- dOcp1aTrj; -30 
Even without their emendation, which introduces Apollo, the general 
29Z P. 4.10a, D. 11. p. 97. 
30 Cf. PaTke and Wormell p. 139. 
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meaning is clear. The oracle advised carrying out the second of his 
alternatives, to leave dMap X*ax, and head for an eastern continent. 
Neither the island Battus is to leave nor Libya is named. Commentators 
have remarked on the word play on Aristoteles in the last line: this is the 
other name given to Battus by Pindar at P. 5.87, although we should note 
that the oracle addressed the founder as Battus NJ), not Aristoteles. 
Chamoux, following Parke3l suggests that Menecles has confused 
the first oracle about colonisation given to Battus while he lived on Thera 
with the second one delivered to those who had set out from Libya and only 
got as far as Platea before settling. The &tav A*ax, quoted in Menecles' 
oracle is the island of Platea, and the eastern mainland Libya. Certainly 
this would seem more correct geographically, since Libya is not east of 
Thera but a long way south. 7rp6Tepom 86Aom would then refer to Battus' 
attempts to deceive the oracle into believing that he had actually settled in 
Libya. Parke points out that this version of the oracle is a poor contrast to 
Herodotus' ironic and pithy response (recorded at 4.157.2)32 
Whatever we may think about the oracle itself, the interesting point 
of Menecles' account remains that Battus was involved in stasis on 
Thera33. It is possible that Pindar did not know this version of events, in 
which case we could not expect any reference to it. If, however, this 
tradition was well-known in Cyrene we may note that Pindar chose to 
omit any direct reference to it34.7b present Battus in this way, however, 
31 Cf. Chamoux p. 112. 
32 Cf Parke p. 83. He suggests (as I have done for the oracle given by Herodotus 4.155.3) 
that the oracle is not authentic, because it addresses Battus by that name. 
33 Chamoux suggests (p. 112) that the Theran tale given by Herodotus; may support this in 
the opposition given to the colonists when they tried to return to Thera (cf Hdt. 4.156.3). 34 Parke and Wormell suggest (p. 140) that at P. 5.87ff. Pindar uses the name Aristoteles 
with stress on its meaning. They compare P 5.60ff., and state that Pindar probably had 
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would greatly lessen the impact of the unprompted oracle about Libya. If 
he was already seeldng to leave Thera because the situation had become so 
difficult for him an oracle to found Cyrene would merely be an answer to 
his difficulties and a pointer in the right direction. An unprompted oracle, 
however, stresses the god's desire for his will to be done, for Cyrene to be 
founded, for Battus to leave behind his easy existence on Thera and 
venture into the unknown with only the god's authority to favour the 
expedition. This highlights the vital role of the god in founding Cyrene, 
his persistent desire for it to be created, and thus his continuing interest 
in and blessing of the community. In addition, Pindar may well have 
avoided reference to stasis on Thera because of the situation in Cyrene. We 
noted earlier that Arcesilas had had to deal with stasis himself (cf. 
pp. 176ff. ). Thus any reference to Battus' involvement in stasis might have 
been deemed in very poor taste by Arcesilas. 
Pindar's treatment of Battus and Battiad history in Pythians 4 and 
5 is by no means exceptional. The odes provide a wealth of parallels for the 
poet's tendency to edit his material in order to enhance what would please 
his patron and to suppress or gloss over details which would be 
unwelcome. 
We have already noted this tendency in Pindar's treatment of 
historical events in the odes. In Pythian 1, for example, the founding of 
Aetna by Pindar's patron is transformed from the forced resettlement of 
the population of existing cities, and the importation of foreign colonists, 
into a glorious flowering of Dorian civilisation on the fringes of the Greek 
the oracle quoted by Menecles in mind in both passages. This seems unlikely in view of 
the lack of any Teal connection in content or any verbal echo. 
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world, and Hieron, whose selfish desire for the honours accorded to a 
city's founder had motivated the creation of Aetna, is portrayed as the 
perfect king and venerable founding father3s. 
The poet applies similar editorial treatment to myth. In Olympian 
7, composed for a Rhodian victor, part of the mythic narrative describes 
the founding of Rhodes by Tlepolemus (0.7.20ff. ). The same tale is 
recorded at II. 2.653ff. by Homer, who may well have been the poet's 
source36. According to the epic poet Tlepolemus' killing of his father's 
uncle, Licymnius, was followed by threats from the other sons and 
grandsons of Heracles. Tlepolemus quickly built ships, gathered up a 
large number of men and fled (84 kCqwv tri =6vrov 11.2.665). After many 
hardships in his wanderings on the seas he came to Rhodes where he 
settled. 
Pindar, however, has suppressed all reference to threats from other 
members of the family and instead attributes Tlepolemus' journey to 
Rhodes to the guidance of the Delphic oracle which he consulted after the 
ldlling of LicymniUS37. This naturally puts the founding of Rhodes into a 
new light. Instead of the colony being located just somewhere that 
Tlepolemus happened to land at during his flight, the island becomes a 
spo t divinely sanctioned by Apollo. The poet also suggests, by transposing 
the shower of gold to long before Tlepolemus' arrival on Rhodes rather 
than shortly after (as Homer), that the island was already favoured by 
35 Cf. D. S. 11.49 and pp. 166-7 above. 
M Cf. Young (1968) p. 83 esp. n. 1, Verdenius pp. 56-7, Bernardini pp. 165ff. 
37 The killing is retained by the poet because his myths in 0.7 follow a pattern of plot 
where error or oversight leads not to disaster but to glory through divine intervention (cf 
Young pp. 78-9). For the same reason Pindar introduces a consultation of Apollo's oracle 
which leads to Tlepolemus' journey to Rhodes. Cf. also Verdenius p. 57, Bernardini 
p. 166. 
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Zeus (cf. Young p. 83). Moreover Pindar hints by his phrasing of the oracle's 
command, the dv7fw ci&v 4r 4iotOdAaaow mp6m (0.7.33), that Ilepolemus 
sailed straight to Rhodes without hitch, whereas Homer says abr4o 5 y' Is- 
T66o. v teep dA*cvw, &yca rdoXo)v (II. 2.667). These changes have been 
made to render the myth of Rhodes' founding entirely acceptable to and 
edifying for a Rhodian victor. 
NVe may further compare the poet's catalogue of the famous figures 
associated with Corinth in Olympian 13, an ode for a Corinthian victor. 
There can be no doubt of the importance of these figures in Corinthian 
mythology, but they were by no means unambiguously glorious or heroic. 
However, the poet suppresses all details which would be unwelcome to his 
Corinthian patron. Sisyphus (v. 52) is merely described as 7TvKv6-raroP 
vaAdpats- (3s- OcAv, as one of the possible etymologies of his name 
suggests38. Nothing is said of his extreme cunning and craftiness, which 
finally resulted in the eternal punishment in Hades for which he is so 
well-known. 39. 
Medea, usually famed as an enchantress, is represented as the 
saviour of the Argonauts (vv. 53-4)40. The unusual double role of the 
Corinthians at Troy, fighting on both sides, is mentioned (vv. 57-60) but 
Pindar greatly overstates the contribution of those on the Greek side, rol 
P& r1m OLV aiv 'Arplos- TAIPav KoPt&vrrs- (vv. 58-9). The Corinthians 
did not send an independent contingent to Troy, but were vassals of 
Agamemnon and had no significant role in the fighting, contrary to 
38 Cf. Gildersleeve p. 233: 'The popular and false etymology of Ztowow derived the name 
from cnds- = Oc6s- and avor = aoods-, hence = OL-doaO&. 39 Cf. e. g. 11.6.152, Alc. fr. 38, Thgn. 702ff., Hyg. F. 201. 
40 Note, however, that she is also portrayed in this role in Pythian 4. 
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Pindaes implication (cE Gildersleeve p. 233). 
Such editing of his material in order to present a patron with an 
edifying picture of his homeland or ancestors accords well with Pindars 
treatment of Battus in Pythians 4 and 5. Just as the poet has omitted those 
aspects of Battus' founding of Cyrene which might be detrimental to his 
overall portrayal of the founder, omitting Battus' hesitancy and 
disobedience in the face of the oracular commands to found Cyrene and 
slightly altering the tale of Battus and the lionst in the same way he fails 
to give any details of Hieron's foundation of Aetna which would detract 
from his portrait of the glorious founder, slightly alters the story of the 
founding of Rhodes and glosses over those aspects of the figures associated 
with Corinth which were not entirely praiseworthy. Pindaes concern is to 
praise and exalt his patron in every aspect of his life. This he does, 
although at times his edifying treatment of unwelcome material must 
have rung a little false in his audience's ears. His patrons, however, were 
unlikely to object. 
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APPENDIX I 
IS' 4ýd(71P 6 bTCL7'EP 
4h&t,, Ma KrAatWProzn K6AXotcnv #kv 
M A14rq vrV abnp (P. 4.211-213) 
7b what do these lines refer? The problem of interpretation centres 
on the meaning of the phrase fltavpeZeai,. Pindar uses this verb frequently 
and with a wide variety of meaning according to the context. It occurs no 
less than four times in Pythian 4 itself: here; at v. 223 y4uov p6eaL; v, 251 Iv 
-e T]KrawD vrAdycom jj1), rv KTA ; at v. 257 AaKc8aiyokf6jv pLX64, rrs- dl4oiov 
46L-(nv. In Pythian 4 Pindar uses it twice with the accusative and twice 
with the dative; elsewhere he uses it with the dative with or without M. 
Commentators have suggested three interpretations of Ptap ydrav. 
that it merely means azn,, ýMov, that it refers to a battle, or that it refers to 
an athletic contest. atalMov was first suggested by the scholia2. There are 
two problems with this interpretation. (1) It is very weak in view of the fact 
that in the same line Pindar says of the Argonauts Is- 4)dau, ... 4h&v. It 
seems very unlikely that the poet would employ such a mundane 
repetition of what he had just said. (2) This interpretation does not account 
for the force of pta in the phrase, a word which even at its weakest, 
denoting bodily strength, always denotes force or might and very often 
violence. 
Norwood's interpretation (p. 6), that the phrase describes an athletic 
contest, exhibits the same weakness. He gives no examples to support his 
I ; wiy&, qu with dative and he 0.1.91,1.2.29; with dative only: P. 3.14, N. 1.18 & 56,2.22, 
3.61 & 77,4.21,1.3.3,7.25. 
2 2; v. 379a D. 11 p. 149. 
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case, except a weak one, of the Phaeacians' entertainment of Odysseus 
with athletic competitions in Od. 8, and the fact that the phrase A17irg Map' 
ab 3 would then mean that Aeetes had presided over the games. Aldrq 7rap' 
av7V has caused commentators problems, but it seems satisfactorily 
explained by Gildersleeve (p. 298), who states that =p(4 means 'in the 
realm of, and that a6rij shows the contrast with their previous 
adventures. The aim of the Argonauts' journey so far has been to reach 
the halls of Aeetes (cf. v. 160), and now at last they have arrived. 
Gildersleeve believed that A6av peteav refers to a battle, as do most 
commentators. It seems to me that only this explanation satisfactorily 
explains the force of. &r in the phrase. There are also good parallels for 
this usage, cf. Homer, 11.15.510 peleat Xetpag Tr pemg Te, 20.374 Ta, 6 
4uv&s- p[XOý pbvs; Pindar, N. 3.61 Impeleas- AlOL6nrcm Xdpas; Sophocles, 
OC 1046 7-6v AuAKqA6av wApq peteovmv. 
Friederichs (pp. 418-9) argued against this interpretation on three 
counts. (1) There is nothing in the original sources about a battle. (2) If 
this did refer to a battle Pindar would then have to inform his hearers 
about its cause and outcome, which he does not. (3) The link with what 
follows must work; here Jason seeks to obtain his goal not by force, but by 
the application of the iunx on Medea. 
Against these we may counter: (1) that several of the events 
narrated in the myth of Pythian 4 are not found in earlier sources, either 
because the source is lost or because the poet has improvised, cf. e. g. 
Medea's prophecy and Pelias' dream. (2) The poet did not feel such 
obligations of logicality, e. g. nothing is said of how or why Jason should 
arrive in Iolcos wearing only a single sandal, nor is any preliminary 
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given to suggest why Aeetes should set Jason the task of ploughing etc.. (3) 
The link with what follows has been demonstrated by Kirkwood 1982 
(p. 192) to be based on association of ideas. Iffilam ydeav refers to a battle 
the poet's mind moves on to Aphrodite, who is introduced as 7r6TPLa 
66&rdnw PeAlwt, (v. 213). The interpretation of Plam ycZýav as a reference to 
a battle also fits in very well with Pindar's broader narrative of events, as 
it enables him to point out that the Argonauts have arrived at their 
destination, the halls of Aeetes (cE v. 160 7rp6s- AIjTa OaAdymy) where 
Phrixus' spirit is. In addition the battle reveals that they have received a 
hostile reception, an important point for the poet to make in view of his 
lack of introduction to the tasks of Aeetes. 
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APPENDIX II 
Testimonia for epic language in Pindar 
Olymplan 1 
v. 1 aW4u-vw 77fp (1) cf. mpb-, -, aMW&oLo 11.6.182,14.396, Od. 19.39, 
etc.. 
4 OAov &vp (3) cf. 11.3.31, Od. 1.60, and similar phrases at 
11.1.491,5.155, Od. 1.310, etc. (also Thgn 531). 
10 Kp6mv raW (5) cf. 11.2.205 & 319,4.75,6.139, etc.. 
12 =Aqi4k) ZLkr4 (2) cf. IM605 'OpAvynev raltyriAw. 
17&6 cf. Od. 8.67 & 105 bc naauaMot KpIpacry 06MLyya 
TraoudAav A446aV (2) 
20 a6ro (2) epic form of aor. med. sing. of adw cf. 11.21.167. 
23 Im7qA4T=, j8aadjj2 (4) cf. ImnqXdpyWII. 24.257, Od. 11.259. 
24 d&q% (2) cf. Od. 4.622,1319. 
25 raL&, rr lloon&v (4) cf. 11.13.43,20.34, Od. 1.68,3.55, etc. (formula 
reversed). 
27 Oal4ov 4uov(3) cf. Od. 11.128 same phrase, 11.6.27, Hes. Th. for the 
adj. of merýs limbs (also the same phrase B. 18.47). 
55 xanrmVm (2) forKanw6mw used metaphorically cf 11.1.81. 
58. ucmn; v (3) cf. I1.14M, 15.293, Od. 2.248,22.217 (also ThgrL461, 
Archil. 67JO?, SAi. 341). 
62 vbmv 4jA=fnvTrW cf. 11.19.38,347&353, Od. 5.93 &199, etc.. 
71 m*4g &6g(5) cf. 11.1.359,13.352, Od. 2.261,4.580, etc. (also 
Archil. 8.1,7bgn. 10 &106, Alc. 117(b). 27,305.10). 
74 qArS5v (3) as an adverb of place cf. 11.5.458,10.100, Od. 5.392p 
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24A93 (also StesidL184.1). 
75 OLUa &4= K unplas- (3) cf. 11.3.64 SW 4xr7zi 'AopogTW, 54 SW 'Aopo&TW 
(also B1710, EJA. 181, Hel. 363). 
76 lytw AAkrov (2) cf. 11.3.317, Od. 1.104. 
86 6192difrus, hrm (2) cf. Od-19.565, (same phrase), adjective at 11.2.138, 
0&2.20Z 
88 Ohvp&v gw(5) cf. 11.3105,13.758,770,781, etc.. 
92'AA*oD r6Aj (2) cf. II2592AA0cLdo n6pox,, h. ApA23, h. Merc. 398 
'AA0aoD v6pw. 
110 41tan &rPW cf. II. 11.533,17A58 (also Alimn. 12.9). 
ciMeAw Kp6not, (3) cf. Od. 2.167,9.21,13.212, etc., h. Ap. 438 (also 
Simon. 519 fr. 4.4). 
Olympian 4 
v. 6 Kp6vou 77&(5) cf. 0110 above. 
7 ýA*ov (3) cf. 11.5.845,8.473,19.408, etc. (also Thgn. 1307, 
lyrt. 11.25 & 27, AA. 1411). 
10 dp u nlw&v (4) epithet only used of Poseidon in Homer, cf 11.7.455, 
8.201, Od. 13.140, etc.. 
22 &, rem CL) with this meaning only in Homer, cf 11.10.407, 
Od-19.17,23.368, etc.. 
Pythian 4 
CAstimonia are only provided where my evidence differs from Forssman, or 
where he supplies no evidence. For the rest the reader is referred to 
Untersuchungen zur Sprache Pindars, pp. 86400) 
v. 8 dp)rvxi5rm (2) 
13 x&hre (1) 
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17 Immw Oodr (4) 
18 &ýpow drWnuft- (4) 
21 Oro d;, ea ct&phV (4) 
23 Kpat, &v Zdý(5) cf. 11.1.502 & 539,2102, etc- 
25 ffigw 'Ap)viý- (4) 
26 x57w &rep )ufas-, & 228 x4mv yds- (4) 
28 olomilos- (1) cf 11-13.473,19.377, Od. 11.574. 
4aggav (3) cf. II. 8A52,10.95, Od. 2.386,3189, etc. (also 
AlcrrL69, B-1 8.47). 
32 v6crrou yAmepoD (3) (also Archil. 8.2). 
36 o16 dnf6qcr (1) 
40 typCj =Adýv (4) 
48 cWlav &rý(Q 
52 KrAaLvcgV&v (1) Homefic epithet of Zeus, e. g. Ill. 397,2.412, 
21.520, etc. (also of blood, Od. 11.36). 
56 vBw T4icws- (4) 
57&210 IV&P aT(; trs-, dkýmw o7fxcs- (4) 
67 4P Mrj5cý br&v o7fXcy, 6nuZzal 6 dKU7r= auxift I fpws, dvý (4) 
58 mtatýdv pýnv & 73 mramp Oq4 (4) 
64 Oat=xWpou fjow (4) 
72 dyauZv (3) cfll. 5.277,7.386, Od. 2.308,6.55, etc. (also 
A. Pers. 986, EJA172, ad. 953A, Sapph. 2110). 
76 ct&L-Aov (3) Cf. Olin. 
77 xIaTCw (3) cf. 11.3.451,6.227,11.220, Od. 6.54, etc. (also 
Thgn. 777, Mimn. 1 7). 
80 (&Oesi iýW6&tczz OxqTcZoz 7dow (4) 
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89 Ttýp&w (?. 3) cf. IIJO. 205, OdJ7M4 (also ? S. Ph. 984). 
901qxunmiý, &299 cfll. 6.505,23.749, Od. 5.385,6.171 (aLso "ers. 95, 
. ýpatrm57rpat (3) EHipp. 829). 
97 mizw 7uZw ... AUZ T& 
&ý KTA. (4) 
98 dpOpdmw X7j=7rx-&w(3) (only in epic and Pindar, but is a variant reading at 
Thgn. 870). 
101 d)npdcn A6ýus- (4) 
log kuaj7S- m64mwm Amcfv (4) (cf. pp. 81ff. ) 
11.1 4lvPww(l) cf. Od. 4.577 & 780,10.403 & 423, etc.. 
1.11 6reffidbg (3) cf. 11.3-106,13.621, Od. 9106,11116, etc. (also, 
StesidLs. 148. ii. 7-8, B. 11.78,13.158,15.62). 
120 41- O&m (1) (NJ3., Page restores in StesidLs. 88. ii. 15, but the 
papyrus has only.. o) 
125 =Ta KA&g (4) 
128 & 240 pakXfmn A6yas- (4) 
134 4= (3) (also AA. 987, SimorL595.2) 
135 tou*cm (3) epic pf. parL pass. of adw, cf. 11.6.518,11.554, 
OdA. 416 & 733, etc. (dso ad. 997.5). 
144 uOýiw d, -Atou Xp67cw I AC690qufv 
14 9 A) Cp ea m%- &), IA a5- (4) 
149 dm, )ý (1) epic aor. part. act. d 11.1.356 & 507,22M, 6.455, etc.. 
161 &ppa re NxoD ßa04=X; Dm (4) 
lC4pcrdAAarov(l) cf. 11.5.516,10.125, Od. 15.23 & 362, etc.. 
166 xqpmpý-, 4xw (1) cf. 11.19108 & 127, Od. 4.253,10.381, etc.. 
171 Kpaq&o Z ru* (5) cf. 11.2.111 & 375,4.166, Od. 9.552, etc.. 
172 ik=yArodpov Aigag (4) 
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174 KA&g taA6, v (3) (Also TyrL12.31). 
178 EAucr Xxv*wns- (1) traditional epithet of Hermes, cf Od. 5.87,10.277, 
h. Merc. 539. 
180 wwniwrey (3) cf. 11.3.387 5.708, Od. 6153,20.288 (also Simon. 10.1). 
184 yAudv v6Obv (4) 
190 Oconp=&w (7.3) cf- 111 -109,2.322, Od-2-184 (also? TyrL2.2). 
194 6am6pow (4) CfJI-1.421, Z351, Od. 4.708,5.176, etc.. 
195 n*, mv KrA, -&%w (4) 
2M týý A74== (2) 
himwv(3) cf. I122,45,3A27, Od. 16.417,18.78 (also A-4.590). 
2W kýý (3) cf. 11.12.274,14.8, Od. 20.356,22.304. 
208 4mqL6e-rw (3) cf. 11.6.179,16.329, OdJ4.311 
(also ad. 5.414(a)4, B. 11.64, S. OT. 177, OC127). 
212 fitw I pe4w (4) (cf. App. I pp. 277-279) 
221 civ 6 Vaýd oappauýo=; ' dvTiny= oTrpe-dv 6%tdv(4) 
225Kmcydmo mp&- (4) 
227 4Aý-, a6UKar Maul (4) 
231 A22rg (4) cfJI. 9.661, Od. 3.38,16A7,17.32, etc. (also 
Mimn. 11.1). 
232 Ap&rom 4m (4) 
239 00as- 1 (4) 
251 ly T' UkravoD vrAdývam (4) 
256yo; paw4uap (4) cf aL7ww 4w 11.8.72, Od. 16.280, 
p4ocww 4wII15.613,0d. 10.175. 
LýW 4 X16CTrS(4) 
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2G0; jxvoOp&w K49dpw (4) Homeric epithet of Hera, Artemis and Eos 
(cflll. 611,14-153, Od. 5.123,10.541) used here with a 
new designation. 
264 OLrqT6v d5w (4) 
272 60atportpow (3) cfJI. 7.457,12.458,15-11, Od. 20-110 (also Xenoph. 9). 
277 dy), rAox, taA6v KrA. (4) cf. 1115.207. 
296 CatSaMw (3) cfJIA. 135,6.418, Od. 1.131,10.315 (aLso SimorL543.2, 
B. 5140, fr. 4.64., Effec. 470). 
P- -thian, 4 Addendum: epic language included by Forssman but omitted by me. alt 
vJ3 brripOqiog found five times outside Pindar (adj. twice in 
Stesich. 222ii. 5. & 266, twice in B., 9.37,13.103, adv. 
A. Eu. 824). 
15 jWrp446paTcv F. can only give one Homeric parallel, Od. 9.19 6g 
rdoz &Aamv dmjxý=ox yAw, and it is too far 
removed from Pindar. 
22 npL4=tI-v ... xr=A* F. compares o4xu, 60cvKan7,8dr, a formula used of the 
gods. The only similarity isKan7AaUwwhich is used 
in prose (Hdt & Pl. ). I can see no adaptation here. 
53WM='temple' This meaning is found frequently in tragedy, 
e. g. A. Eu. 179, Supp. 291. 
78 dTr F cites this as the only occurrence of al in Pindar. 
Although he gives this as an example of epic word 
usage, he has to point out that the combination aTTr 
is not in epic. In addition Palmer notes (p. 123) that 
'in Homer the conditional particle rL occurs over 
four times more often than d '. arre cannot, 
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therefore, be an example of epic language. 
8144 & m7pSaAlp aTiýrm R gives one example in Homer, I. SJ only give one 
other example in Homer and four elsewhere. r1b me 
this looks like Pindar using an Homeric motif rather 
that a deliberate choice of epic language. 
91 &UTý T, 6Mýv P. gives one example in Homer where the text is 
dubious. LSJ give many objects described by this 
adjective, but none is a chariot. 
94 rparpomBw F. compares one example in Homer, LSJ give only 
this one and four others which are all in prose. 
103 Kcvn74)ov xOFP= ... aym' - dyv6s- is poetic rather than distinctively 
epic 
153 1=6ras- a common poetic word, ten times in tragedy etc.. 
159P&W given by R as an epic word. From the examples 
given in LSJ it appears to be poetic rather than 
distinctively epic. 
181,6acz)L-ir dmýý R compares the phrase Tq*v 6; týzw (Od. 1 0.21). 
This only occurs here in epic. It therefore seems 
unlikely that the audience would have felt that 
Pindar's different description of Aeolus had an epic 
ring to it. 
199 Cý, MDd occurs far more often in tragedy than in epic K 
II&D. 
232 Oco rlaý the adjective is common in lyric, tragedy and prose. 
266 Adaftom this form only occurs in lyric and tragedy. 
273. t4arUvg occurs seven times outside Homer, including prose. 
Pythlan 5 
v. 1 dpwOcv& (4) 
14 epom*rm (1) 
33 no6apc&Av (4) 
2B7 
It is not common in Homen 
cf. on a4.1 0 above. 
cf. III 8186,0d. 19.132, h. ApA75 (P. fr. 119.2). 
adj. frequent in Il. only ofAchiHes, e. g. 1.121, 
2.688,6.423,11.599, etc. (outside only here, 013.38 
[4t(pal and B. 19.30 [Hermes]). 
45 46ccpot (3) cf. 11.2.689,3.329, Od. 8A52,12.389, etc. (also 
? TyrL20.2,0.6.91) 
81 d7uKTyihtw rdUv (4) cf. the Homeric hk*cwv nTdVcOpovII. 2.501,4M, 
0&3A, 8.283, etc.. 
85 "aAr (3) cf. IIM. 90,24-158, Od. 7.256,10.65, etc. (also B. 5.112 
&125). 
87 tutul OoaTg (5) cf e. g. vqu: d Obfpt 11.11.111,16.201, Od. 7.34,9.54, etc. 
(also Archil. 4.6,106.1, ? 98.14, Thgn-12, Sol. 19.3, 
SAj. 710, Efr. 304.2). 
104)(puadopa ýPcPW(5) cf. 11.5.509,15.256, h. Ap. 123 & 395, etc- 
Pythian 6 
v-1 aua4m&r 'AAoo&mg Pindar puts to new use a formulaic epithet used to 
describe the Achaeans and their women. Cf 
111289,3190 & 234,16.569, etc.. 
3& 11 tp4*ou AVbt6., - and tptA*ov troDas(4) 
cf IpOwnurIl. 20.50,24.323, OdIO. 515,15.146. 
2ErAvT[AqAvr Pum$, -(4) Purn: &- only in Pindar, but cf the Homeric use offfu7 
Tzmg, rg nvw, p1mg -nvw, etc. 11.3105,5.78116189, 
23.720. 
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32Near6pacp iýcpa (4) cf. 11.8.113 Ncampeas- Immw, 192 don0a Neo7qob7m, 
2.54 Nromp47 vr)t 
411two I &AarlpoLaw(2)cf. Il. 2.707,0d-19184. 
41 nrA4xov(3) cf. Il. 3.2M, 11.820, Od. 9.187,11.572 (also A. Pr. 151, 
EIT. 1247). 
Nemean 1 
v. 6drAAcm6&wTmm; v(3) cf. the same phmse h. Ven. 217. In Il. and Od. only of 
Iris, cf 11.8.409,24.77 & 159 (also Simon. 515). 
14 Zds- .. KaTbru7lv 
AiafTms(4) cf. IIJ. 527 Kroal, ý AuTmt-tow (Zeus), & 524,2.350, 
15.374, Od. 9A90 pa-ri icaTzzw&w (Odysseus). 
c6cý (4) cE maA6Wnz6- dk40d. 7J22,24-221, dKdpnw 
h. Hom. 30.5. 
15 ILkrALw rkzpay (3) cf. OdJ9173 Kp4M rk-W, 13.322,11.5.710,9.577. 
37; jomm3Opowv I lipai, (5) cf. 11.1.611,14153,15.5, etc.. 
42 OzAcýuov jpvX6v (3) cf. 
11.17.36, Od. 16.285,22.180,23.41, etc. (also 
Sol. 4.29). 
45Arpotp IN7.5' (3) possessive adj. of 3. pers. sing. cf 11.10.2(9,23.295, 
Od. 4.643, etc. (also Con654. iii. 34). 
47 iptý drdmtu7rvprA&&(4) cf. Oqi6v d=mrlwvIL4.524,13.654, and OLpbv &6 
pcA&v7.131,13.671,16.607. 
51 Ka4i&, v 6ýd (3) cf. Il. 3.231 Kp6mv dyv4 12.61 Tpc&ov 6W, 13.304 
djv4- dv8p6v, etc. (also Ibyc. 282(a). 21, A. Supp. 248 
905. E. Rh. 29). 
68 Oa4uw (3) cf on P. 4.28 above. 
72 Al KpoxiAz (5) cf on P. 4171 above. 
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Nemean 5 
v. 4 TlWas- dpvo*; * (4) 
9vavcL<Avnfv(2) 
120a 4ýdxvu (5) 
cf. on OA. 1 0 above. 
cf. Od. 7.39,8191,15.415, etc.. 
cf. on 0-1.88 above. 
13 M ArnjD4 n6vmv (4) cf. 11-1.437 b7i fi7nat OaA6mw, 2.773,8.501,16.67 
etc.. 
37kLetTzli, U4, dv(3) cf. on P. 4.76 above. 
43 prruZ=s-(3) epic verb cf IIM. 564 , Od. 16.362,2011, etc.. 
50. Hýrz (3) cf. It-5.596,7.114, Od. 23.216, etc. (also Hipp. 32.2, 
SerrL7.26, S. OC. 1607). 
Nemean 10 
v. 6 rqpmA6y%Oq (3) cf. Od. 9.81,19-187,20.346 (also EHipp. 240). 
7 Mavcans- (3) i. e. Athene, cf 11.8.406 & 420, Od. 3.135 13.389, etc. 
(also Ibyc. 303(a). l, TyrL2.16). 
9 mWpao, i, ýý (2) cf. 1117.243. 
29 ZcD vd7zp (5) cf. 11.1.503,2-146 & 371, Od. 4.341, etc.. 
33 4; 6dWap (2) with this meaning only h, Merc. 426. 
36 diýrý (2) cf. on 0.1.24 above. 
41 lurarP64w U67-d (4) cf. 1=6AoTw of Argos (the city in question here) 
I12M7,3.75, Od. 3.263,4.99, etc.. 
54 vrpuaz6qjAa (2) cf. 0d. 3M9,14.527. 
56 lr6 xrtffin )vfag (3) cf. 1122482, Od. 24.204, Hes. Th. 300 (also Thgn 243, 
EPhath. fr. 781.63). 
69 tooppa&* (3) cf. 11.6.410,16.313, Od. 12.122 (also APers. 462, 
EHipp. 1275). 
71 jW&Yra Krpaw& (5) cf. OdM. 330,24M9, Hes. Th. 516, h. Ven. 288. 
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73 d5rAocoD gat, (5) cf. on 0.1.88 above. 
M mf7rp Kpot&v(5) cf. on P. 4.23 above. 
77 hdraAw (3) cf. 11.210,9.259, Od. 17M & 186. 
79 tivrior 4tt& CO cf. 11.11.594,20.463, OdJ6-14. 
Isthmian 1 
v. 3 Apzmd ... Adlos-0) an Homeric epithet of Ithaca, cf. Il. 3.201, Od. 
1.247,15.510, etc- 
7 &rparK4Lw 4P4%v (5) cf. 11.20.39, h-AP-134- 
8. K4) 4uOpt7v (4) cf. 0d. 1.50 vfpW cluotptM 1198,11.325,12.283, etc.. 
10 6=acv ... KD5w(3) cf. the Homeric Krft- &dCh 11.8.141,17.566, Od. 3.57, 
19.161, etc. (also SoL19.5,31.2). 
34 d)uvMa (3) cf. 11.16.738,17.716,23.529, etc. (aLso ? Antim. 67, 
B. 16.12). 
43 d)%f; ý (3) cf. 11.2.276,9.635, M300, etc. (aLso Thgn. 1301, 
Mimn. 14.1). 
67 rqu=4-0 cf. 11-11.416,18.401, Od. 4.369, Hes. 0p. 204. 
68 ýPý 'AlSy (1) cf. Ill. 3,5.654,11.445, etc.. 
68 dwt&-v (3) cf. 11.5.185,22.39, Od. 7.192,16.239 
(also.? Simon. 519. fir. 61(a). 2). 
Isthmi, an 2 
V. 1 XDVOEPIzfxw 
... Macdv(4) cf 11-5.358 
& 363,8.382, etc. (where the epithet is 
only used of horses. ) 
3 &ýa (3) cf. 11.6.511,8.54,13.30, Hes. sc. 342, etc. (also 
AAA07). 
4 'AAoogTzzr ci4Awv(4) cf. 11.8.565, Od. 6-48,15A95,17A97, etc. 
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(in Homer this epithet is only applied to wliw). 
14 IToorL&lv 6; ni=Lr (4) cf. 1114.357-8 Tloorl&op ... Kf&s- We-, Od. 3.57p 
and fi-equently of Zeus, cf. on I. 1.10 above. 
18 cipwai* .. . AmSU&a-(4) in Homer the epithet is only used of Poseidon, d 
11.8.201,7.455, Od. 13.140, cf on 0.4.10 above. 
21 rAcVm=o (3) cf. IlMO4,4.327,5.705, HesSc. 24 (also B. 5.97) 
23 KP%i& Z7* (5) cf. on P. 4171 above. 
27 X))jpnfou Ai6s- (5) cf. 11.1.353-4,508 & 609,12.275, etc.. 
ADDENDUM 
It was felt appropriate to include an appendix of items not included in the 
testimonia but possibly worthy of inclusion, with the difference these would 
have made to the results. 
Pythian 4 
v. 2 eiinwou h. 4p. 210, Hes. Cat. Oxy. 1358.21. (= West fr. 150.21). 
Nowhere else before Pindar, but after him S. OC. 668, 
EAnd. 1019, IT. 133, Ba. 574, Ph. 1 7, Hec. 1090, and in 
prose, Xen. HG. 4.2.5. 
(Several words had to be excluded because of their 
appearance in Xenophon, but he is well Imown for 
the poeticisms in his vocabulary and style, so if 
there is nothing else against a word we might allow 
it [cf. Gautier 1M, 85ff. D. 
41 &rpuiw This verb occurs with great frequency in epic, 47 
times in the Odyssey, more fl= this in the Iliad. 
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However, it is found 7 times in Pindar and 12 times 
elsewhere. Because it is a single word and not a 
word combination I felt unable to include it, despite 
its frequency in epic, which may well have meant 
that it sounded'epi6to Pindar's audience. 
42 A; fl4: w I &pvA, 6pov This generic epithet for cities appears 11 times in 
Homer. Outside epic it appears 6 times (plus 5 
conjectures, some quite uncertain), Tyrt. 5.2, 
pop. 867.2, Ad. 934.20, Sapph. 44-12, B. 10.31, E. Ba. 87. 
The formulaic nature of expressions containing 
c4xX5pos- is evident, but because it is generic the 
accompanying word provides no control. It was 
omitted because of the large number of times it 
appears outside Homer, If it were to be included it 
would go in Category 5. 
79 &=ryAw Frequent in R. and Od. (e. g. H. 1.146,18.170,21.452 & 
589, etc. ). Outside it is not found until tragedy 
(A A. 862, Ch. 548, SM. 204, OC. 716). Our problem 
here is Xenophon Hier. 11.3. Cf Gautier p. 92 where 
he cites it as one of the historianýs poeticisms. There 
are very good reasons for including this word, but I 
have omitted it for reasons of consistency. 
158 &ft- fjks- Forssman included this. I have doubted the validity 
of its inclusion because of its fi-equent appearance 
outside Homer (elegy and iambus 6 times, lyric 
once, tragedy once), but because the phrase is a 
ý4X 
formula one wonders whether it still had an epic 
ring to it when Pindar used it. 
249 yknij: h= This is the adjective 7, AauaW/, -amýg only found in 
Pindar (0.6.45 and here) and once in late Greek 
(Euph. 2). The Homeric adjective is ), Aauams-, 
which appears frequently, only ofAthene. 
Pindar% word appears to be an adaptation of the 
Homeric adjective, but he does not use it in the 
Homeric context. There is a possibility, however, 
that it still felt Homeric. 
Pythian 5 
V. 8 PCTM(acm 7bis verb is only found twice in epic, 1116.779, 
Od. 9.58, in a repeated line which appears to be of a 
formulaic nature, fpcr 6 li&w pennicuem 
poulvn5ý&. Outside Homer, not until P. and then 
E. 71-. 131, Hyps. FrJ. iii. 37. It is possible that the 
formulaic phrase was used more widely than our 
limited evidence suggests and that thus the verb 
sounded epic to Pindar's audience 
26 I&Y Indpav Is this an adaptation of the fi-equent phrase in epic, 
Iftv mfvm; P (cf. 1114.257,24.113 & 134, etc. )? 
Pindarýs phrase also occurs at line end. 
M Ca 01(r IT 6Vp This adjective occurs 8 times in epic with a place 
-name, 5 times with a shrine or holy place. It 
appears frequently outside epic (4 times in lyric, 6 
times in Bacchylides, 14 times in Euripides), but 
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almost always in a phrase of the same kind as in 
Homer. Does this mean that the combination, place 
+ CaMr, was felt to have an Homeric zing to it, at 
least at the time Pindar was writing? 
73 hnýý cf. e. g. II. 92M, 18.512, Od. 4.606,8.366, etc., but also 
SappIL44.32,96.22, Alc. 7013 and? 34(c)10, ? 117(b)4, 
A. Eu. 958. A borderline case for Category 3. 
111 TavCmrpcs- aL-Tur The same phrase is found at Hes. Th 523 (adj. 
h. Cer. 89, lb), P-317(b) 71=791.29). Was it a formula 
more widely known than our evidence shows? 
Nemean 
v. 7 6rp(met, 34 &pacw cf. on P. 4.41 above. 
19 H a6ktmr Xpaw Same phrase at Od. 1 8.239,23A9, Solon 4.27 
au rLa ... Ozý)=. The 
formula only appears in 
Homer twice and twice outside. Would it have 
sounded Homeric when Pindar used it? 
Nemean 10 
v. 6 KaW Frequent in Homer, e. g. 111194 & 220,3.272, etc.. 
Not found before Pindar. Elsewhere only SAj. 730, 
Ellec. 544, IAJ567, but it appears once in 
Xenophon, at Cyr. 1.2.9. 
23 fttm cf. on PAA1 above. 
52 r4xT5pw ... Z =t=s- cf. on P. 4.42 above. 
Isthmian 1 
v. 32 1 o44... Caaý cf. on P. 5.70 above. 
If the items listed above were to be included in our 
PRU. 
analysis of epic language in Pindar's odes it would 
lead to an increased percentage in some, but not all 
odes: 
R4 23.4% YE 25.4% 
R5 6.5% ;E9.7% 
N. 1 13.97o E 18.0% 
N. 10 16.7% )E 20.0% 
Ll 31.8% YE 13.2%. 
These figures are represented on a bar chart in Figure 2. on page 296. 
The new average percentage of epic language in the odes would be 
16.0%. In view of this, although Nemeans 1 and 10 appear to close the gap 
somewhat between Pythian 4 and the rest of the odes, this is not so statistically. 
They (and Olympian 1) fall within one standard deviation of the mean, 
whereas Pythian 4 is more than two standard deviations fi-om the mean. 
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APPENDIX III 
History of the Battiad dynasty in Cyrene until the reign ofArcesilas IV 
The dynasty was founded by Battus I, who colonised Cyrene from 
Thera at the behest of the Delphic oraclel in 631 B. C. 2. He ruled for 40 
years and was followed by his son Arcesilas I who ruled for 16 
(Hdt. 4.159.1). Herodotus tells us nothing more of the reigns of these two 
kings except to add the detail that numbers in Cyrene did not increase 
beyond that of the original settlerS3. We have little other evidence except 
what Pindar tells us of Battus I, indicating his piety and prosperity 
(P. 5.55-7,89ff. ) and the reputation for moderation and good government 
given him by Silius Italicus (Punica 8.57) and Diodorus (8. fr. 30)4. 
The next king, Battus II, known as 'The Fortunate' saw a large 
increase in the population as a result of another oracular utterance. The 
Cyreneans were offering land to new settlers and the Delphic oracle 
declared that those who came to Libya after the land had been shared out 
would come to rue it (Hdt. 4.159.2-3). Many Greeks came to settle in the 
I Cf. Hdt. 4.145.2ff., Pind. P. 4.4-63,251-262,5.55-62,85-95. For a discussion of Pindar's 
treatment of these events cf. pp. 252ff., 261M. Herodotus records two versions of the 
founding, one a Cyrenean and the other a Theran version. The differences between these 
are discussed on pp. 264ff.. His account provides a linear history of the dynasty, but his 
evidence only goes as far as the sixth king and is rather brief, forming only a small part 
of a digression on the history and features of North Africa and its inhabitants. 
2 This is one of three dates given by Eusebius for the founding of Cyrene. For a 
discussion of these dates cf. Chamoux pp. 70ff., and my discussion pp. 45ff. above. 
3 Chamoux pp. 128-9 thinks that we should not take Herodotus at his word. He posits some 
reinforcements from Thera as its colony prospered and also the marriage of Therans to 
indigenous women, suggesting that Herodotus is pointing to the restrained extension 
and homogenous Theran character of Cyrene at this time. 4 Cf. Chamoux pp. 129-30, who notes that such a reputation may have been enhanced by the 
tyrannical rule of those who came after Battus I, but that it is likely to be based on truth. 
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colony5. To this increase in population Herodotus attributes Cyrene's 
encroachment on the lands of its neighbours, a cause for the Libyans' 
recourse to the Egyptian king Apries who led them to march on Cyrene. 
The Cyreneans inflicted a severe defeat on this army. These are the only 
events which Herodotus records of the reign of Battus II. 
His son Arcesilas II followed him. His rule was one of civil strife, 
according to Herodotus (4.160), as he quarrelled with his brothers. These 
brothers moved out of Cyrene and founded Barca. They then persuaded 
the Libyans to transfer their allegiance to them, a move which prompted 
Arcesilas to make war. He was not successful and was finally strangled 
by one of the brothers, Learchus, who was murdered in turn by Arcesilas' 
widow, Eryxo6. 
Thus power passed to Arcesilas' son Battus III, known as 'The 
Lame'. It seems, however, that affairs in Cyrene were by no means settled 
since at this juncture the Cyreneans sent to the Delphic oracle for advice 
on how to obtain the best kind of government for their land7. The oracle 
advised them to apply to Mantinea for an adviser. One Demonax 
answered. The measures he introduced wrought considerable changes 
both in the constitution and in the power of the monarch. Demonax 
divided the Cyreneans into three tribes; the first was those from Thera 
and roundabout, the second Peloponnesians and Cretans, and the third 
men from the islands. Herodotus makes no comment, but the groupings 
5From the later reforms of Demonax it would appear that many came from the 
Peloponnese, Crete and the islands (cf. Chamoux pp. 134ff. ). 
6 These events are also narrated by Plutarch (Mor. 260D-262D). 7. Cf. HdL4.161.1. Chamoux suggests (p. 138) that the evolution of the Greek monarchy 
into a kind of oriental despotism and all the horrors of civil strife and murder was what 
inspired the Greek population to seek reform. Their opportunity came with an infirm 
king who does not seem to have offered any resistance. 
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would seem to indicate that the reform was necessitated by the great 
influx of immigrants under Battus II. Chamoux says (p. 140) that the 
original tribal groupings in Cyrene were Dorian and that members of 
these tribes were the only ones to possess political rights. The issue 
became important in view of Demonax's reform of the monarch's powers. 
Battus was given special religious functions but all his other powers were 
given over to the people: -roPro & Tw, - flacnAef BdTTw, TegIvra lerMv Kal 
lepoa6vas-, Tei dAAa 7rdvra Td 7Tp6Tcpov JXot, ol flaatMrs- Is- pecov T(3 457JUIP 
Myce (Hdt. 4.161.3). It seems probable that the new tribal groupings were to 
facilitate the election of magistrates to carry out the political, judicial and 
military duties which were no longer the king's. 
Two important facts about these reforms are noted by Chamoux. 
First, that they did not constitute a democratic revolution, but rather put 
power in the hands of aristocrats. Secondly, that no mention is made of 
any reform at the new city of Barca, still held by the remaining brothers of 
Arcesilas IL Chamoux suggests, but we have no evidence for this, that 
these brothers had been at the head of the oligarchic party in Cyrene and 
that they now maintained an oligarchic r6gime at Barca8. 
There is no record of any resistance to these reforms on the part of 
Battus, but this was not the case with his successor, his son Arcesilas III. 
Herodotus records mAM TaPaA Trcpl T(Zv -nylo)v, and that 'Axe-aWw ... 
OIK 1077 dMI&OOM Ka7-a [7zH 6 Mavnveir A77g0vae EFTaer, dUh d7Ta17-CC 7-d 713V 
Trpoy6mv yepea (4.162.2). This led to stasis. Arcesilas fled to Samos and his 
mother Pheretima to Cyprus, where each tried to raise an army. 
Arcesilas succeeded and consulted the Delphic oracle about his return to 
Cf. Chamoux p. 142. 
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Cyrene. The oracle decreed Battiad rule at Cyrene for eight generations 
(Arcesilas III was the sixth), thus suggesting that his return was 
possible, but gave a cryptic warning to exercise clemency9. 
Arcesilas returned and ruled, but did not heed the oracle's 
warning. He dealt very harshly with the opponents who had caused his 
exile. Herodotus recounts that some fled Cyrene (later we learn that 
several went to Barca, 4.164.4), those who were caught were sent to 
Cyprus to be killed but were rescued by the Cretans when the ship taking 
them to Cyprus was forced to put in in bad weather and were sent to 
Thera, and the unlucky ones who remained in Cyrene and shut 
themselves up in a stronghold were burned alive by Arcesilas. Too late, 
says Herodotus, did he realise the import of the oracle's cryptic warning 
about not baking jars in the oven, and although he thought he might 
escape death by avoiding Cyrene the oracle was fulfilled in Barca. There 
he went to the ruler Alazir (Herodotus calls himflao-tAný- of the Barcaeans 
164.4) who was also his father-in-law but BqpKalot Tr &Sprs- Kal 7-d)v & 
Kqp4vqs- ovyd&v Twls- killed not only Arcesilas but his father-in-law as 
well10- 
His mother Pheretima meanwhile had taken on Arcesilas' role 
inCyrene: ý& JXe a! Tý ToD 7=86, - T6 ylpea Iv Kqpft Kal TdAAa veyoplM 
9 Mitchell declares, p. 100 n. 6, that the oracle as given in Herodotus is post eventum, but 
we may assume, I think, that something was said by the oracle which favoured 
Arcesilas' return to Cyrene. 
10 Chamoux sees in these events two indications that the anti-Arcesilas faction were 
aristocrats of the Theran tribe. The Cretans sent the rescued prisoners to Thera, and 
those of Arcesilas' opponents who remained in Cyrene shut themselves up in a great 
tower, which Chamoux suggests was part of a fortified country estate, the natural domain 
of aristocrats. These remarks do not prove that it was the Theran aristocrats who opposed 
Arcesilas, but it is hard to see who it might be other than aristocrats (of all tribes), who 
stood to lose most if Arcesilas regained complete control. 
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Kal Iv govAd 7raptCovaa (Hdt. 1 65.1), but she fled to Egypt when she heard of 
Arcesilas' death. There she requested help from Aryandes saying that 
Arcesilas had been murdered because of his friendship with Persia. He 
put both the Egyptian army and fleet at her disposal. These travelled to 
Barca. and after a lengthy siege ended only by the treachery of the Persians 
they seized and delivered up to Pheretima the men most closely involved in 
the murder of Arcesilas. 
Pheretima did not intend to recover power for herself, it seems, but 
her revenge was cruel and did not stop with these men and their wives. 
Only those of the house of Battus who were not implicated in the murder 
were spared pillaging and enslavement. Herodotus records that to these 
she gave control of the town. What happened in Cyrene is less clear, but 
the city was for some reason unharmed and supplied the Persian army 
for its return homell. Having successfully concluded the whole episode 
with an account of the horrible death Pheretima experienced on her 
return to Egypt, thus pointing to a moral on the dangers of excess, 
Herodotus tells us no more of Cyrenean affairs. Battus IV succeeded 
Arcesilas III. Mitchell suggests (p. 105) that the terrible example of Barca 
was the reason why the Cyreneans accepted Battus as king despite the 
discredit of the Battiad dynasty, as he was a Persian nominee. We have no 
literary evidence for his reign, but archaeological evidence of coinage and 
new buildings suggests that it was peaceful and prosperouS12. Perhaps we 
may attribute this largely to the Persian force behind the king. When 
Barca asserted a measure of independence in refusing to supply chariots 
11 Cf Hdt. 4.165-7,200-205, and Mitchell's discussion pp. 103-4. 12 See Chamoux pp. 160-161, Mitchell p. 108. 
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for the war against Greece she was reduced by the Persians for a second 
time13. It is not clear how long Cyrene was within the Persian empire, but 
perhaps the period extended into the reign of Arcesilas JW4. 
13 Cf. Polyaenus, Strat. 7.28.1, and Mitchell p. 108. 
14 Cf. the arguments of Mitchell, pp. 108-9. 
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APPENDIX IV 
The first person in Pindar 
Any reading of Pindar's poetry shows that he uses the first person 
in different ways. For the twentieth century critic this can cause 
problems. Unused as we are to hearing choral poetry it may seem slightly 
odd to imagine the voice of a singular poet expressed through a plural 
intermediary, and this is not made any easier by a vacillation between 
singular and plural first persons to represent the same speakerl. In 
addition it appears that in Pindaes poetry the poet is not the only speaker 
represented by the first person. At times the speaker is the chorus. 
Elsewhere many of the sentiments expressed are equally applicable to poet 
or chorus. For much of the time the identity of the speaker is not matter 
for concern, provided that the poem achieves the function for which it was 
composed. For instance, provided the victor is praised in an epinician ode 
it does not usually significantly affect our understanding of the ode if the 
T who praises him is Pindar and/or the chorus leader and/or the chorus, 
provided he is praised. 
Before discussing the identity of the first person in Pindar we must 
first of all deal with the most recent suggestion by Lefkowitz (1988 pp. 1-11, 
in which she is followed by Heath pp. 187ff. ) viz. that Pindar's victory odes 
were monodic in performance. If this view is correct the first person can 
only refer to the poet as performer of the ode. There are, however, a 
number of passages in the odes which appear to presuppose choral 
performance. 
1 Cf. Kaimio's remarks pp. 10,13, and Slater's examples (1969, p. 90). 
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Lefkowitz says (p. 5) of Pythian 10, vv. 5-6,55-9, that the poet has two 
different types of song in mind; vv. 5-6 ImKWtav dvWv KAvrdv 451ra refers to 
some more informal celebration of the victory in song and dance rather 
than to performance of Pindar's ode. However, in v. 4 the poet checks 
himself after his opening announcement and asks 71 Kopyr, 66, Vhy this 
excessive boast? '. The question refers to the opening sentence of the ode 
which the audience have already heard in performance and so, one would 
suppose, should the reply (vv. 4-6), in which Pindar lists the factors which 
justify his opening pronouncement2. One of these incentives to praise is 
the desire of the Aleuadae I nvoKMq ... dyayew bnKWtav &Wv KAv7-dv 
Jrra. It is possible that OlAotre-s- dyayetv icrl, if taken in isolation, could 
describe some other part of the celebration distinct from Pindar's song (cf. 
Heath p. 187), but in context, as an explanation of the role of the Aleuadae 
in inducing Pindar to praise Hippocleas they are most naturally taken as 
a reference to Pindar's song itselE 
P10 vv. 5-6 therefore provides us with solid internal evidence for the 
choral performance of the ode. Vv. 55ff. might refer to subsequent 
performances of the ode, but if we compare Pindar's words at N. 4.14-16 
and Bacchylides' remarks at 3.96ff. it is clear that such statements are 
elsewhere quite explicit. This is not the case in Pythian 10. We may thus 
legitimately conclude that vv. 55ff. also refer to the premibre of Pindar's 
ode3. One would anyway expect the more elaborate performance to be the 
premibre rather than an informal celebration, while on Lefkowitzs view 
2 Cf. a similar statement at 0.3.6-9. 
3 Lefkowitz compares P. 5.22-3, but rdv8e- Kayov (v. 22) surely refers to the present 
celebration and not to some celebration at some other time. This example suggests that 
there is no reason to doubt that the K4zos- referred to at 1.8.3-4 (Lefkowitz's second parallel 
p. 5) is the first celebration of Isthmian 8 itself. 
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the subsequent choral performance is more elaborate than the solo 
premibre. 
0.6.86ff has always been taken as firm evidence of choral 
performance. Lefkowitz, however, concludes (p. 7) that Aeneas was not 
chorodidaskalos for the ode and that the instructions issued by the poet for 
Aeneas to convey to his comrades refer not to the performance of 
Y. There are two difficulties in such an 01 mpian 6 but to other songS4 
interpretation. The first is that we must suppose that Pindar is prepared 
to refer at length not to the present performance of the ode, but to songs 
quite unconnected with it. In view of his remarks at 0.9.1ff., where he is 
quite dismissive of impromptu celebrations of victory in contrast to his 
own, this seems unlikely5. 
The second problem becomes clear when we set Pindar's 
instructions to Aeneas in the context of the ode's conventional 
background. W89-90 are part of a conventional topos, viz. the poet's claim 
that his praise is true (cf. e. g. 0.2.92,4.17,13.52 etc. ) and are thus most 
naturally taken to refer to Olympian 6 itself. In this context Slater is 
probably right in his assertion Q9691 p. 89) that the command to praise 
Hera is a conventional imperative-future statement which is self- 
fulfilling. The praise of Hera is accomplished the moment the command 
is uttered. We should therefore be wary of seeing a reference to song apart 
from Olympian 6 in these verses. If the instructions which the poet issues 
to Aeneas for his ýýLpoL do not refer beyond the ode, we may reasonably 
4 She is followed in this by Heath p. 191. 
5 For this reason I would take I. 1 init. (cf. Xqpc6wv v. 7) as unambiguous evidence of 
choral performance of the ode. Heath (p. 185) suggests that this passage refers to an 
informal celebration. 
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suppose that it was these ýýLPOL who performed Olympian 6, regardless of 
the role we choose to assign to Aeneas. 
Lefkowitz also questions the evidence for choral performance at the 
beginning of Nemean 3. She states that the young men waiting by the 
Asopian water (the TIK-rovcs- Kdpow vv. 4-5) are not the singers of Pindar's 
ode but are instead performing an 'impromptu' song for the victor. 
Pindar will then add his song to theirS6. This involves the necessary 
corollary that the poet spends the first five lines of his ode for the victor 
talking about a song which bears scant relation to his own. This is not 
outside the bounds of possibility, but let us examine Pindar's words a little 
more closely. In v. 9 he commands the Muse -rdg do0optav &TaCr y4nc6- 
4yds- diro. This resumes his earlier command to the Muse (vv. lff. ) to come 
to Aegina, which is closely linked (by ydp in v. 3) to the young men's desire 
for a0cv o5ra N. 5). It seems therefore that the young men are asking for 
Pindar's song and it is difficult not to connect the voice of the Muse desired 
by the young men with the song referred to by the poet in vv. 1041 (66iapov 
6ppov). When Pindar says (vv. 11-12) that he will blend his song with their 
voices and the lyre, one would naturally suppose that the young men are 
going to perform the ode. Lefkowitz, however, argues that Pindar is going 
to blend his song with conversation, citing R 1.97-8 as a parallel. However, 
in the context of a reference to survival in song in Pythian 1 (cf. dot&rs- 
v. 94,06PJ1LYYCSv. 97) it would seem more natural to view the &pot of v, 98 as 
a means of performance rather than a mere adjunct to the occasion of 
6 Lefkowitz pp. 7ff.. Cf. also Heath pp. 187-8. His concern that choral performance of N. 3 
means that the K4wr 'is waiting for the song and singing the song and singing that they 
are waiting for the song' ignores the fact demonstrated by Slater (1969) p. 88 that 'the poet 
formulates his song by convention roughly for a time, when his chorus is arriving at the 
place where they are to sing, but at a moment before the song is to be sung!. 
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celebration. 
Choral performance of Nemean 3 appears to be confirmed by vv. 65ff. 
ZCD, .. alo 6 dyc6iý T6Y qtvw lgaAev &L V&V IMXdPLOV XdPYaKcAa&16jx,, 
which by ring composition recalls the opening of the ode. It might be 
argued that these verses refer vaguely to some earlier celebration rather 
than to Nemean 3 itself, but elsewhere Pindar is explicit in his reference 
to impromptu celebration at the games (cE 0.9.1ff., R 8.19ff. ). 
In contrast to these seemingly unequivocal passages, the evidence 
adduced for solo performance is both vague and ambiguous. Lefkowitz 
says of 0.11748Aqptap dirb OIILYya 7raaadAov Ady)gai; ' that the poet speaks 
of himself here as a 'solo performer, one of several poets who sing about 
and enjoy the hospitality of Hieron' (p. 4). Her evidence rests on the 
singular command, AdySaxl , and a comparison with Demodocus in 
Od. 8.68. In view of the vacillation between singular and plural to denote 
the first person in the odes, we should be wary of seeing especial 
significance in the use of the singular here7. 
Heath (p. 187) adduces 0.14.13-18 as evidence of solo performance by 
the poet since he sees a separation of the poet's role (singing) from that of 
the K*og. However, the connective ý* in v. 17 surely implies that the poet 
is part of the K*os- upon whom he asks the Graces to look with favour8. 
There is only one place in the odes where we may be certain that 
7 Cf. e. g. 0.2.89 dye &VI- Tiva PdUopry, 1.8.6a-7 ydT' Av 6poaptq irlawpev uTrodmv, 
pdre Kdka Orpdireve, etc.. 
8 Heath also (p. 189) finds in 0.9.1ff. evidence for solo performance by the poet. There is, 
however, no need to assume that the poefs contrast of his ode with the earlier impromptu 
celebrations of Epharmostus' victory at Olympia implies that performance of 0.9 was not 
choral. 
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Pindar speaks of the performance of an ode without a chorus, at N. 4.1347, 
but the words vubaAox, ia0qpt&v 0ayd Ke (w. 14-15) clearly indicate repeat 
performances (OaluO of the celebratory song rather than the first official 
performance9. 
We can conclude, I would suggest, that there is no good reason to 
reject the traditional view that Pindaes victory odes were performed by a 
chorus. Thus the identity of lyri in the epinicians is still a case for 
enquiry. The fullest discussion of this topic is again that of Lefkowitz, who 
suggested in 1963 that a convention operated which understood the chorus 
to be the sole speaker in non-epinician poetry (her examples are from the 
Partheneia and Paeans) and the poet's voice to be the only one heard in the 
epinicianslO. 
Opposed to this view are those who argue that on occasion the poet 
retreats and the chorus speaks in its own person in the epinicians, and 
that the reverse is true of the non-epinician poems1l. We cannot be sure of 
reaching a final solution to the problem. We are hampered by a lack of 
evidence for non-epinician poetry and our ignorance of the details and 
circumstances of the performance of choral poetry in general. However, 
9 Cf. Heath p. 187 n. 18. 
1OCf. Lefkowitzs important and informative dissertation, 'M KAI EM. The first 
person in Pindar, published in HSCP 67 (1963), 177-253. On the question of the identity of 
ty6 in the epinicians she was preceded by Dornseiff (pp. 81ff. ) and followed by Bowra 
(p. 360) and Kaimio (pp. 33-5, but note her comments on the ambivalence of the first 
person). 
11 For the view that the chorus may speak for itself in the epinicians cf. FrAnkel (1975) 
p. 427 n. 2,475 n. 12, Carey (1981) p. 16 n. 37, Sandys pp. 240-41, Slater (1971) p. 145 (but note 
Carey's doubts). We must note here that scholarship is not as clearly divided as this brief 
overview might suggest. Bowra, for example, views Iy6 in the epinicians as the poet 
(p. 360), but in the non-epinician odes allows I)sJ to represent poet (in Pae. 6 & 8), chorus 
(Partheneia), or city (Abdera in Pae. 2, Ceos in Pae. 4). 
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the following brief overview of the evidence aims at least to provide an 
appreciation of the problem. 
Let us begin with Pindar's Partheneia. The remains are 
fragmentary, but we possess almost 80 lines of one poem (fr. 2), which is 
sufficient to demonstrate similarities between it and our earliest surviving 
choral ode, Alcman's Partheneion (fr. 1). The speaker is discernible as a 
female chorus in the use of feminine participles and adjectives (e. g. 
&uaplm v. 6,6XIoLoa v. 8; cE Alcm. 1.61 OepdaaLs-, 85 lyo)v piv a". The 
maidens are very much concerned with the ritual in which they are 
taking part. They speak of their attire and their ritualistic actions, vv. 6ff., 
11-12,66f, (cf. Alcm. 1.60-63,64M, 98-9) and it is interesting to note the 
employment of the same image, the Sirens, in connection with the 
maidens' singing (v. 1 3, cf. Alcm. 1.96). 
Lefkowitz suggests (p. 189) that Pindar's maidens are restricted in 
the subject of their song; cf. vv. 33-5 lyý- & ? rpliTrL 7wpori4ta pev OpoveLp 
yAoJaaq Te AlyraOaL, and v. 37 xp4 p[d AOdv dOL6dV 7rp6aOOpOV12. This 
restriction is important because Lefkowitz assesses the identity of a 
speaker in a Pindaric poem by what is actually said, suggesting that 
choral speakers always tell us about themselves, their role and their 
dutieS13. Thus 'maidenly' subjects/themes will be limited to the maidens' 
description of themselves, of their apparel and their part in the ritual 
which they are performing. 
There are two problems with the imposition of these restrictions. 
12 Cf. also Maller p. 9. He declares fr. 94a (Parth. 1) not to be a partheneion on these 
grounds. 
13 Cf. her conclusion (a) p. 194 that'choral first personal statements are characterized by 
self-description, and thus may be distinguished from bardic statements simply by 
means of their subject matter'. 
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The first is that the language used by the poet in Parth. 2. vv. 33ff. is very 
conventional. 4z, ý &... is a standard break-off formula in the epinicians 
(cf. 0.1.100,8.74,13.93, P. 9.103, etc. ) and is used as such here, where the 
chorus recollects many fair deeds, but stops short of recounting them. 
7rpftra and 7rp6o-&pov are two aspects of a well-known theme in Pindar, 
the poet's concern with what is fitting for the composition and 
performance of his song (cf. 0.2.46,9.81, P. 5.104, N. 3.31,7.82, etc. ). The 
conventional aspect of these motifs suggests, therefore, that these 
restrictions should not be taken literally14. This is supported by our second 
problem: the poet does not observe them himself. 
One theme which concerns Pindar's maidens is one which is 
usually accepted as the poet's prerogative, the song itself15. The chorus 
describes itself as IzdpTw (v. 39), a description which Pindar applies to 
himself at 0.4.3 (cf. also 0.6.21), and at the end of our fragment there is a 
first person reference to X, 6ý6. At 0.7.7 this is how the poet (with a first 
person reference) describes his song: Kal ly(b x, 6crap XvT6x,, Mom& &my, 
&O, Io, 06pow &Wazy -ffJII7rWV17. This is part of a wide range of imagery 
describing song as a drink, cf. e. g. 0.6.91, N. 3.77,1.5.24-5,6.2-3,7-9. We 
may conclude, I think, that in the maiden song it is a reference to poetry, 
thus suggesting that the maidens may deal also with this topic. 
Song is not the only potentially unmaidenly subject of which the 
14 Lefkowitz herself admits that these are 'strangely reminiscent of the kairos 
statements in the epinician odes'. 
15 Cf. e. g. Lefkowitz pp. 195-6, where she suggests as a means of recognising that the poet 
is speaking that he 'is concerned with his own actions, with his poetry and his poetic 
ability, things which could apply only to himself, not to the chorue. 
16 At Parth. 2.76, after ; L4 vCv &, IKrqfp Grenfell and Hunt propose the supplement 186W 
dwd jqpd1&vg 11ifir. If this is accepted then the chorus of maidens appears as the source of 
song rather than the intermediary of the poet. 
17 All other references to vlKrap are literal and occur in myth (0.1.62, P. 9.63). 
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maidens sing. Their song portrays distasteful subjects, e. g. LJ'XOPdV IrPU' 
(v. 67), as well as topoi very far removed from themselves and their 
celebrations, in fact well-known themes of the epinician odes. At vv. 41ff. 
they recount victories with horses, and the honour bestowed on Agasicles' 
family by those round about as a result (cf. P. 4.66,10.8, N. 6.39). Treatment 
of subjects which are extremely common in the epinicians is a feature of 
Alcman's Partheneion, where the maidens narrated a substantial myth 
(vv. 1-15,19-36) and included gnomic moralising in their song (vv. 16ff., 37- 
9). 
To sum up, there is general agreement that the chorus of a 
partheneion speaks in its own person. The poet is naturally excluded by 
his gender. Any intrusion on his part would be jarring and obvious in an 
ode characterised by its feminine adjectives and participles referring to 
the speaker. However, there is no limit to the topics of which the maidens 
may sing. They deal with many themes and motifs familiar from the 
epinicians and even with poetry, usually the poet's own concern. 
The choruses of Paeans 2 and 4 also appear to speak in their own 
person throughout the poeMS18. The poet is not excluded on the same 
grounds as from the partheneia, but other restrictions apply because of 
the local communal flavour of the poems. When the chorus states Iy6 
o(Wir]cAom valwy (Pae. 4.21) or Pa1w Oýp]&Wav 7faflav (Pae. 2.25) the poet is 
naturally excluded. There is a narrow inward focus of vision in the 
18 Cf. Mdller pp. 13ff., Lefkowitz pp. 183ff.; Hamilton (p. 114), Fogelmark (p. 120) and 
Bowra (p. 364) accept NVilamowitz's suggestion (1913 p. 248) that Abdera is the speaker in 
Pae. 2. This seems possible, but vatw (v. 24) and Xp4 8' dv8pa ToKrVaL<, v> ýIprtv 
, 6agMoeov ataav (vv. 57-8) would seem to suggest more readily that the speaker is a 
chorus of typical citizens. CE the discussions of Hamilton pp. 114,119 n. 16, Fogelmark 
p. 120, Lefkowitz pp. 186-8,238 n. 10. A similar suggestion has been made forPaean 4. 
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Paeans demonstrated by the concern with physical and geographical 
detail (cf. Pae. 2.24-6,4.13-14,21-6) and with local events (e. g. Pae. 2.28ff., 
59M, 73 [the well-known local prophecy of Hecate], 102ff. [the prayer for 
the warD. 
However we may note that the Paeans also display motifs and 
themes found in the epinicians. The chorus often indulge in gnomic 
reflections of which the themes are echoed in the odes; for example, at 
Pae. 2.33,66, they sing of the rewards which come to those who undergo 
7Tdvos- in order to succeed (cf. e. g. 0.11.4, N. 7.74,1.4.42,5.25). The chorus' 
sentiment, p6xOw fpvxtav qWpe-L (Pae. 2.34) is echoed in the reward for 
Heracles prophesied by Tiresias at N. 1.70,4avXtav KapdTo)v prydAo)x, 
VOLvdtA9. *ný& itself is, of course, a recurring theme in the odes; cf. e. g. 
0.4.16, P. 1.70,8.1ff., N. 9.48, etc.. The 006pos- theme at Pae. 2.55ff. can also 
be found at e. g. 0.8.55, P. 1.85,7.19, etc.. The gn=6 on the foolishness of 
longing for things afar at Pae. 4.32ff. is paralleled by the myth in Pythian 
3 and especially v. 21 where the poet employs the same language. Myths 
are narrated (cf. Pae. 4.35ff., 8 passim). 
The speaker also comments at times on the ode's composition and 
production. This presents us with an interesting phenomenon: usually 
such concerns are only voiced by the poet. If the chorus is the sole speaker 
in non-epinician choral odes then we must assume that (as in the 
partheneia) it is they who voice these concerns. This seems to be supported 
by instances such as Pae. 2.4,77aL]dM Wd, 6), since a few lines later the 
statement vatw O[pjaridav 7jdlav KTA. automatically excludes the poet. 
19 Cf. Maller p. 25. 
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However, can a chorus be said 7raLdm &dKcLP? 20 &dmv is used of the chorus 
performing its song at fr. 107a, Kqunaox, y0og &dKwx,, but it is also used at 
I. 314M (3) 4mT4oas- 6pcriý-, 4aV &dKru,, clearly of the poet. Miller notes its 
affinity with the chariot of song metaphor (pp. 12-13) clearly connected with the 
poefs composition of the ode. He also remarks on Pindar's description of the 
chorus as T&nxrs- K4. mv at N. 3.4. Such a description suggests a creative role 
for the chorus in composing or directing its own song, which it clearly could 
not, but this appears to have been an accepted fiction. The same fiction 
operates at Pae4.2 Xqprliýmym, a verb which could describe either poet or 
chorus, but which at 1.1.7. clearly refers to the poet. As the chorus speaks in 
its own person in the paean the verb describes their role. 
This confusion between the roles of the poet and chorus seems to have 
been accepted. However, at Pae. 6.1 ff. it is difficult to see any other than the poet 
as the speaker, because of the description doMpop JTtept&v vpoomp which the 
speaker applies to himself2l. At B. 9.3 Bacchylides describes himself in similar 
fashion as Mom& loAL-OdpoiP &Iog npoOdras-. It is hard to imagine the chorus 
speaking of itself in such terms. It may be, strictly speaking, npoodras- of the 
poet, but only the poet can speak for the Muses. Our fragmentary remains of 
Paean 7, on the theme of poetry, reveal a self-concious attitude to it typical of 
the poet, but without the surrounding context we may not state with certainty 
that it is he who speaks22. 
The evidence of the paeans suggests that in very localised paeans (such 
as 2 and 4) the poet was excluded as speaker and the chorus spoke in its 
20 CC MdIIer pp. 12,13, Lefkowitz p. 238 n. 9. 
21 7bis is my main objection to Hoekstrds interpretation of these verses (pp. qff. ). He states that 
in vv. 144 the chorus must be speaking in its own person. Fogelmark lists other objections p. 119. 
Cf. also Radt pp. 108ff- 
22 Fogelmark pp. 122-3 notes parallels in the epinicians for what is said here, further indicating 
the common themes of epinician and non-epinician choral odes. 
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own person throughout, even promoting the fiction that they controlled the 
direction of their song. However, in paeans of pan-Hellenic interest the 
poet seems to have felt able to step forward himself with authority. We may 
ascribe this to a lack of the restraints imposed by the gender of the 
choruses of the partheneia and by the narrow scope 
ýf the local communal 
paeans in conjunction with the poet's pride in being a poet of pan-Hellenic 
standing and authority. 
Alcman had only referred to himself in the third person (fr. 39) but 
with a similar self-conciousness about his ability as a poet. By the time 
that Pindar was writing it is clear that the convention allowed both first 
and third person references to the poet. The non-epinician odes of 
Bacchylides may support this. At 16.1ff. we cannot say with certainty 
whether poet or chorus is the speaker, but at 19.1ff. the poet clearly steps 
forward to speak about his poetry. 
If we feel the presence of Pindar in the non-epinician odes, it is 
clear that he has a much greater presence in the epinicians. Does, 
however, our evidence suggest, as, for example, Lefkowitz believes, that 
the poeVs persona in the epinicians is sufficiently dominant to prevent any 
first person statement which is applicable solely to the chorus? Has the 
poet: s standing and authority reduced the chorus' role merely to that of 
intermediary between laudator and victor? 
At times the poet separates himself clearly from the chorus 
(P. 10.56, N. 2.24-5,3.3-12, I. 31nit., cf. B. 1 3.190). and also may be deemed to 
be spealdng when he addresses an intermediary who is to carry the ode to 
its patron (0.6.87ff., 1.2.47-8) or refers to sending the song to its addressee 
(N. 3.76iT., cE B. 5.195). N. 7.61, B. 13.221M (and perhaps MUM dAWdirow) 
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describe a relationship between poet and patron which is unlikely to have 
applied to the chorus, so we may admit only the poet's voice here. The 
same applies to P. 3.63-80, which refers to a sea journey to Syracuse, which 
it is hard to imagine being made by the whole choruS23. I. J. init, which 
deals with the poet's conflicting commissions, has no relevance for the 
chorus. 
Other passages display an interest in the art of poetry which would 
seem to suggest that these are the exclusive concern of the poet; cE e. g. the 
poet: s claim of a pan-Hellenic reputation at the end of Olympian 1,115b- 
116, the references to poetic inspiration at 0 1.111412,2.83b-85,6.84ff., 105. 
In these passages the notions of composition and poetic propriety are so 
far to the fore that we may suggest that these verses concern Pindar alone. 
In addition to these there are several passages which would seem to 
concern the poet rather than the chorus, e. g. 0.10.1ff., 2.89ff., P. 4.248, 
1.6.74-5 (cf. B. 3.85,5.31M, 12.3), since they exhibit a self-concious attitude 
to poetry and the role of the poet, but we cannot completely rule out the 
voice of the chorus in these passages. Not only is there the physical 
presence of the chorus who are actually performing the ode, from whose 
mouths the sentiments come24, but, as we have noticed in the partheneia 
and paeans, the chorus may ascribe to themselves a part in the poetics of 
an ode. 
Are there, on the other hand, any occasions in the epinicians where 
we may deem that it is the chorus primarily who speak, where what is 
23 Slater (1971) pp. 137-52 argues for this as an example of a choral first person, but cf. 
Carey's arguments (1981, p. 16). 
24 Even Kaimio, while declaring that all first person statements may be understood as 
the poet's own voice, is aware of this difficulty; cf. pp. 34-5. 
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said is far more natural on their lips than on those of the poet? 25 Although 
we cannot absolutely rule out the inclusion of Pindar, can we suggest that 
at times he slipped into the background and that the audience would then 
naturally take what was said to concern the chorus? 
At N. 7.84-5 the speaker states: 
Myovn ydp AtaK6x, j4v &T6 ya7po&ms- yovars- &rroaaj, 
hid pty roAtapAvv ciw44) Ird'Tpq, KTA. r-ir- 
Pindar cannot describe Aeacus as 77vAtqpXos- of his land (Thebes), while it 
would be an entirely valid and appropriate sentiment for an Aeginetan 
chorus. Attempts to get round what is said here (by those who wish to 
apply this first-person statement to the poet) have included stretching the 
meaning of raAtqpXoP or emending 44 when every manuscript agrees on 
the text. The details are discussed by Carey (1981 p. 173) who concludes 
that 'this remains the clearest example in Pindar of a choral first 
person"26. 
A second place where we may suggest a choral first person is 
P. 8.98, where the speaker addresses Aegina: 
Arrva OUa udTcp, tkWpw a7-64 
ndU, v Tdv& x4uCc Al Kal Kplovn aiv AtaKw, - 
Hqkl 7-c Kdya&p TeAggiOn civ -e 'AXtAWL. 
The description of Aegina as Pa pdTrp would come most naturally from 
the mouths of an Aeginetan chorus. Fogelmark, however, argues (p. 137) 
2-5Several scholars would deny that we may. Lefkowitz concludes (p. 225) that 'in the 
epinician odes which we have considered [i. e. all the passages where the scholia 
expressed doubt as to whether Pindar or the chorus was the speaker] Pindar is the only 
speaker'. Hamilton states (p. 113) that 'the poet clearly distinguishes himself from the 
chorus at times while the chorus never clearly distinguishes itself from the poet'. 26 Cf. also Most p. 200. 
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that this statement flows more naturally from the mouth of the poet 
because an Aeginetan chorus can hardly say HALP -rdvk of Aegina. It is 
hard to see why they could not. Citizens of other cities were able to K 
S. OT. 52, Tim. Pers. 791,237M). Others argue that Pindar need not be 
excluded. OAa ydrep might well be a term of respect and affection on the 
poet: s part (as Gildersleeve p. 334), but it is noticeable that he speaks in 
very similar terms of Thebes, his own natural O[Aa pdTW, at I. 1.1 ja7-rp 1ýld 
... Ofjga. 
We cannot completely exclude the poet's voice here, but clearly 
this description of Aegina would be far more natural coming from the 
Aeginetan chorus than from a foreign poet, and I think we may suggest 
that it is of the chorus that the audience would primarily think. 
There is one further passage in which scholars have argued for the 
chorus speaking in its own person in the epinicians, that is P. 5.72ff.: 
7-6 6 tp6m -yqp6a 
dM3 X=dPTUS' t7TIJO=V KMOS', 
Wev yCyCvwPbvl 
DwvTo E)Yjpav& 4ZTes- Alyrf&L, 75 
11jol =rlpcs-, ob Oca, dvep, dUa MoFpd ns- dyev- 
77x)A6OuTxw lpamov 
&&v dm&-edurm, 
'ArmUov, Teo, 
Kapx*', Iv Savit aWqurv8O 
Ktpdvctg dyatc-nybvv 7r6ALv- 
The Spartan Aegeidae are described as ancestors of the speaker ( cf. dv6 
ZMdpmr ... 60CY IVyCvmylm ... ores, Alyft&L, t1.101 maTtper). There is 
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some dispute as to whether this applies to the poet or to the chorus; cf. 
2;. P. 5.96a (D. II p. 183) 6 Myog d7T6 ToD XopoD TiOx, Atfleom 4 d7T6 17-oo 
7TOL17TOD. If the former, it must be noted that this is the only occasion on 
which Pindar lays claim to Aegeid ancestry; elsewhere it is Theban 
ancestry alone which he claims (cf. I. M. pfiTcp tp 4.... Goa, I. 8.15b 1v 
ý7mav6AOLM 04)gmg Tpaovra, 0.6.84ff. paTpopdTojp tpcl ZnpoaAts-, rbavoo 
McTdma, 7rAdeimmv d GijBav J-nKTf-V)27. 
The Theban Aegeidae had aided the Heracleidae to conquer 
Amyclae and some of them had settled in Sparta, thereby creating a 
Spartan branch of the clan. The colonisation of Cyrene took place from 
Sparta, by way of Thera, whence the link between the Spartan Aegeidae 
and Cyrene in our teXt28. If therefore Pindar, a Theban, is to describe the 
Spartan Aegeidae as 1pol iraTlpcy, iraTipes- needs to acquire a different 
meaning from the one it usually bears. Gildersleeve suggests 'uncles' 
(p. 311), Farnell 'men of old belonging to my paternal clan' (II. p. 178), 
Wilamowitz 'Mdnner meines vdterlichen Geschlechtes' Q9221p. 480), 
Burton 'members of my family clan' (p. 147), Kirkwood 'ancestors' Q 981] 
p. 18). There is, however, no parallel for varlpes- meaning 'uncles' or 
'distant cousins' or 'ancestors' when it refers not to those from whom one 
derives one's existence (as in Burton's examples) but to a completely 
different and younger offshoot of the family. 
If the poet had traced the Aegeid connexion right back to the Theban 
Aegeidae there might be some limited justification for including his voice 
27Pindar elsewhere does not take similar opportunities to claim Aegeid ancestry, cf. e. g. 
L7.15 Airel8ai alOnv &yovot and Z ad loc., and P. 1.65ff. where the Dorians' taking of 
Amyclae is described. 
28There is nothing unusual in the Cyreneans regarding themselves as descendants of 
one Spartan tribe. Cf. FrAnkel (1975) p. 427 n. 2. 
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here (although this involves supposing that he was an Aegeid, for which 
we have no other evidence), but it is very clear that the speaker is 
concerned only with the Spartan branch of the clan since they were the 
ones who had come to Cyrene. 
Furthermore the speaker of vv. 72ff. not only narrates a brief history 
of Cyrene's founding (which was presumably very well known by the 
audience), recounting how his ancestors came to Cyrene, but also adds 
the detail that by the same route (Thera) he/they received the festival of the 
Carneia: nuAMvmv 1pavov Mev dva&edyrvoL (w. 77-8). That the Cyreneans 
felt they had received the cult of Apollo Carneios by this route can be seen 
in Callimachus'Hymn to Apollo vv. 71ff. (which also seems to indicate that 
this was an open Cyrenean festival, not a specifically Aegeid one). 1POev 
dva&edgem KTA. is only literally true of the Cyrenean chorus and cannot 
be literally true of Pindar. Therefore the most natural assumption is that 
both dm&-Muem and aeP4CcVcv (v. 80) refer to the chorus as representatives 
of the Cyrenean population. 
It may be argued that Pindar, as a regular celebrant of the Carneia 
in his home state, associates himself with the Cyrenean celebrants of the 
Carneia. There is, however, no evidence that the Carneia was celebrated 
at Thebes29. Even if this is due to a deficiency in our sources it is still 
difficult to believe that this would justify Pindar's inclusion of himself in 
the phrase 6*v dm&-ed1zrwt. Such a remark flows naturally from the lips 
of a Cyrenean chorus rather than from those of a foreign poet. It seems to 
me that there is a strong case for believing P. 5.72ff. to be another instance 
29 Cf. Nilsson p. 128, who notes the celebration of the Carneia at Sparta, Argos, Cos, 
Thurioi, Thera and Cyrene, but finds no evidence for it at Thebes. 
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where the poet steps aside and allows the chorus to speak out in its own 
person. 
We may therefore suggest with some degree of certainty that in 
three places in the epinicians the poet steps aside and the chorus speaks 
in its own person. The relative rarity of such instances must be noted. In 
contrast to the choruses of the paeans and partheneia the chorus of the 
epinicians has no clearly felt personality. Instead there is a clear bias in 
favour of the poet as main speaker, who comes forward and draws 
attention to himself in a remarkably self-concious manner3O. 
We must not interpret this bias in Pindar's epinicians, however, as 
evidence that the poet was the only speaker. Instead our evidence suggests 
that a convention operated which accepted vacillation between poet and 
chorus or a combination of these as the speaker. At times we may clearly 
identify lyc5 as Pindar, on other occasions the chorus steps forward, but 
for the most part Slater is correct in suggesting (1969 p. 89) that Iyal 
'implies in fact a vague combination of Pindar, chorus and chorus 
leader' 31. 
That convention tolerated vacillation in the speaker receives further 
support from another application of the first person in the epinicians. 
Young (1968 p. 58) calls this the 'indefinite first person' when the speaker 
addresses the victor in a generalised first person, when 'P really means 
'wep, 'men', gone', 'man' etc. 32. It does not really matter whether the 
30 This is in direct contrast to Bacchylides' 'personality' in his epinician odes. No less 
than four times he refers to himself only in the third person (3.97-8,5.10M, 9.3,10.9-10). 
He may also speak of himself in the first person (cf. 3.85,5.31M, 195M, 10.51,12.3, 
13.221ff. ). At other times the identity of the first person is unclear (e. g. 1.49,2.9,4.13, 
5.42, etc. ). 
31CE also Carey (1981) p. 16. 
32 Cf. also FrAnkel (1975) p. 475 n. 12 and p. 514 [2.2-51. 
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speaker in such statements is poet, chorus or both, the important point is 
that what is said is as applicable to the audience as to the speaker. Dissen 
was the first to note this phenomenon and gave as examples 0.3. rin., 
RUM., 11.50, N. 1.31,10.39, I. 7.4off. 33. Des Places (p. 9) also notes 
N. 8.33ff. and Young (1971 p. 30) suggests 1.7.3734. The device is often used 
to praise the victor indirectly (as P. 11, N. 1,8.10) implying that he has 
applied these statements in his own life. Elsewhere the poet gives the 
device a more general application, but it usually possesses especial 
relevance for the victor's situation (0.3, R3, L 7). 
A further possibility exists in the poet's use of the first person. Our 
scholia attribute various statements in the odes to a further possible 
speaker, the laudandus: P. 8.56ff., 9.92,1.7.39-41. This is an assumption 
based on the sentiments expressed in these passages. Carey (1981 p. 93) 
questions it for P. 9.92, since we may also interpret these words as the 
pleasure of the poet and/or chorus in the victory, and (p. 161) for 1.7.39-41, 
where the statement expressed is general rather than only applicable to 
the victor35. At P. 8.56ff., however, he accepts the scholia's attribution of 
speaker: 6s- d7T6 Too XopoD T6 updamTom pigovylvou Too PcPLKi7K6ros- M 
P. 8.78a D. II p. 214), and adds to this passage N. 7.64-8 (cf. [19811 pp. 159ff. ). 
This is far from certain, but the very suggestion of another speaker in the 
odes should at least alert us to the possible degree of mobility and 
versatility in the use of the first person in Pindar's epinicians. 
To sum up, we have discovered a surprising versatility in the use of 
33 Dissen I p. XVI. 
34 This is challenged by Lefkowitz (1980) p. 35. 
35 Cf. however FrAnkel (1975) p. 475 n. 1 2. 
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the first person in the epinicians, one which goes beyond that 
demonstrated in the non-epinician choral odes. Despite this we may 
suspect that for much of the time Pindar's audience did not concern itself 
with the exact identity of the speaker (for example, during the narration of 
the myth, gnomic utterances and praise of the victor) and hence did not 
distinguish between poet/chorus leader/chorus. At times, however, the 
poet will step forward, or the chorus will separate itself from him, in 
order to say something which clearly identifies the speaker. 
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